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On the difference in the use of Baťa and Bata in the text

When the text refers to members of the Baťa family, the Czech notation 
Baťa will be used. Particularly, if Baťa appears in the text without ref-
erence to a first name or initials, the text its talking about the founder 
of the company, Tomáš Baťa. Then, if other members of the family are 
mentioned, their first name or initials will be added.

When referring to the company, given that it had different denom-
inations throughout the period of study—T & A Baťa Shoe Company 
(1894-1931), Baťa a.s. (1931-1945), Bata Shoe Organization (After 
1945), plus the additional ancillary companies—for the sake of sim-
plicity, in general, the denomination Bata or Bata Shoe Company will 
be used in the text. If necessary, the legal name of the enterprise in each 
specific moment will be used.
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Utopía en Red. Arquitectura y Urbanismo de las Ciudades Satélite 
de la Bata Shoe Company, 1930 al presente

Con origen en un humilde y pequeño taller fundado en 1874 por 
Tomáš Baťa, la Bata Shoe Company creció hasta convertirse en una 
gigantesca empresa en los años 20, fundada en principios de control 
científico de la producción y capitalismo de bienestar. El crecimiento 
de la compañía se extendió por Zlín (en la actual República Checa), su 
pueblo de nacimiento, y la transformó en una moderna ciudad jardín 
industrial capaz de satisfacer las necesidades tanto de una población 
en alza como de la propia empresa. Como reacción a la crisis de 1929, 
Bata inició una estrategia de descentralización y expansión internacio-
nal caracterizada por el proyecto y construcción de modernas ciudades 
industriales que replicaron el modelo de Zlín por el mundo.
Esta tesis es un estudio exhaustivo de estas ciudades: las razones detrás 
del proyecto, su diseño, y su condición post-industrial; es un estudio 
comparativo que se ha servido de trabajo de campo, documentación 
fotográfica, entrevistas y materiales de archivo para explicar la lógica 
detrás del proyecto de Bata, documentar el diseño e implementación de 
tal modelo en múltiples contextos y geografías, y valorar el legado ur-
bano de esta empresa. Finalmente, la investigación evalúa qué podrían 
aprender las disciplinas del diseño y otras partes implicadas de una 
síntesis completa de la historia y el urbanismo de las ciudades satélite 
de Bata, en lo relativo a la reinvención y sostenibilidad de proyectos 
contemporáneos de la industria en geografías en desarrollo.

Resumen
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Networked Utopia: the Architecture and Urbanism of the Bata Shoe 
Company Satellite Cities, 1930 to the present

From its humble beginnings as a small workshop established by 
Tomáš Baťa in 1874, the Bata Shoe Company became a gigantic 
concern in the 1920s, built on the principles of scientific management 
and welfare capitalism. The growth of the company engulfed Zlín (in 
today’s Czech Republic), its hometown, and transformed it into a mod-
ern industrial garden city satisfying the needs of both a growing indus-
trial population, and those of the company itself. As a reaction to the 
aftermath of the crisis of 1929, the enterprise began a strategy of decen-
tralization and international expansion characterized by the design and 
construction of a series of modern industrial towns that replicated the 
model of Zlín around the globe. 

This study is an exhaustive survey of these cities, their rationale, 
design, and their postindustrial conditions; it is a comparative work 
that has used field trips, photography, interviews, and archival material 
to explain the logics behind Bata’s project, to document the design and 
implementation of the model to multiple contexts and geographies, 
and to evaluate of the urban legacy of this undertaking. Finally, the 
research explores the question of what can the design disciplines, and 
other parties involved, learn from a full synthesis on the history and 
urbanism of the Bata satellite cities with regard to the re-imagination 
and sustainability of contemporary industry-sponsored interventions in 
developing geographies.

Abstract
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In January 2010, as Teaching Assistants of Professor Felipe Correa at 
the Harvard Graduate School of Design (GSD), Christopher Roach 
and myself worked on the preparation of the bibliography and other 
materials for the spring seminar Between Promise and Performance: The 
Global Footprint of the Flower Industry Along the Equator. As stated in 
its syllabus, the goal of the seminar was to “utilize the equatorial flower 
industry as a lens to investigate the potential role of the ‘Flower Agro-
Industrial Cluster’ as the backbone for a more integral mode of urban-
ization along high altitude equatorial agricultural corridors.” After our 
first meeting with Felipe, we went down to the Frances Loeb library 
with a list of cases on our notebooks in search of relevant literature. The 
projects we had to look at were:

1. Bata - aerial photos, 1930 + today; basic imagery of town; essay by J. L. Cohen
2. Saltpeter Mines, Chile - thesis by Jose “Pepe” Rosas
3. Oil Platforms + Oil Towns - SOM designed town in Venezuela in 1950’s
4. Sonoma County Wine Region  
5. Fordlandia & Muscle Shoals, AL  
6. Colonia Güell  
7. Bulgaria Valley of the Roses  
8. Manaus, Brazil - Image of Opera then + now (ruins)

Chris and I decided to divide up the list to get started. He took the 
cases that had ties with North America and oil extraction; I took those 
based on Spain and Latin America. 

And Bata.

Preface & Acknowledgements
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Although that preliminary research on Bata was rather shallow, and 
sticked to the main literature sources written in English, evidently Jean-
Louis Cohen’s “Zlin. An Industrial Republic,” published in Rassegna 
in 1997, was among them. Having myself not heard at all about Bata 
before, I found his authoritative overview on the case revealing, as it 
suggested the many layers that had come together at once in shaping 
the architecture of Zlín. However, needless to say, what I found more 
intriguing was his reference to the ‘reproduction’ of the model of Zlín 
in other locations. By then I was already regretting that I was not taking 
the seminar to go deeper into that, and find out what had happened 
to those copies of Zlín; I wondered if they were ever made, and if they 
had outlived the eighty-one years after their foundation. Most impor-
tantly, if that was the case, I wondered how had those pieces of univer-
sal modern urbanism dealt with different climates, politics, economies, 
and societies, and if that comparative overview could say something to 
the design disciplines in our times of rapid urbanization and globalized 
architectural and urbanism practice.

“It is surprising that nobody has ever made a Druker about this,” 
Felipe concluded after one of the students, Joaquín Bonifaz, presented 
the case to the class based on our bibliography. 

I took on those last eye-opening words, and embarked the follow-
ing months on the preparation of a proposal for the Druker Traveling 
Fellowship. After a highly competitive two-stage selection process, I 
became its 25th grantee upon my graduation on May 2011.

This prestigious award, granted by the Department of Urban 
Planning and Design at the Harvard GSD, was established in 1986 
by Ronald M. Druker, Loeb Fellow ’76, and by the Trustees of the 
Bertram A. Druker Charitable Foundation. It offers the selected stu-
dent the opportunity to travel anywhere in the world to “pursue study 
that advances understanding of urban design.” 

Needless to say, without the disinterested generosity of Ronald M. 
Druker, this dissertation would not have been possible; not just in 
economic terms, but for the reputation of the fellowship and the name 
of Harvard did make a difference in having certain doors opened. 
Nevertheless, I also would like to thank Professors Judith Grant-Long, 
Michael Hopper, Alex Krieger, Andrea Leers, and Hashim Sarkis, mem-
bers of tthat year’s Druker selection committee, for seeing the potential 
in my research proposal, and for helping me to improve it with their 
feedback before the final submission. Finally, I also must express thanks 
to, first, the Fundación Caja Madrid for having had a competitive, 
merit-based, world-class program of fellowships for post-gruaduate 
of which I benefitted to be able to study at the Harvard GSD. Sec-
ondly, the Committee General Scholarships, and the Real Colegio 
Complutense at Harvard University and its director, the late Ángel 
Sáenz-Badillos provided me with additional support for life in Cam-
bridge the years 2010-2012.

After graduation, having the opportunity of becoming research as-
sociate of Professor Rahul Mehrotra, by then Chair of the Department 
of Urban Planning and Design, during the year 2011-12 was critical, 
as being affiliated to the Harvard GSD provided with an institutional 
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platform from which I could successfully kick-off the research project. 
Rahul has since then been interested in the development of my work; 
he has given me sincere and friendly career advice, and encouraged me 
to wrap up and finish this thesis.

The continuity of the research at a high-profile educational insti-
tution after Harvard was possible with the support of a fellowship for 
pre-doctoral research from the Fundación La Caixa. After a competitive 
application and selection process, this institution sponsored my stay 
as guest researcher at the Department of Urbanism at the Faculty of 
Architecture and the Built Environment of the Technical University 
of Delft. Harvard Professor Joan Busquets kindly connected me to 
Professor Han Meyer in Delft, who I would like to thank for offering 
me hospitality at the Urbanism department, and for being a reader of 
my dissertation. I extend my gratitude to the members of the chair or 
Urban Compositions, and of the department at large.

In the meantime, in Madrid, Professor Luis Fernández-Galiano, my 
promotor, has had full confidence in my work.

Concerning the research itself, when I was about to begin my trips, I 
was very curious to know how it would be to travel to the “same” town 
over and over, but apart from the fascination of seeing the variations 
of the same building typologies and plans, I have discovered that the 
towns become fully legible thanks to the people I have met, and the 
stories they have shared with me. They all have in common the con-
viction that they live in places that belong to a larger system and that 
share a common history. What I found during my trips were not dying 
towns in a post-industrial landscape in decay, but places with a shared 
and strong identity, and ever stronger communities, that, not without 
difficulties, have managed to keep the towns alive; Communities that 
value their past, but that are not afraid of the future.

Given the temporal and geographical scope of the work I have been 
doing since my trip to Batawa, Canada, in January 2012—the first of 
twenty-three research field trips across three continents—there is a long 
list of people to whom I would like to show my gratitude. The reasons 
for that are manifold:

Kathleen Ryan, then Associate Dean for External Relations at the 
GSD, and Mohsen Mostafavi, Dean of that same school, made possible 
the first contact with Sonja Bata. 

Mrs Bata welcomed me in the Bata Shoe Museum and spend a full 
day with me in Toronto in January 2012. Suzanne McLean and herself 
showed me the museum exhibition and archives. Then Mrs Bata and 
I held a long interview in the offices of the Bata Shoe Organization, 
in a meeting room full of publications and materials at my dispos-
al prepared by Libuše Peichl. Heather Candler, general manager at 
the Batawa Development Corporation, detailed me the future plans 
for Batawa, provided me with documentation, and guided me in the 
village. Jeff Leavitt, facilities manager in Batawa, opened the factory 
building for my visit. Darren Lobb gave me a tour of the facilities of 
the Batawa Ski Hill. Former Bata employee Serge Folsch and his wife 
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Shirley shared their life story with me. Finally, Sonja Bata met me again 
in Batawa, showed me her private residence there, and gave her detailed 
comments on my Druker research statement. Stephanie White, editor 
of Canadian journal On Site Review, invited me to write a short piece 
about Batawa. 

Rahul Mehrotra put me in touch with Bimal Patel, one of the 
architects of the Calcutta Riverside development in former Batanagar 
grounds. Mr Patel directed me to Sumit Dabriwala, Director of the 
Calcutta Metropolitan Group, and the latter to Nayan Basu, CEO 
of Hiland Group, who eventually helped me to organize a visit to 
Batanagar in February 2012, with the approval of Pradip Kumar Nag 
from Bata India. Nouman Malik, architect at Hiland, and photogra-
pher, accompanied me during the visit, shared his insights and doc-
umentation of the project, and contributed with additional pictures 
of the town after my request. My sister Nélida Muñoz Sanz was my 
travel and research assistant. Gavin Shatkin, then professor at the 
Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning at the University 
of Michigan, corresponded with me and shared his local contacts in 
Batanagar. Matthew Lee, Curator at the Film Archive of the Imperial 
War Museum in England made it easy to obtain a copy of the two 
movies on Batanagar held in that institution. Ondřej Ševeček, of the 
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, connected me to Markéta 
Březovská, who shared with me her doctoral dissertation on Batanagar. 
Kaiwan Mehta, Managing Editor of Domus India, published in this 
magazine my article on the indian Bata town. After reading that paper, 
Olek J. Plesek, born in Batanagar and former Bata employee began a 
long correspondence via e-mail and post with me, unreservedly sharing 
with me not just stories, insights, documents, books, and facts about 
Batanagar that were unknown to me, but also his family memories, 
impressions, and sorrows. Mr Plesek introduced me, albeit virtually, to 
Austin Dolezal, Hanka Gregorova, Marketa Fajmonova, Pavel Hajny, 
and Paul Zitek. They are descendants of the founders of Batanagar, and 
members of his ‘Foundation Stone Team’. Paul Zitek, son of Oldřich 
Zítek, shared with me in a DVD via Mr Plesek the scanned pages of a 
photo album with unpublished photographs kept by his father.

British film-maker Nina Pope connected me to Winifred Price, of 
the Bata Reminiscence and Resource Centre in East Tilbury, England. 
Mrs Price invited me to attend to the Open house held by the Centre 
in April 2012, where former Bata employees reunited. Spanish architect 
and friend Rocio Martín Ruiz-Jarabo came with me to that field trip. 
During that visit, historian Mike Ostler gave me an exciting tour of 
the British Bata estate on that rainy day. Workers at Safestore, a storage 
company located in one of the Standard five-story Bata buildings in the 
industrial complex in town allowed us to visit the interior of the hall.

Niels van de Donk came with me to visit a big red Bata logo stand-
ing on a lawn in Belcamp, Maryland, in June 2012, the only remainder 
of Bata’s presence there.

Sonja Bata suggested me to visit Möhlin, Switzerland, on August 1, 
2012, celebration of the “80 Jahre leben mit Bata,” where I was treated 
as a ‘special guest’ and was taken, together with the Advisory Board of 
the Bata Shoe Foundation on a tour to the factory of the new owner 
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of the Bata Park, Jakob Müller AG. Harvard peer Hana Disch came 
with me to Möhlin from Zürich. Mrs Bata introduced me to Tobias 
Ehrenbold, a researcher and expert in the history of that town. Tobias 
met with me in Basel, and then in Möhlin in June 2013, illustrated me 
on the history of the town, and guided me through the housing quar-
ters and the interior of one of the manufacturing halls.

Christopher Roach and Sandra Vivanco, professors at the California 
College of the Arts, welcomed me to join their studio trip to Brazil in 
August 2012. Chris joined me in a day trip to Batatuba, in Piracaia, 
shared his impressions, and assisted me with the photography of the 
town. Our driver, who spoke English, helped us with the translations 
from Portuguese. The workers at the Cras Batatuba, the public occupa-
tional center located in the old Bata Club, gladly welcomed us, showed 
us the place, and phoned Fábio Rolfsen, a local architect interested in 
the history of the town. Mr Rolfsen joined us in the visit, took us to 
the grave of Jan Antonín Baťa, located in the municipal cemetery of 
Piracaia. Later, he would share with me several unpublished old photo-
graphs and plans.

Pavel Velev, of the Thomas Bata Foundation, put me in touch with 
Tomek Ślęzak, sub-secretary for programs and promotion of the City 
Office of Krapkowice, Poland. Mr Ślęzak shared with me plenty of 
old pictures of the Bata town in Otmęt (originally Ottmuth), today a 
neighborhood of that locality. After gatecrashing the factory grounds in 
June 2013, a ‘friendly’ owner of a small company kicked out of there.

Anna Moskal, head to the Department of Architecture, Geodesy 
and Resources of the City of Chełmek, Poland, shared with me infor-
mation on the current masterplan of the city. During the site visit in 
June 2013, Jadwiga Sroka, at the main library in that town, tried to 
assist me in what she could, despite the language barrier. Anna Syska, 
from Silesian Center of Cultural Heritage and resident of Chełmek 
contacted me and shared her writings on the history of the town.

Whereas Peter Tomečko from the company Chemosvit, a.s, in 
Svit, Slovakia, saw “no reason to permit entry and taking pictures of 
buildings or anything of the assets of our company” when I asked via 
e-mail for the possibility of a visit to the former Bata chemical com-
plex it occupies, Peter Antal, manager at Tatrasvit—the company next 
door, and manufacturing section of the industrial area—kindly made 
it possible for me to visit the factory in June 2013. An employee of the 
Hotel Spolcentrum, former Bata community house, gave me access to 
the non-public areas and the rooftop. 

After a failed attempt in June 2013 to climb to the rooftop of the 
tower in the center of Partizánske, Slovakia, Katarina Komzikova, 
from the local newspaper Noviny Tempo, gave me her contact and 
shared with me historical images from the newspaper archive. Ingrid 
Gaherova, Honeywell Safety Products HR Manager, gave me permis-
sion to access the former Bata factory grounds where her employer 
is located now. Tobias Ehrenbold suggested my name to Juraj Silvan, 
organizer of a symposium in Partizánske in October 2015, who invit-
ed me as a keynote speaker, and then acted as the perfect host in both 
Bratislava and Partizánske. Professor Bohumil Kováč invited me to 
a discussion with his PhD students at the Faculty of Architecture in 
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Bratislava.Vladimir Marko, from the Housing Department of the City, 
answered all my questions on his area, and finally made it possible for 
me to go up to the rooftop of the aforementioned tower.

Dáša Moláková, then at the Department of Development and 
Planning in Třebíč, put me in contact with Filip Slezák, architect at the 
Urban Design Division in the city. Mr Slezák prepared for me a pack-
age with local publications, city maps, and GIS data, suggested me new 
literature sources, and guided me in a tour to the industrial grounds 
and residential quarter in Borovina in June 2013, explaining at the 
same time the future plans for the area. Additionally, he arranged a visit 
to the home of Ivo Krčmář, GIS manager in Třebíč, as he lives in an 
original Bata house. Mr Krčmář and his wife Vera Dohnalová showed 
me their private domain, and Mr Slezák helped with the translation to 
English. Mr Krčmář later send me some scanned plans and old leasing 
documents of the house.

Mr Slezák contacted several colleagues in other municipalities 
of Bata origin, unfortunately with various degrees of success. Lenka 
Vaculová, PR manager of the city of Otrokovice, Czech Republic, did 
attend his request, and sent me by post some local publications on 
the history of the town.  Martin Hujer, mayor of the city of Zruč nad 
Sázavou, Czech Republic, also replied to Mr Slezák and send infor-
mation on the existing masterplan for the city, and its development 
projects. Martin Doležal, mayor of the Town of Sezimovo Ústí, replied 
to an email I sent requesting for planning information on the town, but 
unfortunately communication did not continue after that. These three 
towns were visited also during the summer of 2013.

Teake Bouma, architect and teacher at the TU Delft, and historian 
Leo van Meijel shared with me their work on the historical appraisal 
and urban design of Batadorp, Best, the Netherlands. Mr Bouma then 
met me and explained me the insights of that project. Tobias Ehrenbold 
put me in touch with Astrid Hoppenbrouwers, Executive Assistant  
Bata Industrials Europe, who helped me in arranging a visit to the Bata 
factory in Best in October 2013. Hans van Genuchten, production 
manager bata industrials, and she showed me the complex and shared 
valuable information.

Tobias Ehrenbold connected me with Patrice Blaising, of Bata 
France, who I met in Hellocourt in November 2013. Mr Blaising kind-
ly spend almost a full day with me, showed me the factory grounds, 
different housing types, and the Bata residence. Ghislain Gad, President 
of l’association la chaussure Bataville gave permission for us to visit the 
old community house, which is now of his property.

Alen Žunić, former student at the Harvard GSD, give me the 
contact of Zdenka Predrijevac, of the Croatian Ministry of Culture 
after I asked him for local contacts in Borovo, today a neighborhood 
of Vukovar, Croatia. Mrs Predrijevac redirected me to Andrija Ćavar, 
her assistant at the office in Vukovar of the Department of Cultural 
Heritage of the Ministry of Culture. Mr Ćavar agreed in meeting me 
in Borovo in June 2014, and suggested me to contact his colleague in 
the town in Osijek, Ines Ambruš, who has done extensive research on 
Borovo. Mrs Ambruš and Mr Ćavar were with me in the field trip in 
Borovo, and introduced me to Ivica Žabić, a former assistant architect 
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of the company Borovo, who joined us in the visit. Mrs Ambruš shared 
with me preservation projects and reports, and her own writings. Mr 
Žabić send me abundant information on the history of the town based 
on documents and information he has been collecting and elaborating 
for years.

Pavel Velev, director at the Thomas Bata Foundation, welcomed me 
at the Bata villa, both for a meeting in June 2013, and as a guest during 
a two-week stay in Zlín in November 2014. Mr Velev has always done 
his best to find contacts who could help me in my research. 

David Valůšek, director at the State District Archives in Zlín, and 
Martin Marek archivist at the same institution were extremely gener-
ous in making the most of my time in the archives in November 2014 
by allowing me to use the study room and access the materials also on 
days in which the archive is not opened to the public. Mr Marek had 
prepared for my inspection a cart full of materials I had showed interest 
in before my arrival, but also gave me his insights based on his knowl-
edge of the history of the Bata company, and suggested additional 
archival sources, by his own initiative, or after my constant questions. 
Both himself and the other employees at the archive did not hesitate in 
fulfilling my requests for materials promptly. 

After Mr Marek’s suggestion, I contacted Vojtěch Březík, who 
would become my translator from Czech language. For long hours he 
would read and translate for me historical documents, and then for 
some specific pieces, he prepared literal translations. 

Despite the language barrier, Ladislava Horňáková, curator at the 
Regional Art Gallery of Zlín, kindly shared with me in digital form 
exhibition catalogues that are not available outside Zlín. Lida Plačková, 
junior Marketing Manager in CREAM Real Estate, took me on a tour 
to the projects of re-use of former Bata buildings in Zlín, and showed 
me her house, in the Bata garden quarter of Letná, in November 2014. 

Ondřej Ševeček, Director of the Philosophy Institute of the 
Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, and expert in the topic of 
company towns and Bata urbanism, welcomed me in his office for an 
interview in November 2014, and then shared electronically several of 
his own writings.

When no translator was available, several dictionaries and the en-
gineers who developed Google Translate made my life much easier, as 
well as the developers of ABBYY and their wonderful OCR software. .

At the Faculty of Architecture of the TU Delft, Marcin Dąbrowski 
invited me to present my work in a seminar; my meeting with Professor 
Cor Wagenaar was critical to set out the first part of the text. Professor 
Carola Hein kindly agreed to be a reader of my dissertation; Marta 
Relats has showed great interest in my research. But life in Delft would 
not have been the same without my dear PhD mates Paolo di Martino, 
Jiaxiu Cai, Nurul Azreen Azlan, and Libera Amenta, and the many 
many coffees and lunches together.

In Madrid, Adela García-Herrera, and Ginés Garrido have always 
been willing to help me in any matter.

These years I have also felt the warmth and interest of my best 
friends, Carlos Fernández-Salgado, Robert de Miguel Moyer, and 
Lorena Bello, in spite of being apart.



On top of all that, two last thank you notes.
To my family, for their pride and unconditional support these years, 

near and far.
And finally, to Niels van de Donk, who, as fate would have it, I first 

met the day I had submitted my application for the Druker fellowship 
in 2011. His support during these years has been fundamental—be-
yond belief, I would say. He has been my companion in my field trips 
to Batawa, Belcamp, Otmęt, Chełmek, Svit, Partizánské, Bošany, Zlín, 
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Throughout 2012, the New York Times published a series of nine 
articles entitled “The iEconomy” (Duhigg et al. 2012) which reported on 
the backstage of high-tech industries, with a special focus on Apple Inc. 
Along the pages of the newspaper that year, the general audience was 
exposed to detailed accounts on the business practices that multination-
al, including tax evasion mechanisms or its job policies in the United 
States of America. What is more, by exposing the harsh working and 
living conditions of the employees of its manufacturing subcontractor 
in China—Foxconn—it showed the human costs in the company’s 
products. The journalists reported seven-day-a-week work schemes, 
where workers stood “so long that their legs swell until they can hardly 
walk” (Duhigg & Barboza 2012, 1), under-age employment, unsafe con-
ditions, and improper disposal of hazardous electronic waste. All over 
China, seventy thousand workers live next to the factories in ‘manu-
facturing cities’, segregated in controlled urban enclaves with crowded 
dormitories—with twenty people living in a three bedroom apartment, 
according to the employees. Whereas reports on suicide attempts 
among workers were regularly in the news all along 2010, Apple found-
er and CEO Steve Jobs defended by saying: “I mean, you go to this 
place, and, it’s a factory, but, my gosh, I mean, they’ve got restaurants 
and movie theaters and hospitals and swimming pools, and I mean, for 
a factory, it’s a pretty nice factory” (Ibid., 2). 

In contrast, in June 2011, Jobs revealed the design of the new Apple 
Campus II, in Cupertino, California, with a projected cost of US$3 
billion  and designed by Foster and Partners. The glass and steel dough-
nut-shaped building would accommodate thirteen thousand employ-
ees in 260,000 m2 of interior space dedicated to offices, research and 

[left] Plan of the Apple Campus II, Foster & Partners 2011 

(Source: Archdaily)
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development, a corporate auditorium, fitness center, energy plant, and 
parking (Rosenfield 2011). The building was represented in the renderings 
as a shiny ring almost floating in the middle of an idyllic pastoral land-
scape, with trees and meadows. For Jobs, it was “a little like a spaceship 
landed” (Hawthorne 2011), and for some influential American critics it 
was a revival of anti-urban sprawl-provoking corporate headquarters 
from the 1960s and 1970s (Goldberger 2011; Hawthorne 2011). Two years 
later, in November 2013, new details were released: the cost had risen 
to US$5 billion. News about its design development showed extrava-
gant expenses, such as the one in The Guardian telling the story of how 
“[t]here was a $30m mock-up made of a whole section of the facade, 
with five versions of the fin in different shades of white. The Apple guys 
were looking at them for ages, saying one’s a bit too blue, the other’s a 
bit more cream – but they all looked identical to the naked eye” (Wain-
wright 2013). A quick calculation gives a more tangible dimension to all 
those figures. The cost of the Apple headquarters building will be in the 
end that equivalent to selling 7.7 million unlocked contract-free iPhone 
6, which are the result of approximately just twenty-three days of work 
at Foxconn’s most productive factory. Eventually, Apple would report a 
record sale of ten million iPhone 6 in the three days following its com-
mercial release in September 2014 (Apple Inc. 2014).

Certainly, the divide between the environments in which products 
are designed and where they are manufactured keeps growing, exacer-
bating global inequalities. When exorbitantly expensive projects such 
as Apple’s building or the fashion industry headquarters are contrasted 
with the manufacturing cities in China, the challenges in housing, 
transportation or social justice that developing countries are facing 
to remain competitive in the global economy become really tangible. 
What is more, it is not only the tech industry; a similar reading of any 
other outsourced industrial sector, such as fashion—and the Rana Plaza 
collapse in Dhaka—or mining—and the coltan mines in Africa—
would lead to a similar conclusion: the engagement of global corpora-
tions with the landscape of labor in the contemporary world is rather 
poor. Design is allocated to their corporate headquarters, that work in 
their expression and symbolism for global consumption operating at 
the scale of the digital media. In contrast, multinationals deny the po-
tential of adopting design strategies for a positive integration and long-
term positive impact in the local built environment and communities. 

Dubious Legacies
In parallel to their rapid economic growth, industrial development, and 
the exploitation of economical opportunities, labor or raw materials in 
the countries of the Global South do not come together with favorable 
side effects at the urban level. Environmental damage, informality, 
poor sanitation, physical segregation, among others, have become the 
common offspring of modernization in both the cities and hinterlands 
of the developing world. On top of that, a recent trend for re-shoring 
of manufacturing industries to rich countries and “shifting geography 
of offshoring” as A. T. Kearney (2009)—a global management consult-
ing group—named it, is leading to what has been called ‘premature 
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deindustrialization’: not having enough time to grasp the benefits of 
industrialization for relieving their pressing needs for housing or for the 
improvement of their social and physical infrastructure, nations end up 
locked in a wicked poverty trap. Inevitably one has to wonder if both 
corporations and designers are actually working on the re-imagination 
of the ways global capital operates in the local physical environment, 
or on a careful long term and sustainable community or economical 
planning, not even on achieving decent working conditions. 

Giving physical form to a better future for the global working 
communities is neither in the agenda of multinational corporations 
nor enforced effectively by international policy-making institutions. As 
Dinah Rajak (2011) convincingly showed, the face of paternalism in the 
contemporary world has turned to that of Corporate Social Responsi-
bility (CSR), that is, those initiatives that allow enterprises “to integrate 
social, environmental, ethical human rights and consumer concerns 
into their business operations and core strategy in close collaboration 
with their stakeholders” (European Commission 2014). Although they can 
be inscribed in the same genealogy as early examples of industrial pater-
nalism, CSR activities are they soft version, based mainly on codes of 
conduct, and social projects evaluated through statistics.  What is more, 
the effects in such projects of the global economic downturns and sub-
sequent budgeting adjustments have proven the transient and vulner-
able character of CSR activities. In addition, CSR has proved to be a 
strong discursive practice, and transnational corporations—and not the 
affected communities or host countries—end up setting the discourse 
of what economic development or living conditions should mean. 
Besides, design disciplines have tended to overlook the issue of off-
shored industries and their tangible spatial realms and legacies. On 
the one hand, the trend for re-shoring manufacturing ‘back home’ 
or customization has put the focus on, for example, the possibility of 
revitalization of postindustrial areas and job creation in the west by the 
implementation of mix-use manufacturing districts. A good example of 
this is the symposium and exhibition on Industrial Urbanism by Tali 
Hatuka and Eran Ben-Joseph at the Massachussetts Institute of Tech-
nology and Tel Aviv University in 2014. In similar fashion, critic and 
curator Nina Rappaport has done extensive research on the so-called 
Vertical Urban Factory typology, and in its potential for reintegrating 
production in the consolidated American and European cities. On the 
other, spatial disciplines has also dealt with describing the impact of hu-
man action, extraction and exchange of raw materials in the landscape 
at an almost planetary scale. In fact, and related to the later, it is not 
until very recently that some curatorial and academic applied research 
projects—such as the South America Project, led by Felipe Correa 
and Ana María Durán between 2011 and 2013, or The Petropolis of 
Tomorrow, edited by Neeraj Bhatia and Mary Casper in 2013—started 
to look at the problem of extractive industries from the perspective of 
design and introduced the topic in design studios in academia.

Within this panorama, this dissertation positions itself around the 
problematic concerning the long-term effects of the actions of transna-
tional corporations in the local built environments—namely manufac-
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turing industries operating in the cities and hinterlands of developing 
countries. From a disciplinary perspective, it deals with the role of 
research in history and design as a source for future innovations that 
could act as an agent of positive and systemic change in this matter.  

Recovering Visions
In my view, finding ways of improving the conditions described above 
requires speculative thinking and applied research in design, ground-
ed on the lessons we can find in the study of historical precedents of 
visionary industry-sponsored architecture and urban design. Although 
company towns are seen most often, most of times with good reasons, 
as totalizing environments for the control and exploitation of labor, the 
truth is that in some cases there was a higher ideal behind their prag-
matism and efficacy, one that aimed to improve the living conditions of 
the workers by transforming and redesigning their environments. 

Just like in the developing world today, overcrowding, congestion, 
air pollution, and waste were just some of the consequences that the In-
dustrial Revolution and the rise of capitalism in Europe had on urban 
life two centuries ago. The new industrial centers showed their inability 
to handle the dynamic nature of the phenomenon—an ever-changing 
industrial landscape fueled by successive technical innovations, growing 
land consumption, and immigration—unless external regulations came 
into action (Benevolo 1971). 

Utopian socialism emerged as a rejection to the industrial metrop-
olis of the nineteenth century and to the fears it provoked in the works 
of nineteenth century thinkers Charles Fourier, Robert Owen and 
Henri de Saint-Simon. These thinkers imagined alternative futures for 
the working class in which the distinction between city and country, 
and the isolation of the individual were overcome with no class strug-
gle (Fishman 2003). Nonetheless, the stationary character of the social 
structures they proposed or their total repudiation of industrialization 
condemned the initial experiments to failure (Meyerson 1961).

Conservative forces, in the shape of paternalistic reformists, did 
embrace some of the technical proposals of these utopian thinkers, pre-
cisely to preserve the social balance threatened by the revolution (Benev-
olo 1971), and through welfare and control, improve productivity. The 
physical manifestations of the newborn welfare capitalism were mani-
fold. The unique social order and regularity of the Merrimack Mills in 
Lowell, New England, the authoritarian precision of Saltaire, United 
Kingdom, or the obsessively controlled town of Pullman, near Chicago, 
are just some well-known examples. In the process, as reformers devel-
oped more systematic approaches, rationality succeeded moral values. 
That is, the emphasis from improving the individual moral condition 
shifted to improving the social and environmental conditions that sup-
posedly produced the individual. Addressing this larger goal required a 
scientific reorganization of the social and physical environment (Craw-
ford 1995), producing enduring pieces of urbanism as a byproduct. In 
spite of their differences, these first experiments and iterations for com-
pany towns are part of a lineage that finally lead to exemplary projects 
of urbanism still influential today, such as Ebenezer Howard’s Garden 
City, Tony Garnier’s Cité Industrielle, and modern city making.
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Within that context, the project of the Bata company and its satellite 
cities appears as a paradigmatic transitional form in a lineage leading 
from welfare capitalism to advanced modes of modern urbanism. The 
Bata satellite cities were a series of model industrial towns built under 
the same modern functional and typological guidelines first explored 
in Tomáš Baťa’s hometown: Zlín, in the Czech Republic. Built in the 
1930s and 1940s in different countries around the world, they replicat-
ed a utopian model of industrial urbanism at a global scale. They were 
conceived as complete cities set in a bucolic landscape in the hinter-
land, but at the same time adjacent to navigable rivers and rail lines to 
provide access to distant markets. Compact in size, they all shared the 
same architectural typologies and were designed according to the same 
functional diagram, which was flexible enough to accept variations 
informed by disparate geographies and climatic needs. In addition, 
their planning and design was the result of a process of collaboration 
between the company managers and Czech modernist architects, in 
apparent alignment with the development and modernization agenda 
of the host territories. 

More importantly, in its several sub-cases the Bata satellites proj-
ect balances design consistency, based on a specific model, with a 
multiplicity of formal adaptations in different human and physical 
geographies sharing conditions similar to those of today. The eighty-
five-year period that has passed since the establishment of the first of 
these towns, and their spatial dispersion are the perfect conditions to 
observe and evaluate the different lives of a paradigmatic example of 
visionary modernist industrial urbanism. Moreover, emerging countries 
with thriving economies are facing now similar challenges in terms of 
the relationship between urbanization and industrialization as the ones 
that saw the arrival of Bata in the 1930s; the main differences, however, 
are probably the unprecedented scale of the current phenomena, and 
the conditions of late capitalism. In spite of that, it seems reasonable 
to think that a comprehensive view on the case from a contemporary 
perspective will offer new perspectives to those involved in the design of 
built environments of labor.

Missing Synthesis
Although Bata and its urbanism have been extensively described, the 
rationale behind the project of the satellite cities and their develop-
ment to date has not been researched, evaluated in its entire scope, and 
presented in English language. First, an unified and detailed account on 
the precise aims, references, and design process behind the development 
of the project of the satellite towns is missing in the existing literature.  
Secondly, although several of these cases have been object of individual 
studies, these works tend to be closer to studies in the field of social sci-
ences, historical preservation, or cultural history—not of design—and 
certainly miss a connection with the big picture of the larger project. 

Finally, none of the publications available has managed to make a 
convincing synthesis, explanation, and assessment of the larger project 
with regard to issues of design of urban form in its full temporal and 
spatial dimension, and more importantly, with the intention of linking 
it to the contemporary challenges of work and urbanism.
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Unfortunately, there is also a lack of consistent information across the 
sub-cases—caused by the dispersal or disappearance of company ar-
chives—or of updated data about their development, current state, and 
future prospects. The later information is essential for the understand-
ing of the relationship of the modernist project with current phenome-
na and disciplinary preoccupations. Therefore, the documentation and 
observation of the several cases through fieldwork becomes an impera-
tive. A detailed thematic literature review will precede each one of the 
fout parts of this book.

Learning from Bata
By exploring the potential behind these gaps in the existing literature, 
this thesis will answer the question of what can the design disciplines 
and other parties involved—more specifically transnational corpora-
tions, and international policy-making institutions—learn from a com-
prehensive assessment on the history and urbanism of the BSC satellite 
cities with regard to the re-imagination and sustainability of indus-
try-sponsored interventions in the cities and hinterlands of developing 
countries in the contemporary world. 

The implications of elucidating this question are threefold. First, it 
offers a model of applied design research for the use of historical prece-
dents as a way of engaging with a pressing global problem and finding 
enduring lessons for the discipline of urban design. Secondly, this thesis 
sums to the advancement in the construction of a history of urban de-
sign, as the study on Bata on which the thesis relies on to approach the 
larger societal problem is in itself a synthesis of the case that has not be 
made before. Its additions to the historiography of the case are many: 
it uniquely compares the process of design, form, and general trends 
of the evolution of the overall project and its sub-cases—the different 
satellite cities—in a broad temporal dimension—from their establish-
ment until now.

Methodology
A combination of historical research with both original theoretical 
constructs—integrating urban planning theory, management studies, 
sociology, and institutional theory—and empirical work in the field 
are used to build the larger intellectual framework of the dissertation, 
develop the specific case studies within the Bata satellite cities, and 
assess the legacy of the project, a notion ultimately used to reach the 
conclusions of this book. Those parts of the thesis concerned with the 
definition of the project and its realization, One to Three, are based 
on the study of literature—both of the period of the emergence of 
the Bata project and contemporary studies on the case and on larger 
societal issues—and relevant material from different archival sources, 
mainly master plans, architectural drawings, and documents from the 
company’s building department kept in the State District Archives in 
Zlín (SoKA Zlín). The fourth part—that related to the assessment of 
the evolution of the sub cases in time and their present situation—has 
required the realization of field research with an unprecedented di-
mension for the case. Work on site included direct observation, pho-
tographic documentation and analysis, interviews and correspondence 
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with current and former residents, local experts, and gathering of data.
The specifics of the methodology and theoretical framework of analysis 
is explained at the beginning of each part.

Structure of the Book
The dissertation is organized along four parts following a chronologi-
cal sequence that permits to build the historical case and, at the same 
time, link it progressively to the contemporary conditions in relation 
to the problematic stated before. Part One, comprising Chapters One 
to Three, is concerned with the definition of the project of the Bata 
Shoe Company, and explores to what extend the social, political and 
economical conditions in the initial years of the Bata company were 
the breeding ground of a paradigmatic example of visionary modernist 
urbanism. Part Two, formed by Chapters Four to Six, will shed light on 
how the Bata system of management was translated into architectural 
and urban form in the city of Zlín in the 1920s. Following on that, 
Part Three, Chapters Seven to Nine, will elaborate on why and how the 
architecture and urbanism of Bata was then replicated in satellite cities 
around the world in the 1930s and 1940s. Finally, Part Four, composed 
by Chapters Ten and Eleven, deals with the question of how we can 
assess, from a contemporary design perspective, the validity of legacy of 
the modernist urbanism of the Bata satellite cities from the 1940s until 
today, by looking in detail case studies of Bata towns in transformation, 
and by providing with an overall panorama of current situation of these 
cities. Finally, the concluding chapter will show how, given the chal-
lenges, gaps, and contradictions of capitalism and development today, 
a revised history of the visionary modernist design of the Bata satellite 
cities suggests the existence of new fields of agency for designers with 
regard to the re-imagination of the future industry-sponsored interven-
tions in the cities and hinterlands of the developing countries.
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“No amount of goodwill can make up for the 
lack of technical knowledge and lack of scientific 
management…. the growing spirit of co-operation 
and goodwill really requires an ever better 
knowledge of management in order to do away 
completely with unfairness and prevent losses which 
are so demoralizing…”

—Fred J. Miller (1924), in Scientific Management, presented in the First International Scientific Management 
Congress, Prague 1924
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Part One

On the Road 
to Modernity

Part One
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When in June 28, 2013 I met Pavel Velev, the director of the Tomáš 
Baťa Foundation, in Zlín, I asked him if there was any record or remain 
of Tomáš Baťa’s personal library, or if it had ever existed. At that time I 
had traveled to nine Bata towns, but the first encounter with their pro-
genitor, Zlín, was overwhelming; not just for the sheer scale and mo-
dernity of the town, but for confronting the original with the replicas 
was a sudden confirmation of the consistency and systematic nature of 
Bata’s satellite cities project. Given the dimensions of such urbanization 
endeavor, my inquiry to Mr Velev aimed at the very roots of it. I was 
trying to understand how it had been possible, that is, what crossed the 
mind of that shoemaker living ‘in the middle of nowhere’ in Moravia 
that lead him to build a giant modern manufacturing concern which 
actively engaged in the transformation of the physical and human envi-
ronments where it operated. 

Of course I knew the official story, that of the modernity of the 
industrial and urban project of the Bata company only as the result of 
the inventiveness and will of a self-made man, its founder Tomáš Baťa. 
The truth is that I was somewhat skeptical about that, and I was naïve-
ly hoping to find in such hypothetical library the contexts, references, 
inspirations, and aspirations that would have given Bata the means to 
give form to his vision. 

Mr. Velev’s answer to my question was “no”, and at that point is 
where the research for this chapter really began.
 
Understanding Baťa’s inclination towards modern urbanism and ar-
chitecture demands understanding structure and culture of the com-
pany, synthesized in the Bata system of management, and its historical 
background. In short—as Chapter Five will get into the details of these 
constituent elements—the system was based on the following prin-
ciples: workshop autonomy, profit-sharing schemes, standardization 
and mechanization in the manufacturing process, vertical integration, 
and active welfare policies. The system, a coalescence of manufacturing 
demands with a desire for satisfying the basic needs of the workers, 
eventually led to the large-scale production of architecture and urban-
ism for the company. 

In spite of the increasing amount of literature and interest from 
several disciplines on the case of Bata, there is no comprehensive ex-
planation of the rationale behind the engagement of the Bata company 
with modernism. Basically it is presented as the result of the import of 
fordist methods by Tomáš Baťa after his trips to the United States, or as 
a reaction to a past of poverty and industrial backwardness lived by him 
in his early life. Bata project’s modernism is generally seen as the result 
of the vision and will of the founder, ignoring elements that might have 
had a role in instigating or assisting such nature. 

From the first reports on the Bata concern and Zlín on the main 
architectural journals of the time, to contemporary works on the topic, 
America appears as the main, or only, source and model for Tomáš 
Baťa. For the French, the model of the Bata company was an example 
to follow (Dubreuil 1936), as it was brought to Europe the wonders of 
modern American management, Taylorism and Fordism, but retain-
ing the “social sense” (Vago 1935, 49) of the European labor relations. 
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Pokorny and Hird, in Architectural Record, even baptized Tomáš Baťa 
as the “Czech Ford” (1947, 68). Later, Cohen (1980; 1997) also empha-
sized the inspirational role that the American industrial landscape had 
in the formation of Bata, as Jenkins (1999) and Habermann (2010) did. 
Czech scholars, as Ševeček (2013) also gave a prominent role to America, 
and Ford in particular, as the main referential model for Baťa, together 
with industrial paternalism, and the life experiences of the founder. 

While recognizing the importance of the first experiences of Tomáš 
Baťa in the United States in 1905, 1911, and 1919—in fact, they will 
be the center of Chapter Two—it is also true that they tend to over-
shadow the first inspirations and aspirations that might have led to the 
establishment of the Bata shoe factory almost ten years earlier, in 1894, 
or the role of the state efforts for the modernization of industry and 
labor in the Czechoslovak Republic after the World War I. 

Having said that, certainly some other works have tried to fill that 
gap in the story of the Bata company by offering alternative narratives 
that include other factors coming from within the Czech context that 
could have played a role in shaping the enterprise and its system. The 
outcome is rather diverse, and sometimes problematic. Theories range 
from a reference to ancient Czech traditions, which include early forms 
of “communism” by the “taborites” (Jenkins 1999, 62), and sacrifice for 
progressive causes, to the role of protestant work ethics and  Foucauld-
ian “bio-help and biopolitics” (Holubec 2009, 30). On the contrary, others 
consider that the creation and features of Bata were due to the reaction 
to a set of physical and social “situational factors” (Ševeček 2013a, 36), 
namely the backward environment of the “small rural town” (Pokluda 
2009, 18) of Zlín. To illustrate this point, nothing better that the first 
paragraph of Mariusz Szczygieł’s story on Baťa in Gottland, where an 
alleged question of young Tomáš to his father about their living con-
ditions—“Why does it smell so bad in here?¨—is the first statement of 
his desire to “put things straight” (2009, 10).  

Finally, Doležalová appropriately points at some characteristics 
of the wider socioeconomic context as the source for the aspirations 
behind the emergence of the Bata company. She gives an instructive 
overview of capitalism in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, making a brief 
reference to the Czech industrial power within the Dual Monarchy and 
the “‘high-tech’ legacy” (Šlapeta 1993, 58) that would remain in Czecho-
slovakia after the empire’s dissolution in 1918, and again emphasizing 
the backwardness of Zlín. Within her focus on the issue of social justice 
and reconciliation, she gives the main role as sources of inspiration for 
Baťa to Czech socioeconomic theories of the time. Her piece is a very 
illustrative and eye-opening concerning those sources, but also a “rather 
hypothetical speculation about what Baťa may have been familiar with” 
(Doležalová 2013, 91). 

To a certain extent, the problem lays on the limited, and limiting, origi-
nal sources, and on the subsequent difficulty of creating convincing and 
unbiased parallel narratives and alternative readings of the case. Sources 
with regard to the early years of Baťa and his company are scarce, and 
their reliability falls short. In particular, Cekota’s biographical works on 
Baťa (1928; 1939; 1968) are a good example of this. Although their pages 
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are certainly useful to construct a temporal framework and they indeed 
give clues on what to look for, they have a clear propagandistic charac-
ter, downgrading or directly omitting other valuable contextual data. 
The perpetuation of certain issues—the ever-present rural backwardness 
of Zlín, the focus on Baťa’s learnings from America, and specially his 
inherent managerial and physical talent, quintessential of a self-made 
man—seem to be consequence of a sophisticated mechanism of corpo-
rate communication that constantly reaffirmed Tomáš Baťa’s total con-
trol on the shaping and rise of the firm. The history around the Bata 
company has been molded at its own service, and that has permeated 
academic research until our days. 

In its first years of existence, Bata must have been necessarily man-
aged through simple forms of control, those characteristic of small, 
entrepreneurial or family firms. As Edwards (1979) stated, simple forms 
of management are based almost uniquely on the personal touch of 
the entrepreneur. The capitalist leading the company of this kind was 
perfectly skilled and mastered every procedure done in production as 
competently as any of his workers. His control on his employees de-
pended largely on his charismatic figure, one that was captivating at the 
same time that allowed for identification and motivation. The entrepre-
neur knew personally his workers, and became the head—the father—
of a new family. As such, he had the full control of the company in his 
hands, and all workers were equal, that is, equally powerless. As the 
firm grew, that level of personal control is in risk of being lost, and a 
more complex bureaucratic framework for management and communi-
cation is needed to preserve it. 

My point is that the Bata concern used actively all the possible means, 
including propaganda—not just limited to books but also films—to 
rewrite its narratives and virtually extend the idea of Tomáš Baťa’s direct 
control of a company that in fact became a very complex and decen-
tralized bureaucratic institution, specially after his death in 1932. To 
do that, perpetuating the figure of Baťa as a self-made man was needed, 
as well as selectively erasing part of his context in its corporate history. 
Looking at the problem from that perspective its aimed at justifying the 
need for a more critical and comprehensive view on the political and 
economical context that saw the emergence of the Bata company. 

Consequently, this first part is concerned with offering a broader 
explanation of the Bata project, in order to explore to what extent the 
social, political and economical conditions in the initial years of the 
concern acted as its breeding ground, and to what extent those allow 
it to be defined as modern. Therefore, this approach will challenge and 
expand some of the usual assumptions that are thought to be behind 
the emergence of  Baťa’s project and that condemn it to be an anomaly 
in the history of modern urbanism and architecture. To reach that goal, 
the chapter will intertwine Tomáš Baťa’s biography with those—some-
times overlooked—factors that could have inspired the desire, facili-
tated the means, and offered a leveled terrain for the emergence of a 
modern urban project. Chapter One will shed light on to what extent 
the particularities of the historical context of the Czech Lands in the 
late nineteenth century provided the inspiration for the creation of the 
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Bata shoe company. In Chapter Two, the role of the transfer of Ameri-
can knowledge and technology as provider of the initial means for the 
development of a unique system of management in the Bata company 
will be described. A sudden digression in the middle of the chapter 
will focus on the effects of the Great War. Then, in Chapter Three, the 
possible ways in which the political situation in Czechoslovakia after 
the World War I facilitated the consolidation of the Bata Shoe Compa-
ny as an institution will be studied. In the conclusions of the chapter, 
and following on David Harvey and James C. Scott’s definitions of high 
modernism, the Czech entrepreneurial spirit at the end of the nine-
teenth century, the technological and managerial knowledge transfer 
from the United States, and the alignment of the Bata company’s aims 
and system with the aspirations of a newborn state will be restated as 
the desire, means, and leveled terrain as the conditions leading to the 
Bata project as a paradigmatic example of visionary industrially-spon-
sored modernist city making, comparable to some of the finest exam-
ples in the history of urbanism.  







[left] Peasants looking at the Ballon captif at the Jubilee

Exhibition of 1891 in Prague (Source: Jubilejní výstava 

zemská Království českého v Praze, 1891, 1894 / 

Municipal Library of Prague).

The aim of this first chapter is to deliberate to what extend the partic-
ularities of the historical context in the Czech Lands in the late nine-
teenth century provided the inspiration for the establishment of the 
T & A Baťa firm by Tomáš Baťa, his brother Antonín, and their sister 
Anna in 1894. The following three narratives, intertwined with Baťa’s 
biographical notes, will try to shed light on that issue: the first will de-
scribe the main characteristics of the larger political and socioeconomic 
conditions in which the Czech Lands were inscribed in the fin de siècle, 
that is, those of the late Austro-Hungarian Empire; then, the second 
will explain the particularities of the politics and economy of Czech 
Lands in that period in order to show that Tomáš Baťa’s home country 
was in a way in the forefront of industrial and economic development 
within the confines of that multi-national territory. Finally, the third 
will study the case of the the Jubilee Industrial Exhibition of Prague 
in 1891 as a way to hypothesize about how the Czech industrial confi-
dence reached and inspired the general audiences.—and therefore could 
have reached Tomáš Baťa. With that, the chapter will conclude with the 
argument that the political and social aspirations in the Czech Lands 
after the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867 were critical and in-
spirational for the creation of the Bata company. This first chapter will 
be a search of new perspectives on the rationale behind its project, in 
order to find new clues that might help to make better sense of his ini-
tial models, inspirations, and ambitions. In brief, it will set an expand-
ed historical context for the formative years of the Bata shoe company, 
one that, in its intimate link with some historical events, will suddenly 
gain contemporary resonances and will move Baťa’s project away from 
its fate as an historical anomaly. 

Chapter 1
Inspirations and Aspirations
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Expressions such as “dualistic economic structure” (Trebilcock 1981, 312), 
“east-west development gradient” (Good 1984, 15), or “a marriage of 
wheat and textiles” (Cibulka, Hájek & Kučera 2009, 348) characterize well 
what, in a broad stroke, defines the economical context in Austro-Hun-
gary in the late nineteenth century: the existence of an industrialized 
west and an agrarian east  1.01.001 . Giving its back to the continental and 
Atlantic trade, the economy of the empire depended largely on its large 
internal market and on commerce between its specialized regions (Tre-
bilcock 1981; Good 1986). The consequence was a non-harmonious 
development of its constituent parts (Myška 1996) and what Trebilcock 
called the “dualism of backwardness” (1981, 317): as the modern sector 
grew in the western pole, it absorbed labor and capital away from the 
underdeveloped region, intensifying its poverty even more. 

Rural Dead Weight
As a matter of fact, in the late nineteenth century industry’s share in 
the employment in the western regions of the monarchy was notably 
superior to the empire’s average and comparable to other continental 
countries like Germany or France. Still the almost equal weight of 
agriculture remained as a the key differentiating factor. On the one 
hand, in the 1870s, the industrial sector in the Empire accounted for 
15.5 percent of the workers, in contrast to, for example, the Czech 
Lands—the most industrialized region after Vorarlberg1—with a 29.3 
percent. To contextualize, in that same decade, 29.1 percent of the 

Industry in Kakania
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workers in Germany were industrial labor. What is more, in 1890, the 
share of Czech’s industry would rise to 37 percent, a percentage that 
Germany would not reach until 1913. On the other, in 1870 the gap 
between the empire’s average and the Czech Lands’ data regarding the 
share of agriculture in the employment was also apparent, a 67 versus 
a 54.9 percent respectively, higher than Germany’s 49.5 percent (Agnew 
2004; Broadberry, Federico & Klein 2010). Although agriculture’s share in 
the Czech Lands reduced to a 43.1 percent in 1890 (Agnew 2004), their 
economy kept an “agro-industrial” (Myška 1996) character, as the impor-
tance of agriculture was almost commensurate to the one of industry. 
In the overall Habsburg economy, the agro part of the word, with a 64 
percent on the share of employment in 1890, was a heavy weight that 
lagged the industrialization of the country. To illustrate, in the United 
Kingdom, agriculture and industry accounted respectively for 22.2 and 
42.2 percent in 1871, and 15.8 and 43.3 percent in 1891 (Broadberry & 
Irwin 2004), setting a very high standard for what the phenomenon of 
industrialization really means.

A brief look at the particularities of agriculture in the economy 
of the Habsburg Empire shows its unquestionable role as a brake for 
development. As said before in figures, the primary sector was huge in 
the empire, though very unproductive. Agriculture was hindered by its 
semi-feudal mode of organization based on the serfdom—not abolished 
until 1851 (Good 1984)—of a large pool of illiterate peasant population 
(Trebilcock 1981) making the starting point of any modernizing efforts 
very low. Internal migrations and the availability of cheap and unedu-
cated labor put on hold the introduction of machinery, until it became 
profitable and some sort of incipient division of labor to counteract the 
lack of technical skills was put in action (Myška 1996). From the con-
sumption side, those masses in or coming from peasantry were used to 
self-sufficiency, and had very limited purchasing power, thus prices and 
quality of products necessarily had to be low, discouraging innovation 
and investments (Ibid.). After the Great Depression of 1873, disparities 
between urban and rural population grew. With industrial production 
shrinking, demand for new workers and internal migration fell, causing 
the further impoverishment of the agricultural workers, as agricultrual 
wages ceased to grow (Rosenberg 1943, 65).

Viennese Mismanagement
In addition to the endless availability of cheap labor, mechanization in 
industry initially lagged behind compared to other continental powers 
mainly for energetic reasons, namely the late adoption of coking coal. It 
is true that the distribution of natural resources was uneven, with badly 
located and rare—but existing—coke, however it was mainly the con-
trol of the state, and interests on timber-raising estates, that tipped the 
scales for wood and charcoal as the preferred sources of power—togeth-
er with the abundance of water-power. These politics limited both the 
widespread use of coke furnaces for the production of iron and of steam 
engines—its use did not generalize as late as the 1850s and 1860s—as 
well as the development of a national machine industry. The obsolete 
charcoal and water-based technology was in use well into the 1880s, 
highlighting the lack of leadership and vision in the management of 
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raw materials and energetic exploitation (Trebilcock 1981; Good 1984).
Also, the rise of industry suffered from a badly planned infrastruc-

ture system; transportation networks were not limited just by geo-
graphical barriers—the mountainous west—or untamed rivers, but also 
for political and military logics. The first spur of railway construction, 
between 1830 and 1870, put Vienna in the center of the network, with 
the regional capitals and industrial hotspots as satellite nodes (Trebilcock 
1981; Myška 1996), ignoring the potentially beneficial effects of regional 
networks in the development of the hinterlands. In addition, railway 
development was put soon into private hands, increasing freight tariffs 
(Ibid.) and promoting wild speculation. As Trebilcock (1981) put it, the 
constriction of the mobility of resources promoted by the Habsburg 
state was radically asset-reducing. It was not after 1870, once the rail-
way lines were renationalized and a local networked began to be devel-
oped, that infrastructure started to activate the economy of until then 
remote regional enclaves (Myška 1996). 

Finally, the banking industry was also Vienna-centered until the fi-
nal third of the nineteenth century, limiting the access to credit, install-
ing economic protectionism, and strengthening the role of cartels in 
industry, specially after the Great Depression. As Good (1984) argued, 
the banks supported these politics, as they provided some degree of sta-
bility in tumultuous years. In spite of its benefits, protectionism isolat-
ed Austro-Hungary from the world markets, and with a slow growing 
internal market, and limited credit, there was no need—not even the 
possibility—of acquiring technological innovations. The result was a 
lag in the rise of more modern forms of capitalism, based on industri-
al concentration and the organizational revolution, which needed for 
their existence large capital investments in technology for mass produc-
tion, as well as innovations in the financial sector and the general use 
of the form of the joint-stock company. Factories remained small, with 
95 percent of small firms—one to five employees—in 1902, and large 
companies employing a third of the working population. Nonetheless, 
with their headquarters in Vienna—where profit returned—the reach 
of the generated wealth to the local population in the other lands of the 
Empire was limited (Cibulka, Hájek & Kučera 2009). The general disbelief 
in the financial system and the lack of investment capital brought as a 
consequence the formation of regional banks and co-operative self-help 
movements (Ibid.), breaking the dependence from Vienna and opening 
the way to local entrepreneurs.

Imperial, Royal, Ossified
In sum and in view of all these facts, one can conclude easily that any 
effort of modernization and industrialization, specially in the periph-
eral areas of the Dual Monarchy, happened in spite of the state. Aus-
tro-Hungary—Kakania—acting as a “leviathan state” (Rosenberg 1943, 
69), was reactionary and fearful, showing little interest in industrializa-
tion during its initial and critical surge in the 1830s and 1840s. Feudal 
values and rusty institutions, and aristocracy protecting its influence as 
new classes emerged, acted as the real brake for development. High tar-
iffs, the late adoption of the corporation form, with is rise interrupted 
by the crisis of 1873, high taxation, and small and medium entrepre-
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neurs under the control of large cartels were additional signs of—using 
Trebilcock words again—“political and governmental decrepitude” 
(1981, 377) that set unnecessary limits to economic growth, enhancing 
geographical inequalities. As rising nationalisms claimed for adminis-
trative and institutional autonomy, political clashes between the Ger-
man-speaking and the regional leaders ended up in sweeping stagnation 
and growing conflict. 

In the Forefront 
of Backwardness

The Czech Lands benefited in particular because of their location in the 
geographical development gradient of the empire. Considered as part of 
the western regions, their income and level of industrialization was one 
and a half times higher than the southern and eastern territories 1.01.002 

(Good 1986). As capitalism extended and internal tariffs ceased in 1851 
(Ibid.), Czech industry gained full access to a huge common economic 
area under one common currency. Additionally, Czech trade managed 
to escape the Austro-Hungarian framework and formed links to Ger-
many, taking advantage of the tributaries and canals of the Elbe and the 
Danube (Trebilcock 1981); leading finally to Hamburg, these waterways 
gave Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia an unexpected proximity to raw 
cotton exports from the United States, making cotton textile industry 
boom (Good 1984). Textile and sugar refining industries ended up being 
in the forefront of technological progress in the monarchy, and very 
soon after the initial surge of industrialization, in 1841, weaving mills 
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occupied 80 percent of Bohemian non-agricultural jobs—about 17.5 
percent of the population (Trebilcock 1981). These territories managed 
successfully to make use of the underdeveloped situation of agriculture 
for gain. The mountainous landscape of Bohemia and Moravia, diffi-
cult to exploit, and many areas with low soil fertility saw textile manu-
facturing grow, as small holders or landless peasants found a way out of 
misery in the factories (Good 1984). By the end of the century, the Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) in the Czech provinces was above average 
the Austrian (Ibid.), and industry there accounted for two thirds of the 
Cisleithanian2 industrial output (Agnew 2004). 

Concerning natural endowment, the Lands of the Bohemian 
Crown3 had a key advantage over other provinces: it was the only 
region with substantial and secure supplies of coke, enough to satisfy its 
energetic and industrial needs. The gradual replacement of charcoal for 
coal stimulated the mining industry and iron production with impres-
sive results—in the period between 1876 and 1896, Bohemia’s share 
in iron production in Austria rose from 35 to 61 percent (Agnew 2004). 
Nonetheless, a gifted land is not a sufficient condition for development. 
As important as the coal or the cotton coming downstream the Elbe 
were the English and German migrants who brought innovative tech-
nological, financial, and entrepreneurial skills, setting the conditions for 
a new industry in the engineering sector: machine building. 

Little England
The cradle of the machine building in the Czech Lands was Moravia 
1.01.003 . Its capital, Brno, received many of those emigrants that would 
set machinery workshops and new coke firing technologies that would 
definitely introduce the Industrial Revolution in Czech territories. As 
a matter of fact, in 1816, the first imported steam engine in the Czech 
Lands was installed in the fine cloth factory of J. H. Offenmann in 
Brno. Demand for machinery grew hand to hand to the grow of textile 
industry; from small workshops within the textile mills themselves to 
repair machines, independent machine industries appeared in Prague, 
Plzeň, and Brno. In 1841, two of those entrepreneurs based in Brno, 
Heinrich Luz and Peter Comoth, would produce a third of the ma-
chines manufactured in Austria (Good 1984). That same year, all cotton 
spinning centers in Bohemia were machine powered, and 156 steam 
engines in operation in the region  1.01.004 . In 1876, year of birth of 
Tomáš Baťa, the number had risen to 5,244 (Myška 1996). The truth is 
that the Bohemian and Moravian industrial landscape and its degree of 
mechanization, with the machine-powered cotton and woolen spinning 
centers was so unexpected that even for an English traveler in the 1840s 
Bohemia could “feel flattered that it [could] be for the Continent 
a little England” (Davis 2006, 120). Considering that England was the 
“mother country of the machine building industry”—as well described 
by Slokar (as quoted in Good 1984, 57), it was definitely a compliment. 
As a matter of fact, it is worth noting that the first Engineering School 
in Europe had been founded in Prague in 1707. This institution was 
the seed of the Prague Polytechnical Institute in 1809, a school whose 
existence would mean for Karel Teige (2000 [1930]) in the 1920s a sign 
of the high level of the Czech industry, engineering, and construction.
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Railway construction had as well a definitive role in the maturity 
and expansion of the machine and engineering sector in the empire. 
Although certainly the first batch of railway networks—1855-60 and 
1867-73—did not really do much to impulse local development in the 
hinterland of the regions, it did trigger a larger transformation of indus-
try in the Czech Lands. The system reached the coal fields in the Ostra-
va-Olomouc regions in Northern Bohemia (Good 1984); the demand 
of both raw materials and the new railways to come further stimulated 
heavy industry, engineering, and mining, creating a sector in its own 
beyond the textile workshops (Myška 1996). After 1873, the construction 
of local branches did the definitive impulse to the development of the 
engineering sector in the Czech Lands.

Foreign skills did not just include mechanics, as Swiss and Ger-
man bankers also brought entrepreneurial and financial skills to 
Austria-Hungary. Credit became more accessible as the banking system 
decentralized. In 1869, the first Czech commercial bank, The Trades-
men’s Bank for Bohemia and Moravia, was founded, and soon it led the 
investment in Czech agro-industrial undertakings (Agnew 2004). In ad-
dition, and as mentioned before, Czechs also made a virtue of necessity, 
and multiple associations established self-help credit cooperatives. They 
became popular between the middle class for savings and loans, and re-
inforced nationalist positions and mutual cooperation between Czechs. 

Fueling the Fire of a Nation
As a matter of fact, nationalistic tensions, together with a need to stabi-
lize the rising working and middle classes, put pressure on the Austrian 
government to be moderately constructive in the different territories. 
Measures towards modernization, economic, and political integration 
began in 1851 with the abolition of serfdom, right after the establish-
ment of local chambers of commerce in 1850, and continued with the 
lifting of custom barriers in 1851, the abolition of the guild system in 
1859, the railway concession law of 1854, and continued in 1885-87 
with the limiting of the work day, establishment of a day of compulsory 
rest, the prohibition of the employment of minors, and the generaliza-
tion of factory inspectors and insurances (Good 1984; Agnew 2004). 

The politics in the Austro-Hungarian Empire became a game 
between centripetal versus centrifugal forces. In the case of the Czech 
Lands, the powerful industry that emerged in spite the general neglect 
by the central government helped to mature the idea of nation, with 
migration changing the ethnic structure of the cities, and the new infra-
structure and decentralizing politics gave rise to a renewed confidence 
and wishes for emancipation. The role of early proto-industrializa-
tion—a intermediate between handicraft and factory organization—in 
the textile industry in the Bohemian and Moravian lands allowed for 
capital accumulation, the formation of independent trade networks, 
and provided a “school of entrepreneurship” (Myška 1996, 252)—with 
merchants and artisans as source of talent—towards professionalism 
and discipline in the organization of manufacturing. 
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A New Class
In the context of a rigid institutional framework, the spirit of entrepre-
neurship became a drive for industrialization that would raise middle 
classes and professionals to the political spheres (Freudenberger 2003). 
Entrepreneurs could be found in all social strata, from merchants and 
craftsmen that introduced incrementally innovations and rational-
ization end up managing and industrial firm, to private bankers and 
aristocrats who in their aim to process their products and raw materials 
played an important role in early industrialization.4 People like Johann 
Georg Berger, Johann Liebig,5 Johann Leitenberger, Nathan Arnstein, 
Bernhard Eskeles, Georg Simon Sina, Solomon Rothschild, the Schoe-
ller family, Johann Reigg, Thomas Bracegirdle, Heinrich Alexander Luz, 
J.H. Offerman, or Carl Budischowsky6 formed this emerging group 
that would end up overshadowing nobility and gaining political power. 

Family Matters Within that political and economical framework, Tomáš Baťa was born 
on April 3, 1876, in a small town named Zlín,7 in Moravia  1.01.005 . He 
was the newcomer in a large family, belonging to a lineage of shoe-
makers that could be traced back up to nine generations. His father, 
Antonín Baťa  1.01.006 , had transformed from being a journeyman to be-
coming the boss in a shoemaking workshop after he married the widow 
of his former chief. In spite of that, life was still modest; eight people 
lived under the same roof, in a house with just one bedroom, a kitchen, 
and the workshop  1.01.007 . In such context, the work room soon became 
young Tomáš’ playground. While adults were working on their stools, 
using the same old tools and instruments as their predecessors in the 
craft of shoemaking had used for centuries, Tomáš collected the waste 
material from the floor, and reused it to make tiny doll shoes. When he 
was six years old, apparently he knew how to hand sew and stitch, and 
already made some business—small pocket money—by selling his tiny 
goods in the local fair (Cekota 1968). 

When Tomáš was nine, his mother died, and his life changed dra-
matically. Business was not going well either, and his father decided to 

 1.01.007  [below] House where reportedly Tomáš Baťa was 

born (Source: Baťa 1942)
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move in 1886 to Uherské Hradiště, a bigger town and economic center 
of the region located twelve miles south of Zlín. The works of Cekota 
(1968) and Tomaštík (2001) gave account of the characteristics of An-
tonín’s life and business. Baťa’s father hoped the change to a larger mar-
ket would allow him for a fresh start. In addition to the shoe workshop, 
he was involved in the trade of dried fruits, and being Uherské Hradiště 
the center of fruit growing in the region, it seemed a reasonable option 
to relocate there. Once the family moved there, Antonín got into the 
production and retailing of soda drinks. He remarried soon, and the 
family grew again. The return to the shoemaking manufacturing was 
rather modest. His new firm Erste Wallachische Hunya & Filzschuhe – 
Erzeugung just employed at first four journeymen. 

In the following years, however, his business grew with success, and 
he employed up to forty people. As space was becoming limited he pur-
chased other neighboring houses to fit the different manufacturing pro-
cesses—shop, cutting, sole stitching…— and his own home. Growth 
also brought the introduction of machinery in the workshop, including 
three sole and upper stitching machines and eight sewing machines. 
His sons Antonín and Tomáš supervised the work in the shop, and 
aimed to introduce rationalization in both labor and use of materials. 
This happened not without tensions. In particular, Tomáš and his father 
constantly clashed in the understanding on how to make the business 
grow even more by changing the strategy of sales. In spite of that, old 
Antonín’s workshop was not anymore that of a traditional cobbler, and 
it had started to resemble a factory, and his story of success similar to 
the ones of those other Czech entrepreneurs mentioned before. 

Nevertheless, Tomáš could not accept anymore having his father 
taking all the decisions in the business, and escaped to Vienna to live 
with his sister Anna, who was serving at a house there. But his runaway 
was short: his father found him and brought him back. Tomáš returned 
under the condition of getting higher responsibility of the sales. For 
his attempt of emancipation, he had managed to read and understand 
a train timetable, and had dared to leave Moravia on his own to go to 
Vienna. That convinced his father we could travel and be on charge of 
sales out of the province. In Prague, Tomáš had realized there was an 
immense and unexploited market available for their products, so his 
aim became not just limiting the shoe sales to local and regional fairs, 
but to sell them to multiple retailers in big cities. The idea was that this 
would end up diversifying production to new kinds of shoes for the 
new metropolitan markets and fashions. It was 1891. This is the year 
when Tomáš discovers Prague. 

Eighteen ninety-one was not a regular year in Prague. On May 15, the 
Jubilee Exhibition (Jubilejní zemská výstava v Praze) opened on a site 
on the eastern border of the Stromovka Park. Politically promoted by 
the nationalist Young Czech Party and organized by the Chamber of 
Commerce of Prague—under the control of Czech hands since 1884—
the exhibition aimed to showcase the economic and industrial progress 
of the Czech nation, and show it as the result of the work of successful 
entrepreneurs, self-government and mutual cooperation. The goals of 

A Czech Tour de Force

 1.01.006  Portrait of Antonín Baťa, Tomáš Baťa’s father 
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 1.01.008  Panorama of the Jubilee Exhibition grounds 

(Source: Jubilejní výstava zemská Království 

českého v Praze, 1891, 1894)

 1.01.009  Industrial Palace during construction          

(Source: Jubilejní výstava zemská Království 

českého v Praze, 1891, 1894)
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the exhibition would be manifold and not limited to the purely mer-
cantile ones, that is, to facilitate contacts between clients and manufac-
turers. The show would be instructive, as a comprehensive panorama 
of progress—new products, materials, and methods of production—
would be presented; it would put the focal point in the emergence of 
new social classes, promoting mass production and consumption, and 
showing the benefits of industriousness and thrift in a didactic manner; 
and finally, it would bring implicit benefits for the city and the region, 
as thousands of visitors would come to Prague (Jubilejní výstava zemská 
Království českého v Praze, 1891 1894; Albrecht 1993).  The overall “pride in 
production” (Ibid., 101) was politically appropriated and exploited to 
gain momentum for the Czech national claim—fueled by the Compro-
mise of 1867 that restored the sovereignty of Hungary—and to reaffirm 
a differentiated identity in contrast to the German Czechs.

A Panorama of Progress
The linkage of the Czech industrial success to the construction of a 
national identity, in the context of rigid Vienna-centered institutions 
that made any development happen in spite of the state, was therefore 
architecturally staged in the Jubilee Exhibition. In over a hundred of 
pavilions spread out in a layout designed by Antonín Wiehl  1.01.008 

—back then the most prominent representative of Bohemian Neo-re-
naissance, the ‘national style’, and therefore quite popular among the 
Czech establishment (Švácha 1995)—the exhibition would mix industry 
and progress with the display of national identity and pride. In the fair 
grounds, easily accessible via the first electric tram in Prague, shows on 
machinery and manufacture, telegraph and telephone stands, would 
coexist with monumental fountains, exotic bars, a ballon captif, and 
displays on folk art and ethnography, architecturally represented by one 
of the most successful pavilions, the Czech cottage (Jubilejní výstava zemská 
Království českého v Praze, 1891 1894; Albrecht 1993).

However, with no doubt, the center of the exhibition was the 
Industrial Palace. The structure of what was the main exhibition hall, 
designed by the engineer František Prášil and the First Bohemian 
Steelworks, was one of the first prefabricated steel structures ever built 
in the Czech Lands, and a proof of the mastery in iron and steel in-
dustrial engineering works of the region within the empire  1.01.009 . Two 
symmetrical ninety-five-meter long wings with a central nave span-
ning thirty meters and two ten-meter wide lateral ones, met at a grand 
central open space measuring thirty-eight by sixty-five meters, covered 
by elegant and light steel truss arches that reached twenty-five meters 
of height. In spite of such structural tour de force, its external brick 
decoration, designed by Bedřich Münzberger (1846-1928), was in an 
eclectic Neo-baroque style  1.01.010 . For Czech architectural historian 
Švácha (1995, 28), the failure to blend the national style with the oppor-
tunities of the new construction technologies, made of this building the 
best evidence of the lack of readiness of Prague architects for modernity 
at the verge of the twentieth century. 

 1.01.010  Industrial Palace after completion (Source: 

Jubilejní výstava zemská Království českého v 

Praze, 1891, 1894)
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Mechanical Dreams
The imposing presence of the palace as a glowing industrial cathedral 
1.01.011 , the glow of thousands of electric lights, and continuos raz-
zle-dazzle around the attractions certainly impressed the two million 
visitors that flocked to Prague those months. It is not too difficult to 
venture that young Tomáš Baťa felt inspired, if not by the exhibition 
itself—it is not known if he ever visited it, but he did visite Prague that 
year—at least by the renovated spirit of industriousness, entrepreneur-
ship, pride, and progress triggered by the event and that permeated all 
over Prague and the Czech Lands at large. As Ignát Hořica, member 
of the Young Czech Party, put it, the fair “opened our eyes, taught us 
what we are and what we can do” (Jubilejní výstava zemská Království českého 
v Praze, 1891 1894, 234).

On April 17, 1894, a great fire in Uherské Hradiště destroyed two of 
Antonín’s buildings, reducing to ashes finished products and stock ma-
terials, halting production, and losing important sales for wholesalers 
in Budapest. In spite of the tragedy, he managed to keep the business 
going shortly after (Tomaštík 2001). Unexpectedly, a few months later, 
Antonín and Tomáš, together with their sister Anna  1.01.011 , would 
claim for independence, which in practical terms meant claiming for 

Succession

 1.01.011  Prague Castle and Industrial Palace 

(Source: Jubilejní výstava zemská Království 

českého v Praze, 1891, 1894 )
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A Breeding Ground 
for Entrepreneurship

their corresponding part of their mother’s dowry, 800 guldens (Cekota 
1968; Tomasik 2001). With this, Antonín the older did not just lose his 
old business partners, but they became direct and close competitors in 
the local market, taking with them their experience and knowledge.
 
After that tragic and painful year, for Antonín nothing would go right 
again. Having built his firm mostly on credit from a Viennese supplier, 
Koditsch & Co., when he signed the last promissory note to that firm, 
for 20,000 crowns, he had no doubt about their solvency. However, in 
1896, it suddenly went bankrupt, and Antonín had no other option 
that paying back his obligations to the creditors of Koditsch. Forced to 
sell all of his properties but his home, and getting help from his sons to 
pay the rest, Antonín could get out of his debt and remained in town 
until he passed away, in 1905 (Ibid. 2001). 

As seen in first place, the weight of agriculture in the Habsburg Empire 
was a hard brake for development, as it set a very low starting point for 
industrialization. The endless pool of illiterate and cheap labor migrat-
ing to urban areas lagged industrialization as they delayed the adoption 
of mechanization. In addition to that, the use of machines was hin-
dered by the late generalization of the use of coking coal, due to polit-
ical interests mainly. Infrastructural development did not help either, 
as the planning of the first rail networks was dictated by non-economic 
reasons and focused on linking Vienna with the the other capitals 
of the empire. A banking system also centered in the capital did not 
support the setting of new industries in the regions, access to credit was 
limited, and big cartels dominated the economy. With all that, it is easy 
to state that industrial development in the non-German regions of the 
state occurred in spite of the obsolete politics of the central government 
and its bureaucratic stiffness.

In particular, the Czech Lands did manage to take advantage of 
their geographical location in order to create a strong industrial tissue. 
On the one hand, raw materials and specially coke were plenty, facil-
itating the development of coal, iron and foodstuff industries. Skilled 
immigrants from Germany and England who set machinery workshops 
in Moravia impulsed the emergence of a new industry, machine build-
ing, whose development came hand in hand with the emergence of 
modern educational institutions for engineering and construction. New 
railway lines and the demands of mining and heavy industry would 
feel back in the consolidation of the machine building sector. Foreign 
skills also introduced innovative entrepreneurial and banking skills, that 
together with the rise of co-operative credit organizations and the first 
regional banks, would provide with the necessary financial and manage-
rial support to the secondary sector in the Czech Lands. As a result, the 
semi-autonomous building of the industrial power of the Czech Lands, 
together with the Austrian state politics, nourished with optimism and 
confidence the national feelings and the idea of Czech nation.

The staging of the coupling between Czech national identity and 
industrial success took place in the Jubilee exhibition of Prague in 

 1.01.012  Anna, Tomáš, and Antonín Baťa in 1894 

                (Source: Baťa 1942)
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1891. The fair, with its didactic approach, confirmed the emergence of 
new social classes, introduced the general public with mass production 
and consumption, and educated them about the good qualities of hard 
work and thrift. Most importantly, the exhibition gave an unprecedent-
ed dimension to the figure of the entrepreneur as the symbol of the new 
era of modernity, industrialization, autonomy, self-determination, and 
Czech national pride. 

The Jubilee Exhibition can be seen as the ultimate embodiment of 
a national mood, of its ideals, and desires. It seems reasonable to think 
that those civic and economic aspirations infiltrated the Czech society 
at all levels and scales, reaching Tomáš Baťa. The figure of the indus-
trial entrepreneurs would become the role model for Tomáš Baťa—as 
a matter of fact, his father, Antonín, was an entrepreneur—and would 
provoke the desire for an ambitious way towards social mobility and 
the establishment of his own company in spite of the hindrances posed 
by the state’s economic politics. 

Notes
1 Voralberg was the westernmost province of Imperial Austria.

2 Cisleithania is another name for Imperial Austria.

3 The lands of the Bohemian Crown, the lands of the Crown of Saint, the Crown of Bohemia, the 

Bohemian Crown, the Czech Crown lands, or simply the Czech Lands, are toponyms that refer to the 

geographical area in question in this section.

4 Freudenberger’s work paid special attention and was quite illustrative on the figure of the entrepreneur in 

Austro-Hungary, especially in Austria and Bohemia.

5 As Freudenberger narrated, Johann Liebieg (1802-1870, Liberec) travelled to England in 1818 and upon 

his return arranged a series of looms under the putting-out system, and later organized work in a factory, 

again taking British industry as a model. Upon the arrival or the railroad, he placed a new cotton-spin-

ning factory in its adjacency, increasing the geographical reach of his products. The new scope of his firm 

instigated him to borrow marketing strategies from other industries, and to understand the emerging im-

portance of fashion in the new economic landscape defined by mass-production and novel forms of retail.

6 The firm of Carl Budischowsky (1810-1844, Třebíč) became the most important shoe manufacturing 

business in the empire, with the Austrian Army as its main client. Technological innovations were instru-

mental for the scale of the production of the factory, and it became the first shoe manufacturer in the mon-

archy that introduced a machine for splitting leather in 1853, the famous American McKay machines for 

the stitching of uppers and soles in 1866, and steam-powered mechanized production from 1869 on.  Carl 

Budischowsky & Söhne had over 500 employees by 1889, but still most of its production occurred in the 

domestic industry (see Fasora 2006). Both Liebig and Budishowsky showed preoccupation for the living 

and health conditions of their workers as a way of minimizing the risk of strife. In addition, Budischowsky’s 

firm destiny will cross with that of Baťa’s in the 1930s..

7 Population 2,793 in 1880.







Having explored the potential influence on Baťa of the general political 
and economical conditions in the Czech Lands at the turn of the nine-
teenth century, the following chapter will focus on the entrepreneur’s 
links to the United States, and will explore to what extent the transfer 
of technology and managerial knowledge from America provided with 
fundamental means for the development of the Bata company and its 
system of management. First, a depiction of the first years of business 
in the Bata factory (1894-1904) will be followed by a brief study that 
aims at showing the channels that transferred news, knowledge, and 
technology from America to Europe, more specifically centered on 
those that might reached Bata and led him to travel across the ocean; 
then, the chapter will follow with a description of what were the key 
changes that had occurred in the shoe industry in New England by 
the turn of the nineteenth century and Tomáš Baťa’s reactions to those 
after his trip to Lynn, Massachusetts, in 1905. After showing what was 
the situation in the Czech lands and of the Bata factory during the 
First World War, the section will resume its narrative with the return 
of Baťa to America in 1919. The goal will be to show and contrast the 
characteristics of the system of industrial management of the compa-
nies visited by Tomáš Baťa on that occasion, more specifically the Ford 
Motor Company and the Endicott-Johnson Shoe Company. Finally, an 
account of Baťa’s views on those contrasting visions will be presented. 
In the end, the section will conclude with a comprehensive summary of 
the American transfers that can be seen as fundamental means for the 
development of the Bata company. 

Chapter 2
Transatlantic Transfers

[left] The Iron Shoemaker, presented at the Centennial 

International Exhibition of Philadelphia of 1876 

(Source: Wilson 1876)
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With the newly acquired capital from their father on their pockets, 
Antonín, Tomáš, and Anna decided to return to Zlín in 1894  01.01.001. 
There was apparently no thoughtful decision behind that move, they 
just wanted to go back to their home town, in spite of the negative 
factors that could affect the business, such as its bad infrastructural 
connections—the closer train station was in Otrokovice, ten kilome-
ters away—and its regional irrelevance. By those years, Zlín had about 
2,800 residents1 (Ševeček 2009), and the local baron, Leopold Alexander 
Haupt von Buchenrode, owned most of the land in the town, industry, 
and surrounding woods (Haupt-Buchenrode 2012).

Failed Startup
With the initial sum of 800 gulden, they rented a small house in the 
main square of Zlín—today’s Náměstí Míru—and made of it its work-
shop  01.01.002 . It all started in a less sophisticated way than in his father’s 
firm. They just had basic hand tools, a few lasts from the workshop 
at Uherské Hradiště. Two sewing machines were their most advanced 
pieces of machinery. Nevertheless the Baťa brothers were far more am-
bitious in the workshop organization: they would not be craftsmen, but 
manufacturers, and the workshop would be a factory. 

They were captivated by the glowing figure of the entrepreneur, a 
symbol of the industrial success of the Czech lands, and saw the fac-
tory model as an instrument for upward social mobility. The factory 
had regular working hours—from 6 am to 6 pm—and production 
was based on the domestic or putting-out system: that is, the broth-
ers would plan the work, purchase the materials, prepare some of the 
pieces—mainly uppers—and handle those to other shoemakers, who 
would do the work at their workshops, and collect their wages upon 
the return of the finished shoes. As “manufacturers” (Cekota 1968, 20), 
the brothers were not supposed to work with their hands, as that would 
ruin their newly achieved social status. Whereas Anna was mostly in 
charge of housekeeping, Antonín dealt with the office work, and Tomáš 
organized the workshop and sales. A year after opening the business, 
they were almost bankrupt (Ibid.). 

 
Emancipation

 1.02.001  View of Zlín in the year 1894 (Source: Zlín 

ve Fotografii / Special Collections, Frances Loeb 

Library, Harvard University)

 1.02.002  Building of the first Baťa workshop in Zlín 

(Source: Baťa 1942)
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The brothers failed in becoming innovative entrepreneurs, in the 
Schumpeterian sense, and they just tried to replicate a model of busi-
ness which in a small market such as Zlín and its surroundings proved 
to be unsustainable: as production was focused on winter shoes, de-
mand fell rapidly in summer and fall (Ibid.). With no alternative plan, 
as fewer orders came in, the debt with the suppliers was pressing, and 
there were not available sources of credit. To make things worst, when 
Antonín turned twenty-one years old, he was called for a thee-year 
long military service. With fifty people being dependent and making a 
living of the firm—ten employees, mostly women doing stitching, and 
forty shoemakers working in the putting-out system—the urgency for a 
solution was overwhelming, and the only scape seemed to be declaring 
bankruptcy. With just a hundred gulden in cash available, and a debt 
in promissory notes of 800, Tomáš asked his brother and sister to give 
him full control and independence in the management of the business, 
a condition that his siblings accepted (Ibid.). 

Fast Fashion
In those years, everyday shoes were not commodities subject to the 
ephemeral dictates of fashion; they were handcrafted leather goods 
meant to be used all year round and for a long time. As a consequence, 
business growth could only be based in bigger sales in the winter 
season, mainly by reaching larger and distant markets. Still, demand 
and output would not be continuous all year round. Tomáš came to 
a solution to those problems: seasonality and obsolescence. In 1896, 
he invented the Seglaky, or Baťovky  01.01.003 , a leather and canvas shoe 
(Ibid.). Made of a light cotton-linen upper and a thin leather shoe, it 
was intended to be used just as a summer shoe, and, most importantly, 
it was affordable enough—about a quarter of a regular pair of shoes—
to invite customers to buy a new pair each year instead of spending 
money in resoling or fixing them when they were torn. 

Innovation in design and marketing came as the solution that 
would save the firm and defeat obstacles. For example, as traditional 
shoe stores refused to sell Bata’s products—they were not proper shoes 
in their opinion—the Baťovky were made available in other commer-
cial outlets, such as groceries. A metal sign with an illustration of the 
new shoe type and the name of its brand was given to all retailers. Their 
success was big, and at the end of that year, the books were on balance, 
even getting some surplus (Ibid.). 

Leaving a Century behind
Around 1900, Tomáš travels to Prague and Frankfurt, in search of in-
formation of the latest developments in shoe-manufacturing machines. 
In Frankfurt he meets the representatives of Maschinenfabrik Moenus 
AG2 and he is shown all sort of machines, all of them requiring a power 
plant. Although Cekota stated that Bata found them not affordable at 
that moment, later that year, the first steam engine was installed in his 
workshop. A second would come in 1902, and a machine repair work-
shop in 1903, as an increasing number of power driven machines were 
already in operation in the factory (Ibid.). 

 1.02.003  Baťovky shoe (Source: Pokluda 2004)
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It is at that moment, when the business was going well and the po-
tential to grow was solid, that Baťa, following the advice of his accoun-
tant, looked at America, and at New England in particular, in search 
of the secrets of the high productivity and innovations of its shoe and 
machine industry.3  

Since the Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia in 1876, the United 
States had become a worldwide synonym for progress, industry, and 
prosperity. The organizers of that exhibition would not pretend to 
imitate the Old World expositions4 but rather to appraise thriftiness, 
pragmatism, and economic progress after the hard times of the Civil 
War, showing Americans to the world as what they really were, “a plain, 
practical and common sense people” (Philadelphia Commission to Vienna 
1983, 7). From that year onwards, Europeans started to take seriously 
the groundbreaking achievements of American industry (Schröter 2005), 
and a process of radiation of the technological and managerial changes 
was initiated. The study of the process of Americanization of a foreign 
economy requires first of all that clear senders and channels can be 
defined. In addition, for the purpose of this research, that process of 
transfers must someway establish a connection with Tomáš Baťa and 
his company, that is, with the shoe industry and the Czech context in 
general. This will be done by taking a brief look at the diffusion of shoe 
machinery in Europe led by the American industries—specially the 
United Shoe Machinery Company5 (USMC)—and with a flashback to 
the Jubilee Exhibition and its American Bar, as it will allow to illustrate 
the role that returning emigrants in the transmission of an ideal of 
America in the Czech Lands.

Overseas Shipments
American shoe-manufacturing machines companies had established 
commercial outposts in Europe from the 1860s onwards, but it was not 
until the competition of American-made shoes threatened European 
manufacturers in the 1890s that its use became mainstream  01.01.004 . 
Sole-sewing machine manufacturers Goodyear and McKay set overseas 
distributors in Europe in 1864 and 1859 respectively (Miranda 2006). 
Machinery did not come alone, as their innovative model of business 
based on the leasing system was imported in the process. This strategy 
was highly dependent on setting a network of sales and maintenance 
centers, and on the diffusion of their technology through active market-
ing in specialized press (Ibid.).  As a result of the growth of the exports 
of cheap standardized shoes from across the Atlantic—a 20 percent  
increase in Britain between 1895 and 1905, European manufacturers 
were to catch up technologically to face the competition, and the con-
sumption of American shoe machinery and patents went widespread 
(Schröter 2005; Miranda 2006). 

In the meantime, the establishment of the USMC in 1899 gave a 
new dimension to the role of multinationals as channels for the diffu-
sion of innovations. Already in 1899, the British branch of the USMC 
was set, and in 1900 a subsidiary in Germany, serving also the Aus-
tro-Hungarian Empire, opened in Frankfurt. German machine builders 

 The American Mirror

 1.02.004  “No manufacturers have taken greater advantage 

of the ingenuity of the mechanical engineer than 

the American boot and shoe makers” 

(Source: Scientific American 1877)
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began to copy American patents, and competed by developing cheaper 
and lower quality products, making American technology accesible to 
a wider audience in Central Europe (Ibid.). To illustrate that, it is worth 
remembering that Tomáš Baťa had had access to some simple American 
machinery while working in his father’s workshop, and later in his visit 
to the headquarters of Maschinenfabrik Moenus AG in Frankfurt, the 
largest of those German companies replicating the USMC’s machines. 

Images of America
Regarding the social context in the Czech Lands, and in contrast to 
the dominant backwardness in the rural areas in Austro-Hungary, the 
promise of a New World of industry, technology, and opportunity 
across the ocean had permeated in the collective imaginary. This oc-
curred with special vigor in the Czech Lands, where dissatisfaction with 
the current status quo was a daily grind in the everyday politics. As a 
matter of fact, within the Habsburg Monarchy, it was the Czech Lands 
the territory of departure of the greatest amount of emigrants who had 
fled to the United States in the period between 1876 and 18856 (Ehmer, 
Steidl & Zeitlhofer 2004). At this point,  it might be appropriate to return 
again to the Jubilee Exhibition, and in particular on one of the most 
curious, and interesting, attractions in the exhibition: the so-called 
American Bar  01.01.005 , located in the south of the premises of the fair. 
Two symmetrical kidney-shaped green plots enclosed a circular space 
with the folly at its center. Surrounded by trees, it was flanked by high 
wooden flagpoles holding the Stars and Stripes flags and other banners, 
and big signs at its two entrances showing the coat of arms of the Unit-
ed States announced the bar to the visitors. The feature itself was stylis-
tically puzzling, as it consisted on a not-so-American-looking open-air 
central kiosk, crowned by an orientalizing onion dome, and, forming 
two semicircles around it, some simple stalls sheltering the bar areas. 

In such a display of Czechness as the fair was, it might just seem 
that the existence of an American Bar was just an extravagant amuse-
ment, but in reality it embodied a deeper meaning and message. On 
the one hand, The American Bar stood in representation of those thou-
sands of Czech fellows who had crossed the Atlantic in the past decades 

 1.02.005  American Bar in the Jubilee Exhibition in 

Prague of 1891 (Source: Jubilejní výstava zemská 

Království českého v Praze, 1891, 1894)
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in search of better prospects and economic flourishing, and who had 
returned to give account of their achievements and the new way of life 
they had encountered. On the other, the juxtaposition of the boasting 
of self-assurance of Czech industry with the festive American presence 
provided a promise, a mirror in which to look at how more brighter the 
Czech future, and that of the individual, could be if they were to mark 
their own path. 

Lynn 1905
When Tomáš Bata arrived in Lynn, Massachusetts, in early January 
1905 he encountered a landscape of labor that had been fully trans-
formed by the introduction of the factory system, mechanization, 
and division of labor. The lessons and specific details of his industrial 
espionage in New England have been somewhat obscured by an ide-
alized version offered Baťa’s own speeches and Cekota’s biographical 
works. This version puts the focus on the entrepreneur’s fascination 
by American individualism, inventiveness, and hard work—the basic 
elements that allowed for social mobility and the formation of wealthy 
individuals independently of their origin or background, in contrast to 
the “Slavonic law7” (Baťa 1942), or Marxism. 

Baťa praised American workers for their skills and efficiency with 
the machines, and worked in a shoe factory in Lynn in order to under-
stand the reasons of such unprecedented productivity and to experience 
the effects on his own body and mind of the repetitive work with a 
machine at such fast rate. He also noted the other side of individu-
alism, and the importance of implementing methods that inevitably 
bound the interests of the company with those of the employee himself, 
avoiding the problems of the individual profit-oriented mindset in a 
capitalist worker. Mass production, the care for the new mass-clients, 
competition, and offering the cheapest product—using advertisement 
unabashedly—or the potential of railroad to connect manufacturing 
to distant markets are some of the lessons learned by Baťa in America 
(Ibid.; Cekota 1968).

Consolidation and Verticalism
Before the arrival of the factory stage, shoe manufacturing in Lynn, 
New England, was based on the so-called putting-out system. Intro-
duced by John Adam Dagyr in the 1750s, it was a first attempt to 
update shoe manufacturing from craftsmen working for a local market 
to a system of production able to supply an increasing market in one 
of the most densely populated areas in the United States of America. 
Production of piece works was done in a decentralized manner by a 
network of craftsmen working for a boss, or shoe manufacturer (Mulli-
gan 1981). The work was carried out in three differentiated spatial units 
depending on the sort of activity: binding was done at home by wom-
en, whereas bottoming of finished uppers was done by groups of men 
in a building known as the ten-footer8  01.01.0046 (Johnson 1880; Hazard 1921; 
Mulligan 1981). Finally, materials were distributed in the central shop, 
owned by the boss, where also the piece works were inspected, and if 
necessary, some finishing and cutting operations were done (Thomson 
1989). The lack of capital—actually the need to preserve and concen-

 1.02.006  Old-time shoemaker’s shop in Lynn, or ‘ten-footer’ 

(Source: Johnson 1880)
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trate capital—meant that workers were not generally paid cash wages, 
but they were given tickets to purchase goods in stores owned by the 
shoe manufacturer (Buck 1998). 

The spatial order imposed by the railroad9 and the opening to new 
and remote markets it afforded required the centralization of business 
and manufacturing in the new commercial center and valuable lands 
around the station, with vertical factories rapidly emerging as a result 
of the consolidation of capital and increased competition for a better 
location  01.01.006  (Ibid.). The beginning of the factory stage meant a 
radical change in the productive system. The modern factory buildings 
finally allowed for the centralization of work, under the scrutiny of a 
boss in a single space. The new spaces of production made possible the 
introduction of the latest shoe machinery that was being developed in 
parallel—starting with the McKay sole-sewing machine in 1858, to the 
game-changing shoe lasting machine invented by Jan Ernest Matzeliger 
in Lynn in 188510 (Kaplan 1955; Mulligan 1981). 

Mechanization made production take a different dynamic: the 
tasks involving making a shoe—cutting, binding, lasting and soling—
were divided and further subdivided in single operations that could 
be performed by a man using a specialized machine  01.01.007 . Work 
was fragmented in functions that became the sole responsibility of the 
individual (Ibid.). The development of the shoe machinery business 
reached an unprecedented dimension with the establishment of the 
USMC—a consolidation of 41 smaller companies (Kaplan 1955)—based 
in an impressive factory complex in the city of Beverly. Most impor-
tantly USMC introduced an original model of business, the ‘leasing 
system’, which minimized the entry cost for new customers but at the 
same time offered an unbeatable customer and repair service that only 
a large manufacturer could provide (Roe 1913; Roe 1914). In addition, the 
USMC, with its politics of internationalization and publicity, became a 
fundamental piece in the Americanization of European shoe industry. 

 1.02.006  Shoe Factory of V.K. & A.H. Jones. 120 Broad 

St., Lynn, Mass. Erected 1883. Drawing by Geo. 

H. Walker & Co. 1884 (Source: Digital Commons 

at Salem State University)

 1.02.006  Lasting machine shaping shoes in a 

shoe factory in Lynn (Source: Digital 

Commonswealth, Massachusetts Collections Online 

[06_11_000956])
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Looking Backward
All in all, in a way New England in 1905 offered a unique opportunity 
for Baťa; this town was a synthesis of the opportunities that trans-
forming shoe manufacturing could afford, but also of the challenges 
it posed. Up to 1840, a shoemaker in Lynn, in the domestic stage of 
the shoe manufacturing business, would use the same tools and work 
in similar conditions as their ancestors for centuries (Hazard 1921) and 
probably not that different to the ones used by most of Baťa’s con-
temporary shoemaking fellows in Moravia. Traveling to Lynn in 1905 
was also time traveling; to new machines, new spaces of production, 
and new management methods. It was a future he imagined could be 
directly exported to Zlín. 

More importantly, during this first trip, Tomáš visited the construc-
tion grounds of the new factory of the USMC. The new building was 
located a few kilometers north of Lynn, in Beverly, and it had been de-
signed by Ernest L. Ransome in reinforced concrete. As the next chap-
ter will show, the encounter of Tomáš Baťa with that modern industrial 
building would prove to be critical for the subsequent architectural and 
urban development of Zlín.

As a matter of fact, Baťa’s to-do list after his first trip to America was 
very specific. On the one hand, it was evident that increasing output 
and efficiency in manufacturing required big investments: a new and 
factory building should be built, together with a bigger power plant, 
and an expansion of the machine repair shop; electricity had to replace 
steam power, and more machinery had to be bought  01.01.008 . Besides, 
an increased output would require an expansion of the sales to other 
territories in the monarchy and neighboring countries. On the other, 
in order to put in action the American system in Zlín, he had to work 
in establishing a new relationship with his employees, and transform 
craftsmen into modern factory workers working in co-operation for a 
common goal (Cekota 1968).

Tomáš Baťa returned to America in 1911, yet the specific circumstances 
of this trip are unknown. According to Cekota (Ibid.), his purpose was 
to get information about new machinery in order to reduce costs, and 
increase the speed of manufacturing back home. He apparently visited 
Cincinnati and Ohio, where he might have purchased some machines 
and tools. In addition, upon his return to Zlín he acquired a new pow-
er plant of 120 KW of DC, and hired an engineer for its maintenance. 

 1.02.008  T. & A. Baťa letter head from 1910, showing an 

aerial view of the factory (Source: Pokluda 2004)
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The irruption of war in Central Europe altered radically the economic 
life in the Czech Lands, leading to a state of general deprivation, as its 
effects on industry and agriculture combined as a perfect storm. On 
the one hand, manufacturing and the supply of raw materials was put 
to the service of war needs, causing shortage of supplies to other indus-
tries. On the other, the sudden isolation from external agricultural sup-
ply markets was added to the poor condition of the empire’s agricultur-
al system, the mobilization of its workforce for the army, and the rise of 
prices of the Hungarian production. As a consequence, civilians quickly 
felt the effect of scarcity of essential commodities. In spite of the efforts 
to control inflation through fixing prices, rationing of foodstuff, coal, 
textiles, and other goods was unavoidable, and began in spring 1915 
(Harna 2009; Agnew 2004). Moreover, the situation led to the emergence 
of a black market and to the speculation in prices of the most basic 
goods (Harna 2009), increasing the burden on the working classes.

During the winter of 1917-1918, it became apparent that the 
Habsburg Empire’s economic system had began a irreversible process 
of decomposition. Labor, raw materials, and foodstuff were depleted, 
and productivity in industry fell to the point that not even militariza-
tion of manufacturing improved anything. Eventually, the productive 
system collapsed. Besides, the conditions of workers were desperate, 
and massive strikes took place beginning 1918, claiming for the end of 
the war and for independence from Austro-Hungary (Ibid.; Agnew 2004). 
Because, in fact, in parallel to the worsening of living conditions during 
the war, political and social upheaval, and ideas of national autonomy 
in Czech territories had been on the rise. 
As Austrian politics were increasingly more dependent on Germany 
and leaning toward German nationalism, the limitations of the empire’s 
framework for the self-determination of its different peoples became 
evident for the Czech intelligentsia. The state of war brought a limita-
tion of political rights and freedoms in the Czech Lands: the Land diets 
were suspended, political parties were banned, and prominent politi-
cians were prosecuted (Harna 2009). Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk, politician 
and professor of philosophy in Prague, sought, from his exile in Lon-
don, to influence the Allies on the need to take Austro-Hungary to an 
end, and to support a new Czechoslovak state. Edvard Beneš, and the 
Slovak Milan Rastislav Štefánik would join his efforts in the Czechoslo-
vak National Council (Ibid.; Agnew 2004). 

Finally, shipments of coal and grain from Bohemia and Moravia to 
Austrian regions were the last straw unleashing a series of events leading 
to Czechoslovak independence. Following those exports, a great strike 
took place in Prague in October 14, 1918, in which the independence 
of the region was proclaimed  01.01.009  (Harna 2009). In spite of the offer 
by the Emperor of a federal future for the monarchy, in October 16, 
two days later, Masaryk would declare the independence of the Czecho-
slovak Republic from his exile in USA (Ibid., 391; Agnew 2004). 

War

 1.02.009  The Bohemian Lion Rips Apart the Old Austrian 

Flag, J. Plichta, after 1918 (Source: Schloß 

Schönbrunn Kultur- und Betriebsges.m.b.H.)
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 1.02.010  Employees of T. & A. Baťa in Zlín in 1919 

(Source: Pokluda 2004)

 1.02.011  Shoe manufacturing workshop in the T. & A. 

Baťa factory in 1919 (Source: Pokluda 2004)

 1.02.012  T. & A. Baťa factory complex in Zlín in 1919 

(Source: Pokluda 2004)
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Inflection
Evidently, the company T & A Baťa—as it was called in its inception—
was not immune to those economical effects of the war, its challenges, 
but also its opportunities. As borders closed, the company lost access 
to part of its market and suppliers of raw materials, mainly raw hides 
(Cekota 1968; Devinat 1930a). In order to keep production in the factory, 
it had to take part in the industrial mobilization. In spite of the existing 
cartels in the Austrian shoe industry, Tomáš Baťa managed to get an 
order from the army, and to group together the shoe manufacturers of 
the region of Zlín to get the work done (Cekota 1968). In addition to an 
increase of manpower11  01.01.010  (Pokluda 2004), satisfying the demands 
of the military brought the opportunity to put in practice methods of 
mass production  01.01.011 ; subsequently, the factory and machinery were 
improved as new capital flowed in the company  01.01.012 . At the same 
time, he would manage to avoid the mobilization and the loss of his 
workers, and in 1917 his employees would manufacture ten thousand 
pairs of boots a day (Devinat 1930a). 

However, the feeling of prosperity in Zlín soon vanished as ra-
tioning, together with the supply of materials, and the working and 
living conditions of the workers worsened (Cekota 1968). In view of 
that, Tomáš Baťa concluded that only some sort of “self-help” (Ibid., 
122) and autonomy would alleviate the pressing needs of the factory 
and its workers, and the risk of social strife. The answer was starting a 
process of vertical integration and concentration of disparate functions. 
The program of the new departments ranged from a tannery station, 
purchase of raw materials, a saw mill, a quarry for building material, 
and a machine shop. Moreover, two farms in the outskirts of Zlín were 
bought and reorganized to supply with food a cafeteria and a grocery 
store for the workers (Ibid., 122). Eventually, peace and independence 
would arrive, and so the return to business as usual. Managing more 
than four thousand workers12 and sustaining the concerns’ high output 
required new ideas, and Baťa turned his eyes to America again.

That third trip to America would take place at the end of November 
1919. In this occasion he would depart from the port of Plymouth, 
United Kingdom, in direction to Newark, New York, in company of 
his twenty-two year old half-brother Jan Antonín.13 Apart from return-
ing to Lynn and opening there an overseas branch of the Zlín company, 
essentially Baťa needed new visions and ideas to manage a company 
that had multiplied by four its number of employees during the war, 
and that all of the sudden faced the difficulties of returning to business 
as usual. Consequently, Baťa chose as destination for his fieldwork two 
of the biggest corporations operating in America at that time: the Ford 
Motor Company, and the Endicott-Johnson Shoe Company. At that 
time, both concerns had already introduced innovative management 
policies, and extended their realm of influence on the physical and 
social environment beyond their factory buildings.

The Ford of Shoes 
and the Real Ford
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The Endicott-Johnson Shoe Company
In the first quarter of the twentieth century, the Endicott-Johnson 
Shoe Company (E-J) became one of the largest shoe manufacturers in 
the world, employing 19,000 workers in five factory complexes placed 
along the Susquehanna river valley, in upstate New York. The company 
had its origin in 1850, when Horace N. Lester established the Lester 
Brothers and Company, a shoe manufacturing industry, in the town 
of Union, New York. In the 1880s, it would become the home of the 
“largest shoe factory in the world under one single roof” (Aswad & 
Meredith 2003, 10). The company began selling lots to its employees and 
donating land for public facilities, to the extend that the town would 
end up being known as Lestershire. As a result of a severe crisis, Lester 
saw himself obliged to sell the concern in 1890 to Henry B. Endicott, 
a New Englander in the leather business who already owned part of 
the company. Endicott kept in his post the existing production man-
ager, George F. Johnson, and focused only in controlling the finances. 
Finally, Johnson would become a partner in the business in 1899 (Ibid.). 
More importantly, he would introduce a whole new series of paternalist 
policies which he called the “Square Deal”  01.01.013  (Ibid., 6). Consisting 
of benevolent labor relations and conditions, plus welfare measures that 
included housing and medical coverage, the deal aimed to attenuate the 
risk of social struggle and tensions in an ever-growing worker’s commu-
nity of diverse ethnical origin. 

The Square Deal was at the core of a system of management adver-
tised as a fusion of “friendship and fair play” (Inglis 1947, 123) that aimed 
to gain the workers’ cooperation in the business by a comprehensive 
battery of welfare measures, propaganda, and a benevolent control 
of production  01.01.014 . Keeping the pace of mass production of cheap 
shoes in E-J required following a careful planning of purchases of raw 
materials, manufacturing, and sales (Ibid.). With no special advantage or 
saving in machinery—it was on lease to the machine builder, as in most 
of shoe factories—the key was to find ways of encouraging the execu-
tors of the 285 different operations involved in making a shoe to work 
effectively and at top speed (Ibid.). To begin with, wages were based on 
the piece work system, with output per worker regulated later by the 
promulgation of an eight-hour work day in 1916 (Ibid.; Aswad & Meredith 
2003). Then, in 1919, a yearly profit sharing scheme was introduced to 
create a bound between worker’s performance and responsibility and 
the gains of the business. The idea of Johnson was the following :“You 
[worker] have a share in surplus profits… your own selfish interest 
demands that you protect this business…” (Ibid., 112) and following this 
statement hoped that the workers would end up being the ones polic-
ing the performance of their fellows. 

The authority of Johnson was exerted by exploiting his charismatic 
figure. Letters and speeches from Johnson acted as propaganda wishing 
to “inspire the pride in workmanship” (Inglis 1947, 136). This worked 
because workers saw him as an equal—“they all know that the Johnson 
have all learned the business from the bench upward, and could hold 
down jobs today” (Ibid., 135)—and the system of internal promotion, 
where anybody began from below (Ibid.), created in them the expecta-
tion of maybe one day reaching the top, as Johnson himself had done 
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in the past. Therefore there were no foremen bossing on the floor, 
but fellow “directors” (Ibid., 139) that guided, helped, and checked if 
the work was being done right. It was even said that Johnson himself 
did from time to time “fault-finding trips” (Ibid., 148) to the factories, 
but the true is that it was the supervisors who were in close control of 
the employees, to the point of paying attention at any indication of 
physical or mental problems that could affect the performance of the 
workshop. Those poor performing workers were taken to “Ideal Rest” 
(Aswad & Meredith 2003, 113), a farm where they could get some rest and 
relaxation.

As much as the politics in the workshop, the extension of the wel-
fare to the supply of decent housing for the workers became a key in 
achieving the content and complicity of the workers. As early as 1904, 
Johnson convinced Endicott to finance a building program of worker’s 
housing in order to “promote the spirit of loyalty” (Inglis 1947, 50), and 
seventy-five houses were constructed. As a matter of fact, the reasons 
were more complex. The town acted as a magnet for hundreds of immi-
grants, and the risk of overcrowding and conflict was very present. In 
addition, the pressing need of housing for the workers was an interest-
ing business for existing landlords, and the company had someway to 
‘defend’ the workers from speculation (Ibid.; Aswad & Meredith 2003). 

E-J housing schemes tried to avoid some of the problems that 
other company housing estates shown. First of all, houses were not 
rented, and workers were subtracted their mortgage from their week-
ly paycheck; employers did not make a profit by renting, neither 
economically nor in terms of control of the workers’ lives. Secondly, 
Johnson “build their houses around his own” (Ibid., 85) as a way to 
prevent segregation and the feeling of inequality. Finally, in spite of 
their modesty, the houses showcased a diversity of styles that avoided 
monotony and cultivated individuality. At the same time, to prevent 
extreme differences, Johnson discouraged workers claiming for bigger 
or more ornamented houses (Ibid.). In contrast to the apparently messy 
clustering of factory buildings following the logics of the railway and 
production logistics, the organized lotting of the housing estates in a 
green landscape aimed to offer to the workers and visitors a “panorama 
of industry and human welfare” (Ibid., 91) where “friendly cooperation 
and neighborliness” (Ibid., 85) was the ruling law  01.01.015 .  

The role of the company in creating a convenient built environ-
ment for its workers was not limited to housing, but also included a 
diverse array of public equipments. Given the importance of keeping 
its workers healthy, E-J invested since quite early in leisure and sanitary 
facilities (Aswad & Meredith 2003). Starting with a small hospital in 1905, 
a medical clinic in the tannery and playgrounds  01.01.016  would follow 
in 1917. A year after that, the company would become the first major 
American company with an official medical coverage scheme.14 
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 1.02.013  Endicott-Johnson Workers Arch. Elevation 

(Source: Library of Congress [HABS 

NY,4-ENDI,1--13])

 1.02.014  Billboard advertising Endicott-Johnson shoes 

(Source: Library of Congress [LOT 4397-A  

P&P])
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 1.02.015  Washington Avenue in Endicott’s ‘Shoe Town’ 

(Source: Aswald & Meredith 2003)

 1.02.016  Playgrounds for children and workers in 

front of the Endicott-Johnson factory buildings        

(Source: Aswald & Meredith 2003)
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The Ford Motor Company
Born in 1863, Henry Ford soon showed interest in mechanics, and in 
reimagining transportation across the sparsely populated farmland of 
his native Michigan. To his first vehicle, built in 1892 on the side of 
his work as engineer at the Edison Company, twenty five more itera-
tions would follow until he would eventually establish the Ford Motor 
Company in Detroit in 1903. In the years between 1903 and 1908, 
the development of models A, B, C, F, N, R, S, and K would make his 
company grow and increase its output from 1,708 to 6,181 cars per 
year, employing 1,908 workers. Then, in 1908, Model T would come 
and change everything: 10,607 cars of this model were sold in its first 
year. Given those figures, Ford decided to phase out the rest of the 
models and concentrate production in just one, the Model T. In the 
season 1910-1911, Ford produced 34,528 Model T automobiles, and 
employed 4,110 people. However, the manufacturing system was far 
from effective in its use of labor as cars were assembled in one spot. As 
Ford himself put it (1922, 57) “workmen brought to it the parts as they 
were needed in exactly the same way that one builds a house” and men 
spent more time walking than working. 

Consequently, devising methods to streamline the manufacturing 
process became a necessity. First and foremost, the introduction in 
1913 of the assembly line in the Ford factory would end with the ineffi-
ciencies of the previous system, and now Ford could “take the work to 

 1.02.017  Assembly line at Ford Highland Park        

(Source: The Ford Motor Company)
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men instead of the men to work”  01.01.018  (Ibid. 57). In short, the assem-
bly line—inspired in the meat packing operations in Chicago, as shown 
by Sigfried Giedion (1948)—allowed Ford to make the production of 
a car the result of a sequence of simple and repetitive manual opera-
tions, in a taylorist manner, but keeping the workers in a fixed position, 
and with the components moving to them at a pre-established speed. 
Gradually, instead of manufacturing the automobiles in one single 
flow, the company began to compartmentalize production in different 
departments making different parts, and began a process of vertical in-
tegration. Manufacturing did not need to be anymore concentrated in 
one plant, and the tasks of the workers became even more specific and 
detached from the final product. 

The new system required new methods to get the compliance of the 
workers. Even though work became simple and repetitive, each opera-
tion was linked with one another so intricately that there was no room 
for problematic or weak points in the chain of production. In parallel 
to the introduction of the assembly line, in 1914 the company also 
introduced changes in the conditions of the employees. First of all, the 
working day was reduced from ten to nine hours, and later to eight, five 
days a week. In second place, employees and their wages were divided 
in categories according to skills, and measures to eliminate bossing by 
foremen were put in place. Finally and most importantly, a profit-shar-
ing plan and a minimum income of five dollars per day was offered to 
workers under certain conditions  01.01.019 . 

Henry Ford strongly rejected paternalism in industry, charity, or 
interfering with his employees’ private life, but “certain standards of 
cleanliness and citizenship” (Ibid., 88) were demanded to join the com-
pany’s profit-sharing plan, and counsel and help was offered to the 
workers “for decency sake”(Ibid., 90). That is, there were regulations 
concerning age, marital status, or other personal situations, and lat-
er with regard to seniority or place of residency to be eligible for the 
scheme. Besides, money from the plan was to be used “advisedly and 
conservatively”; if the worker developed “weaknesses” the company 
had the right to take away that share until the man could “rehabilitate” 
himself (Lee 1916, 302),  otherwise he could be “eliminated as an employ-
ee” (Ibid., 307). In fact, thirty investigators were in charge of checking 
worker’s life patterns and classifying them according to their fitness for 
the profit sharing system (Ibid.). 

In addition, Ford experimented with other forms of non-chari-
table but “benevolent” (Ford 1922, 143) institutions. The first one was 
the Ford Hospital, initiated in 1914. This service was intended to be 
self-supporting and non-profit, and fees were just aimed at covering the 
expenses (Ibid.). The second of them was the Henry Ford Trade School, 
established in 1916 with the purpose of training young men for the 
work at the factory: “The text-book is the Ford plant”, said Ford (Ibid., 
145). Moreover, thriftiness was enforced by the educational plan, as part 
of the student’s income was deposited in a savings account (Ibid.). 

Fordism15 is the term used to refer to the “generalization of the pro-
duction principles and policies of the Ford Corporation” (Schumacher & 
Rogner 2001, 50). Essentially, the keys of Fordism are the combination 

 1.02.019  Newspaper Article, “Gold Rush is Started 

by Ford’s $5 Offer,” January 7, 1914              

(Source: Collections of The Henry Ford. Gift of 

Ford Motor Company [P.D.507])
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 1.02.020  Albert Kahn’s Ford Factory in Detroit, 

Michigan  (Source: Library of Congress 

[LC-DIG-det-4a23964])

 1.02.022  Flow chart of River Rouge Plant (Source: 

Collections of The Henry Ford. Gift of Ford Motor 

Company [P.833.75060])
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of the methods of manufacturing put in practice in Ford’s factory, 
based in standardization, assembly lines, and division of labor, with the 
higher wages resulting of the profit-sharing scheme. The five-dollar day 
meant sufficient income to purchase the mass-produced objects they 
manufactured16 and the reproduction of their own market and integrat-
ing the “reproduction of labor into a new and totalizing capitalist cycle” 
(Ibid., 51). Or, as Harvey (1989, 125-126) put it, the differential element 
in Ford’s vision when compared with other organizational innovations 
of the time was:

[its] explicit recognition that mass production meant mass consumption, a new 
system of the reproduction of labour power, a new politics of labour control and 
management, a new aesthetics and psychology, in short, a new kind of rational-
ized, modernist, and populist democratic society.

Furthermore, the highly specialized subdivision of production in 
several departments also had a huge impact in factory planning and 
design and lead to the emergence of an specific fordist model of occu-
pation of the territory. Whereas Albert Kahn’s Highland Park plant, 
built in 1908  1.02.020 , the flow of production was funnelled into a single 
building  1.02.021 , in the River Rouge plant of 1917 diverse functions 
were accommodated in buildings organized following an urban layout 
that literally follows with precision the rational logic of a flow chart 
of production  1.02.022 . Ford soon realized that this shift together with 
the automobile and the possibilities it afforded would inevitably lead 
to the decentralization of industry. In combination with farming, the 
resulting self-sufficient agro-industrial utopia would be free from the 
overcrowding and unrest that characterized cities (Ford 1922). In fact, as 
early as 1918 Ford started to experiment his ideas about decentraliza-
tion of production in a network of village industries in Michigan that 
combined farm and factory life (Pietrykowski 1995).

 1.02.021  Ground plan of Highland Park as of April 1914        

(Source: Arnold & Faurote 1915)
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Cekota’s portrait of Baťa’s encounter with the Ford Motor Company 
revealed it as eye-opening, as it allowed him to envision the potential of 
mass-production and consumption, as well as to reflect on the question 
of the work and life ethos in a modern business. To start with, the om-
nipresence of Ford’s automobile models in the roads of America meant 
for him that mass-production was the way towards a more egalitarian 
society.  Actually, the mainstream adoption of cars due to their afford-
ability, and the existence of an extensive network of dealers and services 
for the customers was for him a proof of how business could become a 
service to the public.

On top of that, at the technological level he was instantly fascinat-
ed by what he saw in Ford’s River Rouge plant in Detroit. On the one 
hand, he observed an immense complex, where production was central-
ized, and ran smoothly across interconnected factory buildings; as iron 
ore and coal were entering on the manufacturing grounds, on the other 
end finished cars were out and ready for sale. On the other, he realized 
that one of the keys to attaining such continuous flow of production 
was the use of the conveyor belt, which carried automatically and at the 
right moment the work to people. He thought: “If an automobile hand 
be made and sold like that, why not shoes?” (Cekota 1968, 147). 

 Besides, Henry Ford’s view of money as a mean to make business 
and not for personal prosperity was exemplary, and a mirror onto 
which Baťa could look at his own principles in action. However, in his 
reflections, Baťa seems to be skeptical about the relations in production 
in the Ford Company. Workers did they job, got a good wage, but out 
of the factory the rest was “up to them”: it was “everybody’s business to 
look after himself ” (Ibid., 147). 

Complementary Perspectives
The visit to the Endicott-Johnson Shoe Company, however, had initial-
ly the purpose of verifying the state and progress of shoe manufacturing 
in America since his last visit, but in fact it would end up offering Baťa 
a contrasting vision to that of Ford. That is, an alternative that, in addi-
tion to sheer efficiency, emphasized both the charismatic power of the 
founder and the social role of business. 

E-J’s immense output, and its motto Better Shoes for Less Money 
made of its owners “the Fords of the shoe business” (Inglis 1947, 165), 
but their approach to work relations was rather different to that in 
Detroit. That is, for the the Ford Company it was “not necessary for 
people to love each other in order to work together…” (Ford 1922, 65). 
The relationship between employer and employee was meant to be that 
of a partnership, where both parts mutually need each other (Ibid.) and 
that is reflected in the higher wages. In short, Ford did not believe in 
the “professionalized ‘personal touch’, or ‘human element’” (Ibid., 176), 
words, and propaganda, but in tangible offerings to the workers. It is 
known that George F. Johnson’s brother and son visited Ford’s factory 
during the World War I. Although they were astounded by its efficien-
cy, they missed a personal touch between labor and management: “the 
people do not live around the factories and Mr. Ford does not live with 
the people and goes into the factories but seldom”(Aswad & Meredith 
2003, 36). Endicott and Johnson thought after their experience that 

After Ford, and Endicott
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cultivating a feeling of mutual understanding between the managers 
and the workers was critical in those years when social movements were 
becoming a threat for capitalism.17 

To a certain extent, from the perspective of manufacturing and 
technology, Baťa was not impressed by the workshops at E-J, although 
he appraised the organization of work and the intelligent use of the ma-
chines under lease from the USMC. In contrast, the physical and social 
environment that had grown around the factories with the support of 
the company did make an impression on him:

Here in the Susquehanna Valley, wider but greatly resembling the valley of 
Dřevnice, he found shoe factories and buildings like his own, surrounded by 
worker’s houses, schools, parks and sport fields, bearing a resemblance to the 
private clubs of the American middle class. There were the Endicott Johnson 
Hospital, Dental Clinic and Library, whose service for the employees was either 
free or at modest prices probably below cost. The whole enterprise stuck him as a 
rather peculiar one with its clusters of factories and residences spread over an area 
of more than thirty miles.

As quoted in Cekota 1968, 149

Given such description, that story behind the transformation of a 
remote valley into a model industrial community under the patronage 
of a shoe business might be key to understand the physical transforma-
tion of Zlín itself.

This chapter put Tomáš Baťa’s acquaintance with American innova-
tions within the larger context of the process of Americanization of the 
European economy that occurred in late nineteenth century, and early 
twentieth century. In particular, European shoe industry was forced to 
catch up technologically in order to compete with the growing imports 
of American shoes. That update implied the widespread purchase or 
copy of American machinery, and consequently that coupled with the 
adoption of American manufacturing and organization methods. In 
fact, with their innovations in advertising and business model, shoe 
machine builders, and more specifically the United Shoe Machinery 
Corporation, got a fundamental function in the diffusion of Ameri-
can technology. At a more popular level, the news from the numer-
ous Czech emigrants living in the United States also had a role in the 
permeation in the Czech society of the idea of America as the land of 
opportunity and progress. The presence of an American Bar as a follie 
in the Jubilee Exhibition in Prague in 1891 was an evidence of the pres-
ence of America in the Czech collective imaginary. 

New England, and Lynn in particular, were in the forefront of the 
shoe manufacturing industry in America, and that is where Tomáš Baťa 
head to in 1905. The success of Lynn was based on mass production, 
and the centralization and concentration of manufacturing in factories, 
extensive mechanization and division of labor, and the accessibility by 
means of rail transportation of expanded territories for mass consump-
tion. Baťa was fascinated by the fact that mechanization and division of 
labor allowed that any individual, independently of his background or 

The Americanization 
of Baťa
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training, could easily become an operator who was a master in his spe-
cific skills, with individual responsibility on his work within the process 
of the capitalist cycle. Besides, he understood that if he was to replicate 
what he saw in America in Zlín, changes in management and manu-
facturing needed further capital investments in the built environment, 
in the architecture of the new spaces of production, and in energy and 
transportation infrastructures. Soon Baťa would put in practice the 
American model in Zlín, and his company would become one of the 
biggest shoe manufacturers in the empire.

War posed a threat to the Bata company steady growth, but eventu-
ally would be an opportunity to take the scale of production to the next 
level. The high demands of military production for war needs required 
increasing the size of the factory’s workforce. As most of the new 
employees were unskilled labor, implementing scientific management, 
division of labor, and mechanization was basically a necessity. In spite 
of the growth of the company and its capital, the social environment 
was worsening, with rationing and lack of the most basic supplies for 
the workers. As a consequence, the Bata company began to vertically 
integrate other functions in search of self-sufficiency. More important-
ly, those new functions included the provision of basic services for the 
employees, in line with contemporary ideas of industrial self-help.

With the battlefields still burning, and an incipient optimism for 
end of the war and the birth of a new republic now in the air, Baťa trav-
eled to America again in order to both explore new markets  1.02.023 , and 
learn how to manage the future of a company that was bigger in num-
ber of employees and output than ever before. Two contrasting models 
of modern corporations were object of his study: the Endicott-Johnson 
Shoe Company, and the Ford Motor Company.

On the one hand, Bata encountered Ford’s streamlined, efficient, 
and bureaucratic system of management, based in standardization, 
assembly lines, division of labor and division of the company itself in 
different departments, both organizationally and spatially. Besides, he 
witnessed how its five-dollar day five days a week policy meant suffi-
cient income, and time, for the workers to become capitalists and con-
sumers of mass-produced objects. However, Ford had left aside pater-
nalism, and the labor relations in the company were reduced to a mere 
exchange of services between workers and owner.  On the contrary, the 
Endicott-Johnson Shoe Company would end up offering Baťa a con-
trasting vision to that of Ford. That is, an alternative that emphasized 
both the charismatic power of the founder and the social role of busi-
ness. More importantly, the physical and social environment that had 
grown around the factories with the support of the company to build a 
community formed by immigrant workers of diverse backgrounds did 
leave a strong mark on him. However, it would take some time until 
the conditions of the post-war would be favorable for the practical 
application of all that imported knowledge.

 1.02.023  Advertisement of the Bata factory in Lynn, MA, 

in 1921 (Source: Lynn directory 1920)
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Notes
1 Data from 1890 (Ševeček 2009).

2 Known as Deutsch-Americanischegesellschaft AG before 1900; see http://www.deutsche-biographie.de/

pnd140121595.html.

3 The precise dates of Bata’s first trip to the USA are unclear; both Cekota, his biographer, and Šlapeta 

point out late fall 1904, but recent Czech publications based on primary sources set the date of his arrival 

in early 1905. Most likely the date of his departure from Zlín to America was sometime in December 

1904, but as the travel time for a transatlantic voyage (plus the rail journey from Zlín to his departure port 

in Europe) went far beyond a couple of weeks, it is reasonable that his arrival at New York occurred in early 

1905. In spite of the variability of dates, both European and American sources confirm that Tomáš Bata did 

travel to the USA and worked in Lynn, Massachusets (Šlapeta 2009; Cekota 1968; Ševeček 2009; Nutting 

1937).

4 The Commission harshly criticized the Vienna exhibition of 1873 in its report.

5 In 1905 it would become a corporation.

6 In that period, more than half of the transatlantic migrants from Austro-Hungary were Bohemian citi-

zens (Ehmer, Steidl & Zeitlhofer 2004). Between 1870 and 1912, Austria-Hungary lost about one-sixth of 

its population increase (Treblicock 1981).

7 With “Slavonic” or “Old” law, Tomáš Bata referred to the social and economic structures in the backward 

and rural areas in his home country, a sort of pre-communism in which “all the members of a community 

had to deliver all the fruits of their labour into a communal barn”  (Baťa 1942, 36).

8 Probably the most interesting element in the system is the ten-footer. This building, a very simple 

wooden construction fitted four to eight workers depending on its size, and the interior space was divided 

in “berths”, each worker’s personal space, which was enough to fit a seat and the movements of the worker.  

The system of work done in ten-footers by the ‘crews’ or ‘gangs’ was the genesis of the shoemaking factory 

and division of labor since it put together specialized workers, each one in charge of one specific task in the 

process of shoemaking, under the supervision of a “boss contractor” under one roof, albeit this early version 

of division of labor occurred in an inconsistent and not systematic way. Nonetheless, what was really 

important is that these workers ended up being not trained shoemakers, but workers acquainted with one 

specific skill in shoemaking, and by the end of this period (around 1840) tasks were so separated that in 

families working in the shoe business, members worked as individuals and not as a family unit.

9 The railroad arrived to Lynn in 1865.

10 Matzeliger’s invention was probably the greatest breakthrough in shoe production. Until then, lasting 

the shoe was a bottleneck in production that limited the needs for greater output, plus gave excessive 

bargaining force to the shoe laster Unions. Whereas a hand laster could process fifty pairs in a workday (10 

hours), the machine could handle from 150 to 700 pairs. The demand for the laster forced the Consolidat-

ed Shoe Machinery Company—that took over the patent after Matzeliger’s death—to set a school for shoe 

men from all over the world to come to learn to use—and then purchase—the machine.

11 The number of employees in the company grew from 400 to 4,000 workers in the period 1914-1918.

12 Cekota actually states that right at the end of the war, the number of employees reached 6,000.

13 The name of the brothers is on the list of passengers of the SS Noordam, sailing from the port of 

Plymouth, England. “List or Manifest of Alien Passengers for the United States”, November 30, 1919, US 

Department of Labor, Immigration Service. Retrieved from  ancestry.org.

14 The construction in 1927 of the “Ideal Hospital” would demonstrate Johnson’s engagement with 

providing medical services to his workers. A healthy environment was not restricted to doctors or nurses 

though, as sports and entertainment were also in the agenda of the company: Goodwill Theater (1921)  

programmed “moral motion pictures”(Aswad & Meredith 2003, 44), the Community Center (1922) made 

available to the workers bowling alleys, billiard tables, dining and dancing rooms (Inglis 1947, 93, and a 

pavilion (1924) hosted sporting events and music concerts expanded the offer of entertainment for adults. 

Parks and playgrounds were multiple: the CFJ park (1927) with its gigantic pool or the En-Joie Golf Club 

(1927) were outstanding. For Johnson, higher education was “a waste of time for a man in business” and 
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“List or Manifest of Alien Passengers for the United States”, 

November 30, 1919, US Department of Labor, Immigration 

Service. Retrieved from ancestry.org.

“the only university needed [was] work, books, people” (Aswad & Meredith 2003, 61), and therefore that 

chapter was limited to the existence of a couple of community libraries.

15 Antonio Gramsci coined the word in his Prison Notebooks (1934) and referred to Americanism and 

Fordism as “the biggest collective effort to date to create… a new type of worker and a new type of man” in 

which the methods of work are “inseparable from a specific form of living, and of thinking and feeling life” 

(As quoted in Harvey 1990, 126).

16 “The policy of the company is not to sell its men anything or influence them to buy anything—with 

the exception of Ford cars.” (Lee 1916, 304).

17 Aswad & Meredith (2003) see evidence of this in how between 1904 and 1912, population  in Lester-

shire doubled to 10,000 people, and the town would be renamed as Johnson City in 1912 (Inglis 1947). 

Besides, in its center, a memorial arch stated in brass letters that desire for social reconciliation as means for 

profit: “Peace and harmony come with fair play and the Square Deal” (Aswad & Meredith 2003, 15).







Once the contact of Tomáš Baťa with American management has been 
explained, in the context of the Americanization of the European econ-
omy, and his own travel experiences, the last chapter of this first part 
will deal with exploring to what extent the postwar economy and the 
role of politics in the first Czechoslovak Republic could have facilitated, 
or encouraged the consolidation of the Bata company in the 1920s. To 
do that, first the political and economical situation of that country after 
the Great War will be described, followed by the reaction of the Bata 
company to the challenges of the new geopolitical space, both at the in-
dustrial and political levels. Third, the study will deal with the question 
of how American scientific management of industry became the guid-
ing principle for development of Czechoslovak industry. Finally, the 
celebration in Prague in July 1924 of the First International Congress 
of Scientific Management will be used to exemplify in a concrete event 
that acceptance of scientific management as canon for modernization 
in Czechoslovakia. The section will conclude with an argument stating 
that there was an alignment of interests of the Masaryk government 
in favor of the modernization of industry and industrial relations with 
those of the Bata shoe company, and its search for profit and growth; 
in that sense, the democratic new republic offered  the political instru-
ments and the leveled terrain fueling the final boost for the develop-
ment of a giant modern enterprise.

Chapter 3
Alignment of Interests

[left] Poster commemorating the American to the support 

establishment of Czechoslovakia in 28 October 1918, and 

(Source: Vlastenci.cz)
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The dismantlement and partition of the Austro-Hungarian empire in 
the Treaty of Versailles of 1919 set Czechoslovakia in the forefront of 
industrial capacity. The position of the country was really advantageous 
as a large part of the industrial assets of the monarchy were located 
within its geographical borders. With only a 21 percent of the area of 
Austro-Hungary, and a 26 percent of its population, it gained by de-
fault between 60 and 70 percent of its manufacturing capacity. The de-
gree of industrial concentration in Czechoslovak lands was even higher 
in specific industries, namely mining of anthracite, glass, textiles, and 
shoe-making (Harma 2009). Nonetheless, the gift came with a poisonous 
tradeoff also related to the partition and to the new Central European 
borders and social conditions.

Handicapped at Birth
Two interrelated conditions challenged the capacity of the new state to 
use its industrial tissue in its pursuit for prosperity. First, the disappear-
ance of the empire meant also the vanishing of the large internal market 
that sustained industrial production (Agnew 2004). Secondly, most of the 
industry was situated in the Czech part of the country, whereas Slova-
kia was primarily an agrarian land (Harma 2009). Both issues nourished 
each other and intensified their joint effects. Without the larger Aus-
tro-Hungarian market, industrial competition for the control of the 
Czechoslovak internal trade grew fiercely, and the eastern industries 
showed their inability to compete, deepening the underdevelopment of 
the region (Ibid.). In sum, the geographical development gradient and 
regional specialization inherited after Versailles replicated at a smaller 
scale the problematic dualism of the Habsburg economy. However, 
increasing political and social radicalization, and post-war depression 
made clear the need for changes in the economy and industry of the 
newborn state.

Social Restructuring 
During 1919, the Masaryk government took action with economic 
policies aiming at the stabilization of the country  1.03.001 . With his 
currency reforms, Finance Minister Alois Rašín managed to keep the 
crown’s high exchange rate, and fight the risk of hyperinflation. Besides, 
50 percent of any deposit or savings account would be with withhold 
by the state, as a way to prevent the escape of capital abroad (Agnew 
2004; Harma 2009). 

Although the measures were felt by the general population, and 
productivity improved, social unrest and radicalization of the work-
ing class after the war posed a threat to political stability. The war had 
exhausted material and human resources, and supply lines were basi-
cally on hold. Thousands of men returned home from the war fronts 
looking for jobs to a state still that was still being created, and that 
was therefore lacking ways of asserting its authority (Ibid.). Throughout 
1919, political radicalization, demonstrations, and strikes escalated. As 
a reaction, the government passed new social policies that included an 
eight-hour work day, unemployment subsidies, sickness and accident 
insurance, and the permission to establishing worker’s councils in facto-
ries. Nationalization of heavy industry was even put on the table by the 

The New Republic

 1.03.001  Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk, President of the first 

Czechoslovak Republic (Source: Masaryk Academy 

of Work 1925)
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socialists (Agnew 2004). However, an European-wide crisis in the early 
twenties would add difficulties to the country’s stabilization.

Between 1921 and 1924, Czechoslovakia suffered a postwar eco-
nomic depression, that caused industrial stagnation and a rise of the 
unemployment, forcing the government to take action. As demand and 
production were falling, in 1922, unemployment reached a staggering 
22 percent of the labor force. Subsidies for the jobless, provided main-
ly by individual labor organizations, were just a partial relief, and the 
living conditions of the working classes worsened (Ibid.; Harma 2009). 
The government, under the guidance of minister Rašín, responded to 
the crisis with deflationary policies in 1922, insisting in keeping the 
currency strong (Agnew 2004). Rašín’s policy would be critical for the 
strategy taken at T & A Baťa, in 1922 in view of its difficulties in the 
years after the postwar.

Once war was over, and given the circumstances just stated, Baťa could 
not do more than down scaling his production. As a consequence of 
the disintegration of the Empire, Bata lost its pre-war consumers and 
suppliers, and its market contracted to a country with less than one 
third of the population of Austro-Hungary. Besides, the blockage of 
half of its capital by the state limited Bata’s ability to respond to his 
creditors. Lacking money and materials, production fell to 1,600 pairs 
of shoes daily—as compared to 10,000 in 1917. What is more, work-
force radicalized and increased their demands. Eventually, in 1920, half 
of the company’s four thousand workers would be dismissed, manufac-
turing would slow down, and became subject to seasonality of demand. 
In parallel, Bata would try to rebuild its international network of sales, 
both in the former Austro-Hungarian regions and in Western and 
Northern European countries.

Rašín’s deflationary policies more than doubled the value of the 
crown, and seriously affected the emerging exports of Bata products. 
Within this context, Baťa made his most famous move: reducing the 
price of shoes by half  1.03.002 , and at the same time, reducing work-
er’s wages in a 40 percent, offering in return the supply of their basic 
necessities at half the cost in the company stores. How Baťa decided to 
go for that strategy is unclear. Although Cekota (1968) presented this 
plan uniquely as a fruit of Baťa’s inventiveness, Devinat (1930a) stated 
that Rašín encouraged manufacturers to face the crisis by lowering 
their selling prices, promising that losses would be compensated by the 
increased business. In any case, several other circumstances supported 
the idea of putting such plan into practice: winter was approaching and 
the company stocks were full; unemployment was high and consumer 
money scarce; the factory was at its lowest level of production since 
1918; and there was no sign of immediate change in the economic pol-
icy (Cekota 1968). The result was a “prodigious” (Devinat 1930a, 48) success: 
warehouses were emptying, the factory operated at full capacity, and 
cash flowed again to the company accounts (Cekota 1968). Most impor-
tantly, the company would gain advantage over other manufacturers, as 
it would also gain time to reorganize the business for mass production 
in times of peace, under the guiding principles of scientific manage-
ment and industrial co-operation.

Fifty Percent Off

 1.03.002  Poster of September 1922 announcing the 50 

percent reduction in Bata shoes. Drahota means 

scarcity (Source: Cekota 1968)
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The requirements imposed by the First World War were the most 
important factors that led to the introduction of scientific manage-
ment in Europe and its later adaptation to its context. Devinat iden-
tified three “favorable circumstances” (1927, 16-18) for the impulse of 
scientific management brought by the war. The continuous recruiting 
of men for the fighting armies caused a shortage of labor, provoking 
the necessity of employing unskilled workers, more specifically wom-
en, to satisfy the industrial requirements of war for mass production. 
These set of circumstances called for increased efficiency and division 
of labor, leading to the application of Taylor’s scientific management 
principles. In it initial phase in Europe, during the war, its use was not 
widespread. However, the superiority of American industrial methods 
became evident for Europeans after the war, generalizing their adoption 
for the task of reconstruction. Scientific management followed after-
wards a process of translation, connecting it to the human factor, and 
to a certain sensibility towards the working class in fear of the threat of 
revolution. In the final stage of its adoption, scientific management and 
national politics were coordinated in a more coherent and methodical 
way, acquiring a wider scope than that of industrial production. In fact, 
after 1918, Czechoslovak institutions would enthusiastically embrace 
scientific management as the tool to construct a new and modern dem-
ocratic independent state. 

The quick establishment of the Masaryk Academy of Work in 
Prague in 1918 right after the war was the evidence of the political sup-
port given to the introduction of scientific management in Czechoslo-
vakia. The political independence of the new state required economical 
independence, and therefore improved industrial methods. The acade-
my came to existence as a reaction to the necessity of educating through 
propaganda both employees and workers on the new labor practices 
(Ibid., 76). Set as an independent institution of a scientific character, it 
was specifically  “devoted to the organization of technical labor and the 
rational use of the activities of the population and the natural resources 
of the whole State” (Ibid., 229). Its devotion to the diffusion of propa-
ganda about scientific management materialized in the organization of 
courses, lectures, exhibitions, and most importantly, the publication 
in Czech of foreign works on the topic. Among those publications, an 
American book with the title of Waste in Industry (Committee on Elimina-
tion of Waste in Industry of the Federated American Engineering Societies 1921) was 
received with particular interest in Czechoslovakia (Ibid., 13).

Deconstructing Waste
Waste in Industry was translated into Czech in 1923 at the expense 
of the Masaryk Academy of Work as part of his work of propagation 
among the Czechoslovak industrial classes of the transformative poten-
tial of the organization of work on a scientific basis. The book became 
a great success in the country for two reasons: it addressed the idea 
of scientific management from the perspective of both managers and 
workers, introducing a rational framework to incite the cooperation 
between both parts in the common mission of increasing productivity, 
and it did that in a practical way (Masaryk Academy of Work 1925, 13). 

The War Against Waste

 1.03.003  Frontmatter of Waste in Industry, 1921
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Published originally in 1921 by the Federated American Engineer-
ing Societies after a suggestion of its president Herbert Hoover 1.03.004, 
Waste in Industry dug into the sources and causes of waste in produc-
tion. In the book, waste is presented as product of irrational and bad 
practices in industry. It was defined as “that part of the material, time 
and human effort expended in production represented by the difference 
between the average attainments on one hand and performance actually 
attained on the other” caused “by failure to use the time and energy 
of living men, but also from failure to use the productive equipment” 
(Committee on Elimination of Waste in Industry of the Federated American Engi-
neering Societies 1921, 3). Those failures were the attributable to four types 
of production: “low production”, “interrupted production”, “restricted 
production”, and “lost production”1 (Ibid., 8). Each one of those four 
causes of waste were extensively described in its pages, followed by a 
series of practical recommendations for both management and workers 
from different industries 1.03.005 .

In short, the recommendations included a list of responsibilities for 
management and workers. On the side of the management, the tasks 
included technical improvements, such as implementing modern meth-
ods for planning production and sales, and fostering standardization. 
For the workers, the responsibilities emphasized the need of their coop-
eration to increase production, standardize work, and improve health 
and industrial relations. A new era of cooperation was dependent on 
eliminating discontent in the working class: “intermittent employment, 
fear of unemployment, lack of scientific and accepted methods for 
determining wages and hours, inequalities of opportunity, ill health and 
industrial accidents, as well as those caused by backward management 
and restriction of output.” More importantly, it was the owners who 
should actively work on that, and develop strategies to create “a sense of 
mutual interest in production on the part of management and workers” 
and to “stimulate the interest of workers, individually and collectively, 
in creation, in craftsmanship and in the contribution of their experi-
ence and knowledge to the productive process” (Ibid., 24-29). 

 1.03.005  Sources of Waste in the boot and shoe industry, 

from Waste in Industry, 1921

 1.03.004  Herbert Hoover, first president of the Federated 

American Engineering Societies (Source: Masaryk 

Academy of Work 1925)
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In order to defend the Bata’s own interests, and those of its workers, af-
ter the spectacular takeoff of sales and production of 1922, and imple-
ment all of the projects aimed at sustaining growth and provide services 
to its employees properly, according to the rule of law of a democratic 
nation, the company someway had to vertically integrate municipal 
politics and city government as one of its functions. Reportedly, Tomáš 
Baťa’s engagement with politics came as a result of his antagonism with 
the high taxation and overspending carried out by the socialists and 
communists that controlled the city since 1919 under the leadership of 
František Novák of the Social Democratic Party; “anyway, Baťa will pay 
for it” (Baťa 1942, 183) they apparently used to say. The target of this slo-
gan—the person who had become the biggest taxpayer in town—found 
the symbol of that wasteful spending in the construction of a new 
town hall, which in a somewhat ironic coincidence had been designed 
by František Lydie Gahura in 1920—future master mind behind the 
transformation of Zlín. Having in mind the famous Boston Tea Party’s 
motto ‘no taxation without representation’ he decided to run for mayor 
of Zlín in the elections of 1923 (Baťa 1942; Cekota 1968; Pokluda 2004; 
Švácha 2009).

Baťa’s plan to take over the city government run in parallel to the 
reorganization of the company’s production on a scientific basis in 
order to expand its output that would culminate in 1924. Achieving 
the goal of sustaining a continuously growing output in the long term 
required a predictable environment. Many elements, ranging from 
those belonging to the political sphere—high taxes, socialists, and 
unions—to those affecting the urban conditions of Zlín—characterized 
by housing shortage, poor sanitation, or inadequate water and electric-
ity supply—were seen as wasteful obstacles and sources of instability 
that threatened economic growth. 

Therefore Baťa’s first campaign revolved around the idea of, on the 
one hand, expanding the factory and production, and on the other, 
rebuild the town as a Garden City ten times bigger than old Zlín. 
Among others, his promises included the supply of electricity, water, 
sewage, new roads, a school system, and sound municipal finances. To 
achieve those goals Baťa promised to lower the levels of taxation after 
renegotiating with the creditors the interest of the debts that in his view 
suffocated the town’s economy by offering his own personal guarantees. 
Furthermore, electricity production and maintenance of roads would 
be taken care by the company. Finally, Baťa would build corporate 
housing quarters or facilities free of cost for the municipal budget, and 
in return, the company would not pay any building tax for them (Baťa 
1942; Cekota 1968; Pokluda 2004). 

Fruit of those promises, the list of the Batamen would gain an 
overwhelming majority in the city government. Fifty-six percent of the 
voters entrusted Tomáš Baťa with the responsibility of managing the 
city2 1.03.006  (Baťa 1942). This way, he saw politically legitimated his ambi-
tions to modernize Zlín on the basis of industry, and the integration of 
the political and corporate spheres. In his own words:

The aim of a Greater Zlín is to achieve the prosperity of its inhabitants. Plenty of 
employment would ensure plenty of food…. The lack if proper housing, dress, 

Zlín 1923

 1.03.006  Tomáš Baťa, mayor of Zlín (Source: Baťa 1942)
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and education also means poverty. Here, in particular, our housing is poor. The 
badly designed houses plague our housewives with heavy work all day…. We 
must design our houses so that the women will be relieved of much of today’s 
physical work. This could be done in cooperation with the town. A single person 
or small group cannot build the power house, the gas supply system, the water 
and sewer system…. Our representatives… are returning with new ideas and 
inventions dealing… with the standard of living.

As quoted in Cekota 1968, 208

Changing the mindset in the Czechoslovak industry towards the sci-
entific American methods would require a strong propagandistic work 
and make of it and active part of its political agenda. Neither industri-
alists nor the working class in the country were really prepared to adapt 
to unfamiliar managerial practices, and the Masaryk Academy of Work 
became the instrument of education of the various industrial sectors. 
Through research and education in Scientific management, the state 
aimed to help employers understand, and adopt some of the technical 
proposals studied in the Academy (Devinat 1927). The political decision 
of making of Prague the seat of the first International Scientific Man-
agement Congress in 1924 would be the most important demonstra-
tion of the engagement and support of the Masaryk government with 
the American practices. In four days of July, American and European 
representatives would discuss about how scientific management could 
become a lens for the full organization of  all aspects of modern life. 
More importantly, the discourse of Tomáš Baťa would bring a moral 
framework of application of those, sometimes problematic, proposals.

Industrial Diplomacy
The popularity of Waste in Industry among the Czechoslovak establish-
ment (Ibid.) had as a consequence the increased interest in the Ameri-
can politics regarding industrial growth and welcomed the American 
proposal of organizing a congress on scientific management in 1924. In 
the early 1920s, the Czechoslovak government requested its envoys in 
Washington to inquire about the ways in which learning from the eco-
nomic organization of the USA could impact economic development 
in the young republic. Scientific management and the work of the 
American Engineering Council with regard to industrial wastage be-
came the main point of interest, and the publication in Czech of Waste 
in Industry came very soon, as explained before. The American Engi-
neers, in view of the enthusiastic interest of the Czechs, proposed to the 
Czechoslovak government to co-operate in the celebration of a meet-
ing, self-inviting themselves to Prague. The Czechoslovak government 
embraced the idea, and empowered the Masaryk Academy of Work to 
invite the American experts. Some of the most prominent personalities 
in the world of American engineering were involved in the organiza-
tion and program of the congress, including Frank B. Gilbreth—well-
known for his motion studies—, H. S. Person, director of the Taylor 
Society, C. W. Rice, secretary of the American Society of Mechanical 
Engineers, L. W. Wallace, secretary of the American Engineer Council, 
among others (Masaryk Academy of Work 1925). As part of the prepara-

Prague 1924
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tions, M. L. Cooke, former manager of Public Works of Philadelphia, 
provided with a full “model library” of American management to the 
newly founded Masaryk Academy (Ibid., 11).

Views from Two Continents
Certainly the line-up of speakers and chairmen involved in the Con-
gress  1.03.007  was impressive, and was a proof of both the importance 
given to the event by the Czechoslovak government and of the ambi-
tious scope of the applications of scientific management. With T. G. 
Masaryk himself as Patron, and Herbert Hoover as Honorary Chair-
man, the Board of Chairmen—with Vaclav Verunac, one of the most 
important Czech theoreticians of scientific management (Doležalová 
2013) in the lead—included representatives from the United States, 
Poland, Romania, Latvia, Bulgaria. Czechoslovak participants included 
ministers of the Government and Tomáš Baťa himself, representing 
the Institute for Industrial Management (Masaryk Academy of Work 1925). 
Delegates from most of European countries were also present in a con-
gress, organized across a wide variety of subjects seen under the lens of 
scientific management. More specifically, the topics included: scientific 
management, its nature and objectives; the human element in scientific 
management; Industrial Relations—including group relations, wage 
system, participation in management, profit sharing, participation in 
ownership, budget control; sales management, management in the coal 
industry, management in transportation, city and state management—
including the papers on “De-politicization” and “managing the city as 
an economic unit; city manager; tendencies in organizing the state as a 
business unit”—, management in the Federal Government, and edu-
cation (“Prague International Management Congress July 21-24, 1924” 1924, 93). 
Just a brief  account on some of the presentations at the congress will 
allow to give a better idea of the optimism in the agency of scientific 
management in transforming all aspects of industry and society, some 
of them emphasizing its relevance, some others offering practical ways 
for its application. 

On the one hand, some of the presentations emphasized the basic 
need for more knowledge in the topic of scientific management, seen 
as a recipe against economic stagnation and injustice. To start with, L. 
Novák, a representative Ministry of Commerce of the Czechoslovak 
government used the economic condition of the country after the war 
as an example to illustrate the need for more efficient work. With more 
countries, and therefore more competition, the survival of the country 
was dependent on the re-orientation and re-organization of its indus-
try, under the principles of work and austerity declared by Alois Rašín 
after the War: “Work—that means to increase production and thereby 
decrease its cost. Save that means to produce rationally, to economize 
in private life and in both private and public enterprise” (Ibid., 34-35). 
From the American side, a paper by F. J. Miller under the plain title 
“Scientific Management” insisted on the need for greater efforts in the 
education and diffusion of the discipline: 

no amount of goodwill can make up for the lack of technical knowledge and 
lack of scientific management…. the growing spirit of co-operation and goodwill 

 1.03.007  Cover of the Proceedings of the First 

International Management Congress in Prague, 

(Source: Masarik Academy of Work 1942)
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really requires an ever better knowledge of management in order to do away com-
pletely with unfairness and prevent losses which are so demoralizing…

As quoted in Ibid., 56

On the other, the contrast between the European and American 
approach to the application of scientific management, and its goals 
became clear in the language used by some of the presenters. For Polish 
scholar Karol Adamiecki—who wrote about scientific management 
even before Taylor—emphasized the idea of the “harmonious collective 
work”. This concept was based in two principles: “structural harmony”, 
or “the principle of harmonious selection of working units destined 
to cooperate”; and in “active functional harmony” or “the principle of 
harmonious cooperation” (Ibid., 56-57). The insistence on ‘harmony’ 
from the European side is symptomatic of the heavy political aspect 
regarding social issues and the working class in the continent, and the 
mistrust in some of the aspects of scientific management with regard to 
worker’s standards (Devinat 1927). In contrast, the paper by E. S. Cow-
drick entitled “Labor relationships in American Industry” showed the 
pragmatism of Americans regarding the issue of social justice. Financial 
incentives for “those whose function causes or enables them to influ-
ence profit or loss”, and fair wages for the one who “simply discharges 
what is called routine work” were his solutions to the problem of profit 
sharing. Most importantly,  he summarized in a series of points a ra-
tional approach to engage the workers with the company and increase 
their “will to work” (Masaryk Academy of Work 1925, 61-63): adequate wag-
es, security of position, possibility of promotion, good working condi-
tions, the prospect of self-expression, and a leader that will inspire him. 
As we will see in Tomáš Baťa’s presentation, his system of management 
proposed a synthesis of both extremes.

A Call for Industrial Cooperation
More specifically, Tomáš Baťa’s speech focused on the moral and sac-
rifice of the entrepreneur as necessary conditions to make both the 
consumer and the worker be on the side employer. First, he described 
the problems that progress in manufacturing faced, stating that “[t]he 
greatest impediment … [laid] in the fact that it can be only achieved 
through the co-operation of many people”—that is between the work-
ers and the entrepreneur— and that it was “human nature” that the 
capitalist wanted to secure for himself all the profits (Ibid., 63). His 
solution was to reward those who were  the “improvers of manufacture” 
(Ibid., 64) through their labor, but not merely by a fair task wage. For 
Baťa, “egoism” (Ibid., 64) acted as a brake for progress, and task wages 
increased the risk of egoism setting the pace of progress, as the worker 
might fear that an increased production would make his wage go down. 
In his opinion, the confidence of customers and workers would be ob-
tained by that capitalist that realized “that although the establishment 
might be his property… its object in the first place is to be of service to 
the customers and the workers, in other words to be ‘public’ ” (Ibid., 64). 
In his speech, disguised under personal views and emotions, one can 
find those ideas seen in Waste in industry, in particular those regard-
ing the need for a greater responsibility of the managers and owners in 
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creating—as quoted before—“a sense of mutual interest in production” 
with the workers. Tomáš Baťa called that responsibility an “increased 
spirit of enterprise” (Ibid., 64), and brings it down to moral terms by 
using a language that appeal to the emotions. The charismatic authority 
that morality provides to the entrepreneur would be a stronger founda-
tion for the perfection of his system of management.

Embracing Scientific Management
In sum, the celebration of the Congress on Scientific Management of 
1924 in Prague proves that the role that the state played in the rise of 
modern and scientific American manufacturing methods in Czechoslo-
vakia was paramount. Nothing can exemplify better this statement than 
the opening words of its proceedings, published a year later:

Under the industrial civilization of to-day the prosperity of the world is depen-
dent to a considerable extend upon the ability of each country to absorb the 
surplus goods which other countries are peculiarly fitted to produce, and upon 
the effectiveness with which industry as a whole is conducted. Wasteful and inef-
ficient methods of manufacture mean loss of material and of man-power and are 
paid for by the people as a whole…. 

As quoted in Masaryk Academy of Work 1925, Introduction

Lead by the work done at the Masaryk Academy of Labor, improv-
ing industrial work at all costs became a state policy, and as such, it pro-
vided for a leveled terrain for experiments and innovations to increase 
output and to achieve the cooperation of the government, capitalists 
and employees in the mission of national construction  1.03.008 . 

 1.03.008  Baťa meets Masaryk during the official visit of the 

latter to Zlín in 1928 (Source: Cekota 1968)
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The end of the Austro-Hungarian empire after the Great War gave 
birth to the new Republic of Czechoslovakia. Within the confines of its 
territory remained a high percentage of the old monarchy’s industrial 
power, but the large internal market which it served had vanished and, 
in addition, the Slovak part of the country kept an agricultural char-
acter. Within that context, industrial clogging, social unrest and the 
radicalization of class struggle forced the government to pass monetary 
and social policies aimed at the economical and social stabilization of 
the nation. However, soon those would fall short, as an European-wide 
crisis in the early 1920s would devastate industrial production and take 
unemployment to unbearable levels. Subsidies and deflationary mea-
sures were put in place in 1922 in order to defeat the threat of political 
and social instability.

The fall in the level of demand suffered by Bata after the war, added 
to the loss of the former Austro-Hungarian market, forced the compa-
ny to slow down, and to reduce its output to figures lower to those of 
the prewar. Its reorganization implied numerous layoffs, and the search 
of new outlets for its production. Those efforts were hampered by crisis 
beginning 1921 and by the government’s economic policies. Howev-
er, Baťa would listen to the recommendations given to manufacturers 
by the Finance Minister, and would reduce the price of the products 
by half in order to reactivate consumption. Besides, worker’s wages 
would be cut almost by half as well, but some benefits would be given 
in return of that drop. The strategy worked, and the business would 
gain time and momentum to reorganize itself and apply all the scien-
tific managerial and technical knowledge he had learned in America in 
order to maintain a high output and the co-operation of its labor. 

Furthermore, Baťa quickly understood that in order to keep his 
advantage over competitors and, most importantly, build the physical 
framework to provide social welfare to his workers, he needed to enter 
in the political sphere. The newly formed intricate relationship between 
company interest and municipal governance became a platform for 
extending the modernization of industry to the civic realm. What is 
more, entering in the political game gave the company access to the 
control on physical and social planning, and this way reorganize its 
hometown according to scientific principles. 

Nevertheless, the scientific reorganization of industrial production 
and government was not just on the agenda of the Bata company, but 
of the republic itself as the tool to modernize and construct a new and 
modern independent state. The Masaryk Academy of Labour, founded 
immediately after independence, was the center in charge of studying 
and propagating the use of scientific management to rebuild the na-
tion’s industry, reorganize and rationalize its labor and natural resourc-
es. The publication in Czech of the American book Waste in Industry 
was one of its most important achievements, as it presented that indus-
trial modernization was only possible if both managers and employees 
worked together towards that goal, in tune with the social preoccu-
pations that existed in Europe and, most importantly, with the Czech 
notions of self-help and co-operation. What is more, the engagement of 
the Czech institutions with American theories of scientific management 
went beyond the publication of books, and in 1924 the first Interna-

Towards a 
Rationalized Society
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tional Congress of Scientific Management was held in Prague. Ameri-
can and European experts presented an overview of the possibilities and 
challenges that the rationalization of labor entailed. 

At the same that Bata began the refinement of its system of man-
agement in scientific, social, and moral terms, by supporting the Prague 
congress, the government was making clear its belief in the scientific 
reorganization of industry and society. Baťa, from his business and from 
municipal politics, and the state were walking on the same path. Baťa’s 
search for enlarged output and profit would get a higher meaning, that 
of national construction and transforming a society. 

To sum up, this First Part has dealt with the question of understanding 
the degree to which the social, political, and economical conditions in 
the formative years of the Bata company could be considered as those 
leading to the emergence of a project of modernism. By looking at the 
story of Tomáš Baťa in its historical context this study has shown that 
more than a source of original ideas, Baťa managed to understand, 
and synthesize the spirit of this time, bringing together in his vision 
engineering, scientific management, civic and political aspirations, and 
industrial entrepreneurship.  

Although the first two elements presented respectively in Chapter 
One and Two—the inspiration by the Czech entrepreneurial spirit at 
the end of the XIX century, and the means offered by the technological 
and managerial knowledge transfer from America—are fundamental to 
understand Baťa’s engagement with modernism, the third one is cru-
cial, as it brings in the discussion on Baťa’s protohistory two new issues. 
On the one hand, Tomáš Baťa’s involvement in the First International 
Congress of Scientific Management in Prague offers circumstantial evi-
dence that connects the entrepreneur to a wider array of American and 
European propositions on the rational management of life. In fact, in a 
way linking Bata to those alternative currents challenges the predomi-
nant weight of Fordism as the fundamental building material for Baťa’s 
industrial and social system. In particular, the inclusion of Waste in 
Industry or of the work of European theorists as Adamiecki in Baťa’s set 
of references allows to understand the social and moral dimension in 
industrial relation—with emphasis on co-operation and social welfare 
versus the Fordist’s notion of industrial partnership—that will be pres-
ent in the Bata system. 

On the other, the study of the years after the World War I in 
Czechoslovakia introduces the ignored political dimension behind 
Baťa’s project, one that validated it and allows it to be defined as a 
genuinely modernist project. The way the Masaryk government and 
the Masaryk Academy envisioned the construction, reorganization, and 
modernization of a nation and society through scientific management, 
technology, and rational means is not very different to how both Har-
vey and Scott define “universal” or “high modernism”3 (Harvey 1990, 35; 
Scott 1998, 4). What is more, Czechoslovakia in the postwar offered the 
conditions for the emergence of a modernist urban utopia under the 
flag of modernism. In Scott’s belief, urban utopian projects developed 
under the umbrella of high modernism, originate in the combination 
of three conditions. First and foremost, they share the same desire as 
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main driver, that of the “administrative ordering of nature and society” 
(Ibid., 88) with the genuine aim to improve living conditions. Secondly, 
the exertion of state power become the means to achieve the expect-
ed results. Finally, there is a leveled terrain, generally in the form of 
a weakened society unable to resist the plans. In the Czech case, the 
aim of a modern and rational society and nation, the use of the state 
structures and politics—at the national at local level—with the aim to 
introduce scientific management in all aspects of production and soci-
ety, and a weak society in reconstruction after the war can be restated 
restated as the desire, means, and leveled terrain for a early version of 
a urban project of universal modernism, such as the one that would 
emerge after 1924 under Baťa’s patronage. Under this framework and 
including its hidden political dimension, the project of the Bata com-
pany gains historical relevance, as in its genesis is comparable to other 
great utopian urban projects of modernism. 

Notes
1 In first place, low production was characterized as that caused by a deficient management of materials, 

production spaces and equipment, and workers. The emphasis was put in the consequences of the absence 

of methods, standards, accounting records, or self-evaluation mechanisms in manufacturing. The issue 

of standardization was exemplified with the building industry, highlighting the reduction of costs caused 

by the use of standard details and elements, as the standardization of whole buildings was “not generally 

practicable.” The shoe industry was also used to illustrate some of these problems. Its difficulties were not 

limited with the control in the waste of materials—“firms leave it to the cutters to economize in leather”—, 

but also with the waste of labor, a high labor turnover, given the effort needed to train new workers in the 

shoe industry.

Secondly, interrupted production was defined as that caused by unoccupied or unused materials, factories, 

equipment, and workers. Here, the need for a full-time and efficient use of all resources and means for 

production was stressed, in order to avoid problems such as the seasonality in industry and wasted or 

“intermittent employment”, or the obsolescence and waste of materials. The report advocated for increased 

flexibility in the manufacturing, preventing over-equipment by means of the standardization of machines 

and the use of interchangeable parts. 

Thirdly, restricted production dealt with that waste in production caused intentionally by owners, manage-

ment or labor, that is by the internal politics of the factories. Both management and labor were blamed. On 

the one hand, management could be culpable due to the waste implied in restricting production in seasonal 

undertakings to make employment last longer. On the other, skilled and scarce workers were a threat for 

production, as they could gain control of its rhythm in their benefit, “whereas when workers are plentiful, 

they work with greater diligence and care for fear of unemployment.” 

The fourth type, lost production, was caused by health issues, either attributable to physical defects or 

to the working environment. The preventable character of this problems was accentuated, as well as its 

relatively small cost compared with the potential losses. The goal of reaching the standardization of labor 

was clear in the language used in this section, describing any physical defect—in the vision for example—as 

“substandard” (Committee on Elimination of Waste in Industry of the Federated American Engineering 

Societies 1921).

2 It should be noted for further analysis that, coincidentally, in 1923 around 50 percent of the residents of 

Zlín were Bata employees, and 60 percent in 1925 (Ševeček 2009).

3 ‘Universal’ or ‘high’ modernism, as defined by David Harvey, is the “positivistic, technocentric, and 

rationalistic” version of modernism that dominated the global scene after the World War II. De-politicized 

and characterized by a strong “belief in linear progress, absolute truths, and rational planning of ideal 

social order’s under standardized conditions of knowledge and production”, ‘high modernism’ served as the 
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rationale behind the “modernization” of the European countries after the war, and of other underdeveloped 

economies. In architecture and planning this meant the imposition of an avant-garde aesthetics that recov-

ered the “efficient machine as a sufficient myth to embody all human aspirations” that secretly celebrated 

“corporate bureaucratic power and rationality” (Harvey 1990, 35).

In Seeing like a State, James C. Scott develops further Harvey’s notion of high modernism and its relation 

with some of the most important utopian social engineering projects in the twentieth century. High mod-

ernism is defined there as “a strong… version of the self-confidence about scientific and technical progress, 

the expansion of production, the growing satisfaction of human needs, the mastery of nature (including 

human nature), and, above all, the rational design of social order commensurate with the scientific under-

standing of natural laws.” Its followers are uncritical and scientifically optimistic about the possibilities of 

planning, and share the desire of having rational order objectified in “remarkable visual aesthetic terms” 

(Scott 1998, 4).
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“Ever since the beginning we have tried to build 
up the town so that it grows organically out of the 
industrial architectural forms, and with the new 
conception of life and work in an industrial city. 
The main influence on Zlín’s appearance is the 
factory building itself. 
It is the ‘leitmotif ’ of Zlín’s architecture.”
—František Lydie Gahura (1935)
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In the previous part of this book, the conditions behind the emergence 
and growth of the Bata shoe company were presented as those facili-
tating the creation of a visionary high modern urban utopia. However, 
in contrast to state-driven high modernist urbanism, the Bata project, 
being a private initiative, was guided by other aims in addition to that 
of improving living conditions and modernizing society—in particular 
those of the corporate management. Possibly, those might have found a 
reflection in its architectural and urban forms. The problem is that the 
managerial element behind the forms of Bata urbanism, and the role 
of designers in providing a language for the translation of those wishes 
of the client, and its consequences, have not been studied thoroughly. 
Elucidating on this issue would not only shed more light on the ratio-
nale behind Bata’s architecture and urbanism, but to enter in the larger 
discussion around the set of conditions that favored the emergence of 
modernist architecture and planning.

Taking Bata as a case to study the relation between management, 
and the promotion and rise of modern architecture faces some chal-
lenges. To begin with, it is hard to find a good point of departure for 
that endeavor, as from a business management perspective, contempo-
rary studies on the Bata system have had their focus on its appraisal and 
recovery as a model (Zelený 1998; Ibid. 2010). Concerning the connection 
with the urban, on the one hand, there are uncritical accounts on the 
subject, that emphasize how the company transformed its environment 
just for the sake of improving the living conditions of its workers, and 
to create a state of welfare, or others that just present a chronological 
narrative of the architectural achievements (Cekota 1968; Šlapeta 1990; Ibid. 
1992; Novák 2008; Pokluda 2009; Horňáková 2009; et al.). On the other, as it 
has been done in a more general manner with the topic of company 
towns, recently some other scholars have made alternative readings of 
the corporate life and identity of the Bata workers in relation to their 
urban environment (see Ševeček and Jemelka 2013 or Steinführer 2009). How-
ever, these tend to focus only in explaining the processes or mechanisms 
by which the city became a space for the control of labor, or to immerse 
workers fully in the capitalist circle in a fordist manner.

In order to properly define Bata urbanism, understand its mo-
dernity, and reveal the true agency of designers in the project, a more 
nuanced view on the relationship between management and design is 
needed. That requires to explain, first, which were the characteristics 
of the given system of management, in an open and unprejudiced way; 
second, to question why management deliberately chose certain urban 
models and modern forms for its construction projects and not oth-
ers; and third, to discern to what extent their design was bound to the 
system of management or to the agenda of the architects and planners. 
Considering that along its three chapters, this part will be dealing with 
the interaction between the organizational and professional fields of 
management and architecture, their respective institutions, and the 
emergence of a very particular kind of spatial language as a result, it 
seems reasonable to try to answer to these questions by constructing an 
analytical framework based on new institutionalism and organizational 
theory—introducing the concepts of institutional myths, legitimation, 
decoupling, institutional inertia, and path dependence. 
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Ideals, Types, and Agents as Institutional Myths: some Definitions
Modernist architecture and urbanism, their ideals, typologies, lan-
guage, and even particular leaders may be seen as institutions. Beyond 
Selznick’s definition of institutions in 1957 as organizations “infused 
with value beyond the technical requisites” (as quoted in Meyer et al. 2009, 
2) or that of historical institutionalism of them as ”formal or informal 
procedures, routines, norms and conventions embedded in the orga-
nizational structure of the polity or political economy” (Hall & Taylor 
1996, 6), sociological institutionalism offer a more inclusive framework 
for studying cultural matters through the institutionalist prism. In fact, 
as Hall and Taylor stated, in contrast to political scientists, sociologi-
cal institutionalism “tend to define institutions much more broadly…
[including] not just formal rules, procedures or norms, but the symbol 
systems, cognitive scripts, and moral templates that provide the ‘frames 
of meaning’ guiding human action” (Ibid., 14). As a result, culture is 
redefined as institutions. That is, culture becomes “a network of rou-
tines, symbols or scripts providing templates for behavior” (Ibid., 15). 
Clearly, architectural types, structural systems, and planning models 
and utopian ideals have at their core not just internal rules, norms, and 
professional practices, but additional symbols—being them aesthetic, 
or even particular projects, publications, or people. That is, architecture 
and urbanism are formed by institutions.

Having said that, the question is why and how a corporate orga-
nization would incorporate external institutions as those of modernist 
architecture. Again sociological institutionalism offered a plausible 
explanation to understand those processes of institutional change. John 
W. Meyer and Brian Rowan (1991, 41-61) argued that organizations 
adopt external practices, professions, technologies, and procedures—
other institutional practices—that are highly regarded in the social 
and cultural environment or have proved successful for other organi-
zations—that is, they are externally legitimated—in order to increase 
their social legitimacy or that of their own members or practices. More 
importantly, in order not to undermine legitimacy, these “myths” 
(Ibid., 41) are adopted in spite of their potential conflict with efficiency, 
following, in Campbell words, a “logic of social appropriateness” versus 
a “logic of instrumentality” (Hall and Taylor 1996, 16).  However, the 
key here is that myths are never fully embraced; they are adopted in a 
ceremonial manner. That is, there is a de-coupling between the formal 
structure of the organization—its “blue print for activities” (J.W. Meyer 
& Rowan 1991, 42) shaped by the aggregation of those myths—and its 
day to day technical activities.

Two are the consequences of such process of institutional change. 
On the one hand, as diverse organizations adopt institutional myths to 
be legitimated, and remain competitive or retain power, homogeniza-
tion might occur. This has been described as a process of isomorphism, 
and can be described as coercive, mimetic, or normative (DiMaggio and 
Powell 1991).  On the other, given that once a practice its institutional-
ized as a myth it becomes a rule, and that change only occurs sporadi-
cally, institutional inertia might occur as a result (Meyer & Rowan 1991). 
In relation to the latter, given some particular conditions—possibility 
of initial choice, self-reinforcing patterns once the myth is incorpo-
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rated, inefficiency and unfeasibility of change in a final stage (Sydow, 
Schireyogg & Koch 2009)—the adoption of a myth may be analyzed as a 
process of path-dependence.

Scientific Management and Modernism
In his quest for constructing a concurrent narrative linking scientific 
management and modern architecture in The Taylorized Beauty of the 
Mechanical (2008), political economist and sociologist Mauro Guillén 
offered an alternative explanation to the the emergence of modernist 
architecture by looking at the problem from the perspective of the dis-
ciplines of management sociology, and institutionalism. The canonical 
texts on the history of modern architecture present it as the product of 
several conditions: whereas some emphasize the relevance of the “ma-
terial and intellectual conditions”, that is, the architect’s reply to the 
new industrial world, and its new technologies and materials, others 
stress the “social and political conditions” in a context of increasing 
interests in social transformation and the rise of political revolution; 
besides, the role of the conditions imposed by “tastes and preferences” 
(Ibid., 33) of the users, that is, by the entry in the consumer markets of 
the working class are also pointed out. Nonetheless, in Guillén’s view 
these explanations fell short, and he proposed that it was the influence 
of engineering and scientific management what would also explain the 
appearance of modern architecture. He argued that, as a matter of fact, 
the connection between those organizational fields, and architecture 
occurred on two ways: on the one hand, by the professionalization 
of architecture through the education in technical schools under the 
engineering model; on the other, by the demands of the new industrial 
and state sponsors, that requested more economical, utilitarian, and 
efficient buildings able to represent the scientific and rational vision of 
modern manufacturing and modern society. 

Guillén’s proposal is an original framework to look at the question 
of the emergence of modernist architecture, one that links it to scientif-
ic management, industrial sponsorship, and engineering education. In 
very short, in his view, modernism was in the end the result of a process 
of legitimation of architecture, as an organizational field, with the aim 
of appealing to its new and strongest potential clients—industrialists. It 
did it so by creating self-reinforcing networks, and by borrowing rules 
and procedures from other fields, namely engineering and scientific 
management, in order to finding the right aesthetics to represent the 
efficiency and functionality companies demanded “out of a concern for 
more efficient… working and living conditions” (Ibid., 41). Given the 
strong link between scientific management, engineering, industrial pa-
tronage, and modernist architecture present in story of the Bata compa-
ny, its case becomes a paradigmatic one to test Guillén’s theory on. 

Nevertheless, in order to fully describe the characteristics of the design 
of Zlín, and the broader process of interference between management 
and architecture, it would be reasonable to consider another argument. 
In particular, one that states that, whereas modernism was caused by a 
search for legitimation of the architectural practice in face of changes in 
sponsorship, in turn, industrial sponsors might have adopted modern 
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architecture and planning, or just certain aspects of it, not just to tackle 
the problems inherent to industrialization, but also in order to legiti-
mate themselves, and their new organizational systems, before workers, 
consumers, political power, and society at large. Building on this argu-
ment would reveal which were the elements of architecture and urban-
ism that were adopted by patron companies as institutional myths, why 
they were embraced, and to what extent their adoption was ceremonial. 
Those questions are critical, as the development of modern architecture 
would have been necessarily shaped by those rational decisions—which 
would have been external to the discipline itself—explaining the diver-
sity of outcomes within the universality of modernism. 

In particular, in the case of the Bata concern, it makes sense to 
think that given the pervasiveness of its system of management in all 
aspects of work and life, its peculiarities and sometimes polemical na-
ture, its huge efforts for transforming the physical environment might 
have been a strategy to gain social legitimacy, and not just the result of 
a paternal aim to improve industrial life. In other words, the specific 
problems raised by industrialization and urbanization in Zlín, the eclec-
tic character of Bata’s managerial ideology, and the need to legitimate 
the most radical aspects of its system of production and labor relations, 
among others, must have for sure had some weight in deciding the 
myths shaping modernism under Bata’s patronage.

In sum, the aim of this second part is to find out the unique fea-
tures of the Bata urbanism in Zlín. That will be done by elucidating 
how the Bata system of management and its search for legitimation 
might have been shaped architectural and urban forms in Zlín in the 
1920s. First, in Chapter Five the key referential urban models and ide-
als—institutions—of that time that were adopted as corporate myths, 
and would become part of the vocabulary of the urban transformation 
of Zlín will be described. Chapter Six, will describe the defining fea-
tures of the Bata system of management in order to understand why 
and in what aspect it needed to gain legitimacy. Finally, Chapter Seven, 
will elaborate on to what extent the characteristics of the Bata system 
of management can be related to the way those models of urbanism 
and architecture were appropriated, and altered for the design of Zlín, 
in order for the company to gain legitimacy and authority. This set of 
chapters will conclude with a discussion on what are the unique fea-
tures of the Bata urbanism in Zlín, those that resulted of the process of 
the company adopting urban ideals, forms, and architectural typologies 
as institutional myths in order to legitimate itself. It will show how in 
some cases it is possible to unveil Most importantly, it will explore to 
what extent embracing modern architecture and planning, and bring-
ing into the corporate world the agenda of a different discipline could 
have left a legacy to society within this process of search for legitimacy.







In Chapter Five, the key referential and formative ideals, models, and 
agents that became part of the vocabulary of the urban transforma-
tion of Zlín will be described. First, the text will provide with a brief 
account on the components of utopian literature that might have 
later manifested in Zlín’s urbanism, based on Baťa’s explicit references 
to certain authors in his biography. In second place, the chapter will 
study the figure and career of Jan Kotěra, a living institution in Czech 
modern architecture, the man who introduced issues of social reform 
through urban design and the Garden City in Czech territories, and the 
first planner of the new Zlín. Thirdly, and following on the study on 
Kotěra, the discussions on the appropriate form for workers’s housing, 
the eventual widespread adoption of the cottage type, and its critiques, 
will be presented. Then, and shifting to the American context again, 
the daylight factory, its genealogy, and Baťa’s enthusiastic appropriation 
of the type will be described. Fifth, once again the influential role of 
Kotěra, and of educational networks will be studied in order to explain 
why modernism entered in Zlín, and present the main agents in this 
process of infiltration. Finally, all of these architectural and urban ideals 
and agents—Kotěra, the Garden City, the worker’s cottage, the daylight 
factory, and modernism—will be restated as institutional myths ready 
to be incorporated into Bata’s vocabulary.

Chapter 4
Ideals, Models, Agents

[left] “The Old and the New;” a ten-footer and the new fac-

tory of the USMC in Beverly, MA (Source: New York Public 

Library Digital Collections [Image ID 95307])
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The turn of the century caught Tomáš Baťa managing a first economic 
takeoff of his firm T & A Baťa after overcoming bankruptcy. Success 
meant an opportunity to improve equipment and the manufacturing 
processes, employ more labor, reach higher outputs, and fully enter in 
the capitalist game of economic reproduction to sustain grow. Standing 
amidst social revolts and technological revolutions, from the reading 
of his memories, it seems that Baťa was stuck on a dilemma of whether 
he wanted to go that way and become a capitalist, or not. His reflec-
tions of those years in the crossroads are illuminating in the sense that 
they provide with the literary program behind Baťa’s project, one that 
would connect it with the utopian polemics and imaginations of the 
nineteenth century. This section will dig on his utopian sources, more 
specifically some of the works of Leo Tolstoy and Emile Zola, in order 
to explore the degree of their influence in the formation of the urban 
project of Baťa. The study will reveal which were the building blocks 
taken from them by Baťa to, on the one hand, marry capitalist indus-
trial growth with his social preoccupations, self-legitimate his future 
actions, and alleviate his anxieties; and on the other, develop a totality 
where the ideas of management and social organization, and those of 
architecture and urban space would be inextricably bound.

Withdrawing From the City: Tolstoy’s Utopia
Soon after his trip to Frankfurt to visit machine manufacturers, a hes-
itant Tomáš Baťa longed for a simple and primitive life, and found in 
Leo Tolstoy a first role model to escape capitalism: “I was a collectivist 
then, a bit of a communists, but most decidedly a socialist. I looked 
upon capitalist society as it existed as fit only for bad men, exploiters on 
one side and laggards on the other. I kept dreaming about the simple 
life preached by Tolstoy” (As quoted in Cekota 1968, 41).

Apart from being the author of timeless masterpieces of world liter-
ature as Anna Karenina or War and Peace, Leo Tolstoy  02.04.001  inspired 
one of the many utopian movements that emerged in the late nine-
teenth century. After suffering an existential crisis, disillusioned with 
philanthropy, and city life, in 1886 he wrote What Then Must We Do?, 
a text that exposed his newly acquired ideas on Christian communitar-
ianism and social reform. “In our search for a cure of our social evils 
we seek on all sides—in governmental, antigovernmental, scientific, 
and philanthropic superstitions…,” Tolstoy affirmed, and immediately 
proposed a very “simple” and “clear” antidote, one that would “enable 
us to feel that we are living legitimately”: “not to make use of other 
people’s labour and therefore first to do all we can with our own hands” 
(Tolstoy 1935 [1886], 86). 

Urban society was “hypocritical, immoral, status-mad, money-mad, 
and pleasure-mad… committed to aggression, violence, persecution 
of the defenseless, and so self-centered that it was willing to sacrifice 
everything… in order to serve its own ends” (Simmons 2014 [1973], 139). 
Therefore, he strongly rejected city life, the control of the organized 
state, modern transportation and communication technologies, and 
the mechanization of production. In turn, he invited to return to the 
individual “struggle with nature for the means of livelihood” (Tolstoy 
1935 [1882], 149). 

The Utopian Impulse

 2.04.001  Tolstoi l’homme de la vérité, Jan Styka, 

1912. (Source: Library of Congress 

[LC-USZ62-103369])
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More specifically, his alternative was the organic organization of 
society in small and rural self-governed cooperative communities of 
working people. In that network of anarchist utopian villages, the 
industrial system would be abandoned in favor of self-sufficient bread 
labor. Ownership would be abandoned, and land would be at the 
disposal of everyone. It would be a return of the individual to nature; 
no taxes, laws, or money, not even the organization of labor, would be 
needed. Not surprisingly, thanks to his fame, Tolstoy attracted followers 
from all nationalities, who visited him, and spread his word. Although 
he neither encouraged or supported any attempt to form one of those 
communities, his followers, tolstoyans, did found several model farms 
all over the world in order to show how a different model of society was 
possible and desirable (Ibid.; Holman 1978; Trahair 1999; Alston 2014).

Baťa, it seems, was quite convinced about creating his own tolstoy-
an community. As he speculated on saving some money and retreat 
in a self-sufficient farm, attended meetings of the Socialist Party, and 
showed the same negative view on urban society as the Russian master: 
“Towns…” he stated, “existed only to enslave the toilers of the soil, and 
factories to make slaves of the workers; and business people—why, they 
fattened on the labor of the entire community” (as quoted in Cekota 1968, 
42). Nonetheless, everyday business, paying payrolls and give suste-
nance to his workers, and the pressing need to get commissions and 
contracts off the ground ended up softening “his Tolstoyan objections 
to machines” (Ibid., 43). Apparently by then, Baťa had also read Zola, 
and began fantasizing about a “communal, socialistic factory” (Ibid., 42), 
as he struggled with the terrible idea of becoming an “exploiter and a 
slave-driver,” a “hated employer” (Ibid., 45).

Zola, Paternalism, and the Industrial City
Circumscribed in the larger intellectual project that Vidler called “the 
reconstruction of urban utopia in late nineteenth century France” 
(1971), the late work of Emile Zola  02.04.002  provided with a roadmap 
for blending historical materialism and utopian idealism. Well into 
the nineteenth century, with Fourier’s and Saint-Simon’s propositions 
having been censored for their technical and economical unfeasibility, 
for their detachment from real politics and society, and for exhausting 
themselves “in paternalistic attempts to solve the housing problem” 
(Ibid., 246), it seemed that utopian socialism would simply be shelved as 
a historical anomaly. Later in the century, however, in the eyes of some 
liberal writers, politicians, and urbanists, the succeeding alternatives to 
provoke change, materialism and revolution, had also failed, in partic-
ular after the events of the Paris commune in 1871—events to which 
Emile Zola was ambiguously unsympathetic (Weinberg 1979). Within 
a context of political and social injustice—epitomized in the Dreyfus 
case—the eclectic recovery and reinterpretation of the lost idealisms 
found support in the unprecedented technological advancements, and 
in the faith that “evolutionary progress would naturally replace the 
age of satanic mills with clean, silent, electrical utopia” (Vidler 1971, 
247); “Scientific evolution”—the rise of the machine power—would 
emancipate mankind. That is, although sharing with Tolstoy the same 
preoccupations for social justice and giving dignity to labor, the French 

 2.04.002  Emile Zola 1901 (Source: New York Public 

Library Digital Collections [Image ID 484377])
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recovery of utopia, reincarnated in Zola, found in science and industry, 
and not in “mystical formulae” (E. Herriot quoted in Ibid., 248), the path 
for real reform. 

Disenchanted with injustice, science, socialism, and paternalism, as 
Tolstoy was, Zola ended up leading fin-de-siecle idealism in France. The 
tragic conflict between management and miners depicted in Germinal 
(1885)  2.04.003  most vividly showed, on the one hand, his pessimism 
in the emancipation of the working class through a socialist revolution 
(Ibid, 249; Reid 1992), and, on the other, his harsh critique to the rhetoric 
of paternalism present in large firms; the latter he did by injecting what 
Donald Reid called the “paternal metaphor” (Ibid., 983) in a joint-stock 
firm ultimately controlled by financial capital, directed by a manag-
er with poor authority, and offering a dysfunctional institutionalized 
welfare system to workers whose unrestrained sexuality accentuated the 
failure of a purported morality. Subsequently, in L’Oeuvre (1886), Zola 
made clear his unsettling relationship with technological progress, first 
stating that “in a matter of a hundred years, science has not given us 
the perfect happiness” to then concede that it was a transitional period, 
one “moving towards the reason and solidity that only science can give” 
(Vidler 1971, 249). Nonetheless, at the turn of the century and fruit of his 
strong, and punished, commitment to justice—J’Acuse (1898)— for 
the aforementioned Dreyfus case, Zola would abandon realism and 
reengage with utopian thought, and work for the “liberation of men”, 
through the glorification of labor “and by this oblige those who pro-
fane, enslave and soil it with ugliness and poverty, to finally respect it” 
(as quoted in Vidler 1971, 250).

“Travail [1900; translated to Czech language in 1901]  2.04.004  is the 
work I wanted to create with Fourier, the oganisation of labor, father 
and regulator of the world… with him I create the City, a city of the 
future, a kind of Phalanstery” (as quoted in Vidler 1971, 250) wrote Zola, 
and in fact, Fourier was the prime and explicit source of inspiration for 
the fictional mind behind the city, Luc Froment (Ibid., 251; Reid 1992; 
Ghoche 2013). The motto “no revolution, evolution through Fourier” 
(Ibid., 32) provided with an alternative solution to the problematics 
raised by marxist and anarchist: progressive reform, based in non-vi-
olence, collective association, and a scalable system (Vidler 1971, 251). 
Nevertheless, Zola’s use of anarchism, marxist, and Fourierism was not 
dogmatic, and he deliberately altered and undermined some of their 
more critical aspects.

More specifically, in the way he conceived the design of the new 
industrial city of Travail, and its social structure, Zola’s utopia embraced 
both industry and technology, and embedded his own social and class 
assumptions, so that his idealist agenda, deployed as a “fictionalized 
instruction manual” (Ghoche 2013, 32), seemed within reach. To begin 
with, he reintroduced the alternative utopian theme of the nineteenth 
century in France, that of Saint-Simon and his technocratic order, in 
line with the then prevailing faith in science as the means to liberate 
the workers of the toil of the past (Vidler 1971; Ghoche 2013); in Travail, 
“manual labor was rendered obsolete” and man had made of nature “his 
servant and paradise” (Ibid., 33):

 2.04.003  Germinal, Social novel by Emile Zola, poster by 

Tavio. O. Rodella, 1980 (Source: gallica.bnf.fr / 

Bibliothèque nationale de France [ENT IS DN-1 

(Tavío / 1)])

 2.04.004  Cover of 1901 edition of  Travail 

(Source: gallica.bnf.fr / Bibliothèque nationale de 

France [8-Y2-25120])
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But what an amelioration had been effected by cleanliness, and by the air and 
sunshine which brightened the great halls, making work more cheerful and less 
heavy on the back and muscles! What a marvelous difference there was between 
these workshops and the holes full of darkness and of suffering in which gangs of 
workmen in the old factory hard by wore out their existence.

Zola 1901, 209

What is more, Luc, the industrialist, an engineer—a technocrat—is 
a Saint-simonian figure able to envision a city by himself “at once as 
object and idea” (Vidler 1971, 251); his “messianic” (Smethurst 1977, 202) 
role subverted socialism and exalted individual drive versus collective 
action. As Reid (1992) noted, Luc represented true paternalism; he is 
literally the father of the city and the guarantor of a social order based 
on mutual sharing—of land, of profit, and of all needs:

 But in establishing his works he had made use of all possible modern improve-
ments, both in building and machinery, that were likely to promote good returns 
for labor, and to diminish his laborers’ toil. Besides this, he had been desirous 
that the houses of his industrial town, each of which stood in the middle of a 
garden, should be comfortable places of abode, in which family life might flour-
ish….for each house that was built was like a step made towards the construction 
of the city of the future, towards conquest of that doomed and guilty town. 
Furthermore, in the middle of the territory he had planned, Luc had erected the 
Communal House  2.04.005 , a large building which contained school-rooms, a 
library, and a hall where men could meet one another socially, hold entertain-
ments, and find places where they could play games and take baths  2.04.006 . This 
was the only thing he had borrowed from the phalanstery of Fourier; allowing 
every man to build as he chose, without forcing him to keep to any regular street-
line, for he recognized the necessity of association only as regarded certain public 
services. Finally, in the rear men organized co-operative stores, which grew larger 
day by day, a bakery, a butcher’s shop, and a grocery, besides shops for the sale of 
clothing, tools, and other indispensable small articles for daily use— a complete 
co-operative association, in short, under the control of the works, regulated by 
the prosperity of La Crecherie, or the reverse. Of course all was as yet only in em-
bryo, but it had life, and it was possible to foresee what it might one day become. 
Luc would not have been able to proceed so fast had not his workmen become 
interested in his building plans. He was especially pleased to have been able to 
impound the water of springs, scattered among the rocks above, so as to provide 
water for the rising town — water clear, pure, and abundant, which cleansed the 
works and the club-house, irrigated the gardens, with their thick verdure, and was 
brought into all the houses, to be a source of health and joy. 

Zola 1901, 208-209

As it can be noted, following on the issue of individuality and the 
patriarchal system as “building block of society” (Reid 1992, 999), and 
in contrast to Fourier’s utopia, and socialist collectivist dreams, Zola 
decided that working and family living would belong to different 
physical realms; “Do not pour all the lives into the same mold”, the 
author wrote (as quoted in Ghoche 2013, 33) challenging socialist notions 
of collectivity and sameness. And so, meanwhile the Phalanstery would 
mutate into communal houses centralizing social functions, workers in-

 2.04.005  Assembly halls, illustration in Tony Garnier’s 

Une Cité Industrielle, , 1899-1904 (Source: 

Garnier 1990 [1932])

 2.04.006  Great Swimming Pool, illustration in Tony 

Garnier’s Une Cité Industrielle, 1899-1904 

(Source: Garnier 1990 [1932])
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dividuality would be stimulated by living in “an intense garden, where 
the houses had been naturally spaced, amidst the verdure, from a need 
of fresh air and free life” and “the body was made healthy and strong 
together with the mind” (Zola as quoted in Vidler 1971, 252), all in a severe 
contrast to the “collectivist work ethic” (Ghoche 2013, 33) and the “or-
thogonality of the mechanized city center” (Ibid., 36) and industrial area 
where it unfolded  2.04.007   2.04.008 .

Baťa, the father
Once the following chapter shows the characteristics of the Bata System 
of Management, it might be clear that utopian sources had a strong 
role in its shaping. The respect for the individual and his labor, basis of 
both utopias, is explicitly appropriated as a myth in the Bata compa-
ny—“Human comes first, then machines!”1; “Buildings—they are just 
piles of brick and concrete. Machines—they are a lot of iron and steel. 
Only people can give life to it all” (Baťa as quoted in Zelený 1991, v)—all 
mixed in a post-paternalistic manner—exalting individuality, sharing 
profits, and a cooperative structure. Then, on the one hand, Tolstoyan 
ideas of organic self-sufficiency and independence from the control of 
state laws and taxation—a sort of anarchism—are present respectively 
on the drive for the industrial vertical concentration of interrelated 
autonomous departments, and in Baťa’s control of the political sphere. 
On the other, Zola’s construction in Travail, in its undermining the 
role of socialist maxims such as collectivity and class revolt, and em-
bracing of technological progress as the emancipator of mankind, is 
visible in how Baťa’s adoption of technological innovations, and in how 
his system balanced collective cooperation with individualism. Most 
importantly, Zola proffered Baťa with the ultimate face for industrial 
leadership and paternalism, the caring, but strong, father: members of 
the staff are not employees, but co-workers, all equal to the eyes of a 
father who carries the weight of being guarantor of prosperity and so-
cial order—“Whenever there were rumours about my inability to carry 
on the business, I saw the terror in their eyes…. as if it were only their 
existence at stake and not my own as well. Would it be fair to forsake 

 2.04.007  View of a Residential Quarter, illustration in 

Tony Garnier’s Une Cité Industrielle, 1899-

1904 (Source: Garnier 1990 [1932])

 2.04.008  Plan of residential quarter, with semidetached 

units placed in a checkerboard pattern amidts 

gardens, in Tony Garnier’s Une Cité Industrielle, 

1899-1904 (Source: Garnier 1990 [1932])
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these people? What were they to do…?” (as quoted in Cekota 1968, 46).
It is uncertain that young Tomáš Baťa actually read at that time, the 

turn of the nineteenth century the works of Zola or Tolstoy. In spite of 
that, by deliberately including them in his set of formative models, and 
actually making an eclectic use of the utopian themes they presented to 
built the legitimacy of his industrial world and curb social contestation, 
he positioned himself as part of a lineage of thinkers that, as Zola, re-
constructed the utopian project on the basis of social reform, technical 
proposals, and a correct reading of the pressing problems of the world 
they were living in. 

However, most of those notions would transcend the world of man-
agement, and as it happened in Zola’s La Crecherie and will be shown 
in the next chapter, social themes transmuted in design themes—func-
tional zoning, rational construction, individual housing, and exuberant 
greenery—that would shape Baťa’s city, making it at the same time ob-
ject and idea. Needless to say, being the ideal city of Travail the source 
of Tony Garnier’s Une Cité Industrielle—not just for their striking 
resemblance, but for actual circumstantial evidence, as Vidler convinc-
ingly showed (1971, 253-255)—eventually Zlín’s affinity to that urban 
utopia would be equally striking. Nevertheless, the process of adapting 
the model would be neither immediate nor free of alterations. Trans-
lating the father’s utopia to reality—setting the technical rules, disci-
plinary foundations, and agents shaping the unique urban evolution of 
Zlín—would be the task of Czech architect Jan Kotěra  2.04.009 . 

 2.04.011  Reformed Baťa villa, by Jan Kotěra, 1911 

(Source: Novotný 1958)

 2.04.009  Jan Kotěra in 1914 (Source: Zlatá Praha [II] / 

ÚČL AV ČR)
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 Jan Kotěra 
and Social Reform

It would be fair to start this section by stating that it is very likely that 
Bata’s architecture and urbanism as we know owes everything to Marie 
Menčíková. Hers is not the name of any architect, but of Tomáš Baťa’s 
fiancee, and future wife, who supposedly by the end of 1910 wisely 
advised her partner to halt the construction of their future home, with 
its excessively regressive folkish looks  2.04.010 , and bring to Zlín the 
leading architect in the Prague scene to redesign it, and complete it2  
(Novák 2000; Šlapeta 2009; Svoboda 2011)  2.04.011 . This man was Jan Kotěra, 
also known as “the Founder of Modern Czech Architecture”3. As a 
result of this serendipitous occurrence, a long-term and fruitful collab-
oration between both men would begin, setting some the theoretical 
and language foundations on which Bata urbanism would later be built 
on, specially concerning housing. Because, in fact, as it will become 
apparent in the following paragraphs, through Kotěra’s trajectory not 
only it is possible to trace the development of modern architecture in 
the Czech region but, most importantly, it is equally possible to use 
his oeuvre and interests as the reference point to which relate the larger 
societal, urban and architectural discussions of the time with the char-
acter of Bata urbanism and housing.

Three Milestones
Debatably, there were three moments that acted as the milestones lead-
ing to the emergence of Czech modern architecture and to the ascent of 
Jan Kotěra as the guiding figure of the movement in its formative years. 
To begin with, a manifesto; the year 1895 saw the publication of the 
Manifesto of the Czech Modern (Manifest Česky Moderný) (Švácha 1995; 
Agnew 2004; Ersoy), promoted by prominent personalities of the intellec-
tual life in Prague, grouped around philosopher and sociologist Tomáš 
G. Masaryk and his ‘realism’. The text fervently demanded for freedom 
and “individuality” in criticism and artistic expression as the “vehicle” 
for reaching the “truth in art”, that is, the modern, and strongly con-
demned the conservative eclecticism that had ended up representing 
the “Czech character” (Ersoy, Górny, and Kechriotis 2010, 263). 

Within these dialectics of confrontation between the old and the 
new, the second key moment took place in 1898, as the debate on 
modernity infiltrated the architectural field, and the defenders of the 
National Style, and the proponents of modernism exchanged positions 
in the journal Volne Smery (Free Directions). In answering the question 
of “The Modern or the National Direction?,” both positions engaged 
in a dialogue that ended up showing mutual understanding and shared 
aspirations with regard to the “national typicality” (Vybíral 1999, 208). As 
a matter of fact, even conservative figures as Antonín Balšánek champi-
oned the need to “seek new solutions for new aims, and new forms for 
new needs” (as quoted in Ibid., 207). Likewise, art historian Karel Borome-
jský Mádl, the “spokesman of Czech modernism” as Vybíral (2006, 35) 
called him, stated the limits of historicism to respond to contemporary 
problems, and longed for the arrival of a savior of Czech architecture 
(Švácha 1995). Actually, he was implicitly preparing the way for Jan 
Kotěra upon his return to Prague from Vienna, as he revealed one year 
later: “We knew that we had in him a new, truly new power, such as 
Czech architecture cannot do without….” (As quoted in Vybíral 2006, 35).

 2.04.010  Elevation of the Baťa villa, by František Novák, 

1909 (Source: Novák 2000)
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Subsequently, the third piece in this story is the arrival of Jan Kotěra 
to the School of Applied Arts in Prague in 1898, and the publication of 
his first foundational text in 1900. Jan Kotěra studied civil engineering 
in the German Industrial School in Plzeň (Alofsin 2006), and in 1894 he 
was admitted to the architecture school at the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Vienna, where he would became acquaintance of Josef Hoffman, 
Joseph Maria Olbrich, Jože Plečnik, and Adolf Loos (Teige 2000). Most 
importantly, he would be the student of the great Otto Wagner at the 
Academy (Švácha 1995; Vybíral 2006). Although Kotěra was critical to his 
master’s radical rationalistic view (Achleitner 1999; Vybíral 2006), Wagner’s  
ideas, in particular the belief that “new architecture had to arise from 
modern construction” (as quoted in Teige 2000, 94) while keeping the his-
torical continuity with the past, indeed had a profound influence in the 
Czech architect. Actually, Kotěra restated those learnings in his most in-
fluential text: “The New Art” (“O Novém Umění”). In it, he showed the 
direction toward modern architecture to his colleagues by sentencing:

Architectural design is concerned with space and construction, not with form 
and decoration. The former constitutes the actual truth of architecture; the latter 
can at best be the expression of that truth. New form cannot arise out of aesthetic 
speculation but only out of new purpose and new construction. Any movement 
that has its origins in form, rather than in purpose and construction, remains of 
necessity a romantic utopia. 

As quoted in Teige 2000, 97

While at the same time declaring that “particular stages in the 
development of humanity, including art, are rooted in the past, and 
the wider the foundations are, the greater the will be the works raised 
on them” (Vybíral 1999, 205). Kotěra’s text expressed his conviction that 
form should be an expression of the time, and therefore should respond 
to changing aesthetic ideals (Vybíral 2006, 37). Consistently with such 
idea, and informed by foreign influences, his style constantly evolved 
throughout the first two decades of the twentieth century. 

Style Matters
Actually, it is possible to clearly demarcate three stylistic phases in the 
architectural works of Kotěra. His first phase, spanning from 1898 to 
1906, shows the transition from the academic historicism to a “orna-
mental modern style”—as defined by Švácha (1999, 58)—that breaths 
from the influences of the Viennese Secession and Belgian Art Nou-
veau. The design of the facade for the Petrerka building in Wenceslas 
square (1899-1900), and the Mánes Pavilion (1902), both in Prague, 
best show how Kotěra found in the use of vegetal or folk references for 
the ornamentation a more truthful motive that the “fake pseudo forms” 
(Ibid., 62) of historicism, and that, at the same time, allowed Czech 
architecture to escape from the shadow of imperialism, as Vybíral 
(1999; 2006) and Švácha (1999) explained. After 1908, and influenced by 
architecture of Hendrik Petrus Berlage and Frank Lloyd Wright, Kotěra 
would shift to what has been called a “geometrical modern style” (Ibid., 
62), “pre-constructivism” (Švácha & Krajči 1999, 117), “early modern 
purism” (Vybíral 2006, 37), or “expressive rationalism” (Alofsin 2006, 93). 
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This style, visible in his own villa in Prague (1908-1909)  2.04.012  and 
in the City Museum of Hradec Králové (1906-1912)  2.04.013 , his most 
influential work of this period, breaks with the flatness of the previous 
phase; essentially, expression and monumentality came as the result of 
tectonics and materiality, setting aside decoration in favor of dynamic 
asymmetric compositions of bare brick volumes that reflected the inner 
functions and spatial needs of the building. Finally, after the World 
War I, Kotěra would enter a late period of decline in his architectural 
production until his death in 1923. Mentally ill, weak, and disappoint-
ed with the lack of commissions coming from the new Czechoslovak 
government (Švácha  1995; Vybíral 2006), Kotěra’s architecture returned 
to classicism, as purist-functionalism took over as the architecture of 
the new Republic. At the same time, his ideas on urban design and the 
issue of the worker’s home would become suddenly influential and even 
polemical, as will be shown in the next section.

 2.04.012   Jan Kotěra’s own villa in Prague, 1909 

(Source: Mádl 1922)

 2.04.013  Museum of Hradec Králové, Jan Kotěra, 1906-12 

(Source: Mádl 1922)



 2.04.014   Louny workers’ colony, Jan Kotěra, 1906-12 

(Source: Mádl 1922)

 2.04.016   Záběhlice workers’ colony, Jan Kotěra, 1914-15 

(Source: Novotný 1958)
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Social Urbanism  
As much as the manifesto of the Czech Modern called for artistic 
modernism, it also called for “political modernism”, characterized by 
welfare, equality and democracy—“We demand political work which 
will aim to spread affluence and social contentment to all spheres and 
classes” (Ersoy, Górny, and Kechriotis 2010, 263)—and those social concerns 
and their spatial implications were not alien to Kotěra. In fact, the 
usual account of Kotěra’s work generally overlooks one of his most per-
sistent preoccupations, namely the question of urbanism, social reform 
and decent housing for the working classes (Švácha 1999; Švácha & Krajči 
1999, 117). As described in Chapter One, the Czech Lands were relative-
ly highly industrialized when compared to the overall empire. At the 
turn of the nineteenth century, industrial urban centers had suffered an 
influx of rural migrants to work in the factories (Myška 1996, 256; Agnew 
2004, 155), accentuating problems of hygiene, sanitation, high density, 
and basic habitability (Teige 2000). These problems, together with the 
tensions caused by rise of radical political parties representing the work-
ing classes, made tangible the lack of adequate housing for the workers, 
and caused the emergence of housing societies and a new Housing 
Law in 1902 that promoted the use of open housing systems in new 
developments (Šopák 2003). Kotěra would explore the issue of housing 
the working class in practice through the design of several industrial 
colonies after 1910; those included the workers’ colonies in Louny 
(1909-13/1919-20), Záběhlice (1914-15), Zlín (1918), Dvůr Králové 
(1920), and Rožnov (1922). 

Kotěra’s urban design reveal the adoption of Howard and Unwin’s 
Garden City physical planning principles4. That is, the layout of his 
workers’ colonies is dominated by the predominant use of irregular 
and curvilinear roads, a generous proportion of open ground, dis-
continuous block frontages allowing access to inner gardens, and the 
placement of public buildings and community spaces as focal points in 
the composition. Most importantly, as it can be best seen in Louny—a 
colony for a sugar refinery in Bohemia, and Kotěra’s “dearest work” 
(Šopák 2003, 360)—he aimed at achieving Howard’s claim for a “unity 
of design and purpose” (Howard 1965 [1902], 76) in the design of the 
whole colony, subordinating the expression of a wide variety of rational 
housing typologies to a picturesque urban composition and consistent 
traditional architectural expression  2.04.014   2.04.015 . Interestingly, it may 
seem that Kotěra did not blindly embrace the Garden City guidelines 
as the solution for the problem of housing. Apart from some reflections 
on the appropriateness of the individual dwelling that will be discussed 
later, in the design of the Záběhlice colony, Kotěra seemingly evaluat-
ed a return to Wagner’s rationalism, as with its rectilinear layout and 
perimeter multistory blocks, the ensemble resembles one of the units 
of his master’s modular Großstadt of 1911  2.04.016 . All in all, in contrast 
to Prague’s middle-class garden suburbs, and its only pre-war garden 
city in Hradčany (1912-1914), which were devoid of Howard’s—or 
any—reformist agenda (Švácha 1995), the scope of Kotěra’s production of 
industrial communities, including the Bata colony in Zlín, are evidence 
of his incessant will to mediate through urban design between the 
economic interest of the client and a decent living environment for the 

 2.04.015  Louny workers’ colony, Jan Kotěra, 1906-12 

(Source: Mádl 1922)
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industrial working classes. As for the architect, the “social and econom-
ic relations” (Ševeček 2009, 143) between labor and capital were condi-
tions as important as grading a terrain, the availability of construction 
materials, or infrastructure in making a plan. In his view, architecture 
and urbanism should consider and give form to the specific demands 
and needs of the already established working class; the architect ought 
to be a mediator. In particular, the work on the colony for Bata allowed 
Kotěra to explore, together with an assertive client, the theme of the 
Industrial Garden City at an unprecedented urban scale in his career.

Kotěra’s Bata City
As Ševeček (2009) described, Zlín was not prepared, neither in its avail-
able housing stock nor in it urban infrastructure, to accommodate a 
large industrial population, and Tomáš Baťa was forced to take action. 
Worker’s housing was not a novelty in the realm of shoe manufacturers; 
Endicott-Johnson had already in 1904 began its housing program—as 
seen in Chapter Two—and somewhat closer, in Moravia itself, the firm 
of Karel Budischowsky, one of the largest shoe manufacturers in the 
Dual Empire, had built between 1905 and 1912 a series of row houses 
for its workers, that in those years outnumbered a thousand, in the 
area of Borovina in Třebíč. At first, Baťa resorted to a somewhat incre-
mental approach, and build in 1910 a dormitory for workers (Ibid.), 
and in 1912-13 six semi-detached houses (Ibid.; Svoboda 2011), followed 
by two additional hostels (Ševeček 2009) and three more semi-detached 
homes with attic roofs (Ibid.; Svoboda 2011); reportedly, some or all of 
these family houses were designed by Kotěra himself5 (Cekota 1968; Svo-
boda 2011). Finally, in 1915, with the war underway, and the resulting 
exponential growth of production and employees at the factory, Kotěra 
would receive the commission of designing a regulatory master plan 
for a proper worker’s colony in a piece of land south of the industrial 
compound and town Baťa had just purchased from the local baron (Ce-
kota 1968; Haupt-Buchenrode 2012). As it will be shown next, the resulting 
plan would reveal the congenialities between Baťa’s confronting ideas 
about the co-operative and the capitalist individual, and Kotěra’s formal 
language and social preoccupations in a way that is that it is hard to 
discern if the commission was the result of Baťa’s own initiative, or if it 
was Kotěra who managed to convey his ideas on the Garden City and 
worker’s housing to the entrepreneur, and induce an assignment à la 
carte. 

Between 1915 and 1918, Kotěra developed two distinct versions of 
the urban design for the Bata colony; in spite of the differences in form, 
both share, in their ambition and scale, a blind faith in the nonstop 
growth of the Bata works. The first plan, not clearly dated,6 presents 
at a first sight a similar configuration that Louny, but with a sharper 
and less picturesque expression  2.04.017 . Two large blocks and linear 
buildings, accommodating public functions (Šopák 2001), configure a 
monumental square that connect the residential and factory areas. As 
in the his previous Bohemian settlement, three axis extend from the 
civic center, and a series of diagonal streets configure the residential 
blocks, however, here Kotěra introduces a distinct way of organizing the 
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traverse streets. In this case, those diagonal streets branch symmetrical-
ly from the main road in the residential area—which is parallel to the 
main square’s north-south axis—as the veins of a leaf. In addition, that 
central axis significantly broadens in its southernmost section, configur-
ing what seems to be a promenade or elongated green area dominated 
by a building. Lastly, Kotěra makes clear in his drawing that the plan 
allows for it extension and systematic replication in the adjacent territo-
ry. Although this proposal would be shelved, eventually the leaf-shaped 
pattern would become a signature motif in Bata urbanism, as it will be 
shown later in Chapter Eight. 

The plan that finally went through  2.04.018 —dated in 1918 and that 
was realized only in part after the war—presents two differentiated 
areas divided by a swath of green formed along the depression formed 
by one of the many creeks flowing downhill to the Dřevnice valley. 

 2.04.017   First sketch of a masterplan for a workers’ colony 

for the Bata company, Jan Kotěra, drawn between 

1915 and 1918 (Source: Šopák 2001)

 2.04.018   Second masterplan for a workers’ colony for the 

Bata company, Jan Kotěra, 1918 (Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, 1160)
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 2.04.019   Detail plan of the Letná quarter, Jan Kotěra, 

1918 (Source: Pokluda 2004)

 2.04.020   Bird’s eye view of the Letná quarter in the 1920s 

(Source: Novák 2008)
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Essentially, the plan segregated blue-collar—rural—workers, from the 
urban white-collar employees (Šopák 2001; Ševeček 2009). The settlement 
for the latter, named Hradčany and located in a section south of the 
existing city center of Zlín, owes some of its design to the colony in 
Louny too, but at a much larger scale. First in its architecture, as the 
detached one-family villas in Zlín—with their exposed ground floor 
brick walls, plastered upper walls, porticos, and pyramidal tiled pavilion 
roofs—certainly resemble, in a simplified manner, his previous stylistic 
concept. Secondly in its layout, as both share the concept of placing the 
civic center dominating one of the edges of ensemble, forming a mon-
umental access to the low density settlement. That is, in Zlín, a series 
of massive blocks containing public facilities—schools, administration 
building, hospital, spa, library, cinema, museum, post office, hotel, 
department store, grocery store, and casino—were arranged forming 
a system of three new town squares, with the main one on the north 
acting as the gate connecting with the old town through the existing 
park around the castle. In addition, a series of avenues that emanated 
from the squares on the south and west rule the composition of the 
street pattern of the residential area. Those roads defined the orienta-
tions to which the rest of streets referred to in resonance as they spread 
uphill south of the center. As these streets intersected and bifurcate, 
new blocks, and a constellation of smaller subsidiary centers and public 
amenities was created in turn. 

Further west, the axis radiating from the center that connects to the 
road to Malenovice lead to the blue-collar worker’s colony, called Letná. 
In this case, its street pattern design was defined by a combination of 
concave and convex elongated curves that radiated from certain nodes 
in a crescent-like fashion, running up and down will as they accommo-
dated to the existing terrain  2.04.019   2.04.020 .When the bended corridors 
overlapped, bifurcated, or intersected, they created additional trian-
gular-shaped squares dominated by public facilities that acted as focal 
points in the composition. Twelve families per acre of land—remember 
Letchwork’s 12 houses to the acre (Unwin 1912, 23)—were accommo-
dated in a series of four-family detached houses with mansard roofs. 
The buildings lined up along the roads, leaving in between each one a 
gap of approximately the same length of the building’s frontage, giving 
access to long and narrow gardens that all together formed long, green 
corridors; with each house on the other side of the road facing the op-
posite side’s open space, the result was a linear and serpentine Garden 
City, with buildings arranged in a checkerboard pattern. In contrast 
to the overall organic character of this sector, its northern edge was 
sharply defined by a group of row houses with attic roofs, dormitories, 
and a planted promenade facing the factory and the main road. All in 
all, the result lacked having a center with the monumental scale of the 
one in the neighboring quarter, and replaced the urban block as unit 
by a linear succession of houses and fields. However, the truth is that 
achieving a rural, farm-like, environment was actually intended. In fact, 
as Šopák (2001) and Ševeček (2009) noted, the intention was to make 
of the settlement a hybrid, if not transitional, environment between 
industry and agriculture for the many rural workers coming to work at 
the Bata factory. In the end, that linear Garden City version of one of 
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Owen’s Villages of Co-operation was not really put into practice, as it 
was much simpler to provide with food for the workers at the compa-
ny’s own store and canteen (Šopák 2001).

Kotěra in Zlín: a Legacy
As mentioned above, Kotěra’s plans were not fully implemented, but in 
fact some of the ideas and forms he introduced would end up becom-
ing persistent elements in the vocabulary of Bata’s urban design after 
the architect’s death in 1923. In reality, the manager and officer’s colony 
was dramatically reduced in practice to Breznička street, and some its 
tributary streets, with just ten villas built along the former. On the con-
trary, the street layout of the Letná quarter was in essence executed, and 
its visible today, and, between 1921 and 1925, thirty-nine four-family 
houses7 were built along its main corridors (Ševeček 2009, 106); yet in its 
final installment, additional streets and semi-detached houses—along 
Lipová street for example—would break with the original concept, and 
increase the density of families per acre from twelve to almost eighteen. 
Nonetheless, on the whole, the careful reading of both of Kotěra’s plans 
for a colony in Zlín has already revealed some of the themes that, as 
will be shown later, will come and go as elements of the Bata satellites’s 
urban design throughout their distinct stages. Apart from the well-
known arrangement of detached buildings in a checkerboard pattern 
or the use of a civic square as the interface between life and work, 
Kotěra already put on the drawing table a preview of all of the three 
paradigms that would be later present successively in the design of the 
Bata’s satellites. That is, the formal autonomy and self-containment of a 
leaf-shaped street pattern, as in his first version of the plan; the occupa-
tion of the territory with more or less regular blocks, as in Hradčany; 
or the use of topographic and organic linear patterns, as seen in Letná. 
Moreover, he would bring about ideas of self-sufficiency, or spatial seg-
regation, which will become central themes in the planning of satellite 
towns. Finally, as it will be studied more in detail in the next section, 
Kotěra added to the debate on the appropriate solution and aesthetics 
for the worker’s housing. In sum, in contrast to the usual assessment 
based on the details and numbers of what was actually built or remains 
today, and that can lead his work to be just labeled as an “unsubstan-
tial” fragment (Šlapeta 2001b, 30), the detailed analysis of Kotěra’s urban 
plans has shown that it is possible to glimpse in them recurrent formal 
solutions, and theoretical debates around which the future articulation 
of the language of Bata urbanism will revolve. 

All in all, Kotěra’s legacy in Bata’s urbanism would extend far be-
yond the particular theories and forms in his works in Zlín. That is to 
say, the events at the grounds of the Baťa Villa would not only mark the 
beginning of fruitful collaboration between Tomáš Baťa and Jan Kotěra, 
but would also critically and inadvertently establish connections that 
would fix the future faces of Bata urbanism. As Vladimir Karfík—one 
of the future architects of Zlín—recalled (Novák 2000), among the 
construction workers was one young apprentice bricklayer from Zlín 
named František Lydie Gahura. Apparently, Tomáš Baťa was fond 
of the young man, and in 1910 send him to study to the School of 
Applied Arts8 in Prague, where he would become pupil of Jože Plečnik. 
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The Worker’s Cottage

Later, he would join the Prague Academy of Fine Arts and study with 
Jan Kotěra himself, being in parallel his assistant in the Zlín works. 
Eventually, after Kotěra’s death in 1923, Gahura would become his suc-
cessor as chief architect of the company (Horňáková 2006; Svoboda 2011). 
In addition, Josef Gočár, also one of Kotěra’s most talented pupils, and 
a figure of Czech cubist and then modern architecture,9 would act as 
the company external advisor for architectural and urban matters (Šla-
peta 2009), a role that will be studied in the next chapter. In sum, Marie 
Menčíková could have never even imagine that her frank, and maybe 
whimsical, piece of advice to Tomáš Baťa in the late 1910 would have 
such influence in the development of modern architecture in Zlín.

Kotěra’s choices concerning the type and style of the housing in his in-
dustrial colonies, including Bata’s, favoring the predominant use of the 
family house and a consistent formal language with vernacular accents 
and materiality 2.04.021, were not an isolated response to the worker’s 
home question or the result of the wishful thinking of the entrepreneur, 
but are in tune with trends circulating at a national and European level. 
As it had happened in other industrializing countries in Europe, once 
housing the working class was seen as a problem that needed to be tack-
led, the next question was the issue of the precise form of the industrial 
worker’s home. The emergence of the ideal of the individual house as 
the right type for the working class can be traced back to books on 
model cottages for laborers published in England since the eighteen 
century, whose authors shared the belief that architecture had an effect 
in the formation and education of the individual (Leckie 2015), and to 
its public, and global, display in the Prince Albert’s Exhibition Model 
Dwellings at the Great Exhibition in 1851 in London (Redensek 2007; 
Leckie 2015). Eventually, the problem of the worker’s cottage and its 
formal expression would gain renewed interest in the 1890’s, first with 

 2.04.021   Worker’s villa type Březnická, for the Hradčany 

quarter in Zlín, Jan Kotěra, 1918 (Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, 667a)
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the rise of the Arts and Crafts movement and its recovery of vernacular 
aesthetics in opposition to historicism, and later with the emergence 
of the Garden City movement. Redensek (2007) showed in her study 
on the adoption of the vernacular for the worker’s home in Wilhemine 
Germany how the German Arts and Crafts movement, and in partic-
ular Hermann Muthesius, found in the traditional farmhouse a type 
that, in its primitive simplicity and intrinsic functional intelligence, 
embodied a modernity that was suitable for the working classes, at the 
same time that assured a sense of historical continuity and belonging, 
when forming village-like ensembles. In addition, the adoption of 
traditional and primitive style for the worker’s home was additionally 
nurtured by the influence of growing romantic nationalisms, specially 
in Central Europe, and the subsequent ethnographic study of folk art 
and search for the national primitive ur-forms, in line with Gottfried 
Semper’s theories, that aimed at a scientific construction of national 
narratives and identities. 

Folk Cottages
In the Czech lands, the ethnographic and architectural recovery of the 
Czech ur-forms as a new ideal for housing was first manifested in 1891 
at the Jubilee Exhibition in Prague. In the exposition, the home for the 
new industrial man was represented by a cottage designed by Antonín 
Wiehl, inspired in Bohemian popular rural architecture  2.04.022 , as 
mentioned in Chapter One. The great success of the housing exhibition 
inspired a new one, the Czechoslavic [sic] Ethnographic Exhibition, 
which took place in the same grounds in 1895 (Albrecht 1993; Filipová 
2011). Around Wiehl’s cottage, a full Exhibition Village grew, showcas-
ing a series of twenty-one farms and model village houses from Bohe-
mia, Moravia, Czech Silesia, and Slovakia. The show proudly presented 
folk art to the urban dwellers, and soon folk became an alternative to 
historicism as the national style, showing a way out to modern architec-
ture.10 Most importantly, as Šopák (2003) explained, the single vernac-
ular house, praised by either its symbolic or utilitarian aspects, would 
end up becoming the predominant type for housing the working classes 
in the pre-war time Czech Lands, as best seen in Kotěra’s colonies and 
his version of the ‘modern’ vernacular cottage in a Garden City setting.

Kotěra’s designs for the working classes, and therefore the cot-
tage and the Garden City, would suddenly gain notoriety in the early 
1920s, when pressing housing problems emerged in the new Czecho-
slovak republic. As seen in Chapter Three, the effects of the war in the 
country were most felt by the lower and working classes, as rampant 
inflation, scarcity, industrial halt, and severe unemployment seemed 
to be unmanageable. As a result, the economic measures taken by the 
Masaryk government came together with social policies that included 
among others the issue of social housing, with a new Housing Law 
passed in 1921. Interestingly enough, that same year, Kotěra reentered 
in the debate on workers’ housing with the publication in the journal 
Stavitel11 of his works in industrial colonies in the article “Delnicke 
Kolonie”—“Worker’s Housing Colonies”—a piece in which images of 
the different settlements were accompanied by texts by himself and by 
Raymond Unwin. In addition, a competition on the design of workers’ 

 2.04.022   Česká Chalupa, by A. Wiehl, 1891 (Source: 

Jubilejní výstava zemská Království českého v 

Praze, 1891, 1894)
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homes was held in 1922, with Kotěra as chairman of the jury. In reply 
to the general lack of building materials, the submissions displayed 
the validity of the rural cottage as an ideal, with the use of brick as its 
predominant material (Šopák 2003). Furthermore, the general adoption 
of Garden City model for the new suburban developments (Švácha  1999) 
would prove that the authority and influence of the old master with re-
gard to the form and type for the working class remained intact  2.04.023 .

The Modern Home?
Nonetheless, soon newer generations would begin to introduce more 
radical views that would challenge the appropriateness of the family 
house as the type for the working classes. In particular, Karel Teige, 
leader of the purist platform Devetsil12, vilified the family house as a 
mechanism of reproduction of the bourgeois society, based on indi-
vidualism, and on having the family as economic unit. He disregarded 
the type, in spite of the advances in mass production and supply of 
standardized housing, and advocated for a “new organization of so-
ciety” (Teige 2000, 108) in collective socialist housing. Although Teige 
criticized Kotěra for following the bourgeois model, he sympathetically 
blamed that to he fact that the Czech master had operated within tight 
social constrains. As a matter of fact, without entering in the ideo-
logical debate, Kotěra himself had doubts about the suitability of the 
single home as the solution to the workers’ housing issue, as he stated 
in Delnicke kolonie: “Although the ideal of family life will be always 
an independent dwelling, surrounded by a sufficient amount of free 
space, whether it be a garden or a field,… we must ask ourselves wheth-
er this type of architecture is appropriate for the working classes, and 
whether the price of land would allow this so come about” (as quoted in 
Šopák 2003, 359-360). All in all, Teige praised Kotěra’s legacy, as he had 
successfully “isolated the housing problem” (Teige 2000, 108), brought it 
to the forefront of the architectural discussion, and began an effort of 
updating the type to new requirements both in its functionality and of 
mass supply. In fact, as Redensek (2007) stated, it is possible to establish 
a connection between the functionality and material simplicity of the 
vernacular, the economical constraints that war time imposed on it,  
and the emergence of modern experiments in housing in the 1920s .

 2.04.023   View of Kotěra’s row housing and four-family 

houses at the Letná quarter in the 1926-27  

(Source: Ševeček 2009 / original at SOkA Zlín)
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Chapter Two presented Tomáš Baťa’s trips to the United States, and it 
briefly anticipated his encounter with and interest in the modern spaces 
in production being erected in New England in the early twentieth 
century. At that time, there were not that many constructions that had 
been built in concrete in the East Coast. In fact, factories and industrial 
constructions followed what Reyner Banham called the “former tradi-
tion” (1986, 31), that is, they were variations on the New England mill 
type. With the boom of textile industry in New England, multi-story 
mills had sprung on the river banks of the region. Land value, energy, 
and better working conditions were the external forces that shaped the 
type through time. In particular, the competition for having access to 
the precious water power, the internal logics of the power transmission 
systems to feed the machines, and the need for natural light end up de-
manding multi-story, compact in plan, long and narrow constructions, 
whose structure consisted on an internal timber frame and external 
brick walls pierced with segmented arched windows (Ibid.). The intro-
duction of electricity and the arrival of the railway altered the logic for 
the location of industry, but competition for the best location, and the 
preoccupation for better working spaces continued and added to the 
centralization of shoe manufacturing, and the old type kept on to make 
sense. As a result, in Lynn and elsewhere in New England, multi-story 
brick factories following the mill model grew around railroad stations, 
as seen in Chapter Two. Nevertheless, Baťa seemed to ignore most of 
those issues commonly used to justify the use of the multi-story factory, 
and paid more attention to the practical advantages of the type in terms 
of cost and space, as one can read in a letter from spring 1905:

The Daylight Factory
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There are at least two advantages to a multiple-story building. It is cheaper and it 
requires less space…. The second advantage is being cheaper by a foundation and 
a roof. Here [in the USA], even though the land is almost for free… they do not 
build other than two- or three- story buildings, just because of their cheapness. 
The only change in the construction on my part will be that I shall be advocat-
ing the cheapest way. I learnt this here. Americans have got more money and 
more cement that we of, but still they build from wood only…. Lízal (one of his 
co-travellers) worked in a machine factory, which will serve as a model. When I 
leave, I might take its plans for 100 d., I think, with me. It is a two-story building 
with no ceiling (it forms a roof ) with wooden floors and ceilings, and columns…. 
A large-scale construction is cheaper and work in more spacious halls is easier.

As quoted in Svoboda 2011, 17-19.

Baťa’s perplexity on the use of wood instead of concrete as construc-
tion material is interesting, and it points at the fact that in those years it 
was clear that a revolution in the use of materials and form was crys-
tallizing (Banham 1986). As a matter of fact, soon after those reflections, 
Baťa would encounter the ‘concrete Atlantis’  2.04.024 :

I was in the new factory in Beverly. It is not finished yet… but I could already 
see its monumentality. Buildings are made out of cement and glass. Between the 
windows, about 3 m wide, there are walls about 20 cm wide and deep as well. 
Columns and ceilings are also made of cement and there is no iron in them…. 
Windows extend from the floor to ceiling and even though the hall is about 20 m 
wide, even the center is sunlit enough to do any kind of work there.

As quoted in Svoboda 2011, 19

 2.04.024   Employees of the United Shoe Machinery Co., 

Beverly, MA (Source: Library of Congress [PAN 

SUBJECT - Groups no. 10 (F size) [P&P]] )
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 2.04.025   Aerial view of the United Shoe Machinery 

Company plant (Source: NOBLE Digital 

Heritage, Item #11642)

 2.04.026   Arrangement of plan, Ransome Unit System 

(Source: Ransome & Saurbrey 1912)

 2.04.027   Elements and details of the Ransome Unit 

System (Source: Ransome & Saurbrey 1912)
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In the letter, dated in May 2, 1905, Bata refers to the brand new 
factory for the United Shoe Machinery Company (USMC) that was 
being built in Beverly, Massachusetts. This testimony clearly connects 
Bata with a building and an architect that according to many scholars 
foreshadows the emergence of modern architecture. Therefore, given 
the seminal character of the factory at Beverly, and its potential influ-
ence in Bata’s sponsored architecture, it makes sense to study the case in 
more depth in the following paragraphs.

Ransome and the New Tradition
The building for the USMC was built between 1903 and 1906 by 
Ernest L. Ransome, who was allegedly the creator of the concrete 
frame, or ‘daylight’, factory. Ransome was born in England in 1852, 
and in practice trained as an engineer by working in the family busi-
ness, among them the production of artificial stone and cement. In 
America, Ransome started to develop and file patents for a system of 
construction based on reinforced monolithic concrete structures able 
to resist both fire and earthquakes. After a series of works in Califor-
nia, his name would shadow other American concrete pioneers when 
the structure of one of his buildings, the Pacific Coast Borax building 
of 1897—considered the first reinforced concrete factory in the East 
Coast—survived a great fire in 1902. As Gwendolyn Wright (2008) 
stated, the effects of the fire on the building led Ransome to realize that 
solid walls had no purpose anymore in modern construction, and that 
they could be just made of glass. The construction of the second phase 
of the Pacific Coast Borax in 1903, and the factory for the USMC were 
the culmination of his work designing multistory, well-lit reinforced 
concrete frame structures. 

Its colossal scale made of the USMC plant, known colloquially in 
Berverly as ’the Shoe’, Ransome’s most impressive work  2.04.025 . The 
plant was form by three parallel sixty-two-feet wide four-story wings 
connected by transversal volumes following the east-west direction. The 
structural frame of each of the wings was formed by twenty by twenty 
feet bays, being each buildings three aisles wide. Whereas the two wings 
on the east had the same length (522 ft; 160 m), the westernmost was 
shorter almost by half (280 ft; 85 m); the linking block at the south 
was the one that connected all three wings, and the one at the north 
just two of them, enclosing a giant courtyard. 

The use of Ransome’s system of concrete reinforced by twisted iron 
bars, that used a combination of on-site poured with concrete precast 
2.04.026   2.04.027 , modular concrete elements gave the building a modular 
serenity and rational simplicity. The elevation of those manufacturing 
blocks was basically an unornamented and well-articulated concrete 
frame filled with large windows, and it would be enough to refer back 
to Baťa’s description for the details. However, in spite of the utilitarian 
character of the facade, Ransome made some concessions to classicism 
by making of the first floor a solid base with arched windows, and sim-
ple string courses marking the transition from base to body and from 
body to frieze and cornice (Banham 1986). All in all, the plant for the 
USMC would become the “canonical form” (Ibid.) of what Ransome 
himself considered a “modern type” (as quoted in Wright 2008, 53) of struc-
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 2.04.028   Section of the factory for T.  & A. Baťa  in Zlín, 

Josef Drahoš, 1906 (Source: Svoboda 2011 / 

original in SOkA Zlín)

 2.04.029   Factory for T.  & A. Baťa  in Zlín, Josef Drahoš, 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1092)
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ture for industry: the daylight factory. In sum, in 1905 Baťa not only 
got acquainted with the most updated knowledge for the production of 
shoes, but also with a building that is seen as one of the seminal sources 
for the production of modern architecture (Banham 1986; Huxtable 1997; 
Wright 2008). 

Early Spotter, Late Builder
In spite of the several attempts to replicate the American daylight facto-
ry, it took him more than twenty years to find the conditions for its full 
re-imagination and implementation in Zlín. As Baťa himself antici-
pated in his spring letter, upon his return to Europe after five months 
in America, he purchased for one hundred dollars a blueprint with the 
plans of a factory building—a two-story building measuring 61.4 by 
15 m—that he would give to a local architect named Dominik Fey as 
a model to follow for his new factory in Zlín.13 Nonetheless, in a later 
letter from May after his visit to the factory in Beverly, Baťa seemed to 
be considering a concrete frame as building structure, but expressed 
his concerns about the possibility of replicating the American build-
ings back in Zlín. On the one hand, building it in concrete seemed to 
him to be unattainable both for economic reasons—“ceilings made of 
cement will be most certainly left out, but ask people about their offers 
anyway”—and for the lack of experts back home—“It is impossible 
for me to explain to him how to draw it, and hardly any designer or 
architect in our country is experienced in that matter” (as quoted in Svo-
boda 2011, 19). Brick and wood, although the later also also costly, were 
a sensible alternative, and finally the one hundred-dollars blueprint was 
replicated in front of the rail station of Zlín (Novák 2008; Ševeček 2009; 
Svoboda 2011). Consequently, the first Bata factory ended up belonging 
to that ‘former tradition’ of the mill type. Fey “transformed the plans 
imported from the USA into a design corresponding to parameters 
of that time [in the Czech lands]” (Ibid., 17) and built in spring 1906 
a four-story building of internal timber frame construction and brick 
walls with segmented arched windows. The first floor, with a masonry 
base, brick columns, and smaller windows, acted functionally and for-
mally as a basement, and was added to the design by another architect, 
Josef Drahoš, from the town of Kroměříž  2.04.028   2.04.029  (Ibid.). Even as 
late as 1918, a larger iteration of this type would be erected. This time 
it would be a five-story building measuring twenty by eighty meters 
in plan, apparently with the involvement of František Gahura (Novák 
2008). It would not be until 1924 that a reinforced concrete frame 
would be finally used in a Bata factory, as it will be shown later on.

In sum, even though the architecture of the USMC and Ransome’s 
daylight factory would be critical for the future factory designs at the 
Bata works, history would reserve the task of reformulating in Europe 
the American type in truly modern terms to the Fagus shoe-last compa-
ny and Walter Gropius in 1913. That is, the German shoe-last manu-
facturer Fagus, backed by the USMC itself, did manage to sponsor the 
construction of the European take on Ransome’s daylight factory. It 
is known that members of the Benscheidt family, owners of the Fagus 
shoe-last company, visited the factory in Beverly in 1910, and showed 
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images to the architect in charge of the design of their new factory in 
Alfeld, Walter Gropius (Tenner 2000; Wright 2008). His radical design for 
the factory, with its purity of form and fully glazed facades, “stands, 
debatably, at the beginning of the ‘Americanization’ of European mod-
ern architecture” (Banham 1986, 68), and in a way validated the place of 
the UMSC’s plant in architectural history (Wright 2008). Eventually, as 
Gropius was building his Fagus Werk in Germany, Ransome would 
summarize all his knowledge in concrete construction in a treatise pub-
lished in 1912, but soon his name would be shadowed by its competi-
tors in the reinforced concrete building design, specially by Albert and 
Julius Kahn in Detroit. 

Alternative Sources
However what was just shown was the version of the transfer from the 
architectural history side, one could make a case that there were other 
means and channels that contributed to the widespread adoption of 
modern multi-story factory buildings. As a matter of fact, the influence 
of the USMC in factory design went far beyond the appropriation by 
modern European architects of its headquarters in Beverly, or of the 
technicalities of reinforced concrete construction in Ransome’s treatise, 
and it was the company itself that would disseminate its views on ar-
chitecture directly with the sponsors of new industrial constructions. In 
particular, with the Handbook of Shoe Factory Engineering, a forty-two-
page booklet published in 1916, the USMC summarized clear and con-
crete design guidelines for a modern shoe factory that were the result 
of the experience of the company itself in dealing with the “building 
problem” (Department of Agencies of the United Shoe Machinery Company 1916, 
5) that its clients faced when introducing USMC’s modern machinery. 
Developed and disseminated by the Department of Agencies—the 
department in charge of the sales branches—the booklet established 
a connection between economy and efficiency in manufacturing, the 
requirements of its machines, and the spatial features of the factory. 
In times of an increased demand of mass-produced shoes, the authors 
argued that manufacturing was hampered by old buildings that had 
reached their “logical limit” (Ibid., 5) and that were unable to meet the 
requirements of a modern industry with regard to “light, heat, power, 
equipment, and interior organization” (Ibid., 5). 

As a matter of fact, the USMC promised that should the shoe man-
ufacturer follow the design guidelines presented in the booklet when 
constructing a new factory building, the later would be “ideal in con-
struction and arrangement”  2.04.030  (Ibid., 6).  In spite of its higher cost, 
concrete was the preferred material for the building, as it was fireproof, 
it required low maintenance, and therefore implied lower insurance 
costs, in contrast to, for example, wood. Such “ideal shoe factory” (Ibid., 
6) had to be rectangular in plan—“years of experience have proved that 
a rectangular shaped building… works out to the best advantage” (Ibid., 
8)— preferably fifty feet (15.24 m) wide, divided in two aisles, and a 
maximum length of a thousand feet (304 m). The length, and there-
fore the final square footage, depended on the output and number or 
standard USMC machines needed. Concerning the vertical dimension, 

 2.04.030   Floor plan view of ideal shoe factory        

(Source: Department of Agencies of the United 

Shoe Machinery Company 1916)
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the factory was three-story high—plus a basement. In order to make 
the vertical factory work, the manufacturing process was rationally 
divided and stacked, and materials flowed from top to bottom through 
elevators. With the servant spaces and vertical communication elements 
pushed out of the main volume and organized in buttresses rhythmical-
ly marking one of the facades, the rectangular open plan could be used 
in its entirety with flexibility for manufacturing. 

Flexibility in manufacturing was not only to be achieved by a open 
grid plan, but by the adoption of new sources of power and mobile 
furniture. Electric motors were more flexible and less wasteful when 
compared to long line drives and steam power. On the one hand, the 
need of increased energy required by increased output could be simply 
met by adding a bigger and more powerful motor, meanwhile upgrad-
ing older systems would demand larger investments. On the other, 
electricity reduces waste in fuel and energy lost by friction in belts in 
the transmission of movement, and machines are not anymore bound 
to a fixed location. Besides, further flexibility and changes in the man-
ufacturing process could be attained by the use of standardized metal 
equipment and furniture on casters. Electricity and mobile equipment 
would permit for the total rearrangement of the manufacturing process 
in a short time  2.04.031 . 

Finally, light, ventilation, and a comfortable environment were 
of paramount importance for an ideal factory. In the opinion of the 
engineers of the USMC, the fifty feet width was perfect as it both gave 
more space for storage of shoes in line for operation and guaranteed 
enough natural light in the central section of the plan. However, ade-
quate light and ventilation was also conditioned by a preferred floor-
to-ceiling height of eleven feet and six inches (3.5 m). Furthermore,  as 
“there is no one who will argue that you can have too much light”, the 
building envelope had to be fully glazed (Ibid., 11). Finally, in addition 
to those environmental concerns, the handbook strongly recommends 
the inclusion of facilities in the factory aimed at the “employee’s wel-
fare,” such as restrooms, infirmary, canteen, and rest and recreation 
rooms. For the USMC engineers in Beverly, “it would seem a mistake 
to leave this feature without consideration” (Ibid., 12-13).

To sum up, publications such as the The Handbook of Shoe Fac-
tory Engineering reveals the existence of other means of transmission 
of modern architectural knowledge at the corporate level, ultimately 
shaped by corporate interests. In the end, the USMC advocated for 
modern industrial buildings—the daylight factory— because the adop-
tion of this type would allow for its economic reproduction. Whereas 
the leasing system used by the USMC initially facilitated the adoption 
of new machines by shoe manufacturers, it had limitations and old 
industrial architecture became a limiting factor for the adoption of 
machines by new clients. With the Handbook, the UMSC wanted to 
promote a new type and to invite manufacturers to embrace and be-
come the sponsors of a spatial and energetic architectural scheme that 
was, on the one hand, flexible enough to permit the replacement of old 
machines with the newest models by eliminating the need of additional 
architectural alterations in the factory building, and on the other, em-
bodied the promise of increased efficiency and greater output. 

 2.04.031   Standard appliances for use in shoe factories        

(Source: Department of Agencies of the United 

Shoe Machinery Company 1916)
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Kotěra’s legacy in Bata’s urbanism would extend far beyond the partic-
ular theories and forms in his works in Zlín. That is to say, the events 
at the grounds of the Baťa Villa would not only mark the beginning 
of fruitful collaboration between Tomáš Baťa and Jan Kotěra, but the 
master’s halo-effect, his eminence and prestige, would bias, directly or 
indirectly through his pupils and apprentices, the configuration of the 
network of architects that clustered in Bata’s Building Department. In 
relation to that, and following on Collins and Guillén’s work (2012), the 
existence of a dense and cohesive network of professionals interacting 
around common interests and symbols would be a necessary condition 
for the successful transformation of the process of architectural pro-
duction, one that could take full advantage of the potential to develop 
innovations held by the changes in materials, construction technolo-
gies, and sponsorship; the formation of such network would be closely 
related to Guillén’s initial claim considering the professionalization of 
architecture following the model of the engineering discipline as one 
of the reasons behind the emergence of modern architecture (2006), as 
this transformation made the new professionals more apt to capturing 
the new industrial sponsors and therefore entering the new organiza-
tional bases on which architects could operate. 

Through a biographical pills of the main architects of Zlín after 
Kotěra—focused mainly on their education, work experience, affil-
iations, and informal acquaintances—this section aims: first to go 
beyond the focus on certain individual personalities, and explore to 
what extent the architects working at Bata in the interwar period can 
be portrayed as an underlying dense and cohesive intergenerational 
network; a cluster which would be the result of concatenated prestige 
mainly emanating from Kotěra, and which would become a social plat-
form for breaking inertias, reaffirming shared ideals on modernity and 
functionalism and exchanging cultural capital. Besides, the assessment 
of this network and its downstream would also allow to reveal the rea-
sons behind the low reputation of the Bata project and its architects in 
the mainstream history of modern architecture. Secondly, since changes 
in the professional field have a strong connection with changes in the 
education of architects, the life stories of those working for Bata in Zlín 
will show to what extend professionalization, understood as a shift from 
academicism to technical and engineering-like training, played a role in 
making of Zlín a center of production of modernist architecture. 

The Successor: František Lydie Gahura
As Vladimir Karfík—one of the future architects of Zlín—recalled 
(Novák 2000, 12), among the construction workers of the Baťa Villa was 
one young apprentice bricklayer from Zlín named František Lydie Ga-
hura (1891-1958)  2.04.032 . As told before, Tomáš Bata liked the young 
man, and in 1910 send him to study to the School of Applied Arts 
in Prague with Plečnik. Later, he would become Jan Kotěra’s student 
at the Prague Academy of Fine Arts, at the same time that he assisted 
his master in the Zlín projects. Under his mentorship, Gahura would 
develop a new masterplan for Zlín in 1921. Eventually, after Kotěra’s 
death in 1923, and in spite of being the author of a design that pro-
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voked disgust to Bata himself—the new town hall of Zlín—Gahura 
would become his successor as chief architect of the company, and chief 
architect of the city itself (Horňáková 2006; Svoboda 2011). As it will be 
shown later, Gahura would be the mind behind some of the most im-
portant buildings in Zlín, such as the hospital, the shopping center, the 
Study Institutes, and the monument to Tomáš Baťa. Most importantly, 
he would also be responsible for the master plans for Zlín and its con-
urbation of the 1930s. Besides, he would be the one who would suggest 
inviting Le Corbusier, first as jury for a housing competition, and then 
to spend six weeks in Zlín working on diverse projects in 1935 (Karfík 
1985; Cohen 1980). After the war and the nationalization of the company, 
Gahura would stay in Zlín for some time, and would coauthor the new 
plan of Zlín of 1947. Finally, he would move to Brno in 1949, and die 
in oblivion in 1958 (Horňáková 2006).

The Advisor: Josef Gočár
One of Kotěra’s most successful offsprings, and one of the most import-
ant Czech architects in the twentieth century, Josef Gočár (1880-1945) 
2.04.033 , would act as the company external advisor for architectural and 
urban matters after his master’s death in 1923 (Karfík 1985, 58; Šlapeta 
2009). Gočár was initially trained in the Building Trade School and at 
Kotěra’s studio before finally enrolling in the School of Applied Arts in 
Prague, where again Kotěra would be his teacher; after graduation, he 
would resume working as head of his mentor’s atelier for two years. In 
1908 he would start his own office and a search for new forms of artis-
tic expression, breaking with the sober and rational style of his master. 
Together with Josef Chochol and Pavel Janák—more about the later 
shortly—Gočár would be at the core of the Cubist Group of Visual 
Artists; the House of the Black Madonna, a department store in Prague 
built using reinforced concrete skeleton, is his most important piece of 
this period. After the First World War his style would successively mu-
tate, first to the folk and color of Czech Rondocubism, to Purism, and 
finally Functionalism. In the twenties, he would engender the Associa-
tion of Architects, a group oriented towards purism, formed mainly by 

 2.04.032   František Lydie Gahura and a bust of Tomáš  

Baťa (Source: Horňáková 2006)

 2.04.033   Josef Gočár, external advisor of Bata for archite-

ture (Source: Horňáková & Mikulaštík 2009)
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pupils of Kotěra at the Academy, and publishers of the journal Stavitel. 
Eventually, in 1924 he would take over the position of Jan Kotěra in 
the Academy of Fine Arts (Architectural Association 1988). Most likely due 
to his prestige as successor of Kotěra at the Academy, and probably also 
for his expertise in urban planning—he developed the masterplan and 
numerous buildings in Hradec Králové during 1923 and 1927—Gočár 
worked for Bata as an external architect, with a “special ‘status’” (Karfík 
1985, 58). As it will be described later, his main task at the company 
would be that of developing alternative plans for ideal industrial cities 
in the late 1930s.

Pavel Janák and his Pupils: Antonín Vítek, Robert H. Podzemný 
and Vladimir Kubečka
Some of the names of architects at the Building Department of Bata 
have not transcended the limits of specific studies on the company’s ar-
chitecture, and little is known about their education or life story before 
and after the company. However, their belonging to the cluster of archi-
tects in Zlín may be explained by looking at their upstream network 
and the halo-effect of their masters. In particular this is the case of An-
tonín Vítek, Robert H. Podzemný, and Vladimir Kubečka, who joined 
Bata in 1929, 1930, and 1936 respectively. All of them were alumni of 
the School of Applied Arts in Prague, and in particular, they had been 
students of Pavel Janák (1881-1956)  2.04.034  (Šlapeta 1992). Janák was 
first trained in architecture at the Czech Technical University in Prague, 
and then became a student of Otto Wagner at the Academy of Fine 
Arts of Vienna. Upon his return to Prague in 1908 he would work in 
Jan Kotěra’s office for a year, where he would possibly meet Josef Gočár. 
As said before, as a founding member of the Group of Visual Artists, 
he would become the ideological leader of Czech Cubism (Švácha  1995), 
and later of  Rondocubism. 

In parallel to Gočár’s career, in the twenties Janák would shift to 
functionalism, and for example, would be the author of the masterplan 
and some villas at the Baba Housing Exhibition in Prague (1929-
1933). Possibly as a result of his involvement in this exhibition, Janák 
was called to be member of the jury—together with Le Corbusier, Bo-
huslav Fuchs, Edo Šen, and Jaroslav Syřiště—of the international hous-
ing competition organized by the Bata company in 1935. According 
to Karfík, he also acted as the interpreter of Le Corbusier in his only 
meeting with Jan Antonín Bata (Karfík 1985). As it will be seen later, his 
texts on urban planning would become a reference for the planning of 
industrial settlements by the Bata architects.

As it will be shown in Part Three of this book, His pupils at Bata, 
Vítek, Podzemný, and Kubečka, would have a crucial role in the 
planning and design of the company’s industrial satellite cities in the 
1930s—although Vítek was also involved in the design of stores and 
housing types—but little is known about their later work. Meanwhile 
Vítek disappears from the literature on Bata architecture immediately 
after the Second World War, it is known that Kubečka stayed in Zlín 
and was the author of some urban plans and of the central warehouse 
of the nationalized company (1949-1955), a massive building that 
would mean a break beyond the prototypical Bata factory building. On 

 2.04.034   Pavel Janák, mentor of not-so-well known Bata 
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the contrary, Podzemný emigrated to the USA in 193914 (Weisberg 1941; 
Svoboda 2011). Soon, in 1944, he would make a emotional return to the 
planning of settlements in his home country, as he would be in charge 
of the design of the new plan for the town of Lidice, which had been 
totally razed by the Nazi army in 1942. This work would be done at 
Columbia University’s School of Architecture, together with Leopold 
Arnaud, Professor and Dean of that institution, and Joseph Kalenda, 
member of the Czechoslovak government in exile (Columbia Daily Spectator 
1944; Flint 1984). After that, he would work as an associate in the firm of 
Larimer Rich, university architect at Syracuse (The Post-Standard 1950).

The Maverick: Miroslav Lorenc
Miroslav Lorenc (1896-1943)  2.04.035  relationship with Bata was brief, 
but the singularity, and tragic nature, of his story deserves a special note 
in this account. Lorenc studied in the Czech Engineering School in 
Brno, and after fighting on the war he returned to his studies, this time 
at the Academy of Fine Arts in Prague; here he became pupil of both 
Kotěra and Gočár. After graduation, he worked for several offices, in-
cluding Gočár’s, Janák’s, and most importantly that of Jaromír Krejcar 
(Švácha  2012; Horňáková & Mikulaštík 2009). The figure of his master is key 
to understanding Lorenc’s work, and the avant-garde cultural capital 
that might have brought into Bata’s Building Department in spite of his 
short employment there. 

In fact, Krejkar, apart from being one of the most relevant Czech 
functionalists in the 1920s, member of the Association of Architects, 
and Devetsil—a left-wing association of artists that had Karel Teige as 
leader and spokesman—, had been the editor of the influential publica-
tion Zivot II (Life II), published in 1922 by the Artists Association. The 
issue included an impressive array of contributions and projects by Ilya 
Erenburg, Peter Behrens (“Art and Technology”, illustrated with plans 
and images of the AEG Factory), Le Corbusier (including drawings of 
the Ville contemporaine, the Maison Citrohan, the Immeuble Villa, and 
the text “Architecture et Purisme”), Kotěra, Man Ray, Amédée Ozenfant, 
Karel Teige (“Uměni Přítomnosti” [“The Presence of Art”], “Foto Kino 
Film”), Auguste Perret, among other pieces on art, cinema, Charlie 
Chaplin, Jazz, ocean liners, or poetry, and commercial advertisements 
of L’sprit Nouveau, and Devetsil. Krejcar himself wrote two pieces, one 
on “The Modern Czech Art and Made in America”, the later illustrated 
with photographs of New York’s skyscrapers, typewriters, transatlantic 
ships, and the works of Frank Lloyd Wright (Krejkar 1922).

At Bata, Lorenc—who by then was a member of Devetsil and of the 
Socialist Union of Architects—would try to introduce that same idea of 
modernity as the one in Zivot II, that is, one that celebrated the dy-
namic character of metropolitan life, the iconography industry and its 
streamlined forms, and purist aesthetics. After his work in the planning 
of the school district in Zlín, he would participate in the internal com-
petition for the new Social House (Společenský Dům) with a project that 
in its use of publicity signs and awnings as way of artistic expression 
resonated Krejcar’s Olympic Department Store (Švácha  2012, 87). With 
his proposal not being chosen by the management, and after seeing his 
proposal for the Grand Cinema rejected due to its high budget, Lorenc 

 2.04.035   Miroslav Lorenc  (Source: Horňáková & 
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would abandon the company in 1931 and start his own office in Zlín 
(Švácha  2009, 87-87; Horňáková & Mikulaštík 2009). As Švácha  has noted, in 
this later work Lorenc would successfully introduce in Zlín a missing 
side of modernity, that of “boxy white functionalism” (2012, 86) made 
for the idle urban flâneur. Following his strong political views, in the 
onset of the war, he joined the Czechoslovak resistance agains the Nazi 
occupation. Arrested in 1940 by the Gestapo, he would be imprisoned 
in Wroclaw, and sentenced to death, and killed in 1943 (Horňáková & 
Mikulaštík 2009).

The Starchitect:Vladimir Karfík
If there was an architect at Bata able to overshadow the work of his 
colleagues, including Gahura, in spite of not being under the aura of 
Kotěra, and go down in mainstream architectural history, that was 
Vladimir Karfík (1901-1996)  2.04.036 .15 He studied architecture at the 
Technical University of Prague during 1919 and 1924, having as pro-
fessor the Art Nouveau architect Josef Fanta. Influenced by the publi-
cation of Zivot II, Karfík moves right after graduation to Paris with the 
intention of working for Auguste Perret, but ended up, in an unpaid 
position, at Le Corbusier’s office; there he would participate in the Plan 
Voisin and the Petit Maison d’Artistes. In 1926 he quits his job, travels to 
England, and returns to Prague (Karfík 1985). 

That year, the advisor to the Czech Embassy in the United States, 
in collaboration with he Masaryk Academy of Work, was offering 
internship opportunities for Czech architects and engineers in America; 
Karfík is selected and moves to Chicago. After a first job in Garden, 
Schmidt and Ericsson’s office, he ends up on Holabird & Root, work-
ing on the design of office buildings and skyscrapers. By pure serendip-
ity—involving his cousin, a friend of her, a Wallachian folk art store, 
Frank Lloyd Wright and his slavic girlfriend of the time—he ended up 
in Taliesin in 1928 (Ibid.). 

Eventually, in 1929, once Karfík had left his job at Wright’s studio, 
and with an offer to work in the project of the Rockefeller Center in 
New York, Jan Antonín Baťa would visit Chicago, announcing open 
positions for architects in his company. He would chose Bata instead of 
Rockefeller, and in Zlín he would become the architect in charge of the 
“non-standard elements” (Ibid., 54), that is the architectural objects with 
higher significance (Ibid.). A year later, in 1930, he would become the 
chief architect at the Building Department of Bata. In his time in Zlín 
he would build, among others, the Social Houses of Zlín and Otrokov-
ice, several housing types, and most importantly, the Administration 
Building, or the Bata skyscraper. After the war, Karfík would leave the 
nationalized company to teach at the Faculty of Architecture at the 
Technical University of Bratislava (Architectural Association 1988).

The Disrupter: Jiří Voženílek 
Given his ideological background, it is difficult to think of Jiří 
Voženílek  2.04.037  as the typical architect working for such a capitalist 
undertaking as sophisticated as Bata, however, his figure would be in 
fact key in the turbulent years of the World War II and its aftermath. 
Once he graduated from the College of Architecture and Civil Engi-

 2.04.036   Vladimir Karfík, before Bata he toured the 
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neering in Prague in 1933, he formed, together with Karel Janů and Jiří 
Štursa, the Progressive Architectural Group (Pokroková Architektonická 
Skupina, PAS), a collective moving in the leftist intellectual circles of 
Prague, focused on Teige’s ideas of scientific functionalism and Sovi-
et avant-garde trends in architecture and planning, such as collective 
house typology and the linear city. For Švácha, the work of PAS was a 
mix of “technocratism, flat mechanical materialism and vulgar sociol-
ogism” which method based on pseudo scientific diagrams and graphs 
exuded a “pataphysical character” (as quoted in Všetečka 2013, 50). After 
working in irrelevant architectural offices in Prague, and participating 
in 1935 in the Bata housing competition, a year later Voženílek would 
apply for a job at the company, probably fascinated by the amount of 
work done in Zlín in the field of industrial city planning and workers’ 
housing. He would start working for Bata in 1937 (Svoboda 2011).

Following a time in Croatia, where he worked in the construction 
of an industrial town, in 1940 he would join the team of architects 
in Zlín, led by Vladimir Karfík (Svoboda 2011). According to Karfík, 
Voženílek was an “independent, a very good designer, in the scientific 
and technical direction, intelligent, having a wide scope. He has an 
inclination towards planning towns” (as quoted in ibid. 2011, 39). And 
indeed, as it will be presented later on, in coincidence with a change in 
the views on urbanism by the management of the company, he would 
have a pivotal role in the change of direction in the planning of Bata 
industrial satellites in the 1940s.

After the war, and with the company being nationalized by the 
communist regime, Voženílek would be appointed director of the 
Building Department. From this position, he would break with some 
of the assumptions defining the urbanism and architecture of Zlín: for 
the reconstruction of the factory complex after the allied bombing he 
would alter the prototypical Bata module; in the masterplan for Zlín 
of 1947—developed with Gahura, Karfík, Kubečka, and Vítek—mass 
housing and prefabrication16 would replace the typical low density 
garden settlements; and finally, the corridor linking Zlín with Otrokov-
ice would be redesigned in a way reminiscent of Le Corbusier’s pro-
posal (Všetečka 2013). Before leaving to Prague to direct Stavoprojekt in 
1949—the centralized spatial planning unit of the new Czechoslovak 
government—Voženílek swan’s song in Zlín would be the collective 
house, a building along the lines of Ginzburg’s Narkomfin in which 
the architect would use his version of the Bata skeleton to create a 
twelve-story block of apartments with areas for “common home oper-
ations” (as quoted in Svoboda 2011, 126) and a wing containing a day care 
center and a kindergarten. 

Bata’s network
This account has not in any way tried to be exhaustive, and many other 
of Bata’s architects could have been included. Together with many other 
employees of the Building Department, such as Miroslav Drofa, stellar 
figures of Modern architecture were involved in one way or another in 
the development of Zlín, including Josef Štěpánek, Bohuslav Fuchs, 
Adolf Benš, Ludvík Kysela—who collaborated in the design of the 
famous Bata store in Wenceslas Square in Prague—, and above all Le 

 2.04.037   Jiří Voženílek, a communist in Bata territory 
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Corbusier. In particular, the case of the Swiss architect and his activities 
in Zlín was thoroughly described by Cohen in Rassegna (1980), and 
given that his figure will still continuously re-emerge along the pages of 
the coming chapters, for the sake of not being reiterative, hit portrait 
has been omitted in this section. 

The previous biographical notes provide evidence that respond to 
the initial questions posed in this section. On the one hand, it is clear 
that most of the key actors linked to architectural production at Bata 
were formed at engineering or technical schools, or at least were trained 
by other architects who had had that education. On the other, it is clear 
that around Bata a cluster of architects with a very specific background 
and connections was form  2.04.038 . First, it emphasizes a strong down-
stream network of prestige emanating from Kotěra, and in a second 
degree from his most eminent pupils, that might explain the successive 
hirings and subsequent modernist composition of the Building Depart-
ment in Bata. Secondly, that situation led to the formation of a strong 
and cohesive horizontal network of practitioners, all of them sharing 
direct or indirect links with those architects, groups, journals, associa-
tions, or symbols representing the shift to modernist thinking. Besides, 
building the Bata network permits to confirm the importance of bridge 
ties, that is, nodes of the network that create a link to external clusters; 
the figures of Karfík or Voženílek is a clear evidence of the contribution 
of such links in providing external intellectual capital and support for 
the architectural production in a given node. Finally, the section has 
provided evidence of the importance of a strong downstream network 
able to successfully pass on collective knowledge and symbols, and 
extend the influence of an emergent cluster of architectural and urban 
innovations. Given the sometimes tragic conditions imposed by the 
Second World War to Bata’s architects and the isolation of the Commu-
nist regimes in the East, it comes as a no surprise that the case of Bata 
has remained on the fringe of mainstream architectural history. 

 2.04.038   Josef Gočár and Vladimir Karfík show a design 
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Along its five narratives, Chapter Four has presented the key ideals, 
models, and agents that constitute the foundations on which the urban 
transformation of Zlín was based. Based on a study of the sources, 
buildings, and people that Tomáš Baťa encountered and admired 
during the formative years of his company, and their expanded contexts 
and ramifications, it has been possible to distill specific architectural 
and urban “institutions” that eclectically overlap and merge, subse-
quently casting Bata’s architecture and urbanism. 

Utopian literature, and the figure of Jan Kotěra are the two eminent 
sources of themes that would remain embeded in Bata’s urban envi-
ronment. First, unfolding the references to utopian literature explicitly 
made by Baťa, namely Tolstoy and Zola, issues of of self-sufficiency, 
hierarchy, individuality and collectivity, the machine, and the gar-
den come to light taking specific forms: individual houses organically 
distributed amidst greenery, clearly set aside centralized communal 
programs and great works of engineering as industrial facilities, forming 
a commune based on cooperation and scientific progress. Moreover, in 
contrast to the technical rationality of the collective spaces, the design 
of housing resigns to machinistic aesthetics and communal solutions, 
and welcomes individual expression and traditional family structures. 

Second, synthesizing these issues around social reform and urban 
space in a concrete technical solution, Kotěra introduces in Zlín a 
particular urban ideal, the Garden City, and with it, its specific design 
features, urban regulations, architectural typologies, and landscape idea. 
Furthermore, Kotěra decisively determined the preferred typological 
choice for dwelling: family housing, confirming a long-term commit-
ment with both Zola’s and Garnier’s ideal cities, and in line with Eu-
ropean-wide trends on workers’ housing. Finally, Kotěra brought with 
himself modernist architecture, not just through his work, but thanks 
to his aura of eminence. Kotěra, an institution in itself, inadvertently 
triggered a chain of hires and incorporations of modernist architects to 
the Bata works. Trained in a science and engineer, they provided with 
the solutions to recreate in Zlín a technical utopia based on modern 
notions of functional zoning and regional planning.

America, in turn, would be the origin of the dominant structural, 
dimensional, and typological myth. American industrial architecture, 
namely the so-called daylight factory, would be enthusiastically adopted 
as the ideal model representing greater efficiency and competitive ad-
vantage over other manufactures. Despite its radically different, purely 
utilitatian, origin, the type would enter quickly in resonance with those 
images of magnificently clear workshops of the utopian new industrial 
world to be replicated by modern architecture and engineering.

As stated in the introduction to this second part, architecture and 
urbanism, as ensembles of ideals, forms, typologies, rules, or modes of 
practice, are formed by institutions. As such, to society, some might 
be more highly regarded or proved successful than others. External-
ly legitimated, they might be adopted by other organizations to find 
their own legitimation in the context they operate on. All the previous 
themes, ideals, models, types—urban utopias, Kotěra, the Garden City, 
the worker’s cottage, the daylight factory, and modernism—were, in 
their time, legitimated architectural and urban institutions, solutions 
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that seemed the most suitable, social, or efficient to solve the problems 
of industry, space and urbanization. Being Tomáš Baťa a direct wit-
ness of their advantages over other themes to solve shared difficulties, 
their institutionalization is not surprising. Nonetheless, why they were 
adopted, and in what way, will be better understood after studying in 
depth the characteristics of the Bata System of Management, and the 
architecture and urbanism of Zlín after 1924. 

Notes
1 Vavrecka, H. (1942) “Comments on the construction of an industrial colony”, Moravský zemský archiv v 

Brně, Státní okresní archiv Zlín, fond Baťa, a.s., Zlín, sign XV, kart. 1671, inv. c. 13, fol. 79.

2 This hypothesis makes sense, as Marie was the daughter of the administrator of the Royal Library in 

Vienna and was well educated and well connected with in both  Prague’s and Vienna’s society, as Cekota 

described (1968, 92). In the official story, Baťa gets all the credit, an the first architect of the villa, by 

František Novák, is ignored: “He resolved never again to build anything with anyone but the top experts 

and artists in the field. Thus seven years later when he wanted to build his own home he invited the great 

Czech architect, Kotěra, from Prague, to design it for him…. Kotěra accepted the invitation and… the 

final result was a credit to both” (Cekota 1968, 65). Eventually the house will keep some folk motives. The 

house was decorated with murals by Kysela depicting “a large picture of the old rural town of Zlín, nestling 

in its mountainous valley, was painted on the ceiling of the entrance hall, and beautiful ceiling ornaments 

with motifs from Slavic folk art decorated the ceilings of the bedrooms”(Ibid., 95).

3 This is the subtitle of probably the most important contemporary monograph and revision of his work: 

Jan Kotěra: The Founder of Modern Czech Architecture 1871-1923 (Šlapeta [ed.] 2003)

4 Kotěra traveled to England and then supported the the exhibition Karlsruher Gardenstadtgesellschaft of 

1910 in Prague (Šlapeta 2001a)

5 Baťa in his memories recalls that the first time he faced  the problem of housing was in 1912, when 

Kotěra designed for him  a street of family dwellings. Houses were grouped in small blocks, rows of 6 or 8, 

each house having garden in front and courtyard on the rear.

6 For Šopák (2003, 365) the sketch can be dated in 1915, although then the image footnote refers to it as 

a 1918 plan.

7 Some with mansard roofs, some with flat roofs (Šopák 2003).

8 Umělecko-průmyslová škola, UMPRUM, translated as “Technical University” by Novák (2000, 12) and 

now known as Prague Academy of Arts, Architecture, and Design.

9 See Švácha 1995 & Blau & Platzer 1999.

10 As said before, the discussion on the “national style” was a hot topic of debate in the architectural 

scene at the turn of the century, and critics like Madl advocated in 1899 for moving away from “Viennese 

banality” and developing a new style based on Czech folk heritage (Vybíral 2006, 207), and in fact, vegetal 

ornamentation together with folk references inundated the first wave of the modern style in the Czech 

region, as previously seen with regard to the early works of Jan Kotěra.

11 Stavitel (The Builder), was published by the Association of Architects (Sdruzeni architektu), pupils of 

Kotěra and Gočár.

12 Devetsil was a left wing association of all sort of creative artists, founded 1920.

13 The factory building which was actually erected in Zlín in 1906 was an adaptation of such blueprint, 

since it ended up becoming a three-story structure. (Ševeček 2009; Novák 2008).

14 There are plans signed by him with date of November 12, 1939. See: “Vlnitý systém pasení stáda”, 

Moravský zemský archiv v Brně, Státní okresní archiv Zlín, fond Baťa, a.s., Zlín, DVD 2, img. 1177 c.

15 Karfík himself gave a compelling narrative of his life in an interview by Vladimir Šlapeta and Stefan 

Slachta published in Parametro in 1985.

16 See Zarecor 2011.







Given the way that physical planning and industrial management 
would intertwine in Zlín, specially in the 1920s, as anticipated in the 
previous chapter with the entering of Tomáš Baťa in municipal poli-
tics, it makes sense to spend some time reviewing the features of the 
so-called Bata System of Management. In fact, getting to know the 
client’s methods might be a reasonable first step to understanding the 
meanings embedded in the forms projected by the architect’s working 
for the concern. The following chapter will give a critical account of 
the characteristics that best define the Bata system of management in 
order to better understand the structure and culture of the company. 
The description will rely basically on the testimonies of four men: 
Antonín Cekota, the narrator of the Bata company’s official history; 
Paul Devinat, a envoy of the International Labour Office who sent to 
Zlín in 1929, and subsequently reported extensively on his field work; 
Hyacinthe Dubreuil, a French syndicalist concerned with the problems 
of modern work—and the author of one of Le Corbusier’s bedside’s 
book (Lange 2002); and Philipp Rudolph, a German journalist that 
became Bata’s bête noire after publishing a pitiless attack. Starting with 
the role of standardization and mechanization in the manufacture at 
Bata’s shop, the chapter will follow with an account on the system of 
workshop autonomy—Bata’s signature feature—vertical integration, 
the characteristics of the profit-sharing schemes, and the company’s 
active welfare policies; the chapter will conclude with a summary of the 
fundamental aspects of Bata’s management. 

Chapter 5
The Bata System of Management

[left] Covers of Der unbekannte Diktator Thomas Bat’a 

(1928), International Labor review (1930), and L’exemple 

de Bat’a (1936)



 2.05.001   Conveyor belt in a shoe assembly workshop 

(Source: Cekota 1929)

 2.05.002   Mechanized footwear production  workshop 

(Source: Zlín ve fotografii 1937)
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To increase output, the Bata company had to perfect methods in mass 
production through the fabrication and assembly of interchangeable 
parts, and the introduction of heavy mechanization. In his business, 
Baťa aimed to get the best product to the final client, and to make 
the most out of his men (Cekota 1968). The first objective demanded a 
system that could guarantee the same quality and characteristics in all 
shoes that left the workshops, and the second demanded methods that 
could increase the speed of performance of the employees. The solution 
to both passed in first place through simplification, normalization, and 
the use of interchangeable pieces for the manufacturing of his models 
(Ibid.). Before beginning the production of the models of the next sea-
son, three special workshops—employing Bata’s best workers—worked 
in decomposing the products in easily reproducible pieces—outsoles, 
insoles, counters, welts, shanks, heel pieces, etc.—forming the upper 
and soles. Then they developed the designs for all sizes and variations of 
the model, and the product was then ready for mass production (Devinat 
1930a), and for an extensive division of labor. An autonomous depart-
ment stamped the pieces in leather following patterns that allowed for 
the maximum optimization of the material without waste. Finally, once 
the parts were numbered, they were sent to the assembly workshops 
(Philipp 1928), where machine operators standing around a conveyor belt 
would finish the work  2.05.001 .

The use and constant redesign of a wide variety of modern shoe 
manufacturing machines became necessary to keep raising the produc-
tivity of the workshops. In spite of the variety of existing shoe manufac-
turing machines, the leasing system forced by machine manufacturers 
made it difficult to replace old machines before the end of the contract 
or forbid to use simultaneously machines from competing brands (Mi-
randa 2006). As soon as the conditions afforded it, Bata broke with the 
leasing system and purchased and produced its own machines (Cekota 
1968). As Cekota explained, the machines in the workshops were the 
most technically advanced of its time, and the old ones were quickly 
replaced by new ones as soon as they became available. Both existing 
and new machines were improved or  redesigned by the company, and 
their operators were invited to submit their proposals or ideas for such 
matters. On the one hand, those improvements aimed at producing 
the maximum effect with the minimum physical strain for the worker.  
On the other, they had the clear goal of reducing manufacturing and 
labor costs to the minimum (Devinat 1930a). In addition, the design of 
the machines themselves increased the resilience and flexibility of the 
workshops. The machines themselves were composed of interchange-
able parts, so alterations and repairs could be done quickly by the 
company engineers to reduce the impact of breakdowns (Cekota 1968). 
Furthermore, they all worked with individual electric motors, and were 
placed on moving platforms. This way, in case of a sudden change in 
the production needs, e.g. manufacturing a new model, the workshop 
could be rapidly rearranged (Zelený 2010). All in all, in the adoption of 
the latest technology, and the emphasis on flexible layouts reflects a 
belief in continuous change, transformation, and growth, for which 
manufacturing spaces should be prepared  2.05.002 . 

Standardization 
and Mechanization
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The Limits of Machines
However, addressing the human factor remained an essential part of the 
system, as the simplification of the tasks in the process of manufactur-
ing that came as a result of introducing new mechanical devices did not 
reach full automation 2.05.003. On the one hand, in his studies on the 
mechanization of the European shoe manufacturing industry, Miran-
da (2006) showed that the shoe as a product had features that made it 
difficult to achieve a total de-skilling of labor. Scientific management, 
mechanization, and standardization did have an effect in increasing 
productivity, but the industry remained labor intensive and even some 
specific procedures and shoe types—leather shoes for instance—still re-
quired highly skilled workers. On the other hand, as mentioned before, 
integrating the rest of the workers in a system based in mechanical and 
repetitive work required additional incentives from the management 
in order to have its employees coordinated and alert at all times by the 
conveyor belt. Dividing the workforce in teams working autonomously, 
establishing the system of collective piece wages for most of workers, 
and rewarding with extra profits its best employees, allowed Baťa to 
retain the necessary co-operation of both skilled and unskilled workers. 

 2.05.003   “Hands and Machines” (Source: Cekota 1935)
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Workshop Autonomy The principle of workshop autonomy was Tomáš Baťa’s answer to the 
conflict between capital and labor in a gigantic modern manufacturer. 
As it became clear in the pages of Waste in Industry and in the presen-
tations at the PIMCO in 1924 presented in Chapter Three, the main 
challenge for managers after World War I was to develop in the workers 
a sense of reciprocal interest in the profit of industrial undertakings. 
Constant stimulation, and making the workers feel part of the produc-
tive process through fostering their creativity and craftsmanship was 
also fundamental to reduce their resistance to adopting modern meth-
ods, namely a rigid division of labor and the complete mechanization 
of the manufacturing process. 

Indeed, the idea of industrial co-operation between management 
and labor was in vogue in the post-war years. Doležalová (2013) men-
tions how some of the most prominent Czech economic thinkers, such 
as Frantizek Modrácek and Josef Macek defended ideas of ‘self-govern-
ment of work’ and co-operative schemes. However, meanwhile discus-
sions on this topic were commonplace at the theoretical level, already 
in spring 1924 the directors at Bata were putting in place a system 
of management that aimed at those goals. Cekota (as quoted in Devinat 
1930a) made explicit the adoption of such agenda when explaining the 
reasons behind the introduction of the system of workshop autonomy 
in the BSC: 

Workshop autonomy is Thomas Bata’s vital and fundamental achievement. The 
guiding principle of his organization is the transformation of the worker’s mental-
ity—from a man whose wages are his only interest, he becomes a collaborator in 
the undertaking…. To effect this transformation, the worker must be given scope 
for initiative in the matter of production….
[E]specially with the modern division of labour, personal responsibility for the 
work done is abolished, and relation between worker and employer are limited 
to the number of pieces delivered and the calculation of wages…. The solitary 
worker does not in the least concern himself with the interests of the whole group 
of workshops…. That the productive methods of the old-time handicraftsman 
did not give remarkable results is clear, but they did at least foster individual 
initiative….
Thomas Bata, who started in the humblest way in a handicraftsman’s workshop, 
had never overlooked the value and utility of this kind of responsibility. He has 
tried to create a similar system of work that would allow everyone, even the 
operative in a large factory, to work with the same application, the same desire 
for economy—in time, energy, and material—and the same responsibility as the 
independent head of an undertaking who is paid in proportion to his output. He 
has tried to perfect a system under which everyone employed in the undertak-
ing would be bound to the others by economic bonds, and could exchange his 
half-finished or finished products for another’s.

Baťa’s Marketplace
The system of autonomy of workshops basically transformed the Bata 
concern in a collection of 250 independent companies transacting 
business with each other, with its top management acting as the visible 
hand regulating its internal market. Each one of those 250 units was 
under the responsibility of a head of department who acted as Bata’s 
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“tenant” (Cekota 1928). The work of each department was executed 
following a yearly plan developed by the company, detailed by calendar 
day, which set the goals based on a forecast of sales (Ibid., 181). Every 
unit acted as an independent contractor offering products or services to 
other units at a profit. At the same time, the unit needed to lease or buy 
from other units—also working at a profit—whatever it required for its 
own functioning. Such needs were not only limited to raw materials or 
shoes, but also energy, machinery, repairs, water, or even space (Ibid.). 
Paul Devinat (1930a) explained how the company paid for the wages of 
the regular workers and credited their workshop with a fixed amount 
per pair of shoes, which in turn allowed the manager to debit the work-
shop’s account with its operating expenses, that is, the costs of services 
offered by other units—or in other words, with Bata’s overhead costs. 

For any department, profit could be just the result of an increased 
output with respect to the given plan, or of a reduction of its manufac-
turing costs caused by a more efficient use of materials or equipment. 
However, poor quality or delays could lead to the non-acceptance of 
products from one unit by the next one in the flow of production, and 
consequently to a conflict between autonomous units. In that case, 
impartial arbitrators would settle an agreement between the parts, and 
could decide, if necessary, the return of defective materials, and there-
fore the affected workshop would not gain any profit at all (Cekota 1928; 
Devinat 1930a). In addition, the Bata company retained 50 percent of the 
worker’s weekly profit as a security, in a deposit crediting 10 percent 
yearly. In sum, for Devinat (Ibid., 60-61) the rule of the system was clear: 
“to assign to each department its share of costs and profits, with an elas-
tic margin that shall stimulate the managing staff to increase output, 
not only by the desire for gain, but also by the fear of loss.”

A Perfect Organism
Certainly, the division of the company structure in autonomous work-
shops or departments had positive effects in improving the relationship 
between labor and management, increasing profit, and protecting the 
undertaking against contingency.  Devinat (Ibid.) pointed at the instru-
mentality of the system of autonomous workshops in facilitating the 
introduction of mass production in a locality with no industrial past. 
Promoting competition and collective responsibility was a mechanism 
to train the workers, create homogeneous teams, and achieve a regular 
output. As Cekota (1968, 182) stated, the system of autonomous work-
shops “released…[in the workers] the urge to act on the spot to protect 
their interests and while doing this, to protect ultimately the company’s 
interest—the profit.” To illustrate the success of the system, Devinat 
(1930a) described how in three months a workshop increased its pro-
ductivity in a 66 percent, reducing simultaneously 15 percent of its 
employees. He went on by explaining how by guaranteeing the output 
per workshop, the company had the possibility of drafting, and accom-
plishing, long term plans, eliminating stocks, reducing cost prices, and 
securing fixed selling prices. In addition, and as mentioned before, the 
system also spread laterally the operating expenses of the undertaking, 
and provided with mechanisms of protection against defective produc-
tion. Hyacinthe Dubreuil (1936) appraised the system of autonomous 
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workshops—or cell-type workshops as he described them in an organic 
analogy—for providing with a method of “vertical accounting” (Ibid., 
121)—term used in analogy with vertical integration—that permitted 
to identify, isolate, and resolve with immediacy any abnormality or loss 
occurred in the chain of transactions between departments. 

The Sword of Damocles
Nonetheless, the system of autonomy of workshops generated criticisms 
that questioned the real degree of independence of the departments 
from the central financial and commercial control, and observed the 
redistribution of risk among department managers and other workers. 
With no doubt, the most fierce critique to the system of autonomous 
workshops has been attributed (Cekota 1968; Cohen 1980; Steinführer 
2009) to German journalist Rudolph Philipp. In his view, the autono-
my of the units was only “formal” and  a “farce” (Philipp 1928, 211), as 
the company’s planning department and directors were the ones that 
ultimately decided the share of costs and profits of each workshop at 
their discretion. The objectivity of the transactions between units is also 
questioned by Philipp. On the one hand, he stated that the external 
arbitrators mediating in the exchange were nothing else that a imper-
sonation of the boss, following directives that changed upon economic 
contingency. On the other, he doubted about the independence of the 
department managers and the common assumption that they worked 
as independent entrepreneurs in the process of exchange, as purchasing 
and selling prices were ultimately decided by the boss. In any case or 
the other, it was the boss who had total control over the process. Final-
ly, he denounced the resulting randomness in the share of profit result-
ing of that ultimate control from the top, describing the uncertainties 
in the process as a “sword of Damocles” (Philipp 1928, 215) that inevita-
bly goaded in the department managers a concern for the company’s 
interests. As a consequence of such harsh criticism, Bata filed a legal 
process against Philipp in 1928. Subsequently, the book was taken out 
of circulation during litigation, and then it was required in the sentence 
to eliminate some of the most polemic paragraphs in the following 
editions of this work (Steinführer 2009, 109). 

As a matter of fact, Philipp was not alone in identifying problems 
with the system of autonomy of workshops, as other commentators 
also pointed later, and even argued for, the very same issues. In his 
serious analysis of the Bata company, Devinat (1930a) admitted that 
the independence of the workshops was relative, that is, restricted to 
maintaining a sound bookkeeping. For him, it was clearly Baťa himself 
who assigned resources and decided the part in the profit given to each 
unit. Besides, the reporter exposed the heavy weight of the responsibil-
ity assigned to the shop managers, as compared with the possibilities of 
gaining profit. The daily production goals of his department were set 
by the central management and he needed to be always ready to take 
the workshop to its maximum projected productivity if requested from 
the top, under risk of loss of part of his earnings in the profit in case of 
breach of the contract with other units. Moreover, he had to control 
that, in spite of increased speed, production was faultless, under risk of 
rejection of the goods by the next department in the chain. Having said 
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that, Devinat took some importance away from the element of risk and 
uncertainty in the system, as it did not affect the fixed part of the salary 
of the manager. In contrast to Devinat, Dubreuil (1936) justified the 
system’s shortcomings and stated that autonomy could be only relative, 
as in the end, for a big company to succeed and stick to its production 
schedule, a top-down “orchestration” (Ibid., 97) of activities was needed. 
Given that transactions between departments were not based on cash 
but countable operations, and that profit was limited and regulated, 
he acknowledged that ultimately the system was a “sort of game” (Ibid., 
103) to stimulate the workers. Even the “sword of Damocles” (Ibid., 104) 
denounced previously by Phillip became for Dubreuil a valid mecha-
nism of self-regulation in the system against faulty cooperation between 
departments.That is, if an obstinate workshop manager made it difficult 
to reach an agreement on prices, or if he tried to fool his “customer” 
(Ibid., 104) with lower quality products, the system had mechanisms for 
dispute settlement and punishment. 

 2.05.007   Bata airport and Bata-made planes in Baťov 

(Source: Zlín ve Fotografii 1937)

 2.05.006   [right] Company dairy (Source: Cekota 1935)

 2.05.005   [left] Company managed slaughterhouse  

(Source: Cekota 1935)
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As other modern enterprises did, the Bata company followed strate-
gies of vertical concentration to reduce costs and gain full control of 
the production and distribution of its goods. The thirty-two buildings 
in the Zlín’s factory precinct did not host just assembling workshops, 
but a total of 250 departments dealing with all sort of auxiliary tasks 
forming a vast marketplace where goods and services were debited and 
credited to each other. These included, but were not limited to, a paper 
mill and cardboard factory, a printing plant, a publishing house, a 
construction department, a store furniture factory, chemical industries, 
engineering and machine-repairing workshops, electric motor factories, 
hosiery mills, a rubber processing factory, power plants  2.05.004 , a saw-
mill, brickworks, tanneries—the largest and most advanced in Europe 
in those times— a slaughterhouse  2.05.005 , and a dairy  2.05.006  (Philipp 
1928; Devinat 1930a; Cekota 1968). 

The purchasing and sales department extended the concentration 
of corporate functions to both extremes of the manufacturing process. 
Bata’s control on a extensive network of chain stores and representatives 
guaranteed a regular outlet for its products, and the selling estimates 
were the basis for the calculations leading to the season’s purchasing 
and manufacturing plans. As Devinat (1930a) explained, the existence of 
such pre-established plan and a regular output allowed his purchasing 
department to create positive synergies with the suppliers and manu-
facturers of raw or semi-finished materials—raw hides, textiles, rubber, 
etc. On the one hand, as Bata set specific dates to the purchase of large 
amounts of materials along several months, the company could benefit 
from special prices and a assured supply in the exact moment when 
production needed it. On the other, working de facto under Bata’s plan 
prompted the subcontractors to organize their own work and purchas-
es securely under a rational long-term plan. That author (Ibid., 55) also 
explained how, given that the buying of raw materials had the highest 
expense in the manufacturing costs—up to an 80 percent—by deal-
ing directly with the supplier and offering a continuous high volume 
of demand, the Bata concern managed to ultimately control de price 
of the different commodities. Furthermore, following a foreseeable 
plan allowed to reduce the time those materials were in stock, and the 
expenses that entailed. 

The network of subcontractors and degree of the diversification 
within the company units grew with the time in both geographical 
scale and scope: raw hides were purchased in South America, India, 
Russia, and even company-owned farms overseas; wood came from 
forests in the Carpathians and later from its own forests; and coal came 
from mines in Upper Silesia (Philipp 1928; Devinat 1930a); eventually, the 
company would also end up owning its own mining town1 connected 
to Zlín by a navigable canal (Staňková 2013); Bata’s own trains, railroads, 
trucks, airplanes  2.05.007 , and ships  2.05.008  (Philipp 1928; Cekota 1968) per-
mitted the distribution of goods and people; agricultural lands, farms, 
sugar factories were purchased and reorganized to guarantee the supply 
of foodstuff and dairy for the company’s stores and canteens (Philipp 
1928; Devinat 1930a; Cekota 1968). In sum, the Bata shoe company became 
a huge multiunit enterprise with world-wide ramifications that man-
aged landscapes, natural resources, and infrastructures. 

 Vertical Integration

 2.05.008   Bata cargo ships in a South American port 

(Source: Cekota 1935)

 2.05.004   Electric power and heating plant in Zlín  

(Source: Cekota 1929)
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Although in the beginning welfare policies in Bata began as a reac-
tion to the hard times of World War I, as the company kept growing 
throughout the next decade, its ideas of welfare diversified in their 
scope and goals. That is, if at first the actions responded to the urgency 
of satisfying the basic needs of a population in a context of first war 
and then postwar backwardness, scarcity and rationing, in the twenties 
the company would develop a comprehensive and transformative social 
program covering all aspects of a modern life, including education, 
health, leisure, and domestic life.  

Educating for Industry
Baťa’s ideas on education rejected the established models of schools 
and aimed at their modernization, with a specific focus on the training 
of men and women for the industrial life. Baťa criticized how existing 
schools were “designed to teach what has been invented in the past” (as 
quoted in Cekota 1968, 271) and called for a model that fostered learning 
by doing. By working in the real world, that is, in his factory work-
shops, he aimed to recover the idea of apprenticeship to teach future 
industrial labor (Ibid.), as Ford was doing in Detroit. Devinat (1930b) 
added some pragmatism to the rational behind such educational ideal 
and argued that, given the remote location of his factory and the spec-
ificity of his methods, establishing a system aimed at the formation of 
future workers became an obligation.

Young men and women learned all sort of practical skills, capitalist 
economic values, and gender roles. During the course of three years, 
boys got acquainted of the work in the factory under a very strict disci-
pline. Although they rotated in the different departments of the com-
pany, special emphasis was given to the passage through the assembling 
workshops, as everyone had to become acquainted with the specifics of 
shoe manufacturing (Ibid.). In addition, they were given lessons in arith-
metics, accounting, public speaking, languages; the practice of gymnas-
tics and sports was also part of their learning experience (Ibid.; Cekota 
1968). In contrast, girls learned how to cook—understood as the 
“science to improve the health” (Ibid., 196)—, to raise children’s proper-
ly, and to economically manage the household. Young women had to 
become “desirable as brides” (Ibid., 196) morally, socially, and economi-
cally. More importantly, the system instilled the apprentices into thrift 
and economic independence by obliging them to keep a “personal year 
book” (Ibid., 280) in which they had to track all their daily expenditures 
as a way of encouraging savings. 

Well-cared, Well-fed
The improvement of the hygiene and physical conditions of Bata’s 
industrial workers held a prominent position in the welfare politics of 
the company. Devinat (1930b) explained that industrial safety was one 
to the issues that raised higher concerns for the management, and, that 
to that end, a medical department worked on the prevention, research, 
and treatment of the most common injuries occurred in the workshops. 
Among other elements, ventilation  2.05.009 , lighting, furniture, and 
work speed were taken into consideration as factors to avoid fatigue 
and accidents at work. A company hospital, built in 1927, expand-

Welfare Policies: 
Education, Health,

and Leisure

 2.05.009   Suction flues for dust “keep the air in the work-

rooms clean” (Source: Cekota 1936)
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ed the scope of medical attention, as it was not limited to industrial 
health, but also to worker’s family members, and outsiders  2.05.010 . Not 
surprisingly, the hospital was far from a charitable foundation—again 
inspired in Ford and E-J’s model—and as any other of the dozens of 
autonomous departments, it had to sustain itself. Worker’s expenses 
were subtracted from their health insurance, and external users had to 
pay for the services in proportion to their economic means (Ibid.).

Besides, healthy eating and drinking was actively encouraged by the 
social department of the company. Devinat (Ibid.) described how this 
department dealt with the issue of promoting a healthy and hygienic 
lifestyle. First of all, alcohol was banned; no beer bottle was to be ever 
found in the company stores, and alcoholic workers were fired. Milk 
and fruit were offered as alternatives. Regarding food, as mentioned in 
the previous subsection, supplies for the company stores and canteens 
2.05.011  was provided by its own farms, making produce, poultry, eggs, 
and meat cheaper and accessible to the workers. The quality of the 
meals at the restaurant was controlled by members of the social depart-
ment, but most importantly, this department also supervised women at 
their homes, educating them on hygiene and household management. 

In Good Shape
The social department at Bata also managed other facilities related to 
the physical and mental well-being of the workers. For the Bata compa-
ny, gymnastics and sports were the roads to health and vigor. In Ce-
kota’s view, sporting increased the worker’s “capital” (1928, 116) and his 
chances of profit. The Bata Sports Club offered spaces and playgrounds 
for everything imaginable just by paying a very low contribution; gym-
nastics, football, boxing, handball, tennis, athletics, ice-skating, skying 
were among the sporting activities available  2.05.013   2.05.013 . In fact, 
Devinat (1930b) pointed at the importance of such physical activities as 
a way of reinforcing the feeling of belonging and shared goals among 
workers  2.05.014 . In addition to that, workers also had access to the most 
modern and sophisticated entertainment of the time: cinema. However, 
its use was not free of intentions, as the daily program of movies was 
curated with the purpose of offering content which was pedagogical 
and oriented to the values of the company.  

 2.05.010   Anesthesiologist in an operation room in the Bata     

hospital (Source: Cekota 1929)

 2.05.011   Factory canteen (Source: Cekota 1929)

 2.05.012   Gymnastic hall  (Source: Cekota 1936)  2.05.013   Children playground  (Source: Cekota 1929)  2.05.014   Sports meeting of the Bata Shool of Work 

(Source: Cekota 1936)
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In his address to the workers in April 11, 1924, Tomáš Baťa (as quoted in 
Cekota 1968, 176) announced the new system of profit sharing: 

… We are granting you a share of the profit, not because we feel a need to spread 
the money among the workers, or just from the goodness of our hearts….we 
want… to further reduce our manufacturing costs…. Our products are still to 
expensive and the worker’s earnings to low. Therefore, we are granting you a share 
of the “profit” achieved and accounted in the workshops where you work. These 
workshops or departments are small and therefore every one in them can exert his 
influence upon increasing the profit in his own workshop without regard to other 
departments which may be working at a loss…. If your department suffers a loss, 
you will not share in it….

It might be derived from this statement that the brand new policy 
of profit sharing was going to benefit all of his workforce. However, the 
system of wages was not that simple. Therefore, at this point, some clar-
ifications should be made regarding the specifics of salaries and bonuses 
in the Bata system of management. In particular the focus will be set on 
who really benefitted from the profit in the autonomous workshops. 

Wage Scales
To begin with, it should be noted that there were different methods or 
payment for specific work groups in the company, and that no more 
of a third of the employees were eligible for profit sharing. Devinat’s 
(1930b) thorough analysis of the Bata concern included a detailed ac-
count of the different ways of payment methods within the company, 
and of the resulting classification of the workforce according to those. 
The first method were individual piece wages; this was the norm before 
spring 1924, but after that moment it was used just for the payment of 
women stitchers in assembling workshops  2.05.015 —around one-sixth of 
employees. The second form of payment were collective piece wages. In 
this case, affecting half of the workers of the company, a predetermined 
amount of wages is assigned to each unit—e.g. to each shoe—resulting 
of the collective effort of the workshop, and then multiplied by the 
total quantity of units manufactured in the wage calculation period; 
finally, this sum was divided proportionally among the team members 
depending their belonging to a set of categories based on age and sex. 
Although income was contingent upon output, it ranged between a 
minimum and maximum salary predetermined by the top management 
for each category of worker. The third method, fixed weekly wages is 
the simplest one, and affects those workers in the central departments, 
where payment cannot be dependent upon output. Finally, the fourth 
method is that involving profit-sharing, which affects only employees 
to whom responsibilities have been delegated. 

Partners in Profit
Paul Devinat began his description of the profit-sharing system in Bata 
by stating that the scheme was “at once the reward and the penalty for 
all responsibilities incurred” (Ibid., 173) as, as a matter of fact, Baťa’s aim 
was far from spreading “the additional money among the people just 
out of the goodness of his heart” (Cekota 1968, 178). Baťa set his rules 

Wage System 
and Profit Sharing
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and, within an autonomous workshop, only those above twenty years 
old and with at least one year of seniority were eligible for entering the 
profit-sharing scheme (Ibid.). According to Devinat (1930b) of the total 
of workers in an autonomous unit—working under the aforemien-
tioned collective piece wages scheme—just around 30 percent of its 
members were “partners in profit” (Cekota 1928, 67). 

The weight in the total salary of profit earned increased in propor-
tion to the degree of responsibility granted. As Devinat (1930b) and Du-
breil (1936) observed, the sum of the profit in proportion to the amount 
of the fixed wage increased as the worker was higher in the hierarchy of 
the workshop. Whereas for a worker who just entered the profit-sharing 
scheme, the bonus was not higher than a fifth of his regular wage, for a 
foreman the largest part of his income was dependent on the profits; his 
share in the profits was 100 percent higher than the rest of workers (Ce-
kota 1928) but his regular weekly wage was lower than that of a worker 
of the highest category under his supervision (Devinat 1930,b). “Respon-
sibility entails risks”—sentenced Dubreuil (1936, 106)—and considering 
the unpredictable nature of the variables in play for a workshop to 
enter in profit or incur in losses, which ranged from unfulfilled goals 
in output, faulty quality, to the price of raw materials (Devinat 1930b), 
responsibility in the Bata workshops was not a free gift indeed.

Also, as opposed to the majority of workers with a share in profit, 
the payment in full of the weekly benefits to the supervisors was not 
immediate, and the company retained half in a company account with 
a high interest, allegedly to promote thrift (Ibid.; Cekota 1968). The idea 
was based on a former mechanism that welcomed voluntary deposits to 
capitalize the business, offering more advantageous conditions—a 10 
percent interest—than those available in commercial banks. In 1924, 
the deposit of half of the weekly share in the profit became compul-

 2.05.015   Women working in a Bata workshop        

(Source: Novák 2008
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 2.05.016   Group of Bata young men forming the initials of 

the company founder in 1928 

                 (Source: Baťa 1942)

sory, and voluntary deposits were limited (Devinat 1930). According to 
Cekota, the rationale behind this policy had to do with developing “a 
sense of ownership and concern with property”, and the ten percent 
was an “additional incentive” (1968, 174) to facilitate the acceptance of 
the scheme by the workers, and, by forcing then to save, “turn penni-
less workers into capitalists” (Ibid., 175). However, in Devinat’s view, the 
half held by the company acted in reality as the security deposit that 
any landlord requests to a tenant to cover any unforeseen circumstance, 
such as loss; in a way, the actual delivery of his share in profit to any 
worker was postponed to make sure that all risks that the responsibility 
given to the worker entailed were long gone at the moment of reim-
bursement  In spite of that, He also claimed that in practice workers 
had access to the money in their accounts in case of need, with a short 
waiting time, and that the high percentage offered by the company 
compensated the retention of capital (Ibid.).
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The study of the system of workshop autonomy revealed the rules that 
regulated the relationship between the parts and the whole in the struc-
ture of the BSC. Two patterns working a different scales defined the 
system. The first one, consisting in employees working as a team in cell-
like units under the command of the department manager. The pace of 
work had to be synchronic and homogeneous, as profit or higher wages 
for any individual depended on the joint efforts of the collective. The 
second was formed after the accretion of the those units, consisting in a 
dynamic exchange of goods and services between each other. Given the 
individual interests of the units for profit, the visible hand of the top 
management regulated the internal competition, so that in the end the 
system resembled an organism working in unison for the only purpose 
of the company’s benefit  2.05.016 .

Yet the system of management was not only concerned with en-
couraging the collective drive. The detailed account of the types of 
wages and the profit sharing scheme showed how the system managed 
to play with the aspirations of the individuals for its own good. In spite 
of the homogeneity of the collective work, the truth is that there was 
a division of the employees in categories, and not all were eligible for 
profit sharing. Those internal politics in the workshops might have 
possibly created expectations of upward mobility and competition 
among workers. However, any harmful effect of internal competition or 
individuality was prevented, as wages for candidates for profit-sharing 
were calculated collectively. A higher position in the internal hierarchy 
implied greater responsibility, greater risk, greater dependence on the 
collective effort, and therefore greater need to control the performance 
and cohesion of the team members.

In addition to the human element, an unconditional faith in mod-
ern technologies, normalization, and mechanization was key in increas-
ing efficiency and fighting contingency in the Bata works. The products 
were designed so that they could be decomposed in several interchange-
able parts, facilitating division and categorization of labor in the process 
of assembly, mass production, and guaranteeing a standard baseline of 
quality for the final customer. Furthermore, those products were assem-
bled with compact and mobile machines composed of interchangeable 
parts as well. Those characteristics added flexibility and increased the 
resilience of the manufacturing process against contingency.

The scope of vertical integration in the Bata concern unveils the 
diversity and geographical dimension of the undertaking. The special-
ization of the different autonomous departments implied not only a 
wide variety of technical requirements or skills, but a immense logistical 
network serving them. To serve the departments with raw materials, 
food, energy, and transportation, the footprint of the company had to 
extend far beyond the company grounds. The management of distant 
landscapes, resources, and networks of infrastructures gave the compa-
ny a global dimension.

Finally, the welfare policies of the company are probably the most 
clear evidence of the desires of the company to cover and define aspects 
of the lifestyle and worldview of apprentices, worker’s, and their fami-
lies. First, by using education as the tool to transform rural people into 

The Bata System:
a Summary
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modern industrial workers, not only teaching manufacturing skills, 
but instilling economic values, such as self accountability and thrift. In 
addition, traditional gender roles were also infused as a way of strength-
ening the grip on the workers. The nuclear family was meant to become 
the minimum social unit, kept  by the woman, and sustained economi-
cally by the man. As a result, the fate of the family was dependent upon 
the worker’s performance at the factory.

In second place, a healthy and sporty lifestyle was also encouraged 
to transform workers’ attitudes in benefit of both, labour and manage-
ment. A healthy environment, diet, and leisure were critical to reduce 
accidents and medical leaves, and to increase awareness and stamina. 
Besides, sport and other group activities fostered team work, a sense of 
belonging, and personal improvement. Those values were as fundamen-
tal in the sport fields as they were in the manufacturing workshops.

The improvement of the urban environment and construction 
of new housing stock received conspicuous attention from the man-
agement. Paved roads, pavements, street lighting, underground city 
services, greenery and new residential neighborhoods completely trans-
formed Zlín in less than ten years from a small village into a modern 
city. Although this can be considered as a facet of welfare for the work-
ers, its omission in this section is on purpose. In the following chapter 
it will be shown that, more than a part of the system, Bata’s architecture 
and urbanism were to become the physical embodiment of the manage-
ment methods and ambitions.

Notes
1 Located in Ratíškovice, Southern Moravia.







Once the Bata System of Management has been minutely explained, 
and the architectural and urban vocabulary and agents adopted by the 
company in its formative years have been described, the aim of this 
chapter is to shed some light on the question of to what extent it is 
possible to identify the influence of the company management system 
in the elements and forms of architecture urban design in Zlín. To do 
that, this chapter will study the relationship between each one of the 
main characteristics, or institutions, of the Bata System of Manage-
ment—namely standardization and mechanization, workshop auton-
omy, vertical integration, profit sharing, and welfare policies—and the 
institutional myths adopted by the company and presented in the pre-
vious chapter—urban utopias, the Garden City, the worker’s cottage, 
modernism and modern architects, and the daylight factory. Putting 
side by side both fields has the goal of unveiling tendencies of isomor-
phism between the architectural institutions and the corporate ones—
to the point of becoming the former instruments for the acceptance of 
the latter—and to assess the agency of design in transcending issues of 
corporate legitimation and effectively having a positive impact. 

In first place, it will be shown how the impetus for standardiza-
tion, flexibility, and mechanization in manufacturing at Bata found its 
in architectural manifestation and instrument for legitimation in the 
appropriation of the American daylight factory type and its synthesis in 
a normalized structural module. The following section will present how 
the aggregation of a modular frame at both the scale of the building, 
and of the city through functiona zoning replicated the internal orga-
nization of the business in autonomous yet interconnected workshops 
and departments. Third, it will be described how the use of functional 

Chapter 6
Instrumental Design

[left] Old Zlín, new Zlín, and Tomáš Baťa crowning it all 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 258)
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zoning and superblocks, and the transversal theme of landscape and 
the garden were an expression of welfare, and contributed to legiti-
mate the company’s image of an modern industrial undertaking. In 
its fourth section, the chapter will study in depth the issue of housing, 
and how dwelling typologies were a representation in the urban space 
of the different employment categories and wage scales. Fifth, the last 
section will elaborate on how vertical integration in the Bata compa-
ny went beyond manufacturing and raw materials, and entered in the 
realm of modern infrastructure, planning, and politics, again used as 
tools for legitimation. The chapter will conclude with a discussion on 
how management operated in cooperation with certain architectural 
and urban institutions as a way of legitimating industrial actions in 
the social sphere. Besides, it will be explained that in spite of certain 
decoupling between the ideal implementation of the myths and reality, 
first, the efforts in improving living conditions in Zlín were commend-
able, and second, the own agenda of designers transcended managerial 
and implementation constraints. Furthermore, the analysis will unveil 
emerging path dependencies in the architecture and urbanism of Bata, 
fruit of the stubborn adoption of certain myths and confirmed by the 
existence of eventual inefficiencies and disruptive alternatives, as will be 
shown in future chapters.

 2.06.001   Bata factory complex in Zlín before 1924 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 258 e)
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It would take some years since the adoption of the American daylight 
factory building model until reinforced concrete would be used, and 
a systematic method of construction developed by Bata’s engineers. As 
seen before, in spite of Baťa’s early contact in the United States with 
reinforced concrete structures, the adoption of the type did not come 
together with the adoption of its innovative construction methods and 
materials. In fact, until 1924, factory buildings in Zlín consisted on 
wood—later steel—structural frames with brick load-bearing walls in 
the perimeter  2.06.001 . However, that year1, reinforced concrete was used 
for the first time in the structural elements of manufacturing build-
ings, although just for the internal pillars—of square section—as the 
outer brick walls kept their structural function. Besides, pillars formed 
a rectangular grid, measuring 6.30 by 4 meters in the central hall, and 
6.87 by 4 in the outer halls, resulting in a building with a total dimen-
sion of 80 by 20 meters2. Finally, soon, also in 1924, the company 
would erect its first factories3 fully built with a reinforced concrete 
structure with square columns arranged on a square module of 6.15 by 
6.15 meters—a translation of the twenty by twenty feet grid used in 
American halls—which was then repeated thirteen times in the longi-
tudinal direction and three times transversally  2.06.002  (Ševeček 2009); the 
resulting structure, either three or five story-high, kept then the overall 
dimensions in plan of 80 by 20 meters. Stairs, elevator, cloakrooms and 
toilets were located in a three-module structural brick buttress which 
was attached to the main volume. The monolithic concrete skeleton, 
beams and columns, was revealed in the facade, and was in-filled by 
low brick parapets and large glass windows, which took over more than 
half of the wall area.4 The dream of the concrete daylight factory was 
closer, although its construction system, using traditional slab wooden 
formwork, left room for improvement and further systematization.

In fact, the engineers at the Building Department of Bata would 
keep on elaborating on the theme of the 6.15 by 6.15 meter-mod-
ule-based concrete skeleton. In particular, a key person was Arnošt 
Sehnal, an engineer who became the company’s leading advisor on  
issues related to building structures.5  His main contribution was the 

Twenty by Twenty

 2.06 =.002   Five-story factory building in Zlín, 1924, 

with square columns (Source: Novák 2008)



 2.06.003   Details and process of installation of the formwork for the construction of the Bata Module, prepared by J. Bolek 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 64 , fol. 81-88 )
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change of the section of the columns, from square to circular (Karfík 
1985), and the subsequent transformation of the method of construc-
tion of the standard module (Šlapeta 1992). Apparently the change to the 
circular section came as a result of a very practical matter: Karfík (1985) 
pointed at how given the continuous damages that square supports 
suffered in the factory environment, it became evident for the engineers 
that it was not the ideal form. The change did not just transform the 
spatial and functional qualities of the factory halls, most importantly, it 
altered the method and speed of construction, mainly by the adoption 
of reusable circular column steel formwork. 

Building the Bata Skeleton
An internal document of the Building Department—sort of an in-
struction manual for concrete construction—is a good evidence of the 
impetus given to standardization and rationalization of construction of 
buildings based in the Bata module. In particular, the so-called oper-
ational directive, entitled “Concrete construction” and prepared by J. 
Bolek in 1943,6 dealt extensively with the characteristics and setting of 
the formwork and reinforcement. Basically the formwork for a structur-
al module of 6.15 by 6.15 was a mix of a prefabricated steel formwork 
system—used for the columns, beams, and girders—with traditional 
timber formwork, used for the construction of a hollow slab. First, the 
columns (with a diameter of 50 cm), beams and girders (20 cm wide x 
50 cm tall), and the bottom layer of the slab (3 cm thick) were poured 
with concrete; then the ribs (10 cm wide) and upper layer of the slab 
(7 cm thick) followed  2.05.003 . Most of the formwork was removed and 
re-used following of a very precise schedule. This way, to build the 195 
Bata modules a five-story factory was composed of, only sixty-six form-
work modules—and fifty working days—were needed  2.05.004 . 

The directive did not limit itself to the specific of the process of 
construction of the formwork and pouring of cement, but it also 
included precise information about the organization of personnel, the 
planning of the works, and the number and sort of machinery  2.05.005, 
tools, and construction workers needed in every phase of building. The 
working plans, represented in Gantt diagrams, deal with the erection 
either of one five-story factory building, or of the simultaneous con-
struction of two or three of them. In total, building one of these man-
ufacturing halls would take twenty-two working weeks, along which a 
total of sixty-nine laborers, bricklayers, carpenters, and diverse techni-
cians would pass by the construction site, and work in the setting of the 
building foundations, the preparation of formwork and steel reinforce-
ments, the construction of the concrete frame itself, the interior finish-
ings, the facade building, and in other specialized labor  2.05.006 . What 
is more, the manual included floor plans illustrating the setting of the 
construction site, where the different machines, material stockpiles, and 
material manipulation areas had to be located during both the erection 
of the structure and the finishing works; the location of the three cranes 
and their radii of action in relation to the spatial order of the modular 
structure and stockpiles was of particular importance for the effective-
ness of the whole process  2.05.007   2.05.008 . Sistematization guaranteed the 
reproductibility of Bata’s industrial architecture  2.06.009   2.06.010 .



 2.06.005   Catalogue of machines and tools used during the 

construction of a standard Bata factory (Source: 

SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 64, fol. 10-11)



 2.06.004   Elevations of a five-story standard Bata factory showing the sequence of construction. Yellow color refers to the setting 

of the formwork; blue for the adding of the steel reinforcement; and purple for the pouring of the concrete  

                 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 64, 121)



 2.06.006   Gantt diagram for the scheduling of tasks, construction materials, and workers during the construction of a five-story 

standard Bata factory (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 64, fol. 58)





 2.06.008   Positioning of the cranes in relation to the structural module (Source: Ibid., fol. 90), and organization of the con-

struction site of a standard factory building (Source: Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 64, fol. 42)

 2.06.007   Construction cranes at work in Zlín  

(Source: Cekota 1936)
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 2.06.009   Building 24 in Zlín, 1933. Elevation 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 1677, fol. 

64 )

 2.06.010   Building 24 in Zlín, 1933. Standard frame 

with round columns (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa 

XV, inv. č. 1677, fol. 64 )



 2.06.013   [left] Obchodní Dům (Commercial house) in 

Zlín, longitudinal section. F.L. Gahura, 1931-34 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1029 a)
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Critical Juncture
Beginning 1928, and all throughout the 1930s and 1940s, the stan-
dardized Bata skeleton would be the prevailing method of constructing 
new buildings, both industrial and public, in Zlín and abroad. The sys-
tem would be constantly perfected, and in 1945 a much more sophisti-
cated formwork, entirely made of steel, was developed by the Building 
Department (Novák 2008). However, since its inception, the module 
was far from perfect, and architects like Karfík (1985) and Voženílek 
(1948b) pointed at some of its shortcomings, such as an insufficient span 
between columns—unsuitable for fitting modern machines or for its 
use in some public programs like schools— or the lower resistance of 
circular columns to horizontal forces. In spite of those practical con-
siderations, the 6.15 x 6.15 module dominated as the basic unit of the 
company’s architectural language, as Gahura (1935, 6) described in his 
brief text “How Zlín was Built”:

Ever since the beginning we have tried to build up the town in such a way as 
to grow organically out of the industrial architecture forms and with the new 
conception of life and work if an industrial city. The main influence on Zlín’s 
appearance has the factory building itself. It is the ‘leitmotif ’ of the Zlín’s archi-
tecture. It is repeated in numerous variations in all structures, serving for public 
purposes, schools, dormitories, Community House, Social Welfare Institute etc. 
Architects invention had to develop all lay-outs starting from this structural, in-
dustrial standard  2.06.011   2.06.012   2.06.013   2.06.014   2.06.015   2.06.016 . This standard 
is the modul [sic] (element) of the Zlín’s architecture  2.06.017 . It is a structural 
unit in reinforced concrete or steel skeleton construction forming bays of 20x20 
feet. All larger buildings are built in this way. Zlín’s architecture has accordingly 
an uniformity of style, modified by many variations. These variations are:
1. Proportions of window openings to unbroken wall surface.
2. Proportions of walls to visible skeleton construction.
3. Details developing from specific requirements (for example: projecting con-
crete slab covering the roof terrace of the Community House).
4. Omitting the walls and wrapping the skeleton frame entirely in glass (used for 
the first time in Prague House of Service, with my assistance. Used to its ultimate 
at Thomas Bata’s Memorial in Zlín  2.06.018 ).

The flexibility and limitations of the modular standard structural 
frame to host and even alternate between different functions is better 
exemplified with the change of location of the cinema in Zlín. Ševeček 
(2009, 164) pointed at how the movie theater was first located in the can-
teen in the production center, and later was moved to the second floor 
of the market building (Tržnice, Firma A. Jambor, 1927); both of those 
buildings were of course Bata standard frame constructions. Finally, as 
the population and its demand for this kind of entertainment grew, a 
Great Cinema (Velké Kino, F. L. Gahura, 1933) able to seat an audi-
ence of 2,500 spectators was built in the Labor square area (Náměstí 
Práce). However, the new theater’s structure was an exposed steel frame 
which of course did not comply with the widespread modular fixation. 
As Karfík (1985) later stressed, that way, the building’s construction 
ended up being simpler and cheaper.

 2.06.011   [left] Společenský Dům (social house) in Zlín, 

elevation. Signed by Vladimir Karfík, 1932 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1080 d)



 2.06.014   Společenský Dům (social house) in Zlín, 

elevation.Vladimir Karfík, 1932 

(Source: Novák 2008)

 2.06.013  School VI., Zlín, 1931(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa 

XV, inv. č. 1677, fol. 38)

 2.06.015  Boarding school n. 3, Zlín, 1931(Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 1677, fol. 60)

 2.06.016  Obchodní Dům (Commercial house) in Zlín, 

F.L. Gahura, 1931-34 (Source: Stavitel 1935)



 2.06.018  Monument to Tomáš Baťa in Zlín, F.L. Gahura, 

1933 (Source: Stavitel 1935)

 2.06.017  Labor square at night, Zlín 

(Source: Cekota 1936)
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The Czech Daylight City
In sum, the drive for standardization, flexibility, and mechanization 
present in the Bata manufacturing system found its in architectural 
manifestation in the distillation of the American daylight factory type, 
and its synthesis in a normalized structural module. As it was the case 
with Bata’s products, the result here was a skeleton built upon the 
addition of standardized units, each of which was in turn constructed 
by means of the rational use of reusable interchangeable parts, being 
them either formwork, machines, or people. In addition, the pretended 
functional versatility of the resulting structural frame came to signify 
the resilience and flexibility of Bata’s manufacturing method. When 
extending ubiquitously, yet not always consistently, the use of the struc-
tural theme in the architecture of the city itself, the standard system did 
not just gave Bata’s architecture an “all-embracing and unifying charac-
ter” (Šlapeta 1992, 62), but its progressive modernity legitimated and pro-
jected beyond the factory the ideas of rationality, compliance to norms, 
and of embracing of contingency embodied in the Bata system  2.06.019 . 

 2.06.019   Panorama of Zlín, a daylight city, undated 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 283c)
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As modular free-standing vertical constructions, the factories and 
public buildings with the Bata skeleton were particularly apt to fit, and 
manifest, the company’s organization in autonomous yet intercon-
nected workshops and departments. That is to say, the standard con-
crete-frame multistory buildings allowed for the stacking of a collective 
of cell-like productive units. This way, each workshop or department 
could keep its spatial autonomy and have equal access to the benefits in 
terms of  services, natural lighting, and ventilation that the type afford-
ed. At the same time, the different functional domains—interconnect-
ed by elevators and shafts— were arranged with precision in the vertical 
dimension according to the centralized planning and logics of the 
manufacturing process, to which units were inextricably bound. By way 
of example, this is evident in an axonometric drawing of the industrial 
area of Zlín kept in the State District Archives of Zlín  which shows the 
programming per floor of all factory buildings and the vertical sequenc-
ing of the different operations in shoe manufacturing  2.06.020 —manip-
ulation of uppers, soles, and heels, assembling workshops, packaging, 
and storage of stock and raw materials7. 

 An Integrated Machine
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The Epitome of a System
Both the idea of stacking different autonomous departments of the 
company and their simultaneous subordination to plans of a centralized 
management was manifested at its best in building number 21, the 
administration tower built southeast of the industrial complex. Also 
known as the Bata Skyscraper, the fifteen-story8 building designed by 
Vladimir Karfík (1938) consolidated in one object multiple adminis-
trative functions and services that until then were scattered in lower 
buildings. In the name of increased efficiency in the contact between 
departments and management, the horizontal connection was aban-
doned in favor of the vertical (Karfík 1985). Sales, purchasing, cal-
culation, scheduling, accounting, payroll, building, transport, forest, 
and export departments among others, plus Kotva—Bata’s global trade 
company—occupied floor by floor an extruded version of the Bata 
standard daylight factory9  2.06.021 . As it happened in the factory, services 
and vertical communications were concentrated in volumes which as 
buttresses were attached to the rectangular 80-by-20-meter prism. This 
way, the floor-plans were liberated and could use at its maximum the 
flexibility that the modular structure afforded; in fact, mobile partitions 

 2.06.020  Factory objects in Zlín (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa 

I/7, kart 568, inv. č. 585, fol. 6)

 2.06.021  Building 21 during construction, 1937 (Source: 

SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1024c)



 2.06.022  Building 21, plan of 15th floor, Vladimir Karfík 

1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1021a)

 2.06.023  Building 21, cross-section through elevator office, 

Vladimir Karfík 1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa 

XV, 1023b)
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could be used to alter the configuration of the office space with easiness 
over a weekend when needed  2.06.022  (Karfík 1985).  

However, the tower’s most striking feature is J. A. Baťa’s 6 x 6-me-
ter elevator office, located on the northeast corner of the building. 
As Karfík recalled, the successor of Tomáš Bata wished for the tower 
a solution that would create “unity of space for a plurality of offices” 
(Ibid., 56) and suggested the idea of a mobile office for himself as the 
means for top management to potentially have an ubiquitous presence 
in all administrative and vertically segregated departments  2.06.023 . In 
a similar line, Jenkins related the elevator office to the “progressive 
approach to decentralized management” (2007, 253) at Bata, where the 
traditional hierarchical segregation of management from labor was bro-
ken, allowing for a more interactive relation of the workers with man-
agement. This version ignored first that in fact one of the floors was 
dedicated exclusively to host the top management individual offices and 
board meeting room, and that, although J. A. Baťa was the president of 
the company, it is well known that other members of the management 
board as Dominik Čipera or Hugo Vavrečka had equally fundamental 
roles in the company and city management (Lukeš, Všetečka, & Němec 
2004; Horňáková & Mikulaštík 2009). In contrast to Jenkin’s view, for its ar-
chitect, simply the elevator “was more about surveillance” (Karfík 1985). 

Nonetheless, bringing the characteristics of the Bata system of man-
agement to the discussion may offer an alternative reading of the role of 
the elevator office.  As explained in the previous section, the regulation 
of the internal market that existed within the company, and subsequent 
limits to the autonomy of departments, was in the end an exclusive 
task of the top management. In case of any conflict that could put in 
difficulties the scheduling of of any given process, managers would act 
as arbiters and decide what was best for the benefit of the company. 
Therefore, the role of the elevator office, more than a device to break 
hierarchies in an office environment, or a blatant mechanism of con-
trol, might be that of a reminder that autonomy in the Bata system was 
ultimately an illusion. The mere possibility of having the elevator, and 
the chief, landing in one’s floor surely enforced orderly self-regulation 
subject to the common good of the company. This version might be 
supported by the way the elevator module interacts with the rectangu-
lar office space. That is, the moving unit is placed neither within one 
of the standard modules in the 13 by 3 grid nor totally out of it, but 
ambiguously lays half way in between, manifesting the subtle balance 
between autonomy and top-down control that characterized the mana-
gerial system at Bata.

The City as an Organism
Back to the aerial perspective, an analogous scheme and relations be-
tween parts is replicated at an urban scale. The factory area presented 
itself as a orderly, almost military, arrangement of standard vertical halls 
dominated by the administrative building. As beehives, the factories 
revealed in their elevation their modular nature, reinforcing the concept 
of the autonomy of collective work which was at the heart of the Bata 
system. Simultaneously, these super-units were linked among them-
selves by telephone, overhead cableways, and railroads at the ground 



 2.06.024  Building 21, Vladimir Karfík 1937 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1024e)
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level, making it possible for them to interact and take part in the larger 
flow of production and exchange of goods and services demanded to 
sustain the entire concern controlled from building 21. The result was 
a centralized complex for mass-production, a giant assembly chain, 
organized according to a rational process of manufacturing which—
taking the words that Patrick Schumacher and Christian Rogner used 
to describe Ford’s River Rouge factory—determined “the overall ‘urban’ 
layout as an integrated machine” (2001, 49).

What is more, the same concepts of independency and interde-
pendency were also the basis of organization of the city as a whole, 
which basically consisted in a complex of interconnected autonomous 
functional districts  2.06.024 . As it happened with the industrial complex, 
schools, hospital, sport facilities, energy generation, food production, 
low and high-density housing, shopping and entertainment, cemetery, 
and film production where located in separate and well-defined areas 
with free-standing buildings, all of them managed by independent 
departments organized internally according to multiple adaptations 
of the system of autonomy of workshops (Devinat 1930a, 60). Naturally, 
their use, urban life, and physical, social, and economic exchange were 
determined by the schedules and demands—peak hours, priority of 
construction of buildings and infrastructure, among others—of the 
concern (Ševeček 2009; Ševeček 2013). All in all, in a way, Zlín became 
an integrated organism of body organs connected through physical, 
intangible, and landscape infrastructure, with the Bata skyscraper as its 
ever-present pacemaker  2.06.025 .

 2.06.024  Layout plan of the communities of future Zlín, 

F.L. Gahura, 1934 (Source: Stavitel 1935)



The construction of spaces and environments to increase the living and 
social standards of a growing urban population critically defined the 
urban form of Zlín. Functional zoning was the tool for the organiza-
tion of this different programs, with the exception of landscape, which 
was the structural and transversal theme. That is, a replication at the 
urban scale of the idea of autonomous departments through the use of 
zoning, mono-functional superblocks, and districts hosted the different 
facilities sustaining the company welfare state-like programs, acting as 
hubs of activity for a collective life of massive scale. With that, the town 
became an aggregation of pieces—which were actually built in different 
times following sub-regulatory and partial plans—linked by infrastruc-
ture. This section will show that, although the scheme separated the di-
verse spheres of activity, those different functions used consistently the 
same architectural themes: modern free-standing factory-like buildings, 
and family housing garden districts. Furthermore, it will bring evidence 
on how landscape planning acted the overall unifying theme, to the ex-
treme of becoming the field and structure guiding Zlín’s urban design. 
Most importantly, it will establish a connection between the architec-
tural, urban, and landscape forms of welfare in Zlín and the legitima-
tion of the image that the company aimed to project to its workers and 
the public in general, as well as with the ideas and objectives conveyed 
by the new environments.

A Modern Campus
The fundamental role given to educational institutions by the Bata 
company is evident in the generous amount of space reserved for 
schools and related functions, and in its placement in a central and sig-
nificant spot in the new Zlín. Within this location, three differentiated 
zones can be identified: first, an area with elementary and professional 
schools; second, a wide boulevard flanked by massive boarding houses 
for the apprentices of the Bata School of Work; and finally, an “acrop-

 Landscapes of Welfare

 2.06.026  Masaryk experimental school, F.L. Gahura, 1928 

(Source: Novák 2008)

 2.06.025  Zlín’s “acropolis” (Source: Stavitel 1935)
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olis”  2.06.025  (Ševeček 2009, 113) crowning the whole complex—and the 
city—with Study Institutes (1938) dedicated to the higher knowledge 
of technology, science, and art (Ibid.). In addition, the company built 
a Trade School (1932) and elementary schools in some of the many 
garden districts of Zlín: in Letná in 1932, Zálešná in 1933 and 1938, 
and Díly in 1937 (Pokluda 1999). Debatably, the most interesting of this 
projects is the school district itself, characterized by the iconic welcom-
ing and embracing gesture of the building for the so-called Masaryk 
Experimental School  2.06.026 . Both the location of the district and the 
V-shaped plan of its main building were already defined in Gahura’s 
plans and sketches for Zlín of 1927.10 In the first version of the plan, 
the Masaryk school gave a monumental access to a symmetrical com-
plex of buildings enclosing a longitudinal yard, but in 1931, three years 
after the completion of Gahura’s “open book” (Ševeček 2009, 122), the 
plans for the district were altered by Miroslav Lorenc (Novák 2008, 83; 
Ševeček 2009, 123). In contrast to Gahura’s introverted concept, in his 
new design Miroslav Lorenc would make a different and more modern 
use of the superblock. To begin with, the organization of buildings and 
open spaces seemed to be defined by the consistent use of an under-
lying structural grid—equal to the standard Bata module—in which 
economical, factory-like buildings were inserted.11 More specifically, the 
schools were placed in parallel one after the other along a central axis 
following a non-symmetrical composition  2.06.027 . Having no physical 
connection between the freestanding standard constructions, and leav-
ing green and sport areas enclosed by the buildings in two to three sides 
and opened to the street in the other, the result was a superblock with 
a technologically progressive and rational image that was permeable to 
the city  2.06.028 . This way, and in contrast to Gahura’s introvert design, 
Lorenc’s school district in Zlín predated the modern campus that Mies 
van der Rohe would eventually invent (Schulze 2012, 1999) in Chicago’s 
IIT in 1940.

 2.06.027  Plan for the school district, Miroslav Lorenc, 

1931(Source: Novák 2008)

 2.06.028  View of the school district and the Masaryk 

experimental school (Source: Novák 2008)
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Health at all Costs
Concerning physical wellbeing, an extensive and continued program 
of construction of mass sport and wellness facilities was carried by the 
company through the thirties and forties. Interestingly, the sports that 
were made available in these areas are probably not the ones that could 
be expected to be found in an industrial town where most of its popu-
lation had rural origins. As a matter of fact, they even had some bour-
geois character. That is, in addition to the sport fields and gymnasium 
at the school area, superblocks containing stadiums, swimming pools, 
or tennis courts12 were built or planned in several locations in Zlín 
(Kuthan 1948; Novák 1993; Pokluda 2004). Given the critical struggle for 
water supply in Zlín  (Devinat 1930b; Ševeček 2009), it is particularly inter-
esting the emphasis on making of Zlín, in Baťa’s words, a “health spa” 
town (as quoted in Novák 2008, 26-27) considering the amount of swim-
ming pools and baths planned and built. To the first swimming pool 
built in the sports complex at Januštice (1934)  2.06.029 , a second bath 
complex followed in 1934. Designed by Karfík and with an outdoor 
swimming pool measuring fifty by twenty meters, its location could 
not be more central and more aimed at the well-being of the workers, 
as it was built right next to the factory gates  2.06.030 . In addition to that, 
Gahura’s master plan for 1934 contemplated a series of “decentralized 
purifying baths”13 built in Zlín and its satellite Baťov. What is more, an 
additional diagram, signed by V. Kolator and I. Kubes,14 showed the 
method used for the selection of the location of the varied typologies 
of water-related recreational areas. The central bath and decentralized 
purifying baths were at the center of walkable one-kilometer radius 
areas covering the surface of Zlín  2.06.031 ; swimming pools, and water 
fountains where then placed within the confines of the aforementioned 
areas. Finally, right after the nationalization of the company in the 
late 1940s, an indoor winter pool, designed again by Karfík, was built 
south of the schools area, completing the unbeatable set of modern 
recreational facilities in Zlín.

 2.06.029   Sports complex at Januštice, Zlín, 1934 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1067f )

 2.06.030   Swimming pool by the factory complex, Zlín. 

Vladimir Karfík 1934 (Source: Novák 2008)

 2.06.031   Diagram by V. Kolator and I. Kubes showing 

radii of access to baths in Zlín  (Source: Architek-

tura ČSR 1948) 
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In addition to the promotion of a healthy and active life through 
sport centers, concerns about industrial health lead to the development 
of a proper hospital beginning 1927. Gahura was in charge of the 
design of the new complex, and for that he counted with the advice of 
a doctor named Bohuslav Albert (Ševeček 2009). Built far east of the city, 
adjacent to the Zálešná quarter, the hospital superblock was designed 
according to the pavilion plan for hospital design; this typology, which 
originated in France and became popular in Victorian England in the 
nineteenth century, emerged as a reaction to overcrowding, and was 
firmly based in the belief that adequate ventilation and separation 
would limit the spreading of disease and therefore reduce mortality 
(Cook 2002). Similarly to the French and English prototypes, the Bata 
hospital was composed of seventeen single-story pavilions placed along 
a central green axis, with two additional higher buildings on each of its 
ends. However, here the U-shaped pavilions formed two rows on each 
side of the axis, and were arranged according to a checkerboard pattern 
similar to that used in the housing quarters. In addition, and equally 
in contrast to other pavilion plan hospitals, the individual buildings 
here were not connected between them by underground or covered 
walkways, but just by concrete paths15   2.06.032 . All in all, with its mod-
ern free-standing buildings with large windows and a construction that 
followed the highest hygienic standards, soon the Bata hospital became 
one of the most advanced medical facilities in the country (Ševeček 2009).

 2.06.032   Bata hospital, F.L. Gahura 1927 

(Source: Novák 2008)
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 2.06.036   View of a street in a housing quarter in Zlín, 

undated (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 280b)

 2.06.035   View of the housing quarters in Zlín, undated 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 283)

 2.06.034   Factory in the Gardens (Source: Cekota 1936)

 2.06.033   Plan of the Factory in the Gardens, F.L. Gahura 

1925 (Source: Pokluda 2004)
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Superblocks within the Landscape
Certainly, as can be easily inferred in Baťa’s words, making of Zlín a 
garden town and factory was the greatest enterprise carried away by the 
company in the urban realm. Indeed, the design of the different func-
tional areas that had just been described are all based in compositions 
of individual buildings standing on large, airy and green tracts of land; 
even the factory grounds were landscaped, thus Gahura’s 1925 plan 
name: “Factory in the Gardens”  2.06.033   2.06.034 . Nonetheless, starting 
with Kotěra’s design for Letná, and extensively developed by Gahura in 
his successive plans, the garden residential quarters most successfully 
embodied most of the company’s ideas about the ideal environment for 
an industrial worker. With the time, occupying the hilly terrain, bright 
red brick cubic houses with grassy gardens mushroomed by the hun-
dreds out of a dense forestal greenery creating distinct neighborhood 
units  2.06.035 . On the one hand, in Ševeček’s perspective the individual 
houses built following fordist principles on a green landscape were the 
means to propagate and settle a particular ideal model of family and 
lifestyle with numerous implications for the worker’s behavior in and 
outside of the workplace (2013b, 247-248). On the other, their garden 
and open character seemed to be based on the firm belief that improv-
ing the environmental conditions that produced the individual would 
actually liberate him, improving productivity at work and loyalty to the 
company, or, in Bata’s words: “[A] liberated citizen needs space… that 
is the reason we are building spacious new dwellings unconfined on all 
sides. That is why we need a garden town” (as quoted in Pokluda 2004, 46). 
In fact, the company took special care in maintaining and improving 
the public green areas. This can be inferred from documents in which 
an external advisor, Doctor Firlinger, assessed the planning of the gar-
dening works at Zlín and Baťov16. His recommendations were diverse, 
ranging from details such as the removal of bushes covering a hydrant 
in Labor square because they disturbed the space, to the species of 
bushes and flowers to be used in different locations  2.06.035 . Moreover, 
he entered in the details to be included in the rental contracts regarding 
the keeping of the gardens.

That is, the emphasis on maintaining and enhancing the lush green-
ery in the garden districts was such that it became also a task transferred 
to its residents either by specific rules for Bata employees, or to the 
population at large by inviting publicity. On the one hand, the rules for 
residents in corporate housing clearly stated that if the house came with 
a garden, it had to be taken care of  2.06.037 . More specifically, aside from 
a reference to the general keeping of their yard, planting bushes and 
flowers, watering the trees in case of draught, or painting tree trunks 
white are the gardening duties that were explicitly mentioned17. On the 
other, through the Bata Department of Nurseries  2.06.038 , the company 
advertised the virtues of transforming a garden into a “grove.”18 In addi-
tion to hiding the “dead and cold facades” of the houses and villas—no 
mention if they were referring to its own company housing—, trees:

… will make any spare moment pleasant, in their shadows you will forget your 
worries and you will breathe more freely. You will feel that the nature spreads life 

 2.06.038   Advertisement of the Bata Department of 

Nurseries (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa II/9, kart 

1010, i.č. 1, fol 10)

 2.06.037   Living in the Gardens (Source: Cekota 1936)
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full of strength and beauty. 
According to your possibilities use any possible place around your house for 
planting trees, no only in gardens, but in courtyards, access road, fences…19

 
Therefore, anyone interested could buy a specimen of one of the 

spruces, larches, pine trees, firs, European ashes, rowans, European 
beeches, and sycamores that the company grew in its nurseries in Láze, 
Loučka and Valašské Meziříčí, located in the vicinity of Zlín. Now, any 
purchase had to consist in a minimum amount of five trees.20 

However, the idea of living with nature as an environmental need 
for the workers went far beyond the idea of the Factory in the Gar-
dens, or the extensive greenery in the housing states and functional 
districts, and landscape was introduced as a transversal and structural 
theme in the 1934 master plan  2.06.024   2.06.038 . In fact, connecting city 
and nature became an integral and structuring part of Gahura’s 1931 
and 1934 master plans for Zlín. Gahura’s plan reserved and protected 
certain areas, such as gorges or zones for forestal plantation; further, 
forest strips permeated the city districts (Gahura 1935, 8), connecting 
the forestal landscape of the hills of Zlín to the boulevards and squares 
which formed the green belt around the factory—the boulevards east 
and south of the factory, the park around the castle on the west, and a 
boulevard and sports area on the north. With that, he took advantage 
of the privileged landscape around Zlín to give access to the modern 
industrial worker an airy and restful environment: 

New parts of the city are adjacent and mixed with almost forest lands, therefore it 
is natural that they should be also the business of the regulatory plan, since they 
become an indispensable part of this densely populated area. These become a nat-
ural haven for residents looking to relax in the fresh forest air. To this end shall be 
designed forest trails designed to fit that purpose, and in several places clearings 
in the forest will be made, which would serve as meadows for children to play in 
the middle of the forest silence. 

As quoted in Ševeček 2009, 146

For Gahura, the aim behind landscape planning was clear, to 
change “the world-view of those involved in the work” and to “inspire 
[them] life optimism” organically embedded in the natural surround-
ings and supported by the built environment in which they live; the 
result would be a “Garden City of forestal nature” (Gahura 1935, 6-8) 
counterweighting the mechanical and repetitive work at the factories.

Welfare forms as spaces for corporate legitimation
Fruit of the urgency to accommodate and provide services to a growing 
industrial population, the company built an extensive system of wel-
fare. In fact, Bata’s welfare structures spanned over all facets of ‘modern’ 
life, and carried in their architectural and urban expression—modern 
forms, the superblock, and extensive landscaping—the corporate ideals 
and purposes behind their reason for existence. First by the construc-
tion an educational campus that represented the prominent role given 
by Baťa to forming its future employees. Moreover, the campus re-
dundantly carried in its forms—and even in name given to its main 
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institution, Masaryk—the ideas of modernity, inclusiveness, rigor, and 
economy that were to be instilled to students of rural origin as part 
of a project of social engineering. Second, by developing an extensive 
program of high quality sports and wellness facilities spread all over 
the geography of the city, which for example made lavish use of water 
in spite of the well-known problems of supply of this resource. On the 
one hand, sports made ‘fun’ competition and teamwork, and on the 
other the equipments ‘produced’ able-bodied and rested workers; equal-
ly critical for the later was the erection of a modern hospital superblock 
which layout manifested modern ideas on the relationship of health 
and hygiene with proper ventilation, natural lighting, isolation, and 
contact with nature. Third, by the adoption of the myth of the individ-
ual family house in a garden neighborhood unit. Such suburban model 
unmistakably fostered a precise family ideal—the nuclear family—and 
a well-defined lifestyle that, on the one hand would ‘liberate’ a man and 
his family of the burdens of the past domestic environments, and on 
the other ‘produced’ workers who had to be accountable for the in-
creased wellbeing of their families, and therefore responsible and com-
petitive at work. Finally, by embracing the idea of the city in gardens 
and its integration in the regional landscape  as the overarching theme 
for the urban planning of Zlín. Landscape formed respectively the field 
condition and structure of the town: landscape systems challenged the 
prejudices associated to an industrial town, and provided with a direct 
outlet from the factory to the silence and freedom of nature. In sum, 
modern mono-functional superblocks and the transversal theme of 
landscape and nature gave physical design and expression to the system 
of welfare, and contributed to legitimate the company’s image of an in-
dustrial undertaking liberated from overcrowding, dust, and pollution, 
and that additionally, emancipated the worker and his families from 
backwardness and domination. 

 2.06.039   Masterplan for Zlín, F.L. Gahura 1934 

(Source: Novák 2008)
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 2.06.042   Díly, residential quarter in Zlín (Source: Cekota 

1936)

 2.06.042   Typical residential quarter in Zlín 

(Source: Cekota 1935)
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“Work collectively, live individually” (Cekota 1968, 231; Šlapeta 1990, 32; 
Jenkins 1999, 66; Švácha  1999, 218; Seiss & Krebs 2000, 94; Webb 2008, 31; Ad-
amski 2013, 238) is the motto that in all variations21  is constantly restated 
when dealing with the topic of housing in the Bata works. The truth 
is that, as much as the Bata company is associated with profit sharing, 
the idea of its workers living in corporate individual homes has equally 
pervaded the collective imaginary (Szczygieł 2012). Indeed, the pictures of 
cubical brick houses sprawling over the hills of Zlín amidst lush green-
ery dominate the imagery about housing in this industrial settlement. 
Equally significant is that the pictogram chosen to illustrate the one 
related to housing in one of the statistical graphs à la Neurath printed 
in the pages of the sort-of-travel guide Zlín: the Place of Activity (Cekota 
1936) is, of course, a cubical one-family house  2.06.040 . However, as it 
happened with the profit sharing scheme, the construction and access 
to a real individual home was not the general rule in Zlín, and once any 
housing benefit was obtained, its loss was a possibility subject to the 
rules and needs of the company. 

Sameness?
First, the study of the housing typologies in Zlín reveals that behind 
the apparent repetition of one-family-house-looking standard, a huge 
variety of types actually existed. As a matter of fact, a not very exhaus-
tive digging among the main sources concerning Bata architecture22 
makes it possible identify a total of at least sixty-five types of residential 
buildings23 developed for the company in the interwar years just for 
Zlín, not including dormitories for single workers, boarding houses for 
apprentices, or housing for the elderly. In particular, these multiplicity 
of types was comprised of: blocks of terraced houses (eight young cou-
ples), units with four duplexes (four families), semi-detached duplexes 
(two families), and single-family houses or villas  2.06.041 . Interestingly, 
the thirteen variations of the semi-detached house, or the four different 
models of four-family units, pale in comparison with the forty-four 
distinct designs for one family homes.24 Nonetheless, despite of their 
variety, singe family houses were considerably scarce. For example, 
based on the recap done by Ševeček (2009, 108), it is possible to calculate 
that of all the 823 corporate residential buildings in the residential dis-
tricts of Zlín standing in the year 1930, just about 11 percent of them 
accommodated individual families, in contrast to the clearly dominant 
55 percent of semi-detached houses, or the 33 percent units housing 
four or more families or individuals.  

Users and Types
The assignment of a specific housing type was dependent on several 
factors, most importantly age, marital status, and skills or job ranking. 
As Ševeček noted, the apparent architectural homogeneity in the Bata 
housing districts concealed a “social gradation of residential space” 
(2013, 43). On the one hand, the standard of accommodation of unmar-
ried employees was dependent on whether they were enrolled in the 
Bata School of Work, and on their seniority in that institution: younger 
apprentices lived in large and basic boarding houses subject to a strong 
disciplinary regime; seniors lived in better and less controlled dormi-

Workers’ Villas

 2.06.040   Number of houses in Zlín from 1894 and 1935 

(Source: Cekota 1936)



Dormitory for single workers

Row housing block for eight families

Unit for four families

[above] Boarding house for young apprentices

 2.06.041  Sample of housing types, at the same scale, de-

veloped by the Bata  company (all images: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 1677 & inv. č. 1778)



[from top to bottom]

Semidetached house type Vítek

Semidetached house type Bat’ov

Semidetached house with pitched roof

[from top to bottom]

Detached house type Musil

Detached house type Ríša

Detached house type Sehnal

Detached house type Bat’ov

Detached house with wooden structure
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tories; and singles not belonging to that institution lived in hotels. 
On the other, whereas most of married employees living in corporate 
housing were accommodated in four-family or semi-detached houses, 
single-family houses and villas were reserved for, and even named after, 
people with a higher ranking within the company, such as managers, 
engineers, architects, teachers, and obviously directors. 

The notion of the one family house as an exclusive unit takes an 
even more dramatic dimension when relating it to the proportion of 
employees who were fortunate to live in that type. Assuming the previ-
ous distribution of housing types in 823 buildings, and that of all the 
inhabitants in each housing unit just one of them was an employee25, 
it becomes apparent that of all workers living in those constructions in 
1930, only 3.3 percent of them lived in a single family house. In the 
meantime, 31 percent of the employees resided in semi-detached hous-
es, and an more than double of them (65 percent) lived in residential 
building for four or more families, couples, or individuals. However, 
corporate housing in Zlín was not limited to the aforementioned types, 
and a great amount of workers were housed in apartments and rooms 
(Ibid., 113 and 348 table 8). Additional statistical data gathered by 
Ševeček which shows the total number of employees living in all of the 
corporate housing—9,373 (Ibid., 257 table 21)—allows to finally com-
prehend the real weight of the ‘individual housing types’ in the overall 
residential tissue in Zlín in 1930. Whereas around 20 percent of them 
lived in four or two-family houses (9.3% and 9.75% respectively), just 
1 percent of Bata employees living in company housing lived in a sin-
gle-family house. In short, of the whole of Bata employees—17,400—, 
0.5 percent really lived individually. It is important to note how the use 
of two and four family individual-looking houses was obviously more 
economical than a widespread use of the detached house would had 
been, as that allowed to use higher densities in less land, and reduce the 
expenditure in roads and public services (Ševeček 2013b, 248). 

Rights and Obligations
Once an employee was given the right to enjoy corporate housing, it 
was not a gift, as that implied responsibilities and the observance of 
strict rules. In fact, the study of housing contracts from the late 1920s 
reveal that the agreement between the company and benefitted worker 
was not considered a traditional tenant-landlord relation; that is, the 
value of the accommodation was subtracted from the worker’s wage—
no formal rent was then paid—and therefore the agreement was not 
subject to the tenant protection law. In addition to the reduction in his 
wage, the employee had to pay separately the different city services, in-
cluding water, as well as any repair or gardening expenses. Furthermore, 
the worker was bound to keep the house and garden in a spotless state, 
and to compensate the company—with part of his wage or profit—for 
any damage caused by wrong-doing of any person in the household. 
What is more, rules did not limit to materialistic issues, and the inhab-
itant of sponsored housing had to adapt to new behavioral rules. For 
example, singles living in dorms and boarding houses had to be clean 
and thrifty with drinking, and were not allowed to lay in bed with 
shoes on, move the furniture, or bring visits from the opposite sex. In 
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addition, the worker was obliged to move away from the house when-
ever the company decided with at most a one-week notice. Obviously, 
if employment was terminated, so was the right to live in corporate 
housing.26 As Adamski (2013) pointed out, on the one hand, corporate 
housing liberated workers and their families of the uncertainties of the 
housing market and location, but on the other, firmly bounded the 
employee and his family’s future and aspirations for better standards 
to becoming better and more competitive at work and personal life, 
and to control other’s attitudes, fulfilling company’s demands and wills 
under risk of loss of housing rights. In case of misbehavior or poor 
supervision, the highest in the hierarchy the worker was, the greater the 
loss of domestic space and living standards could be. 

A Commendable Effort
In spite of all that, it is fair to add that, all in all, the company’s efforts 
to supply housing for its employees was humongous. In 1930, slightly 
above 50 percent of employees in Zlín where housed by Bata in any of 
its accommodation forms. This policy would reach its peak in 1935, 
when 72 percent of the workers would live in sponsored housing, to 
then decline to a 63 percent by the end of the interwar period (Ševeček 
2009, 257 table 21). Although with an average of 130 houses per year, the 
mass construction of new housing in the garden district in Zlín did not 
fully satisfy the needs of a population that grew almost six-fold between 
1924 and 1938, the average yearly growth rate in those districts (36%) 
was much higher than the average yearly growth rate of the population 
(12.5%) (Ibid., 109 table 6; 230 table 13). 

In the previous section it was shown that the system of wages and 
profit-sharing in the Bata company mainly dealt with promoting indi-
vidual competition and upward mobility aspirations. In fact, behind 
the image of homogeneity and collective labor within the autonomous 
workshops, employees were divided in categories based on age, sex, 
and skills, all with different wage schemes, and, most importantly, just 
about 15 percent of them were eligible to get a share of the profit. That 
limited access to profit surely created the expectation to employees that 
a good work could lead them up in the ladder. Nonetheless, profit came 
with a price. The higher in the structure and the higher the share in the 
profits, the greater the responsibility, risk, and dependence on making 
sure that the collective performed at its best. 

Similarly, amidst the apparent homogeneity of the garden quarters 
in Zlín, several housing types manifested in the urban space the differ-
ent categories that existed in the group of workers. Actually, there was 
a gradient from uniformity to specificity in the architectural design 
of housing, in which variety and individuality decreased as buildings 
accommodated more people. In particular, single family houses were 
more exclusive and desirable as design objects. The aura of privilege 
around this type was enhanced by two facts. First, they were rather 
scarce specimens in the urban landscape of Zlín. Secondly, detached 
units were allocated to a selected group of workers, more specifically 
to those at the top of the hierarchy, or with very specific and valuable 
skills. In total, no more of 11 percent of all employees could boast 
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about living in an individual house with a garden, considering as such 
not just the one family homes, but also the quarter-detached and 
semi-detached homes  2.06.042 . However, to make sure that the mood of 
the collective was not harmed by any sense of inequality, first, the ef-
forts to supply housing in many forms were impressive, and second, an 
apparently straightforward and streamlined allocation of homes based 
on age, marital status, seniority, and skills was put in place. The clar-
ity of the system most likely fostered among workers the expectation 
that following the plan the company had devised for the development 
of its workforce would certainly imply improved living conditions in 
incremental steps upwards. Finally, it should be noted that the right to 
housing was not an act of unconditional generosity, but it implied com-
pliance to the rules, manners and mores of the Bata company. Better 
and competitive work and being a good citizen could imply jumping 
up to the next level in the gradient of housing types. On the contrary, 
unsatisfying performance both at work and at home could lead to a loss 
of the right of accommodation in company housing.  

 2.06.042  Distribution of housing types (Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, 656)
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Vertical Integration in 
an Expanded Field

The wide scope of vertical integration in the Bata company has already 
been glimpsed along this and the previous chapters. The concentration 
of functions within the firm’s realm was not limited to those strictly re-
lated to manufacturing and sales, but transformed the urban space and 
the lives of the inhabitants of Zlín. In fact, as a reaction to a situation 
of social emergency after the World War I, and to guarantee its own 
sound continuity, Bata undertook an ambitious project of construc-
tion of corporate housing and public facilities and services to secure a 
welfare state in Zlín. However, neither a view on the company’s diver-
sified multi-unit structure, nor an account on the schools, hospital, 
sports facilities, or housing supply shows vertical integration in the Bata 
concern to its full extent. 

This section will deal with those two areas that were effectively 
integrated in the company and that were critical in facilitating and 
sustaining Bata’s broad concentration of urban functions: basic infra-
structure—water, sewage, food, energy—and politics. Whereas the first 
will be presented briefly, special emphasis will be given to the latter, as 
introducing the political dimension is probably the only way to fully 
understand the implementation of comprehensive spatial planning in 
Zlín and its region. What is more, pushing forward grandiose schemes 
in the benefit of Bata would require exerting influence at the political 
level and the assumption of state-like functions, such as large-scale 
centralized planning of infrastructure and resources. 

“He Who Shortens the Roads, Makes Life Longer” 
The construction of a healthy town full of green and air did not lim-
ited itself to erecting free-standing buildings in wide open spaces, or 
planting grass and trees. In fact, increasing preoccupations about public 
health and sanitation in a growing urban population caused the in-
volvement of the company in the issues of water supply, sewage, and 
food production. Already in 1930, Devinat (1930b) noted the problems 
with the supply of clean water in Zlín, causing cases of typhoid fever 
among workers. The truth is that Zlín suffered a shortage of good qual-
ity water, and periodically was attacked by the effects of draughts. In 
addition, most of the water came from private wells, which without any 
bacteriological control, were sources of illness. In the 1920s the prob-
lem had been tackled by the construction of pumping systems to ex-
tract water from the river, a chlorination plant, and a aqueduct to serve 
the garden districts and other facilities. However, these solutions proved 
to be limited, and in the 1930s further work led to the construction of 
a dam, and to the systematic control of the quality of water sources and 
wells. Nonetheless, as soon as 1942, when a new water treatment plant 
was built, the capacity of the dam was already insufficient (Ševeček 2009). 
Finally, and on the other end of the system, sewage and drainage were 
also in the mind of Bata’s planners, and a project for the systematic 
sewage and waste water treatment of the town and neighboring villag-
es was implemented from 1933 to 1936, with the aim of keeping the 
Dřevnice river clean (Ibid.). 

Moreover, equally important for the issue of public health in Zlín 
was food supply. As Ševeček pointed out, food quality became a crit-
ical issue in both sustaining the idea of a Zlín as a complete healthy 
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environment, and in guaranteeing the livelihood of workers and their 
families by the supply of cheap food sold in company’s stores. Yet, for 
example, the poor sanitary conditions of the existing municipal slaugh-
terhouse forced the company to built its own in 1932—leased for 
municipal use for ten years—, and together with it, a whole centralized 
food production complex—including a bakery and a dairy—managed 
in a rational and systematic way (Ibid.). Besides, Bata owned lots of agri-
cultural and forest land, and, being part of its supply system, advocated 
for them to be “scientifically cultivated” (Baťa 1942, 231).

Concerning energy production, the company became the only sup-
plier of electricity and gas for Zlín, and even integrated the extraction 
and supply of fuel. Regarding electric power, in face of the difficulties 
in supply and costs during the war, Bata purchased the existing town’s 
power plant in 1917 and ended up building its own thermal plant in 
1921; with that, the company would keep the monopoly of electricity 
supply in Zlín until 1935 (Ibid.). Additionally, as part of its crusade for 
a healthier environment, the company put in operation its own gas-
works and supply network with the aim of reducing the use of coal for 
heating and cooking, and subsequently reduce harmful air pollution 
(Ibid.). Evidently, sustaining a thermal plant and the factory works re-
quired fuel, and as one would expect, the company would also integrate 
its extraction and transportation. In 1933, the concern acquired a 
lignite mine located fifty kilometers southwest of Zlín, in the village of 
Ratíškovice. Důl Tomáš, as it was named in honor of the founder, was 
put in operation in 1934  2.06.043 . Besides, together with it, the company 
built a small mining town with forty-four houses and services such as 
a mining school, doctor, or a dentist (Staňková 2013; Oficiální stránky Obce 
Ratíškovice, 2015). Eventually, the mine would be directly connected to 
Zlín by an artificial canal, as will be shown further ahead.

 2.06.043  Důl Tomáš, Bata’s mine in Ratiškovice, 1934 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 94, fol. 7)
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“No Taxation Without Representation”
As seen in Chapter Three, in 1923, outraged by the costly renovation 
of the town hall and the misuse of tax payer’s money—his money—
Tomáš Baťa decided to run for major. In spite of the apparent disgust 
that Gahura’s town hall produced in him,27 immediately after his 
overwhelming victory in the elections the architect became not just the 
company’s designer, but later, in 1933 (Horňáková 2006), the chief archi-
tect of the city of Zlín, and Baťa’s instrument to implement through 
successive master-plans the transformation of Zlín.

From then on and until 1945, the city government of Zlín would 
be in hands of Bata management. The elections of 1927 and 1931 
would even increase Tomáš Baťa majority in the municipal council. 
Both terms would be again focused on investments in the built envi-
ronment and continuing the task of constructing the “Garden City of 
Zlín” (Cekota 1968, 209), a city “full of sunshine, green grass and water, a 
clean city with the highest wages, prosperous trades and crafts and the 
best schools” (Ibid., 212) for a growing population, most of them direct-
ly or indirectly dependent in their subsistence of the Bata company. 
Plans included improvements in roads, water works, higher salaries for 
teacher and a better educational system, playgrounds, gas distribution, 
underground city services, telephone, water supply,  and low taxa-
tion—including the abolition of city sales taxes (Ibid., 212). As explained 
before, a great part of these works were put in place and financed by the 
Bata company itself—either directly or through the Bata Relief Fund, 
the social security system built on worker’s contributions (Ševeček 
2009, 151)—and then leased to for municipal use, reducing the im-
pact on taxation and in the municipal budget. After Tomáš Baťa’s death 
in 1932, Dominik Čipera, General Director of the company, would 
become his successor at the head of the city government, giving conti-
nuity to the integration of city and company management. 

Regional Preoccupations 
The leap to the integration of regional planning into the Bata compa-
ny’s area of interest took place in the 1930s when influencing on larger 
political and territorial decisions became fundamental to sustain both 
the growth and expansionistic strategy of the concern. Debatably, it all 
began with the construction of the first of Bata’s satellite towns, Baťov, 
beginning 1930. Although the town will be studied in detail in the 
next chapter, for the purpose of this section, it is important to men-
tion that, first, the new industrial center—attached to the existing city 
of Otrokovice—was planned to host the overflow of auxiliary works 
required to increase and diversify the existing production of the compa-
ny, and second, that it was located no more than ten kilometers west of 
Zlín, in a muddy plain adjacent to the Morava river and to one of the 
busiest railway corridors in the country. 

On the local level, the development of Baťov had as a consequence 
an intensification of multimodal transport of goods and people com-
ing to and from Zlín, and the birth of a metropolitan region planned 
for 100,000 residents (Gahura 1935, 9). In particular, Gahura explained 
how, as a result of the “lively” (Ibid., 13) traffic, new higher capacity 
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roads along the banks of the river Dřevnice were needed. Given that its 
construction would affect the villages and communities that already ex-
isted along the corridor between both industrial poles— Prštné, Louky, 
Malenovice, Tecovice, and Otrokovice—, it was natural that their 
planning was absorbed and subordinated to the interests of Zlín (Ibid.). 
Finally, in March 1932, a new district of Zlín came into existence, 
amalgamating other peripheral communities—Tlmuakovice, Lhota, 
Zlutana, Baťov, Kvitkovice, and Bělov. Gahura’s plan of 1934 dealt with 
the planning of the entire linear district, including their cultural, social, 
and technical needs (Ibid.).

However, Baťov, due to its sensitive location, and needs, required 
Bata to influence and invest in projects of state, if not continental, 
relevance, specifically with regard to water management and transpor-
tation. Batov’s relationship with water was both troubled and fortu-
nate. On the one hand, was built on cheap land on a flood plain of the 
Morava, and in fact, immediately after its construction began in 1930, 
and before a dyke was built, the site was severely flooded (Baťa 1942; 
Horňáková & Ševeček 1998). On the other, the untamed river held a huge 
potential for water transportation, as it was a key part in the realization 
of the long-desired Danube-Oder-Elbe canal. Hence the involvement 
of the company in larger territorial planning issues became critical. 

Opportunely, in parallel to the construction of Baťov, the national 
government came up with a plan to revive some of the former plans 
for a comprehensive network of  waterways in Czechoslovak lands. 

 2.06.044  Plan of the Bata canal in its section through 

Vnorovy, south of Zlín (Source: Staňková 2013)

 2.06.045  View of the Bata canal during construction 

(Source: Cekota 1936)
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Actually, as Jiří Janáč explained, the “Act on the State Fund for Mak-
ing the Rivers Navigable, Construction of Ports, Reservoir Dams, and 
Utilization of Hydro-Power” of 1931 was a compromise addressing at 
both those who saw in the development of waterways a necessity for 
Czech industry, and those who feared that would facilitate a  “Ger-
man-led Mittel-Europeanization” (Janáč 2013, 68) of the nation. In fact, 
the funding for the Act did not really include the development of the 
Danube-Oder-Elbe (ODE) canal. Tomáš Baťa—who by then was also a 
member of the Provincial Parliament of Moravia—saw this omission as 
a “painful” evidence of the “great disinterest” (Baťa 1942, 236) of the Par-
liament towards Moravia, and mobilized during the Act’s negotiations, 
lobbied in favor of an alternative model (Janáč 2013) which would be 
developed by a department organized with the company’s assistance 
(Baťa 1942). Baťa’s plan ‘renounced’ to the ODE, and proposed to follow 
an incremental approach. By first investing in achieving “simple naviga-
tion” (Ibid., 237) along the Morava river, he expected that local industry 
and agriculture would growth to the point of accumulating enough 
capital to pay for the canal linking the Morava with the Oder and Elbe, 
and therefore connecting the landlocked lands of Moravia to the Baltic, 
North, and Black seas. Although Baťa justified the new waterway by 
stating that it would equally serve “the peasant and farmer as also the 
man from the workshop” (Ibid., 237), the truth is that apparently none 
of the variants prepared by his experts could get such balance, and the 
canal would either drain or drench the adjacent fields, or make it un-
suitable for navigation (Janáč 2013). 

Despite the ideal of the ODE would never materialize, the com-
pany’s influence did finally manage to affect the project (Ibid.) and get 
tangible benefits for Baťov and Zlín. In 1934, the company convinced 
the central government to make navigable a section of the Morava and 
Dřevnice rivers, with the condition that it would had positive effects on 
the irrigation of an area usually affected by droughts. The Bata com-
pany would finance part of the costs—26% of its total budget—of the 
51.8 kilometer-long project, of which twenty-four kilometers were an 
artificial canal running parallel to the meandering river  2.06.044   2.06.045  
(Karkošková 2010). Apart from the improvements in water management, 
and having some degree of control over floods, the key for understand-
ing the project—built between 1934 and 1938—lies in its starting 
and ending points: Baťov and Rohatec. With Bata’s lignite mine in 
Ratíškovice just a short rail trip away from Rohatec’s fluvial port, the 
so-called Bata canal allowed for cheap transport of fuel to feed the pow-
er plants in Baťov and Zlín.

“Let’s Build a State”
The later fantasies of Tomáš Baťa successor, Jan Antonín, would be 
however the culmination of the growing ambition of the company 
to have a say in the large-scale spatial planning and integration of 
industry, resource extraction, and transportation infrastructure. In a 
book published in 1937 with the explicit title of  Let’s Build a State for 
40.000.000 People (Budujme Stát pro 40,000.000 lidí), J. A. Baťa ar-
gued in particular for the planning and construction of a new east-west 
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infrastructural corridor for the Czechoslovak Republic. Profusely illus-
trated with maps, these allow to follow the logics and strategy behind 
the specifics of the network’s design. Basically, it was about creating a 
rational physical framework for the exploitation and exchange of natu-
ral resources, and giving outlet to those precious, but landlocked, ma-
terials. Indeed, geomorphological and mineral resources maps showed 
areas of extraction of coal, iron ore, oil, natural gas, metals, minerals, 
stone, cement, etc. in Czechoslovak territory, and also further, such as 
the oil deposits in the Carpathian mountains (Baťa 1937). Besides, other 
maps specifically emphasized existing and projected waterways (Ibid., 41; 
Janáč 2013) and their potential to reduce shipping costs and give access 
to the ports in the North, Baltic, and Black seas, and consequently, to 
raw materials from South America  2.06.046  (Baťa 1937). 

A modern multimodal east-west infrastructure corridor—road, rail, 
canal—would supersede the badly planned Habsburg network, and 
impose on the territory the logics of resource extraction, exchange, effi-
cient communication, and economy of construction; in fact, its layout 
was designed so that all the necessary materials for its construction were 
also located along its way. This resource extraction oriented planning 
was to sustain the techno-utopian imagery of modern transportation 
and telecommunications that additionally illustrated the book: modern 
cars, planes, electric trains, telephone networks, electric towers, great 
engineering works, and even wind turbines. Most importantly, it made 
of Zlín the center of the new industrial state, as the city was conve-
niently located at the center of the multimodal scheme.

A small booklet developed by the Transportation Department of the 
company in 1938 continued further with those ideas, but introducing 
tangible implications for society. Powerfully graphic, its plates seem a 
draft for future propaganda. In fact, through a succession of unambigu-
ous slogans accompanied of beautiful hand-colored diagrams, collages, 
and maps, the publication further argued for the need of investing 
in strategic infrastructure. It began by showing both the unfulfilled 
potential of Czechoslovakia’s geographical location and resources28, and 
its developmental backwardness, by comparing several indicators per 
square kilometer of land—including family houses, cars, roads, water-
ways, rail, among others—with those of a smaller but highly-industrial-
ized Belgium.29 The book continued by stating the benefits of building 
roads, railroads, and waterways  2.06.047  for agricultural and industrial 
development; imperatives as “let’s catch the unused power of water30”, 
“let’s complete the railways31”, and “let’s build perfect roads”32 were 
followed by stating what those investments would mean—work for two 
million families. The overall stimulus package was thought to have a very 
specific and tangible outcome: to make possible the dream of  “a house 
for every family”33  2.06.048  and “a car for every family”34 2.06.049 . 

The aim of Bata’s plan for an of vertically integrating state-wide 
spatial planning was twofold. On the one hand, sustaining national 
industry, and its own growth, by facilitating access and exchange of raw 
materials, and stimulating capitalist development and consumption. 
On the other, it aspired to scale up to a national level Bata’s model for 
spatial development, family life, and progress, represented in the ideas 
of the single family house and the car. 

 2.06.047  [left] “Waterways are the Cheapest”

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XVI, inv. č. 21, fol. 7)

 2.06.048  [left] “A House for Every Family” 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XVI, inv. č. 21, fol. 9)

 2.06.046  From Zlín, to Hamburg, and then Buenos Aires, 

by ship (Source: Baťa 1937)

 2.06.049  [left] “A Car for Every Family” 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XVI, inv. č. 21, fol.11)
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Legitimacy and Design This chapter has answered the question of to what extent it was possible 
to establish a connection between the defining features of the Bata Sys-
tem of Management, presented in Chapter Six, and the way certain ide-
als, forms, and types, presented in Chapter Five, were used in designing 
the new Zlín. This was done by speculating and providing evidence on 
how Bata’s corporate rules and ideals might have projected onto the 
urban and architectural myths adopted by the company, well-respected 
and positive institutions, in order to legitimate itself to its workers and 
the public opinion at large.

First, the stubborn technical development and refinement of the 
Bata module and skeleton, based on the American daylight factory, 
highlighted the fundamental belief in standardization, use of inter-
changeable parts, flexibility, and technology. In fact, as any of the shoes 
produced in the Bata workshops, the Bata structural skeleton was the 
result of adding modular standardized units, that at the same time were 
built in themselves by using reusable interchangeable parts—formwork, 
machines, or people. In their spatial qualities and widespread use for 
disparate functions, the modular buildings showcased the ideas of flex-
ibility and change also present in the manufacturing processes at Bata. 
The fact that the same structural framework was used to host not just 
industrial programs but public ones monumentalized and legitimated 
the ideas of rationality, normalization, and contingency, but also made 
evident its limitations and subtle modifications.

Second, Bata found in the vertical stacking of those modular spaces 
the right physical form for representing the internal division of the 
company in autononous departments and workshops. Similarly as it 
happened in the organizational system, autonomy was relative, and 
vertical and horizontal infrastructures made possible the coordination 
and exchange between units at the urban scale. The result was an ar-
chitectural ensemble that replicated an assembly line, where the indi-
vidual workhops realized independently specialized operations which 
were part of a larger program of manufacturing imposed from the top. 
What is more, modern functional zoning reproduced the same relation-
ship between the parts and the whole at the city scale; that is, modern 
monofunctional superblocks made of Zlín an archipelago of indepen-
dent programs. Linked by physical infrastructure, their use was in the 
end also subject to the decisions from the top, as these guided their 
schedules, and demands.

Third, Bata’s welfare agenda tackled at introducing modern a life-
style in Zlín, and manifested in their design elements—modern build-
ings, the functional superblock, and a garden nature—the company’s 
ideal lifestyle. In first place, educational institutions served all parts of 
the town, but had its epicenter in a modern campus that captured the 
ideas of modernity, thriftiness, compliance to norms, and rigor that 
would transform a population of rural background. Besides, its emblem 
school carried the name of president Masaryk, linking the founder of 
the new modern and democratic state with Bata’s educational program, 
and in turn legitimating it. Then, the firm belief in connection between 
health, hygiene, and industrial productivity was made present in the 
urban realm by building health institutions, and fostering the practice 
of sport and other leisure activities by providing the public with the 
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necessary infrastructure. The emphasis on wellbeing and in selling to 
the world how much Bata cared about can be found with more strength 
in the generous use of water for recreation, despite serious problems of 
supply. Thirdly, by embracing the Garden City as urban model and the 
villa as its most visible housing type, the Bata company displayed a mo-
dernity that liberated workers and families from backwardness, usure, 
and congestion, but at the same promoted a certain family model and 
gender roles, internal competition, and the entry of the workers in the 
capitalist dynamics. Finally, the plans to make of Zlín a city in gardens 
and nature made of landscape a transversal theme in the planning of 
the town. Landscape provided with both the field and structure where 
other programs operated, and connected them to regional natural sys-
tems. To sum up, islands of welfare on the landscape gave expression to 
Bata’s ideas of modern life, and legitimated the company’s image of an 
industry whose workers had been freed from backwardness, overcrowd-
ing, dust, and pollution. 

Fourth, as it happened in the way wages and profits were distribut-
ed among workers, behind sameness of the garden housing districts, a 
variety of dwelling types subtly revealed the hierarchical differences be-
tween workers. Furthermore, evidence was shown that the common be-
lief that states that Bata workers lived individually is not quite correct. 
In fact, individual villas were rather scarce. However, the clarity of the 
career path and goals to be attained in order to climb the ladder up to 
individual living, might possible have created internal consent among 
the workers to the way that benefit was allocated, and therefore to the 
organizational system at large. All in all, in spite of the incompleteness 
of its housing project, it was also shown that the company’s efforts to 
supply with decent and accessible dwellings to its workers were laud-
able, and in one way or another, more than half of its employees were 
given a shelter, or at least a possibility of safe and efficient commuting 
to work in company buses.

Fifth and last, the scope that vertical integration reached in the Bata 
works was such that it reveals the interests of the company in making 
real, through technology, engineering, and scientific management, an 
industrial utopia at all costs. Encompassing resource extraction, energy 
and mobility infrastructure, governance, and local and regional politics 
and spatial planning, vertical integration at Bata did not just have the 
aspiration of feeding and sustaining its own industrial growth, but to 
do it by means of transforming a whole nation through infrastructural 
improvement and better use of resources, under the same precepts as 
those being implemented in Zlín. 

In sum, in order to gain consent and legitimacy in the social sphere, 
the Bata System of Management operated in cooperation with certain 
architectural and urban institutions. Urban utopias, the Garden City, 
the worker’s villa, rationalism and modernism at large were the myths 
the company adopted, enabling a process of mutual interference and 
isomorphism between both organizational fields, those of management 
and design. Nonetheless, as in any process of institutional adoption of 
external practices, professions, and procedures, it was in some cases a 
ceremonial adoption to gain legitimacy; one that buffered between the 
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ideal blue-print projected to workers and consumers, and Bata’s actual 
technical structure and activities. In fact, those design and planning 
rules were not always followed, and as it has been discussed, there were 
not houses for everyone, water was scarce, the construction of physi-
cal and social infrastructure was not sometimes a priority, or the Bata 
module suffered slight adaptations. In some cases, the adoption of a 
myth—namely the Bata skeleton and the semi-detached or detached 
family housing—entailed entering as well in a process of path depen-
dence. Meanwhile this chapter has shown some of the shortcomings 
and inefficiencies in adopting and implementing in a self-reinforced 
manner this design institutions in Bata architecture and urbanism, path 
breaking alternatives confirming such dependence will become appar-
ent in Part Three.

In spite of all that, the way the company improved the living and 
working conditions of its workers transcended managerial decisions, 
and operations. In spite of a process of isomorphism of  in the profes-
sional field of design in order to gain acceptance by the management, 
by adopting the agenda of modern architecture and urbanism, in turn 
Bata adopting as well the visionary faith held by modernist architects 
in the agency of architecture, planning, and design as the tools for their 
own views for democratic social reform. With no doubt, that permeat-
ed in how the new Zlín was designed. Meanwhile Bata’s management 
displayed an unshakeable faith in the steady advance of technology, 
rationality, and consumption as the factors leading to ever-increasing 
output, unlimited economic growth, and social transformation, the 
company architects and planners effectively introduced in their blue-
prints their own utopian vision of a future of progress and prosperity 
led by modern design and technology. 

When speculating on the conditions that the design of the mas-
terplan for the region of Zlín of 1934 should anticipate in a forty-year 
horizon, Gahura pointed at a series of assumptions—productive, 
technical, social, and political—which unveil the fantastic fordist 
techno-utopian world he imagined was to come guided by design 
(Gahura 1935). In Gahura’s view, the future society, built on the basis 
of democracy, would be shaped the most by a combination of both a 
steep improvement in the efficiency of manufacturing methods due to 
mechanization, and the growth of commodity consumption. Given 
those conditions, he imagined a world in which employment would be 
secured and multiplied by making of industrial workers well-paid part-
time employees; workers work-life balance would dramatically improve, 
and they would gain time for continuing industrial education, improv-
ing their physical health through the practice of sports, and be inspired 
by the arts, sciences and music. What is more, affluent wages would 
open the possibility of reducing working life to fifty years. However, re-
tired workers would still keep a responsibility towards society, and they 
would have the task of transferring their life-long knowledge of work to 
the younger generations. Finally, women would be also ‘benefited’ by 
the “rationalization” of domestic life and the incorporation of new ma-
chines at home; their time would be liberated of tedious tasks, and they 
would enjoy more time to be with their children or focus in enriching 
their “inner ethical and aesthetic values” (Ibid., 9).
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Gahura envisioned a revolution in personal transportation, com-
munication, and energy production that would enable the dispersal of 
human settlements in nature. Basically, he assumed that in forty years, 
every worker would be able to afford a car, a plane—able to land in a 
short runway—or even a helicopter. Besides, off-grid thermal and elec-
tric solar energy would generalize, and wireless communication would 
be a reality. Therefore, distance to work and the connectivity to conven-
tional street or infrastructural networks would be irrelevant for the lo-
cation of housing, and satellite cities and suburbs in nature, far enough 
from the inconveniences of industry, would become the norm. In con-
trast, industry and public facilities would be centralized in a garden-like 
city center. That is, factories would be constantly expanding in both the 
horizontal and vertical dimensions, in order to increase production and 
employment. At the same time, school districts, library, museums, and 
department stores would be also concentrated in vertical free-standing 
buildings surrounded by greenery and extensive parking lots. In sum, 
managing the world through technology, planning, and design would 
liberate the industrial worker from historically inherited temporal and 
spatial constraints, and enable a society in which nature and modern 
urban life and work would be equally accessible for everyone.  
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“It would be impossible to predict a priori what [the 
Baťa system] would become in another’s  hands, or 
applied to another environment”

—Paul Devinat (1930b), Director of the Instute of Scientific Management at the International Labour Office
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In 1930, Paul Devinat, while wondering to what extend the Bata 
company was a model case for international industry, closed his report 
for the International Labour Review with an intriguing, if not premon-
itory, comment that read: “It would be impossible to predict a priori 
what [the Bata system] would become in another’s hands, or applied to 
another environment” (Devinat 1930b, 186). The truth is that just in the 
course of fifteen years from his paper, the unpredictability of history 
would be proved, and both of his anxieties would be resolved. In fact, 
already in 1930, the project of decentralization of manufacturing and 
replication of the Bata system in other locations was underway, and in 
just a few years, it would acquire a global dimension. What is more, in 
1932, Tomáš Baťa would pass away, and new leadership would keep 
the familial control of the company, until the moment in which painful 
historical events would end up in Nazi occupation, and in 1945, social-
ist nationalization. Once the myths of Bata urbanism and architecture 
in Zlín and their relationship with corporate management have been 
exposed, this third part will explore the phenomenon that Devinat just 
considered as a scenario: the replication of the Bata urban systems in 
industrial satellite cities in the 1930s and 40s. 

Several pamphlets, monographs and case study papers have studied 
the urban history and/or characteristics of the individual towns de-
veloped by the company. With two articles in Werk and Architect and 
building News, in 1950 and 1951, Markus Widmer diploma thesis in 
1990, and an exhibition and catalog from the Architekturmuseum in 
Basel in 1992, the architecture of Möhlin has been well documented; 
and recently, Tobias Ehrenbold (2012; 2013) put the focus on its so-
cial and cultural history. Jane Pavitt (1994), Joanna Smith (2008), and 
Roger Williams (2011) have all focused on the urban history of East 
Tilbury and Bata in England, and M.A. Rumsey (2010) on its social 
history. Henrieta Moravčíková alone (2003; 2009) or together with 
Slavká Doricová and Mária Topolčanska (2005),  Topolčanska (2005), 
Alena Kubova (2005; 2013), and Oľga Kvasnicová (2013) have created a 
consistent body of work on the modern architecture and urbanism of 
Baťovany-Partizánske, in Slovakia. Alen Žunić (2011) and Ines Ambruš 
(2014) explained Borovo, Croatia, and former employee of the homon-
ymous company Ivica Žabić has been documented this city as part as a 
personal endeavor. As part of his monograph on J.M de Casseres, Koos 
Bosma (2003) highlighted events around the design and construction 
of Batadorp in Best, The Netherlands, and then Elisabeth van Meer 
contextualized Batadorp in relation to Brabant’s cultural landscape. 
Shannon Ricketts (1992) and Deborah Woodman (2013) have con-
centrated on explaining Batawa in its Canadian context. Alain Gatti 
developed a monumental work Chausser les hommes qui vont pieds nus: 
Bata-Hellocourt, 1931-2001 (2004) on Bata in France. Erik J. Jenkins  
and 2013 wrote about Belcamp, in the United States, before (1998) and 
after its demolition (2013). Smítka in 1984 prepared a small booklet 
for the city of Zruč nad Sázavou—written in Socialist time, it omits 
Bata’s period—and Jiří Tichý did a brief historical review of Otrokovice 
in 2000. Božena Malovcová prepared a monograph for the city of 
Svit (2009) and an additional article summarizing it (2012). Georgia 
Capistrano da Costa (2012) elaborated a thesis on the Brazilian towns of 
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Jan Antonín Baťa. Martin Jemelka (2013) gave a precise account on the 
construction of Ottmuth, Germany (now Otmęt, Poland) based on ar-
chival sources. Also in Poland, Anna Syska (2013) wrote about Chełmek 
as part of a larger project on Silesian modernism. Finally, Markéta 
Březovská (2013) looked at Batanagar, India, as part of a study of brand-
themed spatial projects. Undeniably, this vast collective body of work 
is a great resource for any person interested in the issue, however, as a 
whole, it presents evident gaps. On the one hand, not all the towns are 
equally represented, some settlements have been more fortunate than 
others in the attention received, and there are notable absences, such as 
Třebíč Borovina, Sezimovo Ústí, Napajedla, or Batapur; furher, within 
the collection of publications, thematic focuses are diverse, and their 
content development is uneven—few of them, all architects by the way, 
present graphic information and a discussion on the city plans (Widmer 
1992; Bosma 2003; Moravčíková 2003 & 2009; Žunić 2011; Ambruš 2014; Jenkins 
2013), their morphology, and development. On the other, and more 
importantly, these are a set of research products developed in a de-
centralized and independent manner. They do not talk to each other. 
Being centered in their national context, and external circumstances 
that might explain their own development, such as decisions taken in 
Zlín or connections between events occurring simultaneously in other 
locations, are not apparent. 

Efforts to present with a general or collective overview on the Bata 
satellite towns have been made. As early as 1936, when these towns 
were being designed and built, Mario Labò wrote a praise of the mo-
dernity of their plans in Casabella. Decades later, Vladimír Šlapeta 
would recover some of those plans, and add others to illustrate his 
account on Bata’s architecture and urbanism in both Bauforum (1992) 
and Skala (1992). Then, Pavel Novák (1993; re-edited in 2008) added many 
more of those city plans developed by the Bata architects between 1930 
and 1950 in his massive work on the company’s architecture. Novák’s 
book, in combination with Ladislava Horňáková’s work in 1998 as 
one of the curators of the first exhibition on the satellites in the State 
Gallery of that Zlín, finally provided with a wider context to better un-
derstand the rationale behind the reasons of existence of the European 
satellites, and introduced the work of the company on Ideal Industrial 
Towns. Horňáková has then updated this work and published it in 
recent publications for an international audience (2009a; 2009b). Cyril 
Říha, in his 2009 paper  “The standardization and exportation of Bat’a 
towns in Central Europe” went deeper into the ideas of reproducibil-
ity of Bata urbanism embedded in the satellite cities, and discussed 
the Ideal Industrial Town project and its implementation in real cases. 
The Bauhaus Kolleg dedicated a research studio to Bata’s international 
cities, with a special focus on East Tilbury, Möhlin, and Batanagar, 
which then was summarized in a small publication (2012). Finally, 
Ondřej Ševeček and Martin Jemelka have been working on the project 
Company Towns of the Baťa Concern which by means of a conference 
(2011) and a publication (2013) aimed at coordinating the study of the 
European Bata towns in their developmental phase, compiling the work 
of some of the authors mentioned in the previous paragraph. 
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As commendable as these efforts in building a synthesis of the 
Bata satellite towns may be, they present some problems and gaps that 
limit the true understanding of the scope of his period of Bata’s urban 
production. On the one hand, surprisingly, works that might be con-
sidered seminal in the general literature on the satellites (Novák 1993; 
Horňáková 1998 & 2009; Říha 2009) present numerous inconsistencies and 
dating issues when contrasted to archival materials; for example, the 
Ideal Industrial Town studies takes a prevailing, if not mythical, role in 
explaining the project of the satellites, insinuating that it was the grand 
source of the urbanism of the satellites, while, in fact, first, it came at a 
later stage once other plans had been drawn and construction had al-
ready begun; and second, succeeding types emerging from very distinct 
sources superseded it.  On the other, Ševeček (2013), while recognizing 
the gradual emergence and more complex genesis of the Bata towns, 
avoids a deeper discussion on that, and jumps once more into the Ideal 
Industrial Town study as the only lens through which reading their 
urbanism. So, the elaboration of a wider and nuanced picture is left to 
the reader of the many case studies that follow, and that, as said before, 
tend to be self-centered studies.

Therefore, it seems that the satellite industrial towns were mini-ver-
sions of Zlín based on a code registered in the Ideal Industrial Town 
works. However, the immense variability of regulatory city plans devel-
oped by the company architects throughout the 1930s and 40s clearly 
suggests that there was in fact an evolution of the idea of the relation-
ship between industry, city and labor that superseded the first install-
ment in Zlín. That is, the evolutionary tree of the Bata satellite cities 
has not been described adequately, and the study of the development of 
these towns as a unitary project is missing. With those omissions, what 
is lost is the understanding of the two-way interaction between the uni-
versal and the local shaping these towns, as well of the possible chain 
effects of those inputs in the network of towns. At the root of that ab-
sence is the lack of clarity about the the changing external and internal 
forces and intellectual preoccupations that guided the architects and 
the company in the process of design, redesign, and construction of the 
towns. To fill this gap, this third part will deal with going deeper on the 
questions of why and how the architecture and urbanism of the Bata 
Shoe Company was replicated in satellite cities around the world in the 
1930s and 40s. 

An attempt to answer those questions will be done by means of 
contextualizing in the socio-political environment of the late interwar 
and then war period the information available in some of the most 
prominent secondary sources, and then by contrasting those facts with 
the information available in the District State Archives of Zlín, es-
tablishing connections between the developments in the nodes of the 
network of towns and decisions made in its hub. Additionally, the ex-
isting historical documents on the Ideal Industrial Town and city plans 
kept in the Zlín archives will be studied carefully in order to establish a 
correct timeline of events. 

More specifically, Chapter Seven will present the political and 
economical context that explain why and how the company began its 
strategy of construction of industrial cities in different locations and 
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countries; Then it will delineate the characteristics of the first batch 
of satellites planned: those of their location, and of their design, and 
how both things clashed and forced to the a reinvention of the plans 
founded in a recovery of the design myths detailed in the previous part. 
Then, Chapter Eight with describe how those recovered features of the 
urbanism of Zlín were coded and translated into several ideal model in-
dustrial town plans, taking into account the influences and concerns of 
the individual architects involved. Finally, in Chapter Nine, the extend 
to which the Ideal plans were carried out and affected in their develop-
ment by the rise Socialist influences and Second World War. Having 
presented all these, the part will conclude with the redefinition of the 
Bata satellite towns as a networked utopia.
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Following the spectacular growth of the Bata Shoe Company and the 
transformation of its home town, Zlín into a field of spatial and social 
experimentation, the enterprise began a strategy of decentralization and 
global expansion which lead to the replication of an urban and commu-
nity model in a series of modern satellite towns, built between the years 
1930 and 1945 around the globe. However, as stated in the introduc-
tion to this part of the book, systematic and comprehensive research on 
the early stages of the project of decentralization of Bata’s manufactur-
ing in industrial towns is missing. With that, what is lost is the possi-
bility of a deeper understanding of why the company embarked, from 
1937 onwards, in the standardization of urban planning and design in 
the form of ideal industrial towns. Further, the omission limits the abil-
ity to comprehend how different exogenous conditions that manifested 
in its numerous locations at the inception of the project might have 
had effects in the way the overall project of design and development of 
the network of towns occurred in the short and long term. Therefore 
the aim of this chapter is to fill those gaps and study in detail the whys 
and hows of the Bata satellite towns in the period between the years 
1929 and 1936. To do that, first it will study what was the relationship 
between the project of decentralization of Bata and in its historical 
context, both at the Czechoslovak and international levels. Afterwards, 
the second section will explore, through a comparative overview, which 
were the key characteristics of the local contexts and locations chosen 
for the deployment of Bata towns. In third place, it will be described 
how the first city plans looked on paper, to then, in the fourth section, 
expose to what extend external obstacles impeded the implementation 
of those plans and forced to rethink how the expansion was being 
made. Fifth, the questions of why and how, in the midst of the debate 
on the urbanism of the Bata towns, an alternative urban model was 
proposed by Le Corbusier will be answered. The chapter will end with 
a discussion on how the emergence of problems and design alterna-
tives that challenged the company’s institutional myths, and the risk 
of undermining the company’s legitimacy that entailed, impulsed the 
development of plans that acted as mechanisms for self-reinforcing the 
original foundations of Bata urbanism.

Chapter 7
The Offshoring of Zlín

[left] Flyleaf of the book Těžké časy: román z průmyslového 

života showing the scale of Bata’s internationalization 

(Source: Baťa 2008)
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Opportunistic Loopholes Beginning in the eve of the financial crisis of 1929 and until its nation-
alization in 1945, the Bata shoe company followed a strategy of decen-
tralization as a reaction to the effects of the crisis and potential geopo-
litical risks. Following on the previous characterization of the economic 
and societal turmoil in Czechoslovakia, on the work of Bohumil Lehár 
in 1963 and on biographies of both Tomáš Baťa (1942) and his son, 
Tomáš Jan Baťa (1990), it is possible to distinguish four distinct periods 
in the corporate life and structure of the Bata company in the period 
between 1928 and the Munich Agreement of 1938: a pre-crisis phase 
between 1928 and 1929; the first expansion during the crisis between 
1930 and 1931; a deep crisis in 1932; and from 1932 onwards, further 
decentralization in times of depression. In the words of Lehár, it would 
be years of “exceptional imperialist aggressivity” (1963, 148) in Bata’s 

Nineteen Twenty-Nine
In 1929 the Czechoslovak Republic had reached its zenith regarding 
industrial production after its independence. More specifically, the 
levels of industrial output had overpassed those of the pre-war by 40 
percent. What is more, progressively the domestic markets had reduced 
the geographical inequalities that characterized the national economy, 
shown in Chapter Three. Nonetheless, internal consumption was still 
limited, and industry was highly dependent on exports to Western 
Europe. In that respect, Czechoslovakia was challenged by Germany, 
that had successfully stabilized its economy after the war (Harna 2009; 
Agnew 2014). Besides, the consumer goods industry was still dominat-
ed by small scale businesses, that optimized production by lowering 
wages and reducing benefits; that is, in spite of the govermental efforts 
to modernize industry, mass production was not really supported by 
investments on machinery or technology, but merely on the intensifica-
tion of the exploitation of labor (Ibid.). 

At first, the effects of the Black Tuesday of October 1929 did not 
seem to harm the passing by of the Czechoslovak roaring twenties; 
however, industrial production did experience a perceivable fall in its 
numbers. Although the global financial crisis seemed inconceivable 
by then, already in fall of 1928 some signs indicated upcoming trou-
ble for the Bata concern. Already at that time, protectionist measures, 
including higher tariffs and fixed quotas, had been implemented in 
Czechoslovakia’s former trading partners, and exports of shoes actually 
began to decline in fall of 1928. As a consequence, Bata had to slow 
down production, and reduce its workforce in the shoe workshops 
(Lehár 1963). In 1928 the percentage of job creation in the company fell 
21 points with respect to 1927—which had been around 28 percent. In 
contrast to the previous years of growth, the 44 percent of vacant spots 
in the workforce after dismissals and leaves, were barely replaced that 
year. To clarify, it should be noted that the labor market at the Zlín’s 
factories was characterized by high rate of turnover of employment 
(Ševeček 2009). 

The year 1929 was not better in production and employment at the 
Bata factories. In fact, official trade inspectors reported a slowdown in 
shoe manufacturing output early in 1929, a crisis that continued along 
the year. In particular, they related how Bata “was obliged… to limit 
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exports, so that the production of leather shoes went down as much as 
50%” (as quoted in Lehár 1963, 149). Furthermore, creation of new em-
ployment fell in red numbers, as 15 percent of the potential vacancies 
after layoffs, leaves, and retirements were not covered (Ševeček 2009). It 
is worth noting that of the 5,555 emptied positions, 29 percent cor-
responded to actual dismissals, even though, apparently, many of the 
other 10,295 workers were forcibly put on “short time” (Lehár 1963, 
149) leaves. Nonetheless, that would be just the start of the crisis, as it 
was not until mid 1931 that the depression suddenly hit the country’s 
economy and social life. The global currency and credit crisis, loss of 
demand, and the raise of trade barriers led to the downfall of Czech 
foreign trade in 1932, and to the setback of industrial production to a 
60 percent of the level of 1929 (Harna 2009). 

Counterintuitive Growth
The years 1930 and 1931 were defined by a worsening of the condi-
tions in global trade, which Bata managed to sort out and effectively 
increase production and employment, as well as for once and for all, 
dominate shoe manufacturing in its home country. Changes in the 
rule of trade were widespread along those two years: Germany, Austria, 
Egypt, Canada, France, Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Norway, Finland, 
Italy, and the United States increased or introduced custom tariffs; Bel-
gium and Holland introduced import quotas for shoes; a new system 
of imports was implemented in Hungary and Poland; and currency 
restrictions were put in place. Contrary to what one could expect, 
and in spite of an initial decline of footwear exports, Bata managed to 
later increase its exports: nine out of every ten pairs of shoes exported 
by Czechoslovakia had been manufactured in the workshops in Zlín. 
Through a strategy that Lehár described as of “imperialist expansion” 
(1963, 151), Bata successfully conquered the monopoly of shoe produc-
tion in the country. In particular, this author defined five means that 
began to be used by the company in order to opportunistically take 
advantage of the crisis for increasing its growth in 1930 and 1931.

First of all, given the internal economic conditions in Czechoslo-
vakia, the Bata company began to export capital surplus. The combi-
nation of low purchasing power at its home market with the sudden 
difficulty in exporting led the company to export capital. Such capital 
was primarily exported in the form of goods, that after being sold 
abroad provided with new capital used for two critical elements: the 
establishment of subsidiary companies abroad, and the purchase of 
raw materials and equipment for Zlín. The consequences of that were 
twofold. On the one hand, the ancillary enterprises would facilitate 
operations in a scenario of widespread tariffs. On the other, capital did 
not return to Zlín in the form of currency.  According to Lehár, the 
success of this stratagem was highly contingent to the politics of the 
Czechoslovak National Bank, that allow the concern to “operate freely 
with currency” (Ibid., 151) with no real control on movements, as money 
flowed between its own companies.

The second of Bata’s tools to dodge the crisis was precisely the 
founding of those foreign companies, including manufacturing com-
plexes and trading companies. In particular, the construction of fac-
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tories happened when the target market presented “unsurmountable 
obstacles” (Ibid., 151) to imports and exports. As obstacles were practi-
cally everywhere, Bata companies were set around all around the world. 
To the first company set in Ottmuth, Germany in 1929, Deutsche 
Schuh A.G. Bata, followed many others in 1930: Polską Spółkę Obu-
wia Bata in Krakow and Chełmek, Poland; Bata Schuh A.G. Möhlin, 
Switzerland; N.V. Handelmaatschappij Bata, Stockholm, Sweden; N.V. 
Handelmaatschappij Bave, Amsterdam, the Netherlands; Bata Société 
Anonyme, Strasbourg, France; Bata S.A.R., Bucharest, Romania; Bata 
Shoe Co. New York, USA; Österreichische Schuhgesellschaft, Wien, 
Austria; and Bata Société Anonyme, Alexandria, Egypt.

Soon, in early 1931, a new structure was given to the new conglom-
erate of industrial companies. More specifically, Tomáš Baťa founded 
Leader A.G. in Switzerland, an intermediate holding company that 
took the majority of shares of the ancillary enterprises, while he kept 
a small part of them. This way, Tomáš Baťa apparently reduced his 
degree of ownership of those newly founded ventures, when in fact, at 
the same time, he was holding the great majority of shares at Leader. 
Offshoring the central control of the companies allowed Bata to guar-
antee “safe reserves of capital abroad” (Ibid., 152), while in turn, creating 
a more efficient and unregulated system for mutual exchange of capital 
between its subsidiaries. Immediately after that, many other companies 
were established. Interestingly, some of them were set in non-European 
countries, or in colonies of the continental powers. In 1931: Bata Shoe 
Co. Ltd. Calcutta, India; N.V. Shoenhandel Mij Bata, Batavia, Dutch 
Indies; Bata Shoe Co. Ltd., Singapore, Malaya; Palestine Bata Shoe 
Co. Ltd., Jerusalem, Tel-Aviv, Palestine; Bata Shoe Co. Ltd., Johannes-
burg and Cape Town, South Africa; Chaussures Bata du Congo Belge, 
S.A. Leopoldville, Belgian Congo; Bata Purchasing Company, Boston, 
USA; Magyar Bata Cipőipar, Budapest, Hungary; Vendita Calzature 
Bata, Fiume, Italy; Bata S.A. Belgique, Brussels; Chaussures Bata S.A., 
Luxembourg; Bata Kenka O/Y Sko A/B; Helsinki, Finland; finally, in 
1932 Chaussures Bata A.S. Hellocourt, France. In addition to those 
subsidiaries, Bata also created two domestic companies: Zlín, a building 
enterprise, and Atlas, and insurance company (Ibid.).  

While financial ownership moved to Switzerland, the control of the 
subsidiaries took place in Zlín. The Czech concern coordinated their 
sales and purchases, supplied them with Zlín-made machinery and 
equipment, provided them with semi-finished products to avoid tariffs 
for finished goods, and used them as to furnish workshops in Zlín with 
precious raw materials. Foreign production and Czech capital sustained 
the ancillary companies, and not much currency returned home from 
them. A situation that for Lehár deprived the republic of opportunities 
to increase its industrial production and employment while at the same 
time incremented Bata’s monopoly (Ibid. 1963). 

Internationalization of Bata faced evidently foreign resistance. Giv-
en the dependent of those on bilateral politics, Tomáš Baťa demanded 
the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic, Edvard Beneš, that the 
government took action in defending Bata’s international interests, by 
reasons of national interest: 
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This year our company is taking steps to set up factories in foreign countries. 
From the development of production since the World War it is evident that every 
branch of manufacture will, in quite a short time, be controlled and orientated 
on a world-wide scale, in other words, that every branch of production will have 
a central organization in some one country. We are endeavoring to secure for our 
country (more correctly, the Bata Concern) [note in parenthesis from Lehár] the 
control of shoe-manufacturing industry throughout the whole world. 

as quoted in Ibid., 155

Finally, three other instruments were crucial in the new direction 
taken by Baťa in his business. To begin with, and related to the previ-
ous, was the increase of exports from Zlín to non-European countries. 
Meanwhile in 1928, 83 percent of them ended up in European stores, 
in 1933, the percentage fell by half. Then, both in the national and 
international markets, Bata followed a strategy of low prices in order to 
obtain a monopolistic position. Lastly, the enterprise reduced its depen-
dence on intermediary sales points by establishing its own international 
network of stores. By the end of 1932, 666 stores had been opened in 
thirty-seven countries (Ibid.).

In spite of the quick construction of such a global network, in 
the end, Czechoslovakia remained as Bata’s main market and field of 
expansion. The company doubled its sales between 1929 and 1931, 
from 11 to 21 million pairs. With such an increase, in spite of its low 
prices, the concern did have a profit in times of crisis. With 1,825 
stores in Czechoslovakia in 1931, Bata became not only the largest shoe 
manufacturer in the country, but also the largest industry of consumer 
products. A five-day week was introduced in 1930, and by the end of 
that year, its workforce in Zlín had increased by 43 percent, reaching 
17,384 employees (Ibid.; Ševeček 2009). Of the total output of shoes in 
the Czechoslovak Republic, 33 percent was produced in Zlín in 1930. 
However, these number pale in comparison to the 1931 data: 77.8 per-
cent of the national shoe manufacturing share and 23,500 employees 
(Lehár 1963; Ševeček 2009). 

The result of such impressive takeoff led to a unstoppable sequence 
of decline and bankruptcy of its competitors in the shoe and tanning 
business. Some of those ruined companies would be purchased after-
wards at low cost to their creditors in 1931. These included Busi in 
Třebíč—Bata’s bigger competitor— Veľké Bošany Factory for Hides, 
formerly Schimidt & Co.,  K. Budischowsky and Sons, in Třebíč, 
Factory for Hides, formerly A.H. Suess and Sons in Nové Zámky, and 
Wolf Franze, Factory for Rough-haired and Felt shoes in Krasice, Pros-
tějov (Lehár 1963,157). But the broadening of its operative base did not 
stay there, and Bata used the new capital to further diversify its produc-
tion with several more subsidiaries in Czechoslovakia and elsewhere in 
1931. These included: tanneries, rubber manipulation, hosiery manu-
facturing, engineering works, textiles, chemical enterprises, wood pro-
cessing, paper making, tires, tubes, rubber products, and toys, amont 
many other products  (Ibid.).
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A Tragic Year 
The year 1932 was certainly the most critical one in the history of the 
company, not just for the economical difficulties that Bata encountered, 
but by the loss of its charismatic founder. As a matter of fact, the year 
began with further complications regarding higher tariffs, new quota 
regulations and currency measures in Switzerland, France, Turkey, Lat-
via, Finland, Norway, Sweden, British East India, Syria, and South Af-
rica. Accumulating stock was against the Company policies, to if there 
was an excess of output for a given percentage of sales, production had 
to be scaled down, and workforce reduced. What is more, investments 
in the built environment, housing, and social welfare were reduced too. 
A report of the Ministry of Welfare of Czechoslovakia, dated in June 
9, 1932, portrayed the setback suffered by Bata as a result of the global 
conditions: 

As a result of the general and continuing economic crisis and the introduction 
of tariff and currency barriers in different countries, especially in Great Britain, 
Germany and America, in the Danubian States, and others, the above firm [Bata] 
has lost 70% of its former export trade. And as, on the home market, owing to 
the economic crisis, the consumer market has shrunk considerably, the above firm 
has been obliged to cut down production of its goods and dismiss a large part of 
its labor force, and this in spite of having been able so far successfully to face up 
to the general crisis. The dismissal of workers has been carried out by the above 
firm since January of this year that is, in successive stages. The drop in employ-
ment figures of the above firm is reflected specially in the building sections and 
in the associated and ancillary enterprises. This is due mainly to the fact that the 
firm is not carrying out building investment in the same scale as in the previous 
years. Thus, for instance, the building of new factories, apprentices’ homes, em-
ployees’ dwelling-houses, etc. has come to a complete standstill, building activity 
very restricted to finishing work in hand. A further decline in the number of 
workers and ancillary enterprises, in brick works, stone quarries and engineering 
workshops. Moreover, even in the actual production of shoes, production has 
been considerably reduced…. Naturally, the number of persons employed also 
shows a substantial decline. In the first months of this year the firm of Bata em-
ployed about 14,000 men and 7,500 women, that is, about 22,400 persons. By 
the end of May of this year, however, in all a total of 4,000 men and about 2,000 
women have been laid off.

As quoted in Ibid., 163

Within that context, on a foggy morning of July 12, 1932, Tomáš 
Baťa died in airplane accident in the surroundings of the first satellite 
city, Baťov  3.07.003   3.07.003   3.07.003 .Given the young age of his only son, 
and according to Baťa’s last will, Tomáš Jan Baťa, his position as chair-
man of the company’s board of management would be taken by his 
half-brother Jan Antonín Baťa. Barriers to trade and a change in man-
agement increased the crisis of the concern during the second half of 
the year (Ibid.). Output dropped, thus employment too, and that year 
the company destroyed 5,437 posts, a 29 percent of its workforce (Ibid.; 
Ševeček 2009). Interestingly, in spite of a reduced number of employees, 
by the end of the year Bata’s output rose as a consequence of higher 
rationalization and an even more aggressive price policy that increased 
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sales. In turn, although the salaries in Bata were higher than in the 
competition, increased efficiency caused the share of the average wage 
in the production costs of an unit to fall  a staggering 77 percent in 
1933 (Lehár 1963). 

Depression and rage
The effects of the crisis on the population were soon noticed. Unem-
ployment was rampant during 1933, the worst year of the crisis. What 
is more, with hundreds of thousands of people out of work, the con-
sequences of a lower purchasing power precipitated. As a result, indus-
trial production kept on falling, and agriculture stagnated. As a matter 
of fact, agriculture had been the only sector that had been protected 
by governmental policies, including increased custom tariffs for both 
exports and imports of produces (Ibid., 418; Agnew 2014, 191). All of those 
conditions inevitably lead to increased radicalization in the social and 
political spheres, in particular between Sudeten Germans, Czechs, and 
Slovaks. 

As a matter of fact, Germans and Slovaks had been the collectives 
that had suffered more acutely the aftermath of the crisis. On the one 
hand, Germans, who occupied the highly industrialized border areas of 
Bohemia, Moravia, and Silesia, plainly were hit by higher unemploy-
ment and scarcity. On the other, the less developed Slovak region also 
suffered the crisis more than the Czech lands (Harna 2009; Agnew 2014). 
Consequently, economic distress, a plausible poor sensibility in the 
integration of the nationalities by the central government (Ibid.), plus 
the agitation of self-determination feelings by internal political groups 
moved Nazi interests, caused nationalists tensions Czechoslovakia to 
escalate from 1933 onwards to a point of no return.  

In the meantime, beginning in 1934 and still within the context 
of a great depression, a sluggish economic recovery began. Such timid 
amelioration was the consequence of a revival of exports, mainly orient-
ed towards non-European markets, and by an increase of production in 
armament and battle products. In addition, the government stimulated 
the economy by investing on infrastructure, mainly roads and water-
ways (Harna 2009; Agnew 2014). 

Reinforcing the leviathan
For the Bata company, the crisis of exports continued between 1933 
and 1935, and further actions towards decentralization and expan-
sion in the likeness of those implemented during 1929 an 1931 were 
taken. Again, protectionist measured led Bata’s exports to stagnate in 
the following three years after 1932. Additional currency regulations, 
quotas, and tariffs in Germany, Holland, Belgium, France, Switzerland, 
the Scandinavian countries, Poland, and basically everywhere in Eu-
rope put on hold exports from Zlín. In reply to those, Bata added to its 
manufacturing units in Germany, Yugoslavia, Poland, Switzerland, and 
France, new ones in Great Britain, British India, Holland, Syria, and 
Iraq. The second generation of ancillary companies did not focus just 
on shoemaking, but also set their own auxiliary enterprises for tanning 
and the production of chemicals, engineering products, paper, tires, 
and hosiery, and extended the web of retail stores (Lehár 1963).

 3.07.001  Fuselage of the plane in which Tomáš Baťa died 

on July 12, 1932 (Source: Mach 1932)

 3.07.002  Hundreds march in Zlín behind the coffin with 

the remains of Baťa (Source: Mach 1932)

 3.07.003  Interior of Gahura’s Monument to Tomáš Baťa, 

with a replica of the plane shown above, 1933 

(Source: Stavitel 1935)
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In addition, the new management further entangled the structure of 
Bata at all levels of its business. In 1933, it established a parallel trading 
company named Kotva, výroba domácí obuvi, s. sr. o. (Anchor, manufac-
ture of house shoes, Ltd), and founded numerous trading companies in 
unexplored geographies between 1933 and 1935: Bata Shoe Co. Inc. in 
Chicago; Calzados Bata S.A. Española, Tánger; Bata S.A. Maraocaine, 
Casablanca; Bata A.S. Algérienne, Algiers; and Bata S.A. d l’Afrique 
Occidentale, Dakar. What is more, the need for new outlets for capital 
directed investment to heavy industry, following the support of central 
government with tax benefits to strategic sectors, infrastructure, and 
military related production. For example, in 1935, Bata established 
Fatra, in Napajedla, in agreement with Ministry of National Defense to 
make gas masks, heat resistance and anti-gas equipment, chemicals, and 
breathing apparatus That same year Svit was founded in Batizovce, for 
the production cellulose, and man-made fibers, and the Zlín Airlines 
Company, in Baťov, focused on building aircraft engines. The construc-
tion of the Bata canal and the lignite mine in Ratíškovice formed also 
part of that wave of investments (Ibid.). 

In the meantime, shoe manufacturing, and production in general 
was defined by a search for higher productivity and lower manufac-
turing costs which reached it peak in 1935. Two factors combined in 
creating conditions for that. On the one hand, the five-day working 
week was limited to forty hours, thus wages lowered in proportion. On 
the other,  there was a great pool of unemployed people willing to take 
those conditions. The creation of new jobs returned, at relatively low 
levels, and turnover noticeable reduced by half with regard to the 1932 
numbers. Besides, the use of the conveyor belt for shoe manufacturing 
intensified, the average age of new employees was lowered, and more 
women—whose wages were lower—were hired (Ibid.).

 3.07.004  Location of Zlín in the railway network of Czech-

solovakia (Source: Cekota 1929)
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Despite the rapid urge for decentralization in ancillary manufacturing 
units, the selection of the regions for the  establishment of the first 
batch of Bata industrial satellite towns in the period between 1929 and 
1937 was far of arbitrary. It is always been stated that all of the so-called 
Bata towns were located in the proximity of a well-connected road and 
railroad  3.07.004  , and of a river; besides, these were in regions which had 
a rural character, with plenty of docile labor, with cheap land isolated 
from the influence of big cities (see for example Horňáková and Ševeček 1998, 
and Ševeček & Jemelka 2013). However, albeit in essence valid, this set of 
characteristics, has been studied either just to the extent that concerns 
individual case studies, or as generalization applicable to all cases. 

The issue of the localization of Bata industries and towns in the 
early 1930s has not been the object of a comparative analysis aimed at 
revealing additional patterns and overarching structural logics behind 
the project. It is out of the intention of this section to provide a thor-
ough and complete study of the theory behind the localization of Bata 
industries, rich of data and statistics—that could in itself the object of a 
very interesting dissertation in economics—but to empirically identify 
new and unexpected connections, conditions, and dynamics that over-
lapped and operated at different scales in this process, by consolidating 
existing and new data, and studying the towns as a whole, as a single 
project. First, at the local and regional scale, besides confirming the 
importance of having availability of plenty of idle labor, important not 
just for manufacturing itself but to gain social and political compliance, 
the study will show an additional factor that tend to be overlooked and 
that was critical for a successful deployment, namely the availability 
of properties under single ownership. Second, the examination of the 
infrastructural connections of the towns will unfold how they were sup-
posed to form an integrated network of production and exchange of a 
transnational, continental scale. Finally, as it was suggested in the previ-
ous section, the localization of the units in specific nations empowered 
the decentralized system to operate at a global scale, by facilitating the 
access to common markets and geopolitical spheres. In sum, the com-
parative analysis of the sites where the first Bata towns were located will 
allow to define the project of the building of the Bata satellites as that 
of the construction of a networked utopia.

Patterns of choice
Beginning with the purchase in 1929 of several estates on the banks 
of the Morava River in Otrokovice, twelve kilometers away from Zlín, 
to the Countess Maria Theresia Baltazzi, née von Stockau (Cekota 1968; 
Tichý 2000), for the construction of Baťov, the Bata company inaugurat-
ed the two patterns for what if would define its policy for the purchase 
of land for its ancillary companies and towns. First, the aforementioned 
importance of having good transport connections. In fact, Otrokovice 
was a key infrastructural junction in Moravia: connected by road to 
Olomouc, Břeclav, and then Austria; with a station part of the Emper-
or Ferdinand Northern Railway, that connected Vienna with Ostrava, 
and its coal mines, Krakow, and the Upper Silesian railway system; 
besides, it was located by the Morava River, which, canalized, would 
eventually be part of the long desired connection between the Danube 

 Location, Location, 
Location
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and the Elbe. As it will be shown next, the sites for the Bata towns had 
striking infrastructural  links with national and international markets, 
transnational transportation corridors, ports, and between the towns 
themselves, forming a true network of distribution and exchange of raw 
materials, goods, and people.

Secondly, the acquisition of large swaths of land belonging to the 
upper layers of the traditional estates of the realm—clergy and aristoc-
racy—political and economic authorities, and other capitalist elites, all 
willing to make some benefit from getting rid of unprofitable or idle 
properties. On the one hand, this way negotiation was held with the 
minimum necessary amount of stakeholders, that, in addition, were in 
some way or the other at a disadvantage. On the other, becoming at 
once the owner of a sizable territory was decisive to avoid the harms of 
land speculation, as no additional land would be needed in the event of 
growth. Moreover, Bata was quite promiscuous in choosing the other 
party; that is, if interested in a particular region, the company would 
weigh up all the alternatives and decide depending on what was more 
favorable for the given circumstances or hindrances to surmount. In 
fact, this strategy had its origin in the buying of properties needed 
for the growth of Zlín from the Baron Haupt-Buchenrode in the late 
1910s, when the municipal government was in the hands of the social-
ists. To the approximately one thousand hectares bought in Otrokovice, 
hundreds more were added to Bata’s real estate portfolio under similar 
circumstances in the early 1930s.

Private Domains
As Jemelka (2013, 104-105) described, Bata’s interest in the Upper Sile-
sian region was justified by its water resources and by the chronic 
unemployment of its non-industrialized population. Having considered 
several possibilities for the location of the German Bata factory and 
town, the hesitation of the authorities at the national level, and the 
mistrust of those at the local level, added to the hostility of existing 
shoemaking industries, persuaded the company to abstain from pur-
chasing state owned land. Eventually, in November 1930, the German 
Bata branch would purchase the domains of Ottmuth and Emilien-
hof from the Countess Maria Sylvia von Sponek; these accounted for 
approximately 650 hectares of forest, gallery forests, meadows, a quarry, 
and agricultural fields on the right side of the Oder River  3.07.005 . Ac-
tually, the river had a critical role more than providing water for man-
ufacturing. Navigable all the way to the port of Szczecin by the Baltic 
sea, on its way downstream the Oder passed by Wroclaw, and connect-
ed by canals to the waterways of Berlin, and potentially to the Danube 
via Baťov were a canal built. In addition to those links at a continental 
scale, the site for Ottmuth was crossed by the rail lines Krapkowice-Go-
golin-Opole-Wroclaw and Gogolin-Krapkowice-Prudnik, gaining a 
great regional footprint.

Equally interesting for establishing an industrial town for the Polish 
Bata company was the area around Krakow: there was plenty of water 
resources and cheap labor. Syska (2013) explained how the initial plans 
contemplated the municipality of Chełm, a Silesian town right in the 
border with the region of Krakow, but that its mayor, a shoemaker, did 

 3.07.005  Dominium Ottmuth-Emilienhof (Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XVII, kart 1796, inv. č. 11, fol. 10)
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not give approval to the establishment of the factory in his jurisdiction. 
However, Bata found an alternative no more than three kilometers 
away on the other side of the Przemsza River, which acted as the pro-
vincial border. There, in the village of Chełmek, there was a large estate 
owned by the Prince Adam Zygmunta Sapiehy, which was bought by 
Bata in 1931. The property comprised 946 hectares (Markowski 2013, 
154) of forests, ponds, and rustic fields  3.07.006 . On the west of the site, 
the Prezemsza River flowed to the Vistula, no more than six kilometers 
away downstream. The great Polish river was navigable all the way to 
the port of Gdansk in the Baltic sea, and on its way north, connected 
by the Bydgoszcz Canal to Ottmuth’s Oder. Further, Chełmek was 
crossed by the Emperor Ferdinand Northern Railway—on its way from 
Vienna to Krakow, passing by the Baťov-Zlín metropolitan region—
which had just twelve kilometers away from the Bata site its connection 
with the Upper Silesian rail—and Ottmuth—in Mysłowice. 

In June 1931, production of tires and footwear for the Yugoslav 
customers was already underway in a warehouse, property of the 
Czechoslovak Republic, on the coast of the Danube in Vukovar (von 
Haan 1938; Ambruš 2014;  Žabić, 2014). Nonetheless, the need for increas-
ing production in a country which had raised import tariffs demanded 
to find additional land to build larger facilities and the town of Bor-
ovo. As a result, in October 1932 the Yugoslav Bata company bought  
twenty-three hectares of land in a meander, on the right bank of the 
Danube, from the company Schicht-Lever; on that area, factories and 
a first group of houses would be built. Shortly after that purchase, 175 
additional hectares would be acquired, the majority of them belonging 
to the Serbian Patriarchate  3.07.007  (Ambruš 2014; Ambruš & Hevar 2014 
2014). Given the prevailing division of the agricultural land in a myriad 
of long and narrow plots, the existence of a large estate owned by the 
church certainly avoided lengthy negotiations with dozens of small 
owners. Having direct access to the Danube meant for Borovo having 
direct access to the main trading route between Central Europe, the 
Balkans, the Middle East, and the Mediterranean. Besides, a branch 
railroad connected the town with Vinkovcic, about sixteen kilometers 
away. The latter was a very important hub in the railway that connected 
Western Europe with the Middle East, and Central Europe with the 
Adriatic Sea.

Back to the Czechoslovak national context, the economic crisis after 
the Great War,  in addition to the emerging crushing dominance of 
the Bata company in the market brought many other manufacturers to 
bankruptcy, as it was described in the previous section, leaving behind 
tempting properties. The companies Karl Budischowky & Sons, lo-
cated in Borovina, Třebíč, and Busi Inc., its large ancillary tanneries in 
Bošany, had been already suffering from a long period of decay. Since 
the disappearance of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the loss of con-
tracts for the army, both undertakings were controlled by the Moravian 
Agrarian and Industrial Bank, their main creditor, and had suffered 
interruptions of production. Eventually, after the withdraw of the 
Budischowsky family from the company in 1928, and in the aftermath 
of the Great Depression, the bank decided it would stop production 
in 1931, and escalate the already worrying unemployment statistics 

 3.07.006  Map of possessions of the forest of Chełmek, 1933 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XVII, kart 1796,     

inv. č. 11, fol. 3)

 3.07.007  Borovo, probably 1933 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa 

XVII, kart 1796, inv. č. 11, fol. 22)
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(Fišer 2001; Kvasnicová 2013; TTS Development 2011). After a suggestion by 
Finance Minister Karel Engliš, the bank offered both companies to Bata 
(Kvasnicová 2013). Once Tomáš Baťa inspected both production facilities 
and their surroundings—with plenty of water and forests providing tree 
bark—he finally purchased the Bošany plant in 1930, and Borovina in 
1931  3.07.008  (Třebíč 2001; Kvasnicová 2013; TTS Development, 2011); before 
starting production, he fired all the existing employees, and rehired 
some of them under the new conditions of his concern (Kvasnicová 2013).  
Whereas Borovina was connected by rail with the important regional 
centers of Brno and Jilhava, Bošany was at the crossroads between Cen-
tral and Western Slovakia, both by road and railroad.

Another story of old aristocratic estates, and ill-fated industrialist is 
at the heart of the site that would eventually become the manufacturing 
headquarters of the French Bata. Upon the annexation of Alsace-Lor-
raine by Germany in the late nineteenth century, the German engineer 
and machine builder Wilhem Lorenz—one of the persons behind 
the existence of Daimler motors (“Founders and Pioneers. Wilhelm Lorenz” 
2015)—bought the domain of Hellocourt from the Count of Villate, 
and transformed the area in a well-managed model farm (Gatti 2014; 
Gloc 2013). After the First World War, France recovered Alsace-Lorraine, 
and subsequently Wilhem Lorenz was seized his property, and passed to 
the hands of René Bourgoin, an Agronomist from Dijon (Gatti 2004). In 
spring of 1931, Bata reportedly flew over the areas along the Marne au 
Rhin canal, surveying properties in Maizières-lès-Vic, Moussey, Hello-
court, Réchicourt-le-Château, and Sarrebourg as part of his search for 
a site for a French company town. After a failed attempt to get a site 
for industrial production in the larger town of Sarrebourg—the mu-
nicipality refused the idea—Bata backed down, and looked at another 
location. In October 1931 became the next owner of Hellocourt; the 
site had an extension of 457 hectares (Ibid.). Hectares of forests and 
ponds, as well as good infrastructure in a rural setting made the perfect 
combination  3.07.009 . In fact, the Marne-Rhein canal, on the one hand, 
in combination to the canalized part of the Marne River, gave access 
to Paris, and on the other, it connected to the Rhine in Strasbourg, 
and therefore to a great transportation corridor ending up in the port 
of Rotterdam, and linking on its way Switzerland, France, Germany, 
and the Netherlands. In addition, Hellocourt had as its western edge a 
branch railroad of the Paris-Strasbourg line, and was not too far from 
the national road leading to Nancy and Metz.

Public Interests
In other nations, Bata found in areas devastated by unemployment 
welcoming sites that became a way out to the higher tariffs, protection-
ism, and rejection by local manufacturers of anything foreign that were 
limiting its international business. When things began getting difficult 
in Switzerland, the Bata company began a search for suitable sites for 
a satellite manufacturing town. The desperate situation of some areas 
was clear in the way municipalities offered land in spite of not being 
quite ready for industrialization, hoping that maybe the Bata project 
would choose them and forever transform their localities; for example 
the representatives of town of St. Margerethen wrote: “Apart from the 

 3.07.009  Map of the property of the dominion of Hello-

court. Note the superimposition of a matrix of 

standard factory plans (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa 

XVII, kart 1796, inv. č. 11, fol. 11)

 3.07.008  Location plan of the properties in Třebíč (Source: 

SOkA Zlín, Baťa XVII, kart 1796, inv. č. 11, 

fol. 23)
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very favorable wage conditions result of the geographical location, in 
this respect the municipality would be ready, in every respect it would 
be very far to meet the [required] delivery of soil, water, electricity, gas, 
etc.” (as quoted in Ehrenbold 2012, 19). Then the story says that Tomáš Bata 
found himself, while driving with his family, the right area. West of 
Basel and on the banks of the Rhine, it offered water, it was flat, and 
it was economically backward. Whereas the fear of polluting emissions 
caused the rejection of the project by the municipality of Rheinfelden, 
Möhlin, its neighboring village upstream embraced the proposal and 
offered land directly on the river. After secretive negotiations, twen-
ty four hectares of land were sold to a dummy corporation set by the 
Swiss Bata company in September 1931  3.07.010 . Later, around eleven 
additional hectares would be purchased. Although the site had road and 
railroad connection to the port of Basel on the Rhine, if the navigabil-
ity of the river was extended further upstream of Rheinfelden, Möhlin 
would had direct access to the transnational fluvial corridor. 

Similarly, the question of severe unemployment seemed to have 
been decisive in clearing the path for finding a site for the satellite that 
would be the headquarters of the British Bata company. Despite the 
outcry that bursted in the English shoe manufacturing towns when the 
news that Bata planned to built a large industrial estate in the country, 
apparently the company knew of the availability of thirty five poten-
tially good locations all over Britain (Rumsey 2010). In October 1931 
Bata made public its intention to purchase a site by the Thames (Smith 
2008), far from the traditional centers of shoe manufacturing. Owners 
responded with properties on either bank of the river, in the area where 
it bends for a last time before reaching its estuary. Among them it was 
a estate in East Tilbury property of Mr William W. Wilson, a farmer 
and potato producer, which offered direct access to the river and good 
soil conditions (Ibid., 17; Rumsey 2010). Allegedly, Reverend Bown of 
Tilbury persuaded Tomáš Bata to consider that area east of Tilbury for 
establishing his factory over the other possibilities, and subsequently 
bring employment to the local youth (“History” 2015). Being this media-
tion true or not, the fact is that Bata sticked to the site in East Tilbury, 
approved it in December, purchased it on January 1932, and became 
officially its owner the next March  3.07.011  (Smith 2008). With that move, 
Bata had a site with access to the Thames, and with a direct railway link 
to the nearby Tilbury Docks, the most important port in London. Of 
course, entering the British market meant having access to the common 
market, tariffs, and raw materials of the British colonies.

Across the North Sea, in the Netherlands, Bata was also hunting the 
country for an appropriate site for a factory and town. The Netherlands 
was not just an important market, but it offered access to its colonies, 
that is, Indonesia and its rubber plantations. After fruitless negotiations 
with the city of Eindhoven during the years 1931 and 1932 (Bouma & 
van Meijel 2011), in 1933 the Dutch Bata company approached the mu-
nicipality of Best, no more of ten kilometers north west of Eindhoven, 
to inquiry about the possibility of purchasing some 160 hectares of 
heather and grass land. With urgency, the town council met in August 
and decided to sell the land to Bata under certain circumstances, name-

 3.07.010  Industrial land in Ryburg-Möhlin, ca.1933 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XVII, kart 1796, inv. 

č. 11, fol. 24)

 3.07.011  Properties purchased in East Tilbury, ca.1935 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 99, fol. 24)
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ly that the factories would employ Dutch citizens (Het Vaderland 1933; 
Echo van Het Zuiden 1933). With no delay, the land was bought. The site 
for the future Bata-stad was crossed by the Tilburg - ‘s Hertogenbosch 
railway, and on its northwest corner the Beatrix and Wilhelmina canals 
met  3.07.012 . The latter lead directly to the Amer River and the Hollands 
Diep, part of the Rhine and Meuse systems, and eventually the ports of 
Rotterdam and Antwerp. Even though the regional plan for North Bra-
bant, ‘De Meierij’, did not contemplate any urban development on that 
landscape of heather, industry was a compatible land use in it. What 
is more, Augustine van Rijckervorsel, Commissioner of the Queen in 
North Brabant, and key character in the development of the aforemen-
tioned regional plan, did not set any obstacle for that unplanned devel-
opment. On the contrary, he was confident that liberating Bata from 
dealing with complex planning regulations and negotiations would be 
in the benefit of a region suffering from the great burden of unemploy-
ment (Bosma 2003; Bouma & van Meijel 2011).

At the moment in which the first factories in Best were being built, 
in 1934 the Bata company embarked in the search of a property in 
the High Tatra region, in Slovakia. The abundance of forests to obtain 
cellulose, and of streams of pristine water made that geography ide-
al for the setting of a concern focused on the production of artificial 
fibers (Haviar 2012, 74). Ultimately, Bata approached the municipality of  
Veľká, near Poprad (Ibid, 74; Malovcová, 2013). Malovcová gave the details 
of how arduous the negotiations were; issues like the land price, the 
name of the new town, or the demographics of the laborers emerging as 
obstacles one after the other, to the point that in May 1934, the mayor 
of the city pled his council to speed up the process, as “the matter is 
very urgent because the Bata company after the land sales approval will 
immediately start building of the factory which is in the interest not 
only of the village Veľká but of all the region as well because the com-
pany will employ workers there” (as quoted in ibid., 157). The following 
June, sixty hectares of land were sold to Bata. Svit was not just perfect 
for its natural resources, but was in an strategic location in the road 
and railroad linking east and west Slovakia, and beyond. In fact, the 
Košice-Bohumín Railway passed north of the site. This line connected 
to the Emperor Ferdinand Northern Railway—which meant a connec-
tion to Chełmek, and Baťov-Zlín—and the great silesian mines in the 
Ostrava region. 

Beyond Europe
The search for new markets, and raw materials took Bata’s expansion 
far away from Europe. In particular, India was of special interest: first, 
it was a plentiful source of cotton textiles, rubber, and leather; second, 
there was room in the market, as just Japanese shoe imports dominated 
the market without competition; third, there were areas of shoe pro-
duction that, although backward, offered a pool of semi-skilled labor; 
and finally,  “India needs shoes…” wrote Tomáš Baťa (as quoted in Baroš 
1945, 15) after realizing during his visit in 1932 that the country was a 
huge market of barefoot masses. That same year, production began in 
a rented facility in Konnagar, in the outskirts north of Kolkata facing 
the Hooghly River,  a distributary of the great Ganges. Soon however, 

 3.07.012  Directives for the city of Best, J.M. de Casseres, 

1936. The site purchased by Bata is the develop-

ment on the south  (Source: Bosma 2003)

 3.07.013  Site plan of land for Batanagar, 10.2.1937 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2000, inv. č. 

1684, fol. 2)
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the factory would run short of space. Bata’s solicitor in India, Mr. M. L. 
Khaitan established negotiations in 1934 with the colonial authorities 
of the Government of British India in order to find an appropriate site, 
and get the necessary permissions for its purchase (Ibid., 45). Finally, 
the Port Commissioners of Calcutta sold to Bata the property called 
Mirpur, fifty four hectares of land in an area named Nangi, down-
stream the river, west of Kolkata  3.07.013 . On October 28, 1934, day of 
the Independence of Czechoslovakia, the foundation stone of the future 
town of Batanagar was laid. The location of the new town would be 
strategic with respect to the Port of Kolkata and sources of raw materi-
als; basically, the river, the railroad, and the Budge Budge Trunk Road, 
all adjacent to Batanagar, connected the township with the tanneries in 
central Kolkata, and its port, on the east, and the jute mills in Budge 
Budge on the west.

The erection of barriers for trade with the United States in the first 
two years of the 1930s brought the North American territory to Bata’s 
list of non-European countries eligible to become to home of a satel-
lite manufacturing town.1 Although the official story states that it was 
during a trip of Jan Antonín Baťa, Marie Baťová, and Tomáš Jan Baťa 
to America in 1933 that some sites were studied before purchasing one 
in Harford County, Maryland, by the Chesapeake Bay, between Balti-
more and Philadelphia, evidence from the county land records present-
ed by Jenkins (2013, 180) confirmed that it was Vladimir Karfík who 
bought six hundred hectares2 on behalf of the company; having lived 
in the United States in the 1920s, the architect was for sure the right 
person to do that job. Most of the area acquired was known as Sophia’s 
Dairy, a estate that had had sixteen different owners since 1704, includ-
ing revolutionary politicians, and prominent members of the Army, 
until it ended up in the hands of Mr. William Longley (Scarff, n.d.). Ba-
ta’s purchase from him was timely: at the time when Karfík approached 
Longley, the site was being subdivided in a small plots to make of it 
a summer resort community named Belcamp Beach (Carmichael 2013). 
In spite of being the Bush River too shallow to be navigable for large 
boats3, Belcamp’s location had indeed great potential: a large military 
facility, the Aberdeen Proving Ground, the Conowingo Hydroelec-
tric Plant, and the ports of Havre de Grace and Baltimore were in the 
vicinity  3.07.014 . Further, the US Route 40—which crossed twelve states 
on its way from New Jersey to Colorado—and the Baltimore and Ohio 
railroad—an important freight and passenger line in the mid-Atlantic 
region—passed by the site. In any case, in the end, as import tariffs 
dropped, and construction costs were high, Bata’s Belcamp remained 
idle and free of industrial development until 1939 (Horňáková 2009; Car-
michael 2013).

Although it might already feel overwhelming, what has been described 
above is just a sample of all the land purchases of the Bata company in 
the late 1920s and early 1930s. In addition to those described more, 
more pieces of land were included in a pocket-sized book with photo-
graphic reproductions of some of those domains that forester Josef Slá-
ma,4 its owner; these included: Březolupy, Mladcová, Želechovice, Štípa 
a Dolní Ves, Cecilka, the nurseries of Láze, Loucka, and Kateřinice, a 

 3.07.014  Bridge and dam accross the Susquehanna river, 

in the vicinities of Belcamp (Source: SOkA Zlín, 

Baťa XV, inv. č. 204, fol. 18)
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Blueprints for Export

source of firs, pines, larches, ornamental shrubs, and fruit trees—all 
the previous sites were around Zlín—the estate of Schmögerle, now 
Smolne, in Lower Silesia, some properties in Krahulov, east of Třebíč, 
and several properties purchased in Napajedla to the countness Baltazzi, 
including a castle. The latter locality would be chosen for building in 
1935 a plant— with a small workers’ colony—dedicated to the pro-
duction of rubber objects, including gas masks. Furthermore, as said 
in previous chapters, the company owned mines, forests, rubber plan-
tations, nurseries, farms, and a long etcetera of other properties. From 
1937 onwards, further plans for new towns and purchases took place; 
these will be presented later.

The task of designing the regulatory plans of the first batch of Bata 
satellite cities was an opportunity for the company architects to built 
a better version of Zlín. Whereas Zlín had grown incrementally, with 
constraints imposed by the existence of a previous settlement and own-
ership rights, the large sites purchased to host the decentralization of 
production allowed to built cities that were liberated from their context 
and past. What is more, the ambitious scope, morphology of these 
masterplans radiated an enormous optimism in the future, based on the 
apparently unrestrained growth of the company. 

With his 1934 masterplan for Baťov, Gahura set the design prin-
ciples of these first town plans  3.07.015 . Its most defining element was 
the application of functional zoning in a non-hierarchical orthogonal 
grid that extended all over the site, a break from the organicism and 
incremental growth of Zlín; the grid was used to organize the building 
program on the site creating functional programmatic areas. Among 
these, the factory complex was in the most prominent location, clear-
ly at the center of the composition, with residential and recreational 
areas around it; as it was planned to be designed as a garden factory, 
there was no fear for those adjacencies. Such integral role of the facto-
ry grounds in the town was reinforced by placing the social center in 
direct continuity with it. This open space was a green axis surrounded 
by public buildings and mass housing leading to the factory gate, and 
it was crowned by the social house, typically in a X or Y-shaped plan 
3.07.016 . Similarly to in the garden quarters in Zlín, the typo-morphol-
ogy of the housing blocks in the satellite regulatory plans was that 
of free-standing cubical semidetached units forming a checkerboard 
pattern on a landscaped field. Bata designers tested the possibility of 
achieving different densities on a block by altering the dimension of 
the interstitial open spaces between houses, or by arranging the check-
erboard diagonally with respect to the main grid; the resulting densities 
ranged from twenty to twelve dwellings per acre  3.07.017 . 

After Baťov, Gahura, Vítek, and Karfík, among others, developed 
plans for other towns. Adapting to different sites and conditions al-
lowed to explore in these different iterations the potential of the grid 
and functional zoning to become the new standard for Bata urbanism. 
Hence, grid plans for the towns of East Tilbury  3.07.018 , Chełmek  3.07.019, 
Ottmuth  3.07.020 , Napajedla  3.07.021 , Batizovce  3.07.022 , Borovo  3.07.023 , 

 3.07.016  Social house in Baťov,  V. Karfík, 1936, First 

floor plan, (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1141)
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Möhlin 3.07.024, Best, Hellocourt, and Batanagar were developed, with 
various degrees of success, between the years 1934 and 1935. Despite 
the diversity of formal outcomes, all these drawings share is a sense of 
bigness, with the urban grid reaching the edges of the available land 
3.07.023, to the point of suggesting the indefinite growth or extension of 
the urban system. 

A representative sample of the plans for the foreign towns was 
showcased in a couple of specialized publications. The special issue on 
Bata architecture of the journal Stavitel published in 1935 presented 
them simply as the visions that would “direct the future development of 
these communities to increase the high living standards of Bata employ-
ees” (Setnička 1935, 20), but included neither a detailed project descrip-
tion, nor critical comment. In contrast, in a later review for Casabella 
in 1936, Italian architect and historian Mario Labò did not hide his 
excitement about the modernity and artistic value of Bata’s urbanism 
abroad. “Propaganda [about the social aspirations and transformative 
potential of modern urbanism] feels alive” with Bata—he stated—since 
its “industrial power” had an “immediate reflection” in the built envi-
ronment of Zlín and in the “miracle” of reproducing smaller versions 
of it elsewhere (Labò 1936, 28). He applauded the fact that the company 
architects were not dissuaded in their task by the specific circumstances 
of the new sites; what is more, far from adapting passively to these, the 
projects revealed a strong conviction for implementing the urban prin-
ciples of Zlín even more firmly in “virgin territory” (Ibid., 28) than in the 
original. In his view, the designs tackled with resolution the problem 
of a industrial garden city, by incorporating with balance the man-
ufacturing buildings in the urban realm. The towns achieved a “rare 
harmony of style” with a composition based on the “strong dualism” of 
two types, standardized large factory halls and small housing units; the 
result was a “architectural panorama of intact unity” (Ibid., 29). 

 3.07.018  Plan of  Otrokovice / Baťov, F.L. Gahura 1934 

(Source: Stavitel 1935)

 3.07.017  Density studies of a typical block in a satellite, 

F.L. Gahura, ca. 1934 (Source: Stavitel 1935)



 3.07.019  Plan of East Tilbury, England, V. Karfík ca. 1934 

(Source: Stavitel 1935)

 3.07.020  Plan of Chełmek, Poland, F.L. Gahura ca. 1934 

(Source: Stavitel 1935)



 3.07.020  Plan of Ottmuth, Germany (now Poland), 

F.L. Gahura ca. 1934 (Source: Stavitel 1935)

 3.07.021  Plan of  Napajedla, Czech Republic,  F.L. Gahu-

ra 1935 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1141)

 3.07.022  Plan of  Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia (Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, 243c)

 3.07.023  Plan of  Borovo, Yugoslavia (now Croatia), 

F.L. Gahura 1934 (Source: Stavitel 1935)

 3.07.024  Plan of  Möhlin, F. Fackenberg 1934 

                 (Source: Widmer 1992)
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In 1935, Bata was simultaneously building a total of eight towns in 
eight countries abroad—namely Ottmuth, Chełmek, Borovo, Hel-
locourt, Möhlin, Tilbury, Best, and Batanagar—not to mention the 
planning and construction of additional satellite communities taking 
place at the same time in Czechoslovak land—in Baťov, Napajedla, 
Ratíškovice, Třebíč, Bošany, and Svit. Needless to say, such an gigantic 
task and wide-ranging geographical deployment was not free of unex-
pected circumstances. Despite their apparent suitability to hold great 
urban developments, the physical and political landscape of some of 
the sites purchased by Bata enormously challenged the execution of the 
plans devised for them. On the one hand, the natural conditions of the 
site had to be adjusted. In particular, the presence of water, as much as 
it was needed for production, became an undesirable enemy in at least 
two situations; as such, it had to be fought against and controlled. Two 
heroic battles against the elements, those of Baťov and Batanagar, better 
capture the efforts in subjugating nature to the forces of the mod-
ernizing project of Bata. On the other, Bata had to adjust its plans to 
local contexts and institutions. In fact, despite the pretended drive for 
uniform standardization of building types and urban form visible in the 
blueprints of the first satellites, political uncertainties, technical issues, 
and other mistaken locational choices slowed down and compromised 
the development of these industrial communities. The decoupling be-
tween the blueprints produced in Zlín and the reality on the construc-
tion sites ended up in a questioning of the validity of the planning and 
design ideals followed in the first generation of satellite towns. Mean-
while a survey of the building activities abroad in 1935 will present 
evidence of that decoupling, the specific events around the planning of 
Best and Tilbury will illustrate the shift to a new dominant urban type. 

Bahňák
Given the place name of the land west of Otrokovice, it should not 
have come as a surprise that building there would bring some difficul-
ties. A great part of the site on the right bank of the river was known 
as Bahňák —“The Bog”—consisting on marshy woods and flat pas-
tureland where “wild animals scuttled, frogs croaked, and mosquitoes 
swarmed in clouds” (Hlavnička 1956, 63). In fact, that area was evidently 
a natural floodplain of the Morava river. As it can be seen in the survey 
map gathered by Josef Slamá and dated 19335, oxbow lakes and mean-
der scars were clear warning signs of the alluvial and dynamic nature of 
the landscape  3.07.025 .

In spite of that, in 1930 construction of the auxiliary plant and 
town of Baťov began, allegedly following a regulatory plan by Gahura6. 
Soon, a boiler house and a wooden bridge over the Morava were built, 
and the first factories were under construction (Valenta 1935; Tichý 2000). 
However, soon construction had to halted due to the devastating floods 
that hit the area in October 27 and 28, 1930. Testimonies of the time 
describe how the west bank of the Morava river in Bahňák  became 
virtually a lake—“round about the foundation-walls the water stood 
nearly five feet deep” (Valenta 1935, 151)—with just some ruined struc-
tures emerging out of the surface (Tichý 2000, 10; “Baťovy Pomocné Závody 
v Otrokovicích (BAPOZ). Výstavba Obce Baťov” 2015); in the meantime, tons 

Manufacturing Sites, 
Compromising Realities

 3.07.025  Map of Bahňák, the ground of future Baťov, 

Otrokovice, 1933 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 

kart 2000, inv. č. 1684, fol. 8)
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of floating debris—and millions of crowns—were “on [its] way to the 
Black sea” (Valenta 1935, 151). 

In spring 1931 construction resumed, but this time cautionary 
measures were taken. On the one hand, part of the area called Rybniki, 
adjacent to the railroad and further away from the untamed Morava, 
was raised around two to three meters by landfill (Tichý 2000) to become 
the suitable and modest in size, new ground for the industrial town; 
raising Bahňák  was too costly—thirty million crowns—so its fields 
would be abandoned (Valenta 1935). On the other, protective dykes were 
built all around the site (Ibid.). Once the defenses were put in place, 
construction retreated to that enclave, and new buildings, roads, and 
railroads began to be built. Between 1932 and 1933 more than thirty 
industrial structures—factories, tanneries, warehouses, chemical plants 
and mills—and fifty-nine typical semidetached brick Bata houses—
known today as the ‘Old Colony’— were erected (Horňáková 1998; Tichý 
2000, 10; “Baťovy Pomocné Závody v Otrokovicích (BAPOZ). Výstavba Obce 
Baťov” 2015) on that artificial ground. At the same time, the new Bata 
airport was already in operation in the area called Kučovaniny, south of 
the town in construction (Tichý 2000).

Nonetheless, more space for production, housing, and services was 
needed as Bahňák  painfully remained idle as a wasteland. The problem 
was that, in order to make use of it, building more dykes would not be 
enough, as the high groundwater would still be problematic; the only 
solution was to retake the former, and expensive, idea of raising the lev-
el of the land. Ultimately, the issue was solved somewhat in a counter-
intuitive manner: “How would it be if we freed this bit [sic] of land for 
ever from risk of flood, by putting it under water?” Jan Antonín Baťa 
(as quoted in Valenta 1935, 153) reportedly stated. Basically, and in all its 
brutality, the plan consisted on pumping water from the Morava river, 
use it to feed a high-pressure water jetting system—250 atmospheres, 
twenty-two thousand liters a minute—and wash out part of the Tresne 
hill, which stood on the opposite bank of the river   3.07.026   3.07.027 . The 
resulting mix of mud, rock, and water would run downhill around 250 
meters, to then flow through 400 meter-long wood and lead conduits 
to Bahňák  3.07.028 . Finally, water was drained back to the river  3.07.029 . In 
total, between the years 1933 and 1935, circa thirty-five million cubic 
meters of soil were moved, at a final cost of ten million crowns, raising 
the level of the site up to three meters (Ibid.; Tichý 2000). In addition, 
as seen in Chapter Seven, beginning 1934 further protection against 
flooding was achieved by building the Bata canal, which would acts as a 
relief channel for the river Morava. 

In sum, the plan of “moving a mountain” and creating a tabula rasa 
for the construction of Gahura’s plan for Baťov of 1934 would become 
one of those epic feats inflating the myth of the Bata company. Further-
more, Baťov became built evidence that no obstacle in nature was great 
enough to stop their plans for expansion and modern city making: 
“Four years ago, Bahňák …was a deserted, marshy piece of land. Today 
there is growing-up here a monument of labour such as Thomas Bata 
[sic] deserved” (Hlavnička 1936, 64). That monument to modernity stood 
on muddy soil though, and in 1997, the Morava would take its revenge 
and destructively flood Baťov, as will be shown in Part Four.

 3.07.027  Shtinking Tresne hill (Source: Cekota 1935)

 3.07.026  [below] High-pressure water-jetting against the 

mountain (Source: Cekota 1935)

 3.07.028  Silt deposition system (Source: Novvák 2008)

 3.07.029  The mountain becomes a plain (Source: Cekota 

1935)
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 3.07.032  Aerial view of Batanagar from the south, 1936 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 203, fol. 1)

 3.07.031  Phasing plan of Batanagar, B. Martinec, 

5.6.1934 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 

2000, inv. č. 1684, fol. 140)
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Nangi
Meanwhile the Tresne hill in Otrokovice was steadily shrinking, in 
India, Czech architects and engineers were also struggling with the site 
for the first non-European Bata town. The site chosen for the establish-
ment of Batanagar was on flooding plain about a mile and a half long 
and three-quarters of a mile wide in one of the many meanders of the 
Hooghly River. Although it was relatively well connected by water, rail 
and road to Kolkata, the site was not exactly a suitable place to build 
the ambitious industrial program planned by the company: half of the 
site was an abandoned brick field in a jungle full of snakes, reptiles, and 
jackals, and the other was flooded with the high tide  3.07.030  (Baroš 1945). 
The problem there was, that there was no hill available to wash out.  

In the second half of 1934, Bretislav Martinec, the architect in 
charge of Batanagar on site, proposed at first to phase the construc-
tion of the town. Interestingly enough, his phasing was based on the 
rhythms of the monsoon, and no construction of buildings and roads 
should take place during the rainy season. Departing from a gridiron 
plan, like the ones designed by Gahura for the European towns and 
therefore probably coming from the Building Department in Zlín, 
Martinec proposed to build in the initial two phases just on the dry 
areas of the land, avoiding all ponds, silting pits, and floodable areas. 
However, it was unclear how the third phase would continue  3.07.031 . As 
a result, the building plan seemed unorganized, as the grid was virtually 
not recognizable in the intermediate phases. More importantly, the lay-
out was clearly conditioned and subjugated to the natural conditions of 
the site;  it was too realistic, and failed to capture the great modern plan 
envisioned for Bataganar  3.07.032 . Not surprisingly, given the success of 
the war against boggy soil in Baťov, the story says that Jan Baťa rejected 
his proposal: “If there are pits on your way, … fill them up” (Ibid., 51), 
he urged Martinec to impose the grid on the site, as he drew straight 
lines on the plan. Then the architect began then a battle with many 
obstacles, and with water.

Throughout 1935, Martinec designed and developed the systems 
of canalization and sewage to prepare the whole site for construction. 
Once a new sluice gate was built  3.07.033 , land was finally dry and 700 
workers could start leveling the land. The task was a gigantic one, since 
at some points the difference in height was thirty-seven feet   3.07.034 

3.07.035 . Still, water was very superficial, so deep foundations and water 
pumps were needed to erect the factories and first houses in the living 
colonies beginning late 1935: 

A landslide. The earth shifted and holes opened up in bomb crates. Not one com-
pany, for miles around, was doing any construction work, except for the geniuses 
at Bata. Sinking foundations and setting concrete in the monsoon—you’d have to 
be insane. Or suicidal….
By the end of the week they had evolved an efficient method. The flood of pumps 
set against the rain, the mixer pouring concrete into the foundations before the 
holes disappeared under water. Inch by inch, they poured the concrete into the 
crisscross of shuttering. They linked finished skewbacks with strips of rebar to 
deaden the shocks from earthquakes. The foundations were ready in six weeks.

Andronikova 2015,66

 3.07.030  Palm forest and water on the site of Batanagar  

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 202, n.p.)

 3.07.033  Sluice gate (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 

202, n.p.)

 3.07.034  Groundworks to level the area for a square, 1937 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 203, n.p.)



 3.07.035  “Leveling of Next Square”, 1937 (Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2000, inv. č. 1684, fol. 105)

 3.07.038  Construction of the shoe-godown, 1937 (Courtesy 

of Paul Zitek, from a 1951 album of O. Zitek)
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Although the quoted paragraphs were extracted from the novel The 
Sound of the Sundial, set during the construction of Batanagar, histor-
ical images do corroborate the messiness and scale of the site prepara-
tion works and building construction, done basically by hand or with 
rudimentary means by local workers. 

In spite of the lack of all the technological sophistication used in 
Zlín, the first manufacturing halls and administrative buildings were 
built in concrete following the standard Bata module—with columns 
placed at a distance of twenty feet both directions—but being just 
one-story constructions, they were deeper than usual. Large, modular 
windows piercing the brick walls, and skylights brought plenty of light 
and ventilation to the workshops. The look of the houses, dormitories, 
differed to the ones in Zlín; painted in white, with flat roofs, and vol-
umetrically richer, these tropical modern buildings were more closer to 
boxy functionalism than to the traditional Bata brick cubes. 

Nonetheless, despite the engineering works, the manufacture of 
this ideal, dry, and dustless environment was not totally safe from the 
yearly scourge of the monsoon. And so, images dating from 1936 show 
the chaos caused by the wind and rain. While flooding made finished 
factories and dwellings to seemingly rest peacefully by reflecting pools 
3.07.036 , scenes of havoc, brick walls pulled down, and corrugated roof 
sheets crumpled like paper dominated the great construction site  3.07.037 

. Likewise, whitewashed buildings had lost their luster, and dark signs 
of dampness stained their walls. Eventually, in 1937, a new river bank 
and a dyke would be designed and built, at the same time that the plan 
shifted from the grid to the so-called English plan.

Late in 1937, Martinec left India and another architect, Oldřich 
Zitek took charge of Batanagar. Martinec, a cautious man knowledge-
able of the geotechnical difficulties, had built only one-storied factory 
buildings. Zitek, encouraged by his superiors, proposed to build a 
three-story building, the shoe-godown  3.07.038  (Baroš 1945). Built with 
great difficulties during the monsoon of 1937, the stubbornness in its 
construction objectified the high modernist intention of forcing the 
surrender of a backward social and natural landscape to the forces of 
modern rationality and technology  3.07.039 .

 3.07.039  Aerial view of Batanagar before 1940  (Courtesy 

of Paul Zitek, from a 1951 album of O. Zitek)

 3.07.036  Calm after the monsoon of 1936 (Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 202, n.p.)

 3.07.037  Damage in the corrugated steel roofs and brick 

walls caused by the monsoon of 1936 (Source: 

SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 203, fol. 5)
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1931-1935: a Cross Section
In contrast to grand masterplans devised by the architects of the comp-
nay, and the previously seen titanic exercise of reconfiguring landscape 
to fit some of those plans from, the actual process of construction of 
the satellites abroad was less heroic. In fact, their initial development 
was guided by more modest plans, and, what is more, these were 
challenged by a miscellany of factors ranging from social, political and 
technological issues, and poor locational choices. Several documents 
preserved in the State District Archives in Zlín (SOkA Zlín) reveal the 
backstage of the construction of the foreign satellites. These include not 
just photo albums and building plans, but also a series of three dossiers 
dated in 1935 that contain documents and correspondence belonging 
to Vojtěch Baťa, by then the director of the Building Department, deal-
ing each one of them respectively with the issues around the develop-
ment of Best, Hellocourt, and Tilbury. Moreover, a later text from the 
company publication Industrial City (Bat’a 2012 [1939]) retrospectively 
looked at some of these same towns, and fully disclosed those initial 
good and bad decisions that defined their subsequent development. 
The combination of these historical documents will allow first, to por-
trait the decoupling from the ideal blueprints that purportedly guided 
the design of the towns, and their real execution, and second, to reveal 
the underlying reasons that might have cause that. 

First of all, it is noteworthy that, contrary to what the masterplans 
showed, in 1935 the predominant typology in the new industrial com-
plexes abroad was not the prototypical five-story standard factory. The 
table entitled “Overview of the Buildings Abroad” included in the dos-
sier Tilbury 19357 presents a panorama of the buildings already built, 
in construction, and planned for each one of the eight foreign company 
towns. At the moment of elaboration of that table, 71 per cent of the 
initially planned aggregated industrial program abroad had been built. 
Even though industrial buildings being deployed abroad included 
some five, four, and three-story standard factories, actually most of the 
production—70 percent—was taking place in one-story halls built in 
steel. In 1935,  just 14 percent of the production in the foreign indus-
trial complexes happened in iconic five-story buildings. Furthermore, 
as compared to the technical sophistication reached in the building 
process of the standard concrete skeletons in Zlín—using three cranes 
and reusable metal formwork for the round columns—its construction 
in some satellite towns was more rudimentary; this can be seen with 
more clarity in the pictures documenting the erection of the factories 
in Ottmuth and Möhlin. In those cases, the use of wooden formwork, 
square columns, and the absence of the three obligatory cranes to 
streamline the construction process are evident. It must be said, howev-
er, that speed of construction was still stunning, as for example, the first 
four-story hall in Ottmuth was finished in just three months  3.07.040 .

Similarly, compared to the large residential estates drew in the reg-
ulatory plans, in the first stages of the satellites, actual supply seemed 
modest; further, as it happened in Zlín, most of the workers were not 
housed in detached or semidetached units. In 1935 nearly 70 percent 
of the aggregate planned residential program abroad was already built 
or underway; in absolute numbers, that equated to 332 buildings of 

 3.07.040  Construction of a four-story standard factory in 

Ottmuth, 19.9.1931 to 29.11.1931 (Source: 

SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 167, n.p.)
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478 expected. In spite of the laudable effort and elevated figures —to 
give them a context, in 1935 just 136 corporate dwellings were built 
in Zlín—8considering that these accounted for the housing stock of 
eight different towns, results were far behind the expectations expressed 
in the masterplans; in those drawings, each one of the towns had large 
housing estates with hundreds of semidetached houses. Moreover, more 
than half of the housing stock—65%—being constructed was formed 
by buildings for four and eight families, and dormitories and boarding 
homes for single workers and apprentices. Just a third of the planned 
units were semidetached houses, being that percentage inferior to the 
55 percent of semidetached houses in Zlín in 1930.9

The reasons behind the lack of correspondence between the plans 
advertised by the company and its architects and reality were manifold. 
First and foremost, in most of cases, construction had actually begun 
without following a large-scale masterplan  3.07.041   3.07.042 . Then, the pos-
sibility of growth according to updated plans was hampered by external 
issues; in fact, the way how organized boycotts, political interferences, 
several Lex Bata, and bans on construction set a limit to the develop-
ment of the first satellites has been described for many of the cases. Yet 
other causes, those with origin in an insufficient knowledge of the local 
social and political dynamics, or, simply in choosing a wrong location 
due to poor research have been generally ignored when, in fact, these 
acted as evident brakes for further development. The following is a 
concise panorama of the goods and bads of the locations chosen for 
the satellites abroad, as described in the book Industrial City (Baťa 2012 
[1939]):

In spite of its good access to navigable waterways, the location of 
Batadorp proved inappropriate. To begin with, water was unsuitable 
for drinking. Then, the closest railway station was in Eindhoven, twelve 
kilometers away. Equally far were recreational facilities, causing that 
families in the colonies had no “enjoyment of life” (Ibid., 6). Further, 

 3.07.041  Plan of Ottmuth, ca. 1935. The ideal grid-iron 

plan is overlaid, in black are the buildings already 

constructed; note these do not follow the grid 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XVII, kart 1796, inv. 

č. 11, fol. 24)
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the proximity to that city made it difficult to recruit labor force, as the 
Philips factory and the tobacco industry absorbed most it. Finally, the 
strong religious traditions brought several problems, such as parents 
taking their siblings pay, or obliging them to live home with them and 
commute by bike.

Similar problems were shared by East Tilbury due to its proxim-
ity to a great city, London.  First and foremost, the capital was more 
attractive, so it was hard to find workforce. Besides, despite the direct 
train connection to London, it was not a short ride. Neither was it the 
bus trip to the closest big town, Grays. As a result, the lack of nearby 
entertainment, shopping, and educational facilities caused dissatisfac-
tion. Nonetheless, the site had access to a large river, the Thames, and 
gravel and sand were available on the spot.  

However, a site adjacent to a major river did not guarantee success. 
Although the land purchased in Möhlin had access to the Rhine and 
there was apparently a fluvial port just three kilometers away, it was 
on the German side of the border and therefore was unusable. On the 
Swiss side, access to navigation was six kilometers away. At least the 
river provided with gravel and sand. 

The same helplessness with water transportation and infrastructure 
was felt in the case of Hellocourt. Even though the site was adjacent to 
a navigable canal and a railway track, the agreement with the operator 
of both was poorly made, and at first just the tracks, with higher freight 
tariffs, could be used by the company for the transportation of goods. 
On top of that, its isolation and location near a contested border had 
as a consequence labor shortages, and long commuting for the workers 
not living in the colony.

Finally, laying in a territory disputed by two states was both an op-
portunity or a risk depending on which side of the border the city was. 
Whereas in the case of Ottmuth political conflict could mean receiving 
orders from the government and increased production, on the Polish 
side, in Chełmek, the officials had claimed that in that case they did 
not had resources to order supplier or even defend themselves. Regard-
less of that, and of the lack of drinking water, the location of Chełmek 
was advantageous, as it was in a shoemaking area near Oświęcim and 
Chrzanów with plenty of labor available.

 3.07.042  Plan for the initial stage of Best, 6.6.1933.  

Compare with Vítek’s plan (Source: Bosma 2003)
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Best, Tilbury, and the Emergence of the ‘English Plan’
Among all the aforementioned reasons, one of the strongest factors 
affecting the development of the towns was the role of conservative 
planning and sociopolitical structures. Being less tolerant to admitting 
a physical and conceptual tabula rasa in their backyard, their position 
would require those Bata projects to adjust. Acclimation would not just 
mean delays and rescheduling plans, but changes in design. For exam-
ple, in the case of Ottmuth this is rather obvious. Pictures from 1935 
and data in city dossiers referred above revealed specific adaptations of 
housing types. There, the type Zlín and type Hellocourt housing mod-
els were germanized: exposed brick walls were covered in plaster, and 
saddle roofs put to an end the iconic image of the cubic Bata dwellings. 
Such return to neotraditional forms was probably related to the increas-
ing scrutiny and pressure of the Nazi authorities in Germany—thor-
oughly described by Martin Jemelka (2013)—and their well-known dis-
taste for degenerate modernism. Nonetheless, those cosmetic alterations 
in the building typologies did not have any effect in other projects on 
course abroad. In contrast, radical adjustments in the urban morphol-
ogy imposed by some local authorities might have had an effect on the 
plans of the whole network of cities. In particular, as it will be shown 
next, events around the development of Best and East Tilbury played 
a critical role in the development of a next generation of satellite town 
plans that would succeed Gahura’s gridiron plans, and bring the design 
of the satellites back to the path of the Garden City. 

Despite at first it seemed that Bata was going to be received with 
open arms in Best, as soon as the project began to unfold it faced the 
increasing reactionary opposition of powerful stakeholders. In fact, at 
first sight, conditions were quite promising: on the one hand, the mu-
nicipal government saw the arrival of Bata as an opportunity to both 
replenish the municipal coffers by selling land, and to create employ-
ment; on the other, the design and development of the Bata-stad was 
being overseen and advised by Joël Meijer de Casseres (1902-1990), a 
modern planner who quickly empathized with Bata’s urban and social 
ideals after visiting Zlín in late 1933 (Bosma 2003). 

However, what would not be according to plan was that the con-
struction of the company town in Best would become the ground on 
which an already heated conflict between de Casseres and engineer 
G. Bolsius, Provincial Housing Inspector and key figure in the de-
cision-making around the Regional Plan for North Brabant, would 
escalate. As Koos Bosma well described in his monograph on the 
planner, whereas de Casseres was close to the idea of modernist Garden 
City—in the Dutch tradition of Berlage or Dudok—and was a “cham-
pion in modern planning”, Bolsius was a “champion of Catholic forms” 
(Ibid.,72) who favored a neotraditional approach in the design of the 
satellite extensions around Eindhoven, namely a return to the forms of 
the villages in Brabant. 

Thus not surprisingly Bolsius made de Casseres life very difficult 
when the latter’s proposal for Best, intented to guide the development 
after the first phase  3.07.042 , and most likely based on Vítek’s plan  3.07.043  
, was presented for approval to the regional authorities after his trip to 
Zlín. After the rejection, de Casseres angrily criticized Bolsius as:
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[his] opinion … that on the Bata terrain there should be a construction of a 
village in old Brabant style is for the expert [de Casseres] so foolish and demon-
strates such a lack of insight into economic and industrial issues…  that it is for 
the person who signs impossible to further deal with the issue, if it is not put 
forward that no further discussions about traditional regionalism is involved in 
the design of industrial terrain…. [The project] gives the opportunity to make a 
really important modern creation which will make the name of this area in the 
country more important than if we go back very artificially to a forms that will 
look like an anachronism and it will make this person object of laughter among 
his colleagues

As quoted in Ibid., 75

More specifically, Bolsius criticism was focused on two issues. First, 
he believed that the factory and the workers’ housing should be clearly 
and noticeably apart from each other. Second, he saw in Bata’s modern-
ist spatial and social plans a threat to the spiritual health of the area, in 
line to the fears of “socialism” that other political and religious sectors 
in Brabant shared (van Meer 2013). Vítek’s plan, with its uniform gridded 
pattern, functional zoning, and decentralized design, symbolized, in 
Bolsius opinion, “the spiritual poverty of the world” and lacked “a sense 
of community” (as quoted in Bosma 2003, 77). None of it reminded of the 
character of the Brabant village, and therefore the local labor would not 
feel comfortable in such alien environment, he sentenced. The blockade 
was temporarily solved when Bata hired Cornelis van Traa, a planner by 
then secretary of the Institute of City and Landscape of South Holland, 
to develop a new proposal for the Bata-stad in Best. His plan, dated in 
April 1935, was an ill-defined compromise that set apart housing devel-
opment and factory by a wide green area, and introduced row housing 
as the dominant typology  3.07.044 . 

In the meantime, in East Tilbury, England, similar problems would 
lead to a more satisfactory alternative, valid both for Brabant, and for 
everywhere Bata was building a colony. In one of the few articles on 
East Tilbury, Pavitt suggested that “planning control” (1994, 41) was 

 3.07.043  Plan of Best, the Netherlands,  A. Vítek 1934 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1109b)

 3.07.044  Plan for Best, C. van der Traa, April 1935 

(Source: Bosma 2003)
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among the difficulties Bata found in England, but she did not give any 
specific detail. Archival research showed that in fact, as it had hap-
pened to Vítek’s plan for Best  3.07.043 , Karfík’s plan for Tilbury  3.07.019 , 
also based on Gahura’s grid for Baťov, had been rejected by the Orsett 
Council in 1935. Likewise, this institution explicitly recommended the 
adoption of specific design principles as an alternative. Nonetheless, 
their suggestion did not imply looking at old traditional urban forms, 
but to take Welwyn Garden City as reference model. Subsequently, the 
Bata representatives went to visit Howard’s new town. Their remarks, 
handwritten in a letter from 1935 contained a very positive appraisal 
of the regulation plan of the British city. First, its typical street section 
was described with minute details, paying compliment to the presence 
of green strips, flowers, bike paths, and to the total absence of a “single 
piece of unresolved or unkempt space.” Most importantly, they ad-
mired the way the plan was resolved without “long, straight, orthogonal 
streets”, in contrast to Karfík’s gridded design. “We recommend that 
our people who are responsible for regulations, adjustments and con-
struction, go see Welwyn when they go to England”, they concluded.10 
In sum, it seemed that the assimilation and appropriation of the Gar-
den City in Zlín by Kotěra and then Gahura had taken such a radical 
modernist form that it was not recognizable anymore. 

The reencounter with the original Garden City would provoke a 
‘back to the basics’ effect. Although the precise date of the aforemen-
tioned letter is not clear, the minutes of a conference with a certain Mr 
Schaepman dealing with the next steps to take in Best reveal that the 
shift towards English Garden City plans must have taken place before 
August 19, 1935. Actually, the command could not be more explicit: 
the regulatory plan had to change “and adapt to the English plan,” 
and introduce round corners, “to facilitate traffic.” What is more, the 
meeting concluded that the planting of trees had to begin immediate-
ly—since they grew slowly “in the poor Dutch soil—and a green stripe 
had to be place between the housing and the factory; in it, some sport 
facilities would be placed, but in no way whatsoever near the main 
entrance to the factory.11 Additionally, in each prominent corner of a 
block there should be the house of a foreman, and a church had to be 
added to the program—as van Meer showed, getting the consent of the 
Catholic establishment became a priority for the company (2013). 

According to these minutes, a new plan was to be ready in mid-Sep-
tember 1935, and indeed, new versions of the plan were produced by 
Bata at that time. These plans, of unclear authorship, show separate 
residential areas and factory by a wide green area, define a clear social 
and commercial center at the factory entrance, and avoid monotony of 
the previous grid by softening the edge of the town, and introducing 
radiant streets and triangular blocks with round corners. Comparable 
adaptations, mostly drew by Antonín Vítek, took place simultaneously 
in East Tilbury 3.07.045, Ottmuth 3.07.046, Borovo 3.07.047, Chełmek 3.07.048 

, Möhlin  3.07.049 —as Widmer (1992) and Ehrenbold showed (2012; 
2013)—and Batanagar 3.07.039   3.07.050  between 1935 and 1937.

 3.07.044  ‘English’ plan for Best, 23.9.1935             

(Source: Bosma 2003)



 3.07.045  ‘English’ plan for East Tilbury, probably A. Vítek 

1935 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XVII, kart 1796, 

inv. č. 11, fol. 22)

 3.07.046  ‘English’ plan of Ottmuth, probably A. Vítek 

1935 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1125)



 3.07.049  English plan of  Möhlin, probably A. Vítek 1935 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1110a)

 3.07.050  ‘English’ plan of Batanagar, B. Martinec 

26.6.1936 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1114b)

 3.07.048  ‘English’ plan of Chełmek, ca. 1935 

                  (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1113)

 3.07.047  ‘English’ plan of Borovo,  probably A. Vítek 1935 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1112b)
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As for De Casseres, he was not satisfied with the new plan. As in his 
view, with the church as a prominent focal point, it had turned into a 
“parochial” (Bosma 2003, 77) one. Further, the Dutch planner objected 
the quality of Bata housing, and imposed new building regulations. 
However, the continuous clashes with the Brabant church and Bolsius 
would end up in his dismissal in May 1, 1938 (Bosma 1993). Before leav-
ing to America on May 21, he would sign in May 7 a new plan for Bat-
adorp, this time based on the natural succesor of the English plan, the 
Ideal Industrial Town, shown in Chapter Nine. In September, he would 
travel to Zlín, and draw his last rematch, a rejection the English plan, 
and a reenactment of Vítek’s modernist grid (Bosma 2003, 77)   3.07.051 . 

 3.07.051  Plan for Best, J.M. de Casseres ca. 1938             

(Source: Bosma 2003)

 3.07.052  Site plan of the factories in Hellocourt, Bata 

Strasbourg 1933 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 

inv. č. 101, fol. 132)
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Meanwhile the so-called English type seemed on its way to replacing 
the modernist plans of Gahura in many of the satellites, troubles in the 
construction site in Hellocourt, France, were exasperating Vojtěch Baťa. 
Following a visit to the town in late September 1925, the director of 
the Building Department complained in a document12 about the fact 
that the construction of housing was seriously delayed, and those units 
under construction remained unfinished and exposed to the weather. 
Further, he censured the poor condition of the unpaved road connect-
ing the living quarters with the factory grounds. His bitter memoran-
dum ended with an open question regarding the urban planning of the 
town: once the gridded plans were going to be discarded, it still had to 
be determined where the new constructions were to be built  3.07.052 . It 
was clear that a new plan was needed. Nevertheless, Hellocourt would 
momentarily escape from the trend towards a recovery of the Garden 
City principles, and unexpectedly enter in the zone of influence of the 
great master of modernism: Le Corbusier.

Clearly, no story of modernism would be complete without Le 
Corbusier, and Bata’s was not an exception. In fact, the troubled rela-
tionship of the Swiss master with the Czechoslovak company has been 
successively reminisced in practically any work on the subject (Šlapeta 
1992; Pavitt 1994; Cohen 1997; Jenkins 1999; Ehrenbold 2012; et al.), mostly 
highlighting the architect’s failure in understanding the “role of urban 
design and architecture in [Bata’s] corporate and management strategy” 
(Jenkins 1999, 66) by proposing mass housing in his urban plans for 
the company, when this “would not contemplate a housing solution 
which offered an alternative to the traditional family unit” (Pavitt 1994, 
40). In contrast, both the minute account of Le Corbusier’s troubled 
relationship the Czechoslovak company masterfully written by Cohen 
in Rassegna (1980), and Karfík’s vivid memories in his interview with 
Slachta and Šlapeta in Parametro (1985), gave a more insightful and 
layered picture of the reasons behind the chain of disagreements be-
tween both parts, including issues of economy, functionality, improper 
behavior—he smoked, and enquired about where the local brothel was 
(Ibid.)—and excessive creative autonomy going beyond well-established 
corporate norms and hierarchies. Although this section will recover 
some of the aforementioned narratives, given that Le Corbusier’s irrup-
tion in this story took place right at the peak of Bata’s global expansion 
in satellites, it will put special emphasis on presenting those planning 
and design features present in his plans that although were never im-
plemented, would be eventually borrowed for the intended planning of 
future industrial settlements. 

Winning Over the Client
The usual accounts tell that Le Corbusier visited Zlín on the occasion 
of chairing the jury of an international housing competition organized 
by Bata in 1935. Having met Le Corbusier in 1934, and him having 
expressed his desire to visit Zlín, Gahura suggested to the company 
to bring him over there. At first, the company managers showed mis-
trust to that foreign figure, to the point of Čipera asking Karfík—Le 
Corbusier’s former employee—to give him some references about him 
before sending out the official invitation (Karfík 1985). However,  appar-

Alternatives from Paris
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ently Gahura had another reason to bring him to Zlín, and that was 
to help him solve some of the challenges he had encountered in the 
planning of the city and its agglomeration. More in particular, he was 
interested in four questions: the construction of the city, that of the fac-
tory area, the problems of communication in the city, and constructive 
systems and transportation at city and regional scale (Cohen 1980). Even-
tually, Le Corbusier would spend some weeks of the spring of 1935 in 
Zlín, coinciding there with his friend Dubreuil (Ibid.). 

For Le Corbusier, chairing the competition’s jury—formed by Bo-
huslav Fuchs, Edo Šen, Jaroslav Syřiště, and Fritz Schuster (Šlapeta 1990; 
Šlapeta 1992)—seemed secondary, as once he managed to have access to 
the top management, Dominik Čipera and Jan Antonín Baťa, he made 
clear his desire for pursuing new commissions. Karfík recalled how at 
first the latter rejected having a meeting with Le Corbusier—“he is just 
another architect” (Karfík 1985, 60) he said—but finally he was persuaded 
to welcome the Swiss architect. 

With Pavel Janák acting as an interpreter, Le Corbusier tried to 
convince the general director about ways of improving the factory 
buildings, either by installing air conditioning—“Mr. Le Corbusier, 
you have forgotten that air in Zlín is so good that we could export it” 
(Ibid., 60) Baťa’s stepbrother reacted—or by raising them on pilotis. In 
spite of the loss of manufacturing space that would have entailed, Jan 
Baťa found appealing the idea of having  pan-optical visual control on 
whatever happened on the factory grounds. Once he had the director’s 
attention, Le Corbusier began making suggestions on the western ex-
tension of Zlín along the river valley, inflating Jan Baťa’s ego by com-
paring the grandiosity of the plans he envisioned for Zlín—including 
channeling the river—to those of Louis XIV  3.07.053  (Ibid.). 

Back in Paris, Le Corbusier kept praising by letter the work of Jan 
Antonín Baťa’s for his company—“Zlín is, in short, one of the ardent 
places of the new world. It glows with life. In Paris I saw nothing of 
Zlín: in Paris it is all so different that we tell ourselves we have perhaps 
been asleep” (Cekota 1936, 127)—and shortly the architect began sending 
specific design proposals to Čipera in what would become a long, and 
unfruitful, exchange of correspondence regarding five different projects, 
not always solicited.

In the first of them, unsolicited, Le Corbusier set his target on the 
issue of housing, and proposed in June 1935 to build in Zlín a pro-
totype of the logis du paysan of 1934, with no success: “a building of 
such materials [a prefabricated light steel structure with corrugated 
cardboard walls], including its assembling, costs five times more than a 
house of the same dimensions built our way” (Cohen 1980, 53) sentenced 
Čipera in a letter to the French master. 

Project for the Regulatory Plan for the Valley of Zlín
Together with the plans for a later unwanted housing prototype, Le 
Corbusier sent to Čipera his first attempt to engage in the planning 
and design of the future Zlín in June 1935 (Ibid., 54). Somewhat modest 
in his scope, in his first, unsolicited, urban design project for Bata the 
architect focused on the area around Labor square and the north-south 
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axis leading to the Tomáš Baťa memorial. While keeping the basic com-
ponents of Gahura’s design—the buildings on the square, the Masaryk 
schools, and dormitories rigorously marking the great axis—Le Corbus-
ier proposed  to build a theater on the northern extreme, and to replace 
the Baťa memorial on the south by a great museum resembling a ziggu-
rat, and reminiscent of his 1931 musée à croissance illimitée (museum of 
unlimited growth). 

A month later, following on the conversation he had with Jan An-
tonín Baťa, Le Corbusier sent him an alternative for the regulatory plan 
of the valley of Zlín  3.07.054  (Ibid., 54). His conception took for granted 
the previous plan of having two industrial poles, Zlín and Baťov, linked 
by an infrastructural and urban corridor. However, Le Corbusier drasti-
cally altered its zoning and density, and replaced well-established build-
ing typologies. In the east-west direction, highway, canal, and railroad 
ran in parallel forming a systematic and multimodal infrastructural 
corridor that linked both industrial centers. Mobility infrastructure and 
Zlin’s new factory complex, on the south, were so tightly interconnect-
ed that in the end they became one great megastructure; platforms and 
viaducts segregated traffics and created links at different levels, facili-

 3.07.053  Le Corbusier with Jan Antonín Baťa looking at 

a model of the valley of Zlín (Source: Novák 2008)

 3.07.054  Regulatory plan for the valley of Zlín,               

Le Corbusier 1935 (Source: Le Corbusier 1947)
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tating efficient exchange and connections between production units, as 
the careful studies of its cross section and detail plans showed.

As anticipated, the transversal north-south axis in Labor square 
gained in importance. It became the condenser of corporate social insti-
tutions, and main articulation between the new development, the old 
Bata factory and garden quarters, and the old town—“where no Bata 
worker lives” (Le Corbusier & Jeanneret 1947, 39). Besides, it became the 
source from which stemmed the new residential roads, which graciously 
meandered as they adapted to the topography of the southern hill-
sides north of the river. These lead to six clusters of massive residential 
blocks of the type used in his project for Nemours in 1934 (Ibid.): slab 
buildings placed in a north-south orientation that resembled groups 
of aircrafts flying westwards in fighting position. The scheme finally 
debouched on the flat alluvial plain at Otrokovice. Here Gahura’s plan 
for Baťov was replaced by an immense development of housing blocks 
à redents. Despite the plan was never implemented, its delivery coincid-
ed with an new and more intense phase in the export of the company’s 
capital abroad and the decentralization of its production in satellite 
towns. Le Corbusier would not remain external to that phenomenon, 
specially as France was one of the markets Bata aimed to conquer.

 3.07.055  Regulatory plan of Hellocourt, Le Corbusier 1936 

(Source: Le Corbusier 1983 / Special Collections 

Le Corbusier, Frances Loeb Libray, Harvard 

University)
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Urbanization of Hellocourt
After conversations with the French branch of Bata, in great expan-
sion, Le Corbusier is given the commission to design the new satellite 
town in Hellocourt, Bataville (Le Corbusier & Jeanneret 1947). Developed 
during the first half of 1936, the layout of plan is also in the line of 
that of Nemours  3.07.055 . The two perpendicular axis of the existing Bata 
township are extended curving around the lake west of the forest; the 
first of these arteries, supporting automotive traffic, formed a 8-shape 
pattern like a ribbon following the contours of the promontories at the 
north of the site; the other, for pedestrians, branched out composing 
a grid crossed by diagonals that is imposed on the territory, and gives 
geometrical order to the placement of the housing blocks. In spite of 
the reduced footprint of the building program, as compared to the 
Hellocourt initially planned by the Bata architects, Le Corbusier’s 
ideal plan more than doubled its estimated population—up to 31,350 
residents—13housed in thirteen high-rise and high-density immeue-
bles (Ibid.).In particular, in Hellocourt, and in contrast to Nemours 
and the Zlín valley regulatory plan, Le Corbusier abandoned the slab 
high-rise buildings, and introduced the Gratte-ciel Cartésien (Cartesian 
Skyscraper). However he did not do it in its cruciform plan, but in a 
more sun-friendly patte de poule (chicken thigh) plan he had used in 
his projects for Barcelona (1933), Antwerp (1933), the unité at Bastion 
Kellerman (1935), among others (Ibid.). 

In fact, in his text describing the master plan, Le Corbusier ex-
plained the reasons behind his decision to use apartment blocks and 
not individual houses, as it was norm in Bata urbanism. In his view, 
the “crisis” of deciding the right form of the workers’ housing, that is, 
the conflict between the “traditional” type of Garden Cities, and the 
buildings of “great comfort” hosting all services, could only be solved 
through “experimentation”(Le Corbusier & Jeanneret 1947, 36), and that 
was what he was aiming to do in his projects for Bata. Although the 
plan for Hellocourt would be paid to the architect in 1937, to his 
disappointment, given its disproportionate scale and radical break with 
Bata’s canons, it would not be officially taken into consideration. 

Final Attempts in France
In parallel to the design of Hellocourt, Le Corbusier would work on 
the standard Bata Boutiques in France. The architect devised an stan-
dardized system of stores which had as main feature immersive thick-
ened vitrine spaces acting as funnels ‘trapping’ customers and bringing 
them into the retail space. In spite of the profuse development and 
detailing of the project (Le Corbusier & Jeanneret 1947)—evident in his 
almost obsessive drawing and redrawing of architectural details, and the 
Bata logo—14Bata Zlín would eventually deny having commissioned 
that job, and the project’s dossier was shelved (Cohen 1980). 

Finally, in 1937,  he would manage to create, and get, the job of 
designing a pavilion for Bata in the Exposition Internationale des Arts et 
Techniques dans la Vie Moderne of 1937 in Paris. The building would 
have been a light steel structure with paneled walls with murals, pho-
tographs, and projections depicting industrial life, the growth of the 
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Bata company, the plan of Hellocourt, and representations of the usine 
verte. In analogy to the Tomáš Bata memorial in Zlín, a Bata-manu-
factured plane would have hung from the glass ceiling  3.07.056 , the latter 
printed with a map of the world showing the global domains of the 
company. Besides, the pavilion would make reference in its materiality 
to the product that made Bata world famous: the floor of the pavilion 
would have been of concrete, with inlays of leather soles, and the facade 
would have been covered in immense tiles of tanned leather (Le Corbusier 
& Jeanneret 1947;Cohen 1980). His last attempt to get a commission from 
Bata also failed. “The idea of expressing the work on leather on the fa-
cade is valid: we will make the planks in laminated wood”—Čipera said 
in his last meeting with Le Corbusier, with Karfík as interpreter—“No, 
impossible: it has to be in the original material” (Karfík 1985, 58) cried 
the Swiss architect, as Čipera calculated that to create the, literally, skin 
of the pavilion, they would need as much leather as that used in a man-
ufacturing workshop in a month. And that was unacceptable. 

Le Corbusier’s Legacy
The reasons for its shelving of Le Corbusier urban projects for Bata 
were multiple, and not just related to that usual narrative of Le Cor-
busier misunderstanding Baťa’s fixation with the Garden City and 
individual housing—that would be eventually challenged not just by 
Bata architects, but by the top management in the early 1940s. On the 
one hand, Le Corbusier grand proposal for Zlín coincided with other 
factors that would explain the disinterest by the company in further 
investing on the growth of the city. The project came in the beginning 
of the biggest surge of decentralization of Bata’s production in satellite 
cities, and in a context of glooming geopolitical instability specially 

 3.07.056  Bata Pavilion for the Exposition universelle de 

1937 in Paris, Le Corbusier 1937 (Source: Le 

Corbusier 1983 / Special Collections Le Corbusier, 

Frances Loeb Libray, Harvard University)
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affecting the republic—“clouds accumulated over Czechoslovakia” Le 
Corbusier himself wrote (Ibid., 38);  at that time, ideas of decentraliza-
tion and phasing out of Zlín were internally gaining momentum. On 
the other, the project presented serious problems in its feasibility at the 
practical level; as Karfík remarked, the soil in the southern slopes of the 
valley were prone to landslides, and construction there had been already 
rejected by the architects at the Bata building department (Karfík 1985). 
On top of that, Le Corbusier wanted to charge 150,000 crowns for the 
project (Ibid.); as compared to Gočár’s 3,000 crown-fee per consultancy, 
the master’s costs became also irreconcilable issue leading inevitably to 
putting the project on permanent hold. 

The failure of Hellocourt was a matter of scale. At the same time 
that the company embraced decentralization, given its previous difficul-
ties in the construction of the industrial satellites, it became very cau-
tious about its international urban endeavors, promoting standardiza-
tion, and self-sustaining models. Le Corbusier’s Hellocourt competed 
in its population with Zlín itself, exceeding by far the size of the market 
it was intended to serve.

Nonetheless, both urban projects left a legacy that would be recov-
ered in the 1940s. First, Le Corbusier’s version of Zlín provided with 
a synthesis and a practical application of the ideas on linear planning, 
adapted for the manufacturing system and social program of Bata. First 
presented by Arturo Soria in the late nineteenth century, and then sys-
tematized for the industrial world by Soviet planner Nikolay Milyutin 
in 1930 (G. R. Collins 1959), the influence of linear planning in the mas-
terplan for Zlín is evident in how the elongated development acted as 
a connector between poles, as Soria had proposed, and in the rigorous 
functional organization in parallel bands of city and infrastructure, as 
had been suggested by Milyutin. Furthermore, in their effort of adapt-
ing to the geography of the site, in making building, infrastructure, 
and the territory complement each other, and in making the features 
of the landscape became more legible, the ideas on linear planning and 
landscape presented by Le Corbusier in his Dřevnice valley masterplan 
and Hellocourt would prove influential in the design of both Zlín and 
of future prototypes of industrial satellite towns. At the same time, for 
Le Corbusier, Zlín would be a opportunity to test ideas that would 
eventually lead to his Industrial Linear City of 1942  3.07.057 . Finally, and 
returning to the debate between mass housing and individual dwellings, 
his position would not be fully ignored. As leftist architects enter the 
company in the late 1930s, and the management itself puts in crisis the 
Garden City model after looking retrospectively during the War to the 
results of Bata’s urban project, modern mass housing would be finally 
embraced as the definitive model for workers’ housing, as will be shown 
in Chapter Nine. 

 3.07.057  Industrial Linear City, Le Corbusier 1942 

(Source: Le Corbusier 1947)
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 3.07.059  Bird’s eye view of the factories in Best ca 1936 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1109c)

 3.07.058  Site plan of the factories in Chełmek, ca 1935 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 195, fol. 1)



Imperfect 
Implementations

Building the first batch of Bata satellite cities was not an enterprise 
free of distress. In contrast to the sudden rush in the establishment of 
ancillary companies and a large network of retail stores, the acquisition 
of bankrupt business and large swaths of land, the actual scope of the 
construction work carried out by Bata out of Zlín in that period was 
rather uneven and limited. In fact, the study observed how there was an 
evident decoupling between the several blueprints of grand city plans 
drawn by the company architects between 1930 and 1934, and the first 
building activities, epitomized in the as-built condition of  many of the 
towns in 1935  3.07.058   3.07.059. 

The reasons for such decoupling were threefold. First, those related 
to the course of the company business. As it was shown, the years after 
the Wall Street Crash of 1929 were a rollercoaster of economic down-
turns in the European context. Despite Bata maintained its dominance 
in the shoe manufacturing and sales in Czechoslovakia, and the com-
pany initiated an impressive surge of capital export and investments, 
the crisis indeed affected greatly Bata’s output and business. On top of 
that, the company lost its charismatic leader in 1932. Secondly, Bata’s 
expansion and the construction of satellite cities was challenged by 
external conservative forces. Although at the local level the company 
was more than welcome to settle in the regions chosen its expansion—
Bata meant jobs and development—others opposed or hampered, some 
times fiercely, to its establishment. Boycotts, ad hoc legislations, and 
political and religious interferences put on hold the construction of the 
towns almost from their inception. Finally, there were simply basic is-
sues with bad site selection and planning, and with the urban design of 
the towns themselves. On the one hand, the sites chosen were far from 
ideal from a technical standpoint: nodes in the network of towns lacked 
access to basic resources, such as drinking water, construction materials, 
or even workforce, and showcased poor infrastructural connections. On 
the other, critical risks, such as topography, flooding risk or presence of 
groundwater seemed to have been ignored by the engineers and design-
ers, who stubbornly insisted on building new grounds for modernity 
in unsuitable land at all costs. What is more, that unawareness for the 
site conditions and context was obvious in the urban morphology of 
the towns. Truly high modernist, these extensive and uniform grid-iron 
plans demanded a physical and conceptual tabula rasa. 

Closer in their concept to Wagner or even Hilberseimer’s Großstadts 
rather than to the main original source of Bata urbanism—the Garden 
City—their problematic implementation ended up undermining the 
company’s image of efficiency, welfare, and modernity. Further, the rad-
ical nature of the plans caused a stink among conservative forces with 
influence on planning approvals. Thus the company had to recover its 
legitimacy before new stakeholders and societal contexts. However, 
instead of breaking the path guided by the institutional design myths 
presented in Part Two—for example by adopting Le Corbusier’s ideas—
the way Bata urbanism searched for new legitimacy was the self-rein-
forcement of its foundational principles. After the ‘English plans’, he 
forthcoming Ideal Industrial Town studies  would be evidence of how 
the company embraced with renewed strength the Garden City theory 
and, locking the development of Bata urbanism to its old design myths.
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Notes

1 Carmichael (2013) suggests that the decision of moving production to the west is linked to the rise of 

Nazi Germany, beginning 1933. However, as it is being shown in the section, the purchase of Belcamp was 

contemporary to the purchase and development of others in central Europe. What is more, after 1937, 

many other towns in that geography will be planned.

2 In Bata & Sinclair “Bata shoemaker to the World” 1990 and in Carmichael (2013) it is said that the land 

amounted for 2000 acres, that is 809 hectares.

3 See nautical chart http://www.wayfarer-international.org/WIT/cruise.daysail/misc_charts/12274_Book-

letChart.pdf

4 Slamá, J (n.d.). Bojnice forest - Lands owned by Bata, Moravský zemský archiv v Brně, Státní okresní 

archiv Zlín, fond  Baťa, a.s., Zlín, sign XVII, kart. 1796, inv. c. 11

5 Ibid., fol. 8.

6 Tichy 2000 and Horňáková 2012 affirmed that, but the plans of Bat’ov drawn by Gahura that have been 

consulted in the State District Archives of Zlín and Stavitel (1935) are dated 1934 and 1938.

7 “Overview of the Buildings Abroad”, in Tilbury 1935, Moravský zemský archiv v Brně, Státní okresní 

archiv Zlín, fond Baťa, a.s., Zlín, sign XV, inv. c. 99, fol. 47.

8 After Ševeček 2009

9 An interesting phenomena was that new typologies emerged in the different towns. Yet, far from being 

site specific, these enlarged the collection of interchangeable standardized types, and were used freely across 

projects. The aforementioned document “Overview of the Buildings Abroad” showed the increasing multi-

plication of types used in the foreign colonies:  ‘type Best’, ‘type Tilbury’, and ‘type Nangi’ for semidetached 

houses; ‘type Best’ for four-family houses; ‘type Ottmuth’ and ‘type Hellocourt’ for eight-family buildings; 

’type Hellocourt’ and ‘New type’ for single workers dormitories; a ‘type Nangi’ for six-family dwellings; and 

detached houses with and without a garage. Most importantly, the table showed the use of some of the lo-

cal types across geographies in 1935. For example: the four-family house type designed for Best was also the 

model that was to be applied in Chełmek and Möhlin; the eight-family house type Hellocourt was going 

to be used in Chełmek and Tilbury too; and the dormitories for singles in Ottmuth and Best were based in 

the type developed also for Hellocourt.

10 “Letter to Zlín” in Tilbury 1935, Moravský zemský archiv v Brně, Státní okresní archiv Zlín, fond Baťa

, a.s., Zlín, sign XV, inv. c. 99, fol. 68.

11 “Konferrenz mit Herrn Schaepman am 19. August 1935”, in Best 1935, Moravský zemský archiv v 

Brně, Státní okresní archiv Zlín, fond Baťa, a.s., Zlín, sign XV, inv. c. 100, n.p.

12 Baťa, V. (1935). “Hellocourt, dne 26. září 1935” in Hellocourt 1935, Moravský zemský archiv v Brně, 

Státní okresní archiv Zlín, fond Baťa, a.s., Zlín, sign XV, inv. c. 101, fol. 66.

13 However, Le Corbusier wrote in a note on the drawing: “The height and number of buildings can be 

reduced at will” (Le Corbusier & Jeanneret 1947, 37)

14 It is by far the most resolved project in technical terms of those done for Bata, as it can be seen in the 

drawings in Buildings and Projects, 1933-1937 (Le Corbusier 1983).
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After the myriad of setbacks and difficulties around the construction of 
the first satellites, Bata’s management concluded that Gahura’s modern 
grid iron plans or Le Corbusier’s visions had to be discarded in favor of 
embracing anew the English type, reaffirming the commitment of Bata 
urbanism with the tradition of the Garden City. Fruit of the integra-
tion of the lessons learned from the mistakes done in the first satellite 
prototypes, with key references of Garden City planning, and the needs 
of the company, several Ideal Industrial Garden Cities were developed 
by Bata architects between 1937 and 1939. Whereas the most repre-
sentative plans result of the standardization of Bata’s urbanism has been 
described, existing studies do not show in full the magnitude of the 
research, evaluation, synthesis, and design work in the backstage of that 
project. Hence, by means of a thorough scrutiny of the existing archi-
val materials on the ideal Bata city, this chapter aims to better examine 
how the iterative and systematic process of design of an urban utopia 
was, as well as what the specific role, and social and technical preoccu-
pations of the architects involved were. The first section will focus on 
finding out what were the social motivations and theoretical and design 
sources that provided the foundation of the subsequent ideal types. 
Then, the study of the first of the major works of this phase, the Ideal 
Town of Cooperation, will be aimed understanding what was taken 
into consideration for the design and evaluation of a new model. Next, 
the third section will explicate how the project dealt with its adaptation 
to the complexity, indeterminacy, and new extreme geographies. After 
that, it will be shown why, despite the efforts, additional systematiza-
tion and technical work on the ideal town was needed, and what was 
done afterwards. In its fifth section, the chapter will give an account on 
how the story of the satellites was told from the point of view of the top 
management. Lastly,  the chapter will conclude by questioning, in view 
of the collected evidence, to what extend the project for Bata’s ideal city 
can be qualified as utopian.

Chapter 8
The Quest for the Ideal City

[left] Original plan of first Garden City, Letchworth 1904.

(Source: Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, 

Cornell University Library)
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Probably none of the texts developed in Bata during the years 1937 
and 1939 portraits in a more vivid way the effects of industrialization 
on the old city as the one signed by a misterious Kunic1 on August 20, 
1937 and included in the dossier Plan for an Ideal Industrial Town2 
kept in the SOkA Zlín. As a result of rapid development in the nine-
teenth century “free enterprise and expansion flooded the city with suf-
focating atmosphere3,” stated the author: the monumental symmetries, 
radial boulevards, and squares of the grand neoclassical plans—which 
he described with apparent nostalgia—had now in their background 
“a forest of tall chimneys, exhaling a gray cloud upon the overcrowd-
ed groups of human dwellings.”4 Connected by rail to the industries, 
suburbs were not idyllic environments, but “the work of speculators” 
cramming dwellings in an endless grey city. “The centralization of in-
dustry”, he continued, “and inevitably the consequent centralization of 
the population required the centralization and compression of all neces-
sities of life,”5 including the basic need for open space. What followed 
next gave sense to the title of his paper, written in 1937: “The Garden 
City and its Appropriation.”

Learning From the Garden Cities
Kunic’s text continued with a critique of the different attempts aiming 
at relieving the effects of overcrowding on workers’ life. Beginning with 
the utopian socialists in the 1830s, availability of proper housing was 
identified as the key for achieving a renewed social order. However, 
he went on, these thinkers failed in providing with the right technical 
solutions, and their work ended up condemned to remain in the field 
of economic theory. Others, like James Silk Buckingham’s utopia6, in 
spite of offering a thorough description of the principles and program 
of his city, in the end just gave a new form to class segregation and in-
equality. Of the utopians, just the work and influence of Robert Owen 
was praised, in particular with regard to the integration of landscape 
and housing in his vision.

In contrast, in Kunic’s opinion, Alfred Krupp’s housing policies in 
the 1860s had been an  exemplary reaction to the problems of industri-
alization through technical planning. What is more, the profits ob-
tained by the company from those actions was highlighted. On the one 
hand, good housing and services attracted good labor force, and at the 
same time increased its performance. On the other, a caring company 
would get in return the worker’s loyalty. 

The narrative continued with other lessons to be learned from other 
planned industrial towns. The first of them was the way Percy Houf-
ton had managed to rethink a row housing block in Creswell Model 
Village, built in 1895 for the Bolster Colliery Company; in his clever 
design, by distributing housing along two concentric octagons, the 
architect managed to segregate traffic and to have each dwelling facing 
generous green spaces. In second place, and possibly thinking about 
potential ownership alternatives for the Bata towns, it was noted how 
Bournville, founded by John Cadbury near Birmingham in 1879, was 
not anymore owned by the chocolate producing company. However 
legal arrangements had been made to guarantee basic standards and 
maintenance of the town. Thirdly, it was stressed how for its founders, 

Evils and Remedies
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William and James Lever, the costs derived from construction of the 
town of Port Sunlight near Liverpool in 1887 were actually balanced by 
the increased value it had in terms of industrial health and public image 
of the company.

Finally, Howard and the first two built iterations of the Garden 
City, Letchworth (1903) and Welwyn (1920) were analyzed. Apart 
from praising them—Letchworth was in Kunic’s opinion “a prosperous 
city in every respect”7—the text focused on the two main principles 
present in the urban design of both cities: first, the organization of 
the row houses forming blocks around central open green spaces; and 
second, the aggregation of these units in super-blocks with internal 
cul-de-sac streets. These solutions, in conjunction with a building den-
sity of twelve houses per acre,8 were considered optimal both from an 
economic perspective, and in terms of achieving a safe and comfortable 
environment for the residents. 

Greenery Against the Mechanical Slums 
Having said that, Kunic concluded, the ultimate tool for liberating the 
workers from the overwhelming tyranny of congestion was landscape. 
In contrast to the absence of vegetation in the “mechanical slums,”9 the 
dense housing fabric resulting from the greed of speculators, the new 
industrial city was to be dominated by green spaces full of sunlight and 
air. What is more, green was not meant to be a “shabby little tree”10 
planted here and there, but proper areas providing recreation and a 
connection with nature to the residential zones, since “[a] house itself 
can only be a home to a certain extend. A home means the wider envi-
ronment and its suitability, which can either contribute to or hinder the 
satisfaction of man in life.”11 

Following on that, and getting into the specific task of designing an 
ideal industrial town, Kunic defined three specific areas with a distinct 
landscape treatment and function  3.08.001 . First of all, the industrial 
zone had to be a “city of factories in a park”, taking as an example 
Endicott-Johnson’s factory in New York: lawns and trees would pro-
vide shade; formal and symbolic public spaces—Labor square—would 
accommodate public gatherings and rallies; and next to it, a leisure park 
would be the place for a worker to “sit on a bench or recline on the 
grass in the time of the midday break”, or to “freshen up in a swim-
ming pool during the hot summer.”12 

The second element was the isolation buffer between factory and 
residential areas. The model here was the parkway. More specifically, it 
was to be an uninterrupted landscaped road forming a 250-meter wide 
belt. Actually, it was truly conceived as a linear park, as its green areas 
would accommodate additional adult sport grounds, and a car parking. 

Thirdly, the landscape system of the residential area would be 
formed at the same time of three distinct elements. In the city center, 
hotels, dormitories, and public buildings would be arranged around a 
“ringstrasse.”13 Then, wide radiating planted streets would divide the 
housing area in three zones, which in turn would be further subdivided 
by concentric streets forming superblocks, forming a fan-like plan dia-
gram  3.08.002 . The superblock was the basic unit in the town, and its in-
ternal network consisted only of a few dead end streets  3.08.003 . In their 
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center, green areas, playgrounds and schools would act the heart of each 
neighborhood, a safe and quiet environment specifically thought for 
children and their safety.  

Lastly, Kunic remarked that a real Garden City could not in any 
case ignore the importance of incorporating the landscape around it. 
That is, green spaces were not just meant for decoration or leisure, but 
also they should serve productive purposes. Orchards, fields, dairies and 
cattle farms, among others, had to be planned in order to guarantee the 
supply of food for the city. In fact, as it will be described later, self-suf-
ficiency, in its wider sense, would become a critical component in the 
planning of ideal industrial cities.

 3.08.004  Diagram of green areas, Kunic 1937 (Source: 

SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 126, fol. 39)

 3.08.002  Diagram of traffic circulation, Kunic 1937. 

Thicker lines represent vehicular traffic, and lighter 

and dashed lines, pedestrian (Source: SOkA Zlín, 

Baťa XV, inv. č. 126, fol. 75)

 3.08.003  Detail of a center of a neighborhood unit, Kunic 

1937. In the center, a shopping and social center, 

and parking; residential streets in cul-de-sac 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 126, fol. 73)
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Gahura’s References 
František L. Gahura also contributed to the work in Plan for an Ideal 
Industrial Town by providing with a record of basic bibliography and 
projects  3.08.004 . First, in a document entitled “Literature and Articles”, 
signed August 10, 1937, the company architect listed written works 
by seven authors,14 namely:  Garden Cities of To Morrow by Ebenezer 
Howard; Sotsgorod by Nikolay Alexandrovich Milyutin; “Methods of 
Decentralization” by Raymond Unwin, published in Czech in the jour-
nal Styl; several articles by Pavel Janák, published in Styl too, including 
“Contribution to the construction of cities”, “Building densely or 
sparsely”, “An Attempt to diagram frequencies in an urban organism”, 
and “Residential district in England”; also available in Styl were the text 
“Future city” by Rudolf Stockar and “Green areas in cities and their 
surroundings” by Josef Stübben; and finally, as a handwritten addition, 
Gahura included the name of Walter Curt Behrendt. 

 3.08.004  List of literature references, F.L. Gahura 1937, 

10.8.1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 

126, fol. 124)
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Unfortunately, the author provided with little background infor-
mation about his choices, and just limited that to some notes under 
the first three publications in the list. Concerning Howard’s seminal 
text, Gahura just noted it was the first book in propagating the ideas of 
the industrial garden city. On Sotsgorod, he mentioned that the book 
depicted the principles and calculations for “Waguitogorska [sic].”15 In 
contrast, more attention was given to Unwin’s text. After explaining 
that it was presented on a congress of city building in New York in 
1925, he summarized its main points, in particular that it was a text 
promoting the decentralization of industry in cities between fifty to 
seventy thousand people, and that it criticized the American model of 
vertical urbanization, as it entailed social and hygienic risks.

After the theory, came the practice, and Gahura included an addi-
tional, and longer list, of  nineteen existing industrial garden cities. Also 
written in August 1937, the text “Overview of the Development of the 
Industrial Garden City” divided the projects by geographical location, 
and in most of the cases he did not just included the name of the 
designers, but also the number of inhabitants, and the client16. England 
was represented by Cadbury’s Bournville, Lever’s Port Sunlight, Parker 
and Unwin’s plans for Letchwork, New Earswick, and Hampstead, and 
finally Harborne. German projects included the Krupp colony, and 
Hellerau, a town with buildings by Heinrich Tessenow and Hermann 
Muthesius, among others, and founded for “the same reasons as us in 
Zlín.”17 In addition, modern German siedlungen such as the Weissen-
hof in Stuttgart, Ernst May’s Hellerhof and Praunhein in Frankfurt, 
and Siemensstadt in Berlin. Dutch city planning was included too, 
in the works of Willem Marinus Dudok in Hilversum, the plans for 
Oostzaan, Nieuwendam, and Betondorp. Of course Le Corbusier’s Pes-
sac was in the list representing France, together with Tergnier, a railway 
company city. Finally, Magnitogorsk, closed the list.

The Industrial Garden City
Gahura complemented the list of projects with a text entitled “Origin 
and Development of the Idea of Industrial Garden City.”18 Written in 
August 1937, here the architect pondered how industry could be the 
ultimate agent in achieving the true Garden City and shortened the 
list to just a handful of key projects. To begin with, the problem with 
Garden Cities  3.08.005  was, in his opinion—and in the opinion of some 
others now19—that in the process of their actual implementation, their 
reformist agenda had become diluted and ended up being settlements 
for the affluent classes. 

For Gahura, the ultimate goal of a Garden City was to avoid the 
exploitation of the working classes through land speculation:

A garden city is a settlement programmatically founded in an appropriate place 
which is permanently public property (of a state, community, society, etc.) so that 
all property usury is once and for all eliminated and price increases are only in 
the hands of the public  (of a state, community, society, etc.).20

Furthermore, he added, the cost of living in a garden settlement 
had to be lower than in the city, and therefore it should be built on 

 3.08.005  Diagram of ward and centre of Garden City,    

E. Howard 1902 (Source: Howard 1965 [1902])
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cheap, agricultural land. In his definition it is interesting how the archi-
tect stressed his wider—if not blurry—understanding of  public prop-
erty to make his argument work; since stable land ownership and rent 
control had to be the at the core of any Garden City, and that land had 
to be somewhat remote, a private decentralized industry-sponsored, 
owned, and fairly managed development could positively be the right 
ground for such model settlement. 

Gahura went on by establishing a lineage of precedents leading to 
the modern industrial garden city. In his view John Cadbury (1802-
1899) and the Lever brothers—William (1851-1925) and James (1854-
1920)—were the unintentional fathers of the idea of “a new kind of 
town”. That is, they decisively linked the poor living environments 
of their workers—“unhealthy, filthy flats, in the middle of cities, in 
malodorous neighborhoods”—21with a decline in their efficiency in the 
factories. With their garden settlements of Bournville and Port Sunlight  
they provided with an evidence that industrial success and offering high 
life standards were not at odds. 

The work of Ebenezer Howard, and that of Barry Parker and 
Raymond Unwin, naturally followed, and internationalized, the ideas 
behind those two experiments, Gahura wrote. Meanwhile Howard 
provided with a general and systematic diagram for relieving cities from 
overcrowding, decentralizing industry, and bring new life to the coun-
tryside, Parker and Unwin set the basic elements of the urban design of 
these new settlements. And in fact, the third milestone in Gahura’s his-
tory of the industrial garden towns was the project of Parker and Un-
win for New Earswick (1902-1904), a workers’ garden colony founded 
by industrial philanthropist Joseph Rowtree. Hellerau (1909), founded 
by furniture maker Karl Schmidt near Dresden, and Margarethenhöhe 
(1910), the Krupp workers’ colony in Essen, were then mentioned as 
examples of how these ideas propagated to other countries.

Finally, Gahura concluded, Milyutin’s Sotsgorod (1930)  3.08.007  was 
the culmination of those attempts, in spite of its ideological back-
ground. In fact, he found that, surprisingly, the Soviet plan did not just 
shared “identical views” as those present in the design of the English 
precedents, but also their sustaining industries had striking similarities 
with those operating under capitalism. Or at least with those that con-
ceded “the connection between the successful production and a perfect 
housing and living with a well and soundly organized city.”22 None-
theless, it would not be until the arrival to a leadership position of Jiří 
Voženílek, and the exile of Jan Antonín Baťa and Tomáš Jan Baťa, that 
Soviet references would really imfluence Bata’s planning. Until then, 
the path of the planning of satellite towns was defined by the constant 
self-reinforcement of the myth of the Garden City.

 3.08.006  Schematic for the planning of a settlement 

according to the functional-assembly-line method 

(Source: Miljutin 1974 [1930])
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The dossier Plan for an Ideal Industrial Town concluded with a written 
proposal by Gočár, dated August 24, 1937, for an ideal city for Bata23. 
In it, the architect described each and every building and function in 
the city and their spatial requirements with great detail. Basically, this 
piece would become the program and  building material for the first 
series of iterations of city plans for a Bata’s ideal settlement: the Ideal 
Industrial City of Cooperation, developed immediately after, in Sep-
tember 193724, according to the documents kept in the SOkA Zlín. 

Again, the work began with a justification of the reasons leading to 
the development of an ideal town. That was done in the brief text “Ide-
al industrial city “Cooperation” for 10,000 inhabitants.”25 Although it 
is undated, it is clearly a compact summary of Kunic and Gahura’s texts 
written a month earlier: decentralization of large populations in Garden 
Cities is presented as a solution to the immorality of overcrowded flats 
and speculation, a consequence of the unplanned unfolding first Indus-
trial Revolution in European cities. Furthermore, the text established 
a link between working and living environments and workers’ perfor-
mance, and cited once more Cadbury and Lever’s towns as examples 
of social thinking. After that, a series of texts and plans developed the 
details of an ideal industrial settlement, its constituent parts, infrastruc-
tural requirements, and budgets. These will be subsequently described 
in the paragraphs below.

Ideal Site Conditions

 The Town 
of Cooperation

 3.08.007  Ideal Industrial City “Cooperation,” 

J. Gočár 1937.  From top to bottom:                                                             

residential quarter,                                                                  

cultural center,                                                

commercial center,                                                               

production center,                                                            

railroad,                                                               

and river                                                      

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2032, inv. č. 

1716, fol. 124)
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The conditions of the ideal site for the ideal industrial city responded 
to pragmatic more than political or social preoccupations. For example, 
to the well-known requirement of having access to a railway track, a 
waterway, and a main road, the planners included those regarding the 
need of having both forests in the surroundings, for logging, and other 
sources of construction materials on the spot, such as a quarry and a 
gravel pit. Besides, soil conditions, its mechanics and the presence of 
underground water, was to be scrutinized beforehand, to avoid unde-
sirable surprises and unexpected costs during construction. Finally, the 
site had to include a one to two kilometers-wide buffer where nothing 
could be built—to avoid land speculation—and negotiations with po-
litical instances should be made so that the city acquires its own inde-
pendent administrative status.

Ideal Sectors
The ideal city was divided in five functional areas arranged in a precise 
order—manufacturing, commerce, culture, housing, and recreation—
along an axis emanating from the factory gate  3.08.007 . First, the factory 
buildings were to be situated on a flat terrain, and their layout had to 
respect the existing infrastructural networks, be in proximity to water, 
and its orientation with respect to the city had to take into account 
the direction of the wind; as it happened in Zlín, the complex was 
overlooked by a taller administration building. Secondly, the commer-
cial center was a shopping street, nicknamed by the architects as the 
“Kalverstraat”26 that followed the main axis of the regulatory plan and 
connected the production area to the cultural center; the idea behind 
its location was to allow workers to do their shopping on the way back 
home after work. At the end of the Kalverstraat there was, obviously, 
a De Dam, named “Cooperation Square,”27 which was the cultural 
center of the city, the third area of the city scheme; this square was to 
be flanked on three of its sides by a hotel, the community house with 
canteen, and a municipal office building, and animated by numerous 
cafeterias, clubs, etc. According to the dating of the drawings of that 
yeat, that scheme for a transitional commercial street between factory 
and housing quarters with a square on both of its ends was borrowed 
from B. Martinec’s plans for Batanagar, designed on June 1937. 

Then, and isolated from the manufacturing area and busy city 
center by a strip of green, were the living quarters for the workers, a 
low-density garden settlement sprinkled by public facilities—conve-
nience stores, schools, and kindergartens—that acted as subcenters 
defining distinct neighborhood units. Finally, the recreation program 
comprised green areas and sports facilities, including tennis courts, 
football and handball fields, and a swimming pool. Additionally, an 
airport was set in proximity to the city.

Ideal Gardens
The designers at Bata had very clear that in particular the housing area 
was not just “an area full of houses,”28 but that it had to be a garden 
settlement. Actually, it was neither  a collection of houses with gardens, 
but the four hundred square meters of garden per house were in conti-
nuity with larger green areas planted with large groups of trees—copses 
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were easier to maintain in their view—, forming a system of “public 
green areas.”29 In fact, the system connected the garden quarters on 
the one hand to Cooperation square by means of a eighty meter-broad 
and elongated formal park—flanked by “statues of men of science and 
progress”—30 in continuity with the city axis, and, on the other, with 
the surrounding landscape. It should be noted that this section of the 
document, purportedly written by Jan Antonín Baťa, specified that the 
metrics for the allocation of green area per capita are based in those of 
the “London Federation”31 (sic). Those regulations stipulated the sale 
of having an average of thirty square meters of greenery per inhabitant, 
half of it dedicated to playgrounds and sport fields, and the other half 
for parks and forests.

Ideal Network
In addition to the green system, the design and hierarchy of the road 
network was critical in achieving an efficient, safe and quiet environ-
ment for the workers and their families. More specifically, there were 
three categories of roads in the ideal city: housing streets, collecting 
roads, and a main road. In first place, the streets in the housing quarters 
were supposed to hold the lowest level of traffic possible, and their di-
mension would depend on the user density,  although a minimum sec-
tion of 4.5 meters was defined. Besides, these streets were to be leveled, 
an their layout was to follow a radiating pattern, as it was thought to be 
more efficient in terms of costs, time, and energy. The function of the 
second type of roads was rather straightforward; they collected the traf-
fic from the housing streets, and therefore were broader. Eventually, the 
collecting roads led to the third element in the network, the main road, 
which was obviously the biggest and the one that connected to the ex-
ternal road network. In sum, the core ideas of the network were to limit 
the number of roads with heavy traffic, thus reducing crossroads and 
improving safety. Furthermore, as materials for their construction were 
to be dust-free, road design would play an important role in successful-
ly creating a healthy environment.

Similarly to roads, pedestrian circulation was organized in a rational 
tree-like network. Sidewalks’ dimensions were based on the projected 
population using them during rush hour. In fact, Gahura’s sketches on 
Gočár’s drawings showed each section of the pedestrian paths labeled 
with its potential accumulative number of users, representing dozens of 
workers flocking downstream towards the factory gate. 

Ideal Housing
Ideals of housing in the ideal city constitute a summary of the broad 
experience gained by the architects after designing dozens of dwelling 
types for Bata, as well as of the firm principles behind their design. 
On the one hand, the core idea of  “every family should have its own 
place,”32 linking the well-being of the family with individual living in 
nature—and to the ideal of the family house—and its fictitious imple-
mentation is present in the typologies chosen in the housing quarters of 
Cooperation City. As it happened in Zlín and other satellites, in reality 
most of the workers in the ideal city would live in semi-detached hous-
es, and just 1.5 percent of the workers would actually live in a single 
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family house. Given that these plans were for an ideal city, this shows 
that the gradation of housing types and the exclusivity of individual 
living was an integral element in the reproduction in the urban sphere 
of the dynamics of internal competition encouraged by the company.

On the other hand, at the technical and design level, the dwellings 
at the ideal city had to efficiently offer their inhabitants the best living 
conditions. On this matter, the core principle was “minimum cost, 
maximum living”33 and the author of the text proudly declared how 
the housing developed by Bata was comparable to the best examples 
abroad. The text goes on by highlighting how the houses in the ide-
al city, “ result of many years of research and development,”34 would 
provide the residents with proper ventilation, sunlight, and the best 
performance for any given climatic condition. Furthermore, the com-
pactness of the units was appraised, as the designers had managed to 
reduce wasted spaces, such as halls and aisles. Finally, mass production 
of housing in Cooperation was to be solved by standardization and 
prefabrication of building materials and construction, with Swedish 
examples in mind as a model of success in the serial manufacturing of 
housing, according to the manuscripts.

Ideal Water Management
As it was shown in the study of Zlín and its development, the issue of 
water management deserved the company’s special attention as both 
drinking water supply and flooding had already made evident the 
limitations and risks that this matter entailed for the survival of a city. 
Apart from the aforementioned preoccupation about underground wa-
ter and soil stability, the focus was set on the design of the canalizations 
for rainwater and sewage, and in the quality of drinking water. Con-
cerning the waste water management, its network had to be accessible 
and designed according to the terrain, with the right gradient to control 
runoff water speed. Although a slightly steep terrain would be ideal to 
make the system more efficient and less costly, a flat terrain was pre-
ferred to built above ground level and it was assumed that canalizations 
would just need to go deep. Regarding drinking water, special emphasis 
was put on its quality, its treatment, and the need of constant controls 
and analysis, all of them understood as a cost reduction measure. Even 
though drinkable water was to be only available in street fountains, wa-
ter available in each home was to be also treated with chlorine to avoid 
health risks and medical leaves.

Designing the Ideal
Gočár was the architect commissioned to develop the design for the 
ideal city of Cooperation. As a matter of fact, the Czech modern master 
sent five esquisses  3.08.008   3.08.009   3.08.010   3.08.011   3.08.012  and three physical 
models  3.08.013   3.08.014   3.08.015  on August 20, 1937, and three additional 
plans on September  9, 1937—A  3.08.016 , B  3.08.017 , and C  3.08.018 . All of 
them in one way or another observed the aforementioned conditions. 
In spite of his respected role as external advisor, the advantages and 
disadvantages in terms of efficiency, cost, and functionality of Gočár’s 
three main plans were assessed in detail by the company’s building 
department between September 14 and 15. The analysis was thor-



 3.08.013  Model n. 1, J. Gočár 20.8.1937 (Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2032, inv. č. 1716, fol. 130)

 3.08.014  Model n. 2, J. Gočár 20.8.1937 (Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2032, inv. č. 1716, fol. 133)

 3.08.015  Model n. 3, J. Gočár 20.8.1937 (Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2032, inv. č. 1716, fol. 133)

 3.08.008  [top left] Ideal City for Baťa A.S., (n. 201).         

J. Gočár 20.8.1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 

kart 2032, inv. č. 1716, fol. 132)

 3.08.009  [top center] Ideal City for Baťa A.S., (n. 202).    

J. Gočár 20.8.1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 

kart 2032, inv. č. 1716, fol. 132)

 3.08.010  [top right] Ideal City for Baťa A.S., (n. 203).    J. 

Gočár 20.8.1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 

kart 2032, inv. č. 1716, fol. 130)

 3.08.011  Ideal City for Baťa A.S., (n. 204). J. Gočár 

20.8.1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 

2032, inv. č. 1716, fol. 131)

 3.08.012  Ideal City for Baťa A.S., (n. 204). J. Gočár 

20.8.1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 

2032, inv. č. 1716, fol. 131)



 3.08.016  Ideal City for Baťa A.S., (model A). J. Gočár 

9.9.1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 

2032, inv. č. 1716, fol. 45)

 3.08.017  Ideal City for Baťa A.S., (model B). J. Gočár 

9.9.1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 

2032, inv. č. 1716, fol. 61)
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ough, and Gahura himself sketched on copies35 of his drawings diverse 
calculations to give precise dimensions to the sidewalks, roads, or water 
canalizations36 in order to prepare a budget. 

In Plan A, Gočár proposed to divide the housing quarters in two 
distinct areas. A main one was actually subdivided in two zones, as 
Labor square laid in the middle, and both were arranged in parallel to 
the main infrastructural spine separating factory from town. The other 
housing zone was slightly smaller, and was separated from the first 
suburb by an “English common”, a large park, on which some pub-
lic buildings were scattered. All of the housing blocks had collecting 
road in their perimeter, with housing roads connecting to it on both 
ends. On the one hand, plan A received some positive critiques from 
the company.37 For example, the design was very generous in the size 
of its garden areas, and the continuity between the smaller patches of 
green to the large ones was well-made. Besides, dividing the housing 
settlement in two satellites made easier to both divide the construc-
tion of the town in phases, and to adapt to complicated topographical 
conditions. On the other, the company architects criticized the fact 
that dividing the town in two satellites and consequently going for a 
more extensive and less dense design would lead to a longer, costly, and 
less efficient road network. In addition, dispersing most of the social 
facilities in the central park was not evaluated as positive in terms of 
accessibility and profitability.38

Contrary to the suburban feeling of the previous design, Plan B 
proposed a more compact concept. In this case, the town had a rhom-
boidal layout with the factory as focal point in the overall composition. 
A succession of rhomboidal figures emanating from that center along 
the main axis contained the larger green areas, dormitories, and public 
facilities, and defined the arrangement of the street and landscape net-
work. More specifically, this organization consisted on diagonal roads 
that alternated with diagonal green boulevards which collected ,respec-
tively, car traffic coming from dead-end housing streets and pedestrian 
circulation, effectively separating both flows. In particular, the use of 
dead-end streets and diagonal roads and green strips was highly appre-
ciated by the reviewers of the plan, as, on the one hand, the solution 
provided with safer and more peaceful environments for pedestrians, 
and on the other, the road network was shorter and therefore more 
economical. Nonetheless, as it happened in Plan A, the dispersion of 
social institutions and mass housing in the central green area received 
negative comments.39 

Finally, in relative formal continuity with the former version, Plan 
C provided with the solution that best matched the requirements of 
the ideal industrial town for the Bata company. In general, the design 
was even more compact than that of Plan B, and social buildings and 
mass housing concentrated and formed a clear city center that acted as 
a threshold between the factory and the housing quarters. Besides, the 
city plan had a triangular shape, but kept the idea of a central green 
axis—less prominent that in the previous plans—and diagonal collect-
ing roads and boulevards flowing in the direction of the factory; howev-
er, this time residential streets were not dead-ends. For the evaluators of 
the design, the plan offered the best design for the articulation between 
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factory and city, and praised the centralization of social life around the 
main square; in their view, in a small town such as Cooperation, any 
commercial or social building was more profitable if it was central and 
accessible for everyone. In spite of that, they critiqued that, in this par-
ticular drawing, the center was too cramped, and that worker’s houses 
were in extreme proximity to it. Given that condition, they suggested 
a green strip creating a boundary between both functions. Although 
the company architects applauded the simplicity of the road network, 
they stressed that it neither was the shortest nor used dead-ends in 
residential streets.40 As a matter of fact, sketches on the copy of Gočár’s 
plan show how the designers tried to adapt the cul-de-sac solution to 
this plan41  3.08.019 .  What is more, on September 17, Karfík signed a 
recapitulation of the total cost of each of the three schemes for their 
comparison which included the budget for the Plan C with dead-end 
residential roads.42 Being the less costly and the ones which fitted best 
the principles of Cooperation City, Plan C and its in-house modified 
version would become the sources for the future iterations of the ideal 
industrial city.

 3.08.018  Industrial city for 10.000 people for Baťa A.S 

(model C). J. Gočár 1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, 

Baťa XV, 1180b)

 3.08.019  Sketch adapting Plan C to a cul-de-sac solution 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2032, inv. č. 

1716, fol. 91)
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The Ideal Industrial City of the Future 
In 1938, the results of the research on the industrial City of Coopera-
tion were neatly summarized in a three-volume internal document, but 
now with Dr. J. A. Baťa43 claiming full authorship of the work. Being 
basically an elaboration on the concepts introduced by the architects 
in 1937, the books offered little else with regards to its urban design. 
However, they did offer new insights about the rationale and scope of 
Bata’s city building project.

Cooperation
To begin with, the text shed more light on the symbolism behind the 
name chosen for the ideal city. In, purportedly, J. A. Baťa’s view, co-
operation and mutual trust between employer and employee was the 
answer to the problems of industrial labor relations. On the one hand, 
the worker “voluntarily” would help the businessman in his “service 
to the public”44 in exchange of well-being, money, education, and 
self-determination, and on the other, the latter would make of modern 
production and mass production a source to secure that state of welfare. 
For that, the industrialist should replace “beautiful words”45 with active 
engagement. “Cooperation needs action”:46 Words are futile if employ-
ees “have to work in sheds with tools that harm them,”47 and the City 
of Cooperation was Bata’s design answer to that. 

Decentralization
In particular, isolation, controlled land ownership, and limiting pop-
ulation were the preconditions for industrial cooperation. First, the 
physical isolation of a town would hypothetically prevent detrimental 
influences leading to social unrest and subsequent decreased productiv-
ity. Second, the sole ownership of the land by the industrialist would 
have as a positive side effect the end of any labor exploitation related 
to property speculation. Third, limiting the size and population of 
the town would allow for the creation of a tight-knit community that 
would foster mutual trust and a pleasant life.48 In sum, cooperation 
meant decentralization of industry and population in self-sufficient 
units. In fact, Raymond Unwin’s theory was explicitly embraced in the 
document as the way to go to hold off rising land prices, rising height 
and density of buildings, traffic and population density, and in turn 
engender healthy communities living amidst ample open spaces. The 
result was to be a city firmly based on Howard’s canonical diagrams, 
where residential quarters orbited an economic and cultural center 
surrounded by a green belt49  3.08.020 .

What followed next was a compendium of the city building typolo-
gies and their urban layout. Assuredly entitled “The Bible of the Typical 
Factory,”50 it restated the characteristics of the factory area, the Kalver-
straat, the community house, and movie theater—“House of Fun”51—
and housing, among others, that together would make up a compact 
and walkable city52 based on Gočár’s Plan C53.

Apparenty, during the process, architects had expressed doubts 
about to the most appropriate residential typology. In spite of that the 
management insisted on workers living in houses with gardens, as seen 
in the following reenacted conversation between Gočár and his ‘boss’:

 3.08.020  Diagram of the Ideal Industrial City, 1938 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 1623. vol. 

II, fol. 5)
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Mr Boss [J. A. Bata?]: The blocks of rental houses are an expression of proletariat.
Gočár: but the whole of the West lives like that
Mr Boss responds: They also don’t know how to deal with their unrest, whether is 
France, England o the Netherlands.54

Feeding 10,000 People
Further work on the ideal city for 10,000 people dealt with the idea of 
extending its degree of self-sufficiency by rationally planning in advance 
the issue of food supply. As a matter of fact, Jan A. Baťa’s three volume 
work also included a section devoted to agriculture and food. Actually, 
the task of inventorying and calculating food consumption and provi-
sion had been assigned to the Department of Forests and Farms. Its full 
report55 was based on the assumption that the new town would share 
similar conditions to those in Zlín, with regard to purchasing power 
of the population—so that production was profitable—and to having 
agricultural land available in its surroundings. Once the technicians 
had estimated the yearly average consumption per person of the basic 
food products—including meat of diverse types,56 milk and other ani-
mal products, fruits, and vegetables57—and multiplied the data by ten 
thousand, they could price it and figure the gross annual revenue of the 
agricultural and farming production for the given supply. 

Most importantly, the numbers were immediately translated into a 
precise quantification and definition of the spatial needs for reaching 
the production goals. In total, feeding  ten thousand people would de-
mand to own and manage 4,099 hectares of agricultural land, used for 
crop fields, orchards, farms, and cattle grazing areas, seventy hectares of 
lakes and ponds for fish farming, and three thousand hectares of forest 
for firewood. Besides, several farming constructions  3.08.021 , including 
housing for management and workers too, would need to be built. 
Given the formidable challenge of putting such estate into productive 
operation, the experts recommended to manage first a smaller farm—of 
two hundred hectares—to cover expeditiously some of the needs of the 
population, and in the meantime purchase the rest of foodstuff from 
local producers.

Town Planning: a Bibliography
The work developed in 1937 and 1938 by the Building Department 
was firmly based in  a broad consciousness on and assimilation of the 
history and theory of modern urban planning, as it is explicit in the 
numerous references present throughout the texts and drawings. What 
is more, the second volume of the Ideal Industrial City of the Future 
concluded with a comprehensive bibliography on city and town plan-
ning dominated by publications of the 1920s and 1930s58.

 As a matter of fact, the selection was remarkably global. It included 
books, reports, and articles from or about most of the countries in the 
broader European context—Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Finland, 
France, Germany, Greece, Holland,  Italy, Norway, Poland, Russia, 
Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland—and also from distant regions, such as 
Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, India, Japan, or New Zealand. How-
ever, the list was dominated by British and American literature. 

 3.08.021  Buildings for a 200 Ha farm for a city of 10.000 

people, 1938 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, Baťa 

XVII, kart 1779, inv. č. 3, fol. 11)
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Among the numerous authors in the list, some are clearly worthy 
of attention. For example, the list included: congress proceedings and 
publications by the International Federation for Housing and Town 
Planning; books by Raymond Unwin; texts on the Linear City by Ar-
turo Soria and the Compañía Madrileña de Urbanización; publications 
by Gerrit Willem Witteven, leader of the Urban Development Depart-
ment in Rotterdam in the 1930s, and by Robert Schmidt, co-author in 
1906 of Margarethenhöhe, in Essen, considered the first German Gar-
den City, and father of regional planning in the Ruhr region; L’urban-
isme: L’urbanisme au Point de Vue Technique (1927) by Henri Prost, the 
planner of modern Casablanca; Nikolay Alexandrovich Milyutin’s  Sots-
gorod (1930); the Manual of Information on City Planning and Zoning 
(1923) by Harvard’s School of Landscape Architecture librarian Theo-
dore Kimball; and Benton MacKaye’s “Townless highways” (1930).

 3.08.022  Ideal industrial village for 300 people, tropical 

type, R. H. Podzemný 1938 (Source: SOkA Zlín, 

Baťa XV, inv. č. 75, n.p.)
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On July 28, 1938, Robert H. Podzemný and another man, some Mr. 
Novotný, received a document from Dominik Čipera commanding the 
elaboration of an “Ideal village beside a factory with 150 people,”59 as 
part of the company strategy of deploying manufacturing units abroad. 
Nonetheless, the commission was more complex than it sounded, since 
Čipera requested two distinct types, ones suitable for the tropics, and 
another for the continental climate. In total the industrial village had to 
accommodate a total of 330 inhabitants, including 150 factory work-
ers, their families, the construction team—twenty-five people—, and 
additional staff for various services. However, its tropical version should 
count with having “natives”60 as 50 percent of its population. 

Apart from that note, no other reference is made to Čipera regard-
ing both populations, as his preoccupations were centered in the prac-
ticalities of its construction and its autonomy. That is, he demanded to 
include in the design whatever was needed for the production on site of 
brick and quicklime, timber, and custom joinery. Podzemný was given 
the task of developing a building program that would “ensure that this 
village was completely independent and did not need anything from 
another village”61 and drawing the plans for it, and Novotný had to 
develop the construction schedule, and calculate the needs of construc-
tion materials and the building budgets. 

Promptly, the planners began working on their assignment, and by 
August 5 they had already produced the building programs, budgets, 
and schematic designs of the ideal settlements. In addition to Čipera’s 
brief—it is unknown if as a result of their own initiative or due to ad-
ditional requirements—the architects elaborated an additional version 
for both schemes, proposing the program and phasing to transform 
the initial villages into small towns for three thousand people. Further 
elaborations included designs for some of the buildings, most likely 
sketched by Gahura.62 

The Ideal Industrial Villages for Three Hundred People
Basically, the layout of these city plans was a scaled-down version of 
that of Cooperation City. That is, they had a triangular shape with 
rounded vertices in plan, with a great green boulevard and a square in 
the axis connecting city and factory, and diagonally converging residen-
tial streets. Likewise, the settlement was adjacent to a road, a railway, 
and a navigable river. In all cases, there program reflected Čipera’s 
preoccupation for the costs and autonomy of the settlement. In fact, 
the plans included the construction of a sawmill, brickyard, gravel pit, 
water treatment station, a farm and a stable—for fifty animals includ-
ing cows, calves, and horses—agricultural and grazing fields, a small 
wharf, an airfield, and its own cemetery.

However, and most interestingly, given the new geographical setting 
for some of the units, the tropics, the architects introduced critical 
changes affecting the meaning and function of urban spaces  3.08.022 .

 In particular, the local and foreign populations were to be spatially 
segregated, each one occupying one half of the residential quarters. On 
the one hand, Europeans would live, with the exception of the man-
ager, in “Batanagar type 1936”63 semidetached and dormitory houses, 
and, as it happened in Kolkata, they would have a small outpatient 

Into the Tropics
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 3.08.023  Ideal industrial city for 3.000 people, tropical 

type, R. H. Podzemný 1938 (Source: SOkA Zlín, 

Baťa XV, inv. č. 75 n.p.)

 3.08.024  Ideal industrial city for 3.000 people, European 

type, R. H. Podzemný 1938 (Source: SOkA Zlín, 

Baťa XV, inv. č. 75 n.p.)
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clinic for tropical health. On the other, natives would inhabit six-unit 
row houses, and larger dormitories; some or all of these typologies64 
lacked bathroom facilities, which were communal and external to the 
buildings. In addition, locals had their own canteen and convenience 
store. Furthermore, recreation facilities seemed to be also separated, and 
Europeans would enjoy some special facilities—e.g. tennis courts— 
that locals would not.

There were, however, areas where both populations met. Public 
buildings included a Social and Commercial House, a school, and the 
train station. In addition, the public park and the main square were 
apparently neutral spaces. Interestingly, also the swimming pool was 
not listed as belonging to one or other population, probably due to the 
view of such facility as key in procuring industrial health for all.

As a result of all this, while maintaining the same street grid and 
ideal form, the programmatic, typological, and morphological symme-
try of the city was broken, at the same time that common public spaces 
potentially became third spaces65 of encounter, interaction and hybrid-
ization between cultures. Considering that the plans for this tropical 
cities are subsequent to the actual construction of Batanagar, in spite of 
separating Europeans and Natives and their unequal facilities, the truth 
is that the scheme reflects certain improvement, as representations of 
hierarchy and control in the urban realm diluted as both populations 
were to occupy an equal half—equal in its urban form and size—of the 
village. One has to remember that in the Indian town, Europeans were 
segregated in a clearly distinct enclave.

From Three Hundred to Three Thousand Inhabitants
If the industrial settlement was successful, plans for its enlargement 
to a small town of three thousand people were also considered by the 
designers. In fact, the process would be incremental, and consisted of a 
building program divided in four phases, being the first the construc-
tion of the settlement described above. In total, those phases were com-
prised of forty-six tasks. Most importantly, as those were arranged in a 
precise order, it is possible to see which were those aspects considered 
as priorities by the architects when building a new settlement. In the 
list66 it is apparent that being self-sufficient with regard to the supply of 
construction materials and food, and laying down the physical infra-
structure—roads and water canalizations—before any other construc-
tion took place, were critical aspects for the planners. 

With regard to the physical form of the enlarged townships, it ba-
sically repeated the triangular scheme of the former village. In fact, the 
housing quarters would be enlarged by offsetting the former road on 
the edge, and by extending the green park in the axis and the residential 
roads. In addition, the cultural and commercial would acquire greater 
presence by the construction of a commercial Kalverstraat, and recre-
ational facilities, productive areas, and factory grounds grew in size. 

Nonetheless, there were some differences between the tropical 3.08.023 

and European  3.08.024  versions in the way some of the urban functions 
would have been positioned. As it happened in its smaller variation, 
locals and Europeans would occupy each a half of the garden residential 
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area, and housing typologies on each half would clearly differ. Probably 
one of the most interesting differences lays in the articulation of the 
industrial complex with regard to the main axis. Whereas in the Euro-
pean ideal city, the factory buildings would be arranged in continuity 
the main axis of the town, in the tropical version the compound would 
have been rotated ninety degrees. As a result, the factory grounds would 
have been positioned in the European half of the town. Such shift 
could be interpreted either as emphasizing the hierarchical superiority 
of the foreign managers within the realm of the workplace—as for the 
‘natives’, it would have been clearly like entering the sphere of the ‘oth-
ers’—or as a way of actually concealing that superiority by not making 
of the factory the focal point in the urban composition. The second 
view might be supported by the fact that now, instead of by the factory, 
that end of the city axis would have been crowned by a large stadium, a 
neutral space par excellence. That way, all of the spaces in the fringe of 
both populations would keep that idea of neutrality, a space of encoun-
ter and interaction between cultures.

 3.08.025  Ideal industrial city for 10.000 people,             

R. H. Podzemný 1939 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa 

XV, kart 1672, inv. č. 19, fol. 1)
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The Ideal Industrial City 
for 10,000 people

Even once normalization efforts had begun, the pressures of rapid 
expansion also made clear the shortcomings of the process of plan-
ning and construction of new towns, and the need for further work 
on streamlining city making projects. Evidence of these are found in 
a memorandum from company director Čipera addressed to Vojtěch 
Baťa, Director of the Building Department, on November 28, 1938, 
after visiting the construction grounds of Šimonovany—also known as 
Baťovany, and later as Partizánske—in Slovakia67. Literally, the site visit 
had left in Čipera a “very sad impression” as “not a single one of [the 
company’s] construction principles had been kept” and it seemed the 
work of people building “for the first time in their lives.”68 

In fact, the reasons for his discomfort were multiple. First, no access 
road had been built and vehicles stuck on the mud. Further, workers’ 
accommodation was in a muddy field too, distant from any road. What 
is more, the only road had been done so “unprofessionally”69 that it 
even damaged the brand new vehicles purchased ex professo for the 
construction works. To make things worst, in spite of the proximity of 
winter, neither heating nor even fenestration in the semi-finished build-
ings had been solved, and buildings were humid and cold. Immediately 
after these severe remarks, Čipera listed the actions of a contingency 
plan: houses, roads, canalizations had to be finished, and most impor-
tantly, heating, windows, and doors had to be installed to guarantee 
the thermal comfort of workers during the winter. These instructions 
were to be performed “immediately,”70 and V. Baťa was commanded to 
oversee in person the fulfillment of the plan.  

On May 22, 1939, the Board of Directors of the company met and 
pushed further the work on the standardization of industrial city 
making. Managers and experts of all departments were included in the 
precise task of planning an industrial town for three thousand employ-
ees—ten thousand inhabitants—for a country of 7.5 million inhabi-
tants with a yearly consumption of 150,000 pairs of shoes71. Although 
the directors of course knew that in an initial phase plans could go bad-
ly in a new town, their aim was to reduce that first period of uncertain-
ty and hardship from one year to three months. More specifically, the 
minutes of the meeting urged to learn from the mistakes and successes 
of the previous experiences. For example, a blatant error had been scale 
of the manufacturing complex of Hellocourt, France, partly unused 
and of such “unsustainable proportions”72 that no money was left for 
spending on accommodation of the workers, forcing many of them 
to a lengthy daily commute. Given the urgency of the work, as many 
towns were simultaneously under construction, the head of the Board 
commanded his managers to organize a team to work “from dawn to 
dusk”73 on this matter, and develop maps, inventories of machinery, 
equipment and buildings, budgets, and details on the development, 
manufacturing, and personnel. 

Again, Podzemný was the man in charge of the regulatory plan that 
illustrated the working documents developed in June 193974. His de-
sign was in continuity with the plans of 1937 and 1938, but the result 
was more stylized and clearly reacted to the aforementioned critical 
comments on Plan C  3.08.026 . More specifically, the triangular shape 
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 3.08.027  Inventory of construction materials to build a 

city for 10.000 people, 1939 (Source: SOkA Zlín, 

Baťa XV, kart 1672, inv. č. 19, fol. 18)

 3.08.026  Building program, phasing, and number of 

consruction workers per phase needed to build a 

city for 10.000 people, 1939 (Source: SOkA Zlín, 

Baťa XV, kart 1672, inv. č. 19, fol. 19)
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was elongated and its upper corner was rounded to the extreme that 
the plan resembled a parabola. Also, Cooperation square was now more 
spacious. As a result, the city center looked less cramped. Moreover, 
the shorter base of the figure, and the two wedges of green added to its 
base, which acted as an incipient green buffer, limited the contact and 
direct impact of the main road and manufacturing area on the housing 
quarters. Finally, collecting roads and crossings in the residential areas 
were substantially reduced, as housing blocks were longer and only 
intersected by a pedestrian alley. 

Inventorying a City
However, on top of the changes in the design, what is really striking in 
the files is how, in order to budget it, the settlement was translated into 
a meticulous breakdown in lists, charts, and forms describing whatever 
was needed for it to be built and to function. On the one hand, many 
of the pages of the document are devoted to inventories dealing with 
the materials, machinery, tools, furniture, and people involved in each 
of the individual projects to be developed throughout the eleven phases 
in which the construction of the city was divided  3.08.026 . From lists 
depicting the equipment to build roads, set a quarry or a gravel pit, 
to those inventorying the furniture and utensils needed for the work-
er’s canteen and kitchen, all  building programs were itemized. In the 
minds of the architects at the Building department, the ideal city was 
not an utopian pipe dream, but a town made of 105,954 quintals of 
cement, 1,399 tons of steel, and 3,149,515 bricks,75  3.08.027  built by an 
average of 422 men76.

On the other, the document also described, in the form of regu-
lations and contracts, the high degree of bureaucracy needed for the 
sound completion of the city. “Everything has to be recorded in a very 
specific way”77 stated the text when describing how to fill in the forms 
that would be used for the bookkeeping before and during construc-
tion. In fact, a strict observance to the budget was demanded to the 
foremen. Their work was highly professionalized, and responsibilities 
during construction ranged from ordering, billing, and tracking de-
liveries of materials, to sign certificates, and verify that the tasks of the 
workers78 had been accomplished. In sum, in the construction of an 
ideal city, there was no room for improvisation or inefficiencies.

Building an Ideal City: Requirements and Some Advice
In addition to the actual design and construction of the city, the man-
ual paid also special attention to the physical and political conditions 
of its site. Apparently, the planners of the company had to follow the 
facts and requirements of a so-called “questionnaire about the place.”79 
Although that specific document was not included as such in the 1939 
file,  part of it is centered explicitly on stating the economical, physical, 
and political questions that had to be taken into account to assess if a 
given land was close to the Bata “standard”80 for a given budget. First, 
as it had already been specified in previous internal documents, since 
delivery of materials would account for the biggest numbers in the 
building costs, the best site would be that which had within its bound-
aries most of the materials needed for the construction of the city. 
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In second place, local planning directives and laws had to studied in 
advance to the elaboration of the regulatory plan to guarantee obtain-
ing the construction approval by the authorities. Curiously enough, 
the document recommended to submit for approval just the plans for 
the first phase of the town, as showing the project in its full dimension 
could cause the officials to back out any initial support. In third place, 
and most importantly, the geography of the site was critical; informa-
tion on flooding records, underground water, water supply, average 
precipitation, wind conditions, and soil mechanics had to be gathered, 
and, given that in some occasions existing maps lacked or misrepre-
sented such data, measuring and mapping the land on the spot was a 
fundamental step before taking any decision on its purchase.

Insisting on some of the previous geographical conditions, and 
drawing from the experience gained after the construction of sever-
al industrial towns, the architects included some common sense site 
planning reminders for the designers of the future cities.81 Although 
seemingly obvious, due to the economic impact of neglecting them, it 
looked like the text could never reiterate enough their importance. To 
start with, designers were prompted to calculate correctly the volume 
of land of the cut and fill operations when leveling the terrain, in order 
to improve the efficiency of use of labor and energy resources. Then, 
again, controlling and extracting ground water, and testing the soil 
mechanics was stressed to avoid structural damages caused by subsid-
ence, as apparently it had been the case in previous buildings erected 
by the company. Following on that, in the event of inevitably having 
a soil type with a low load-bearing capacity, reaching the bedrock with 
the foundations or considering the use of piles was urged. Finally, the 
text recommended to avoid excessively hilly terrains, because if they 
happened to be unstable, landslides and movements precipitated by the 
weight of the structures could bring about high repair costs, as it had 
already happened during the construction of a five-story building.

Once these precautionary measures had been taken into consider-
ation, the construction process that followed was meant to be ideally 
efficient and modern. For that, the text included instructions for any-
thing needed in the preparatory works including: building surveying, 
construction machinery, equipment for the gravel pit, brickworks and 
sawmill, water and sewage canalizations, building of roads, and the 
housing for the construction workers. As it had happened in the shoe 
manufacturing workshops, the burden of manual and heavy works had 
to be done by machines. Modern technology and work were meant to 
liberate the workers from the burdens of the past:

The idea of a construction worker of the former ages as being this dirty and 
exhausted robot will disappear. His place will be taken up by machines servicing 
construction. He is well-paid, well-accommodated, and well-fed, with cafeterias 
preventing the necessity of carrying food in a satchel. The worker is well-dressed, 
happy with his job and he does not consider it as slavery. Proper knowledge of 
the job he is doing supports the confidence and performance of the individual.82
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The Building Catalogue of the Ideal City
In conjunction to the set of inventories and notes on the construction 
of the ideal town, additional working documents include a catalogue 
with file cards depicting the building typologies  that constituted the 
city. In total, the images illustrated the designs of forty-eight construc-
tions with plans, elevations, and sections83. The most interesting point 
of the catalogue was that, in fact, it was in most part a compilation of 
designs already built by the company in Zlín and elsewhere; the best 
iteration of each typology was to be the one used in the ideal city. For 
example: the model five-story factory building was the one built in 
Zruč nad Sázavou; the most efficient brickworks was that in Baťovany; 
the ideal railway halt was the one build in Vizovice, near Zlín; the best 
outdoor swimming pool was the one designed by Karfík for Baťov;84 
the model for the Kalverstraat  3.08.028  was based on the commercial 
buildings at Baťov too; the single family houses type Drofa—designed 
by the homonymous architect— and Risa—by Karfík—, together with 
the semi-detached house type 1939  3.08.029   were to fill in the residential 
quarters of the ideal city; and the dormitory for singles in Bataville was 
the best in its class.

 3.08.029  “Standard Semidetached House” (Type 1939)             

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 74, fol. 10)

 3.08.028  “Kalverstraat - Shopping and Apartment House”    

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 74, fol. 35)
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One Last Advice Of all the major human inventions, industry is the youngest one. Its influence on 
a human’s life is, however, the most significant one.
Experts suppose that in humans’ history, the Iron Age lasted for 5,000 years. 
The industry is 150 years old. The heavy industry is, though, only in its second, 
maybe third generation. Hence, it is not even 100 years old. If one imagines the 
Iron Age as one day, the industry takes less than 45 minutes.
Anything that humans do for a short time is done wrong. When building the 
industry, people made as many mistakes as it was possible to make in a problem 
that affects hundreds of millions of people, where mistakes are multiplied by the 
quantity.
By the end of the 18th century there were around 650 million people in the 
world according to statistical estimates. Today, it is 2,100 million people. Those 
1,450 million people were born of industry and the forces that it unleashed.
It is doubtful if people will ever agree on the purpose and meaning of human life; 
undoubtedly everyone, however, pursues something that is called happiness.
The idea of happiness can differ. But the vast majority of people agree that in 
order to be happy, one needs health, food, accommodation, work and society.
If one considers something that affects hundreds of millions of people, I imagine 
that they should start with a human being, what he aims for, what he desires and 
what he needs.
If humanity desires and wants something (and goes for it in hundreds of mil-
lions), it destroys some amazing values if the right path is not taken. I do not 
see any other basis for the right path of industry as well as the best criterion of 
all industrial establishments than a human and his basic needs for pursuit of 
happiness.
I have worked to establish 24 industrial enterprises in different countries and 
among different nations. I have been told that most of them, particularly the ones 
that have already been broken in, are exemplary; that they predict an expansion 
of the industrial problem and that due to the way they have been built, they 
represent the industrial enterprise of the future.
I do not share this opinion. 
When building these enterprises I have made every possible mistake that can be 
made by a person building an industry. And I felt all the consequences of these 
mistakes.
I have seen all the noteworthy enterprises in the world that are said to have 
resolved the problem of industrial life.
I had all the literature about construction of industrial towns collected and I 
compared the opinions and results with my own experiences. 
For three years I was consulting my colleagues and people whom I found ex-
perienced. Finally, with the help of several hundred people I compiled my own 
outline of ideal industrial life in this book.
It is not a book meant for the market. It is a collection of rules, a project for a 
construction and operation of an industrial town in our branch of industry for 
10,000 to 12,000 residents.
In this book, all the problems of industrial production and merry, creative human 
life based on industrial work are being solved so that this town can become a 
model to be possibly reproduced in thousands anywhere in the world.
There are no theories in this book. It is fully based on experience, mostly very 
difficultly gained. It is based on plain principles and it is aiming for a simple goal.
The first principle is an experience that industry implemented in big cities has 
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not proved successful.
It caused the strongest social upheavals, because it brought about a lifestyle con-
stantly threatening human health and happiness as well as social organization.
It unleashed forces unable to be subdued by an individual, from time to time 
breaking out into a catastrophe.
It caused unimaginable economic losses and wasting of both human labor and 
resources.
First of all, however, it created mobs consisting of individuals in whom their 
ability to take care of themselves, adjust to changing living conditions, rise to 
leadership and accept responsibility had died out.
Therefore I base an industrial town on an enterprise of such extent that the head 
of the enterprise can know all his colleagues; where everyone knows everyone, 
just like everyone knows their place (and has their place) at work as well as in 
the life of the town, having an opportunity of advancement according to their 
abilities.
In a town with several enterprises producing various types of goods the working 
population can be confused when it comes to understanding the causes of their 
unemployment.
As a result, they simply cannot have an absolutely direct relationship either to the 
enterprise and trade or to the people leading it.
In a town with a single enterprise even small children usually understand the 
causes of the enterprise crisis more than an average worker does in a big city. 
The diversity of job possibilities distorts their point of view; there is no need to 
understand such crisis – when there is no work position in one enterprise, there 
will be one in another.
Hence, there is no cooperation, which is a prerequisite for a smooth development 
and blooming of modern industrial enterprise. Cooperation stems from under-
standing.
Every seven years there is a disturbed period in the industry. It is caused by poli-
tics, social causes, period ideology, religious reasons, world thinking, and others.
In such periods only those enterprises where understanding resulted in coopera-
tion, are insured.
Industrial entrepreneurship has its own rules. It is easier to achieve understanding 
for quality work, if incompetent workers can immediately feel the effects of their 
mistakes on themselves.Unemployment is a result of careless or neglected work.
There are various possible causes of insufficient employment. As a rule, the man-
agement of the enterprise is usually responsible for these.
But in periods of political instability, which occur every seven years in various 
forms, possible causes of unemployment are completely removed from the focus 
of working people.
An ideal industrial town is specialized. It is a town of a single main industrial 
product.
I am a shoemaker and therefore I elaborated on a town based on industrial 
production of shoes and related items in this book. According to my experience 
gained in many other industrial branches, however, I deem this town to be an 
industrial type in general.
I base this town and its industry on the experience that there is a scarcity of 
geniuses, or even of people with versatile abilities.
Control and management of big cities and big enterprises takes an administrative 
and leading genius. But the majority of people are of average abilities and their 
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greatest strength lies in this mediocrity. An ideal industrial city is such that it can 
be built up and sustained constantly functional by average people with common 
sense and whose facilities evoke spontaneous emergence and lasting of a good 
will.
I am not talking about constructing a town, its industry, and populating it at the 
same time.
The town will be built up organically and consecutively.
The basic forces for its creation and gradual construction are:
1. This book, containing and explaining the goal and the means.
2. Financial capital, necessary for the initiation of the basic construction and first 
production.
3. A group of experienced instructors, specialists in construction of a new town’s 
industry.
The goal for which this work aims is to build up the technical and organizational 
prerequisites of social tranquility and high living standards and people’s purchas-
ing, based on high industrial performance.
The town and its industry function so that they can be renewed from their own 
resources. They can produce much more than they receive from the nation be-
cause every resident of the town will be assigned a job that is the most suitable for 
them and motivates them for personal advancement.

Jan Antonín Baťa, 1939 (English translation as quoted in Svoboda 2011, 45-48

With these presumptuous words, Jan Antonín Baťa opened in 1939 the 
last of the publications developed under his mandate on the topic of 
the ideal city. Simply entitled Industrial City (Bat’a 2012 [1939]), the book 
was to be his great contribution to the planning of future settlements, 
and as such, it had to make clear the outcome was the result of his 
personal endeavor and creativity. As a result, all of the previous theoret-
ical studies on industry and town planning by Gahura and others were 
omitted in the volume—and therefore in the official story of Bata’s 
satellite city planning—and replaced by his bold introduction. 

In the end, the Industrial City was a compilation of the research 
previously conducted by the diverse company’s technicians, typeset and 
well-edited for the greater glory of the company director. In fact, as said 
before, the elaborations developed in June 1939 under the leadership of 
Podzemný—which in turn originated from Gočár and Gahura—were 
part of the preparatory works for this volume, as it just reiterated what 
was designed, written and recapitulated then with regard to the city 
plan, building program and their description, budgets, construction 
process and requirements, etc (Ibid.). 

However, the scope of the book was broader and for its elaboration 
the collaboration of most of the company departments must have been 
needed. As a matter of fact, the bulk of the volume is made up of a de-
tailed account of the organization of the different manufacturing units 
in an ideal Bata factory complex—leather processing, textiles, chem-
icals, rubber production—including the layout plan by plan of each 
factory building, its machines, units, and systems, and the specifics of 
the manufacturing processes and personnel management. Additionally, 
it even presented shoe designs, posters, and retail stores designs. All of 
that was conveniently illustrated with photographs, plans and diagrams. 
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Tips for a settler
Actually, the integration of all of the company departments in the task 
of designing an model city facilitated the inclusion of a consolidated 
list of advices and prerequisites to achieve and replicate the ideal that 
complemented those purely related to site planning. That is, apart from 
reiterating the need of having construction materials, good access to 
infrastructure, or appropriate water supply, in its twenty-six points, the 
list also dealt with administrative and political issues, economical orga-
nization, and human relations. 

First, several tips gave insights about those aspects that should be 
authorized by official authorities. Evidently those included negotiating 
the planning approval for the regulatory plan, building and infrastruc-
ture construction permits, and the whole set of industrial, social, and 
commercial operations, leading to the establishment of an independent 
municipality. Particular emphasis was put to the need of reaching agree-
ments so that officials gave permission to establish the Bata educational 
system of boarding and vocational schools, and to obtain visas and 
work permits to a number of Czech instructors85. For all that, the text 
suggested to gain access to influential national and local contact and 
make of the project their own (Ibid., 4). 

Second, the pieces of advise also dealt with organizational matters, 
both social and factory related. On the one hand, concerning pro-
duction and sales, the text recommended to do a market survey and 
research to find the new company’s competitive niche. On the other, it 
was commanded to assure the prompt availability of basic facilities—
canteen, laundry, baths, stores—, and the implementation of a health 
insurance fund, hospital and welfare facilities, and a municipal savings 
bank for the employees (Ibid., 5). Equally fundamental was to observe 
the quick construction of accommodation for the workers, suggesting 
for that the establishment of a separate “Housing Corporation” to man-
age the building and rental of dwellings (Ibid., 4). 

Finally, the last points enumerated a series of strategies to gain the 
consent of both locals and labor, and to improve industrial relations. 
Some of them involved ways of following a good neighbor, or coloniz-
er, policy, such as having a friendly relationship with the political and 
social representatives of the region and residents of the surrounding 
villages, to the point of inviting them to the municipal councils; engag-
ing teachers, press, and religious authorities, respecting the customs and 
mentality of the locals, and offering educational and recreational facil-
ities and activities not present in the region were additional measures 
to facilitate integration. Moreover, management and human resources 
were also critical in gaining the trust and consent of the working com-
munity. Apart from offering better wages than the average ones in the 
host country, advice was given concerning the importance of a careful 
employee selection process, of identifying workshop leaders, and of 
finding out the social and economic situation of the employees’ families 
to take action accordingly (Ibid., 5). 
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Between 1936 and 1939 the Building Department of the Bata com-
pany embarked in an unprecedented project of urban research and 
design. Given the hopeless progress in the development of some first 
satellite towns, and what that meant for a company that boasted about 
its spotless and efficient living and working environments, the company 
commissioned its architects the development of ideal industrial towns. 
However, instead of looking forward and consider progressive innova-
tion, the concepts and references used to develop these new plans re-
flected a way back to safe and already legitimated models of urbanism. 
More specifically, to the Garden City and its variations. Nonetheless, 
as the original ‘backstage’ documents showed, despite the management 
wish to return to the English type, and the persistence of the most tra-
ditional design myths—the garden and the semidetached house—the 
Bata architects, in particular Gahura, managed to reintroduce the mod-
ernist agenda in the set of reference models that were used to built the 
theoretical base of the Ideal Town project. Thus modernist siedlungen 
or Milyutin’s Sotsgorod surreptitiously entered in Bata’s urban discourse 
on the urban ideal.

What is more, in contrast to Howard’s, however, Bata architects 
were not proposing a diagram. They were not doing a corporate make-
over project either—the process and outcome of the work was never 
publicly published. In fact, they were creating a but a set of precise 
planning, design, construction, and functional standards that was closer 
to socialist planning in disguise. These cities were seen as ideal but not 
utopian, as these guiding planning principles aimed at being actually 
put in practice, making the development of future Bata towns a eco-
nomically, technically, and socially feasible. However, in their extraor-
dinary—if not unattainable, given the difficulties encountered for their 
ideal implementation—scope and ambition for controlling all aspects 
of planning and design, ranging from the site conditions, calculation 
of construction materials, the building types, or food production, to 
the number of inhabitants and their precise occupation, and the pieces 
of furniture or tools that would be needed to make the city work as it 
was supposed to under the Bata social system—not just in an European 
context but also in extreme geographies—the collection of Bata Ideal 
Industrial Towns were certainly utopian.
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3. Construction of furnaces for brick-making (eventually also quicklime)

4. Construction of roads in the factory and residential areas.

5. Building of canalizations.

6. Preparation of the water supply network and wells.

7. Building of houses

8. Construction dormitories for single workers.

9. Construction of stable.

10. Building of the social house.

11. Construction of the power plant.

12. Construction of the saw mill.

13. Building of the joinery.

14. Construction of factory building.

15. Construction of the outpatient clinic.
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16. Building of the school.

17. Construction of the railway station.

18. Construction of parking garages.

19. Building of the wharf.

20. Construction of an airfield.

21. Building of the water treatment station.

22. Modifications in the peripheral countryside, fencing.

Phase II: 

23. Second factory building.

24. Building of more houses and dorms for single people (if necessary)

25. Expansion of the store.

26. Construction of a larger power plant, or extension of the former.

27. Extension of the brickworks.

28. Expansion of the saw mill.

29. Extension of the joinery

Phase III:

30. Construction of two standard 80 x 20m factory buildings.

31. Construction of the administration buildings.

32. Construction of the office building

33. Building of more houses and dormitories.

34. Enlarged Social House

35. Extension of parking garage.

36. Construction of a gas station.

37. Construction of additional barns in the far.

38. Construction of a cleaning station for the whole city.

39. Building of a hospital pavilion.

Phase IV.

40. Construction of a second school for Europeans and ‘natives’.

41. Construction of two additional standard 80 x 20m factory buildings.

42. Building of more houses and dormitories.

43. Construction of a stadium with a stand, and club house.

44. Building of a church.

45. Construction of a morgue.
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The end of the 1930s saw the institutionalization of Bata’s architects 
and managers shared utopian belief in the possibility of a seamless 
industrial colonization in decentralized garden communities fixed by a 
rational and technical schema. As explained in the introduction to this  
third part, the extraordinary nature of this period and its theoretical 
realizations has dominated the existing literature on the Bata satellite 
towns, almost suggesting that all of them were designed and built ac-
cording to the Ideal Industrial Town guidelines. Yet Chapter Seven con-
cluded that before 1967, there were two previous typo-morphological 
ideals—Gahura’s gridiron plans, and the ‘English plan.’ A view on the 
plans developed from 1940 onwards makes clear that in fact, the Ideal 
Industrial Town might have had a short life, as the new city layouts in-
dicate a break with this urban conception. In view of this observations, 
it seems necessary to question to what extend the Ideal Industrial Town 
model was implemented in real situations, and if the ceaseless political 
turmoil and social polarization that characterized the decade of the 
1940s in Czech lands affected the project of the Bata satellites and their 
elements of urban design. 

Therefore the aim of this chapter is to shed light on the develop-
ments of Bata urbanism in complicated times, and it will do it first, 
by providing with a brief description of the political situation that 
defined it; second, it will present the plans that were actually designed 
following the Ideal Industrial Town model, and assess the actual degree 
of their fulfillment; third, it will explain the distinct qualities of the suc-
ceeding type, and frame its inception within the context of a change in 
the leadership both of in the company and in the design team; fourth, 
it will clarity the position of the management with regard to a para-
digm change in Bata urbanism and its potential as tool of social reform; 
and fifth, it will give an account of the urbanism of the nationalized 
Bata company, and reveal the ideological motivations of the main archi-
tect behind the late urbanism of the concern, Jiří Voženílek, involving 
radical societal change. Finally, the chapter will confront the alternative 
means to achieve a vision of a new society through planning and urban 
design of both leaders.

Chapter 9
Towards Industrial Colonization

[left] Assembly-Line Plan for the Nizhninovgorod auto plan, 

1930 (Source: Miliutin 1974 [1930])
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Collapse, Exploitation, 
and New Beginnings

When, in 1937, economic readjustments seemed to be steadily leading 
to recovery, the “last refugee of democracy in Central Europe” (Harna 
2009, 424) was left isolated at the mercy of German aspirations. To the 
dead of T. G. Masaryk, the symbolic leader on which the idea of the 
Republic rested, followed the excruciating internal political and na-
tionalist polarization, and, most importantly, the lack of support from 
the Western allies against Nazi Germany’s imperial aspirations, justified 
by Adolf Hitler’s call for protecting fellow Germans living at the other 
side of the border. And so, the events of October 1938 occurred, and 
Germany seized the territories of the Sudetenland. The pre-Munich 
episodes did not had just as a consequence an industrial production 
relapse, but the collapse of the Republic itself (Ibid.; Agnew 2014).

The two years prior to Munich and the fall of the republic saw an 
acceleration of the international expansion of Bata, in order to secure 
capital in anticipation to the increasing risk of a conflict with Germany. 
The amount of capital redirected to foreign companies increased with 
respect to the figures in 1935 a 56 percent in 1937, and an impres-
sive 132 percent in 1938. These years saw the birth of Rapid Co. 
Ltd., a transport company in Hamburg; N.V.N.J. Shoenhandel Mij. 
Bata, Batavia, a small workshop in Dutch indies, and another one in 
British Malaya—Bata Shoe Co. Ltd. Singapore; Les Manufactures de 
St. Marcel, Vernon, France, a factory for rubber goods; Stolin Textila 
Industria, d.d., Vukovar, a new company in Yugoslavia; several sub-
sidiaries of the Bata trading company Kotva—including  Atlas, S.A. 
in London, Anchor Mercantile Inc. in New York, and Canadian 
Commercial Enterprises Ltd. in Montreal; Abex Mij Voor Advies en 
Bemiddeling in Exportsaken N.V., Eindhoven, Bata Import-Export 
Co., Ltd. Toronto, and Romcar S.A.R., Bucurest and Veloromana 
S.A.R. in Romania, all of them trading companies. In addition, invest-
ment of surplus capital in technological and strategic, defense related, 
industries continued with the establishment of Darina s.a. in Liptovský 

 3.09.001  Structure of Bata A.S. in 1945                                          

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa I/6, kart 347, inv. č. 

687, n.p)
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Svätý Mikuláš, to which the management of the  production and sale of 
rubber goods, civil air defense products, and chemicals in the Zlín area 
were transferred; Mas, Moravian and Slovak Engineering Works, Ltd in 
Sezimovo Ústí, for production and marketing of machine tools; Pomoc 
Boží tezirstvo, a new mining company in Dubňany; and finally Milady 
Ltd. dedicated to industrial crops, and Ideal Ltd. focused  on the pro-
duction, sale and repair of hosiery  3.09.001  (Lehár 1963).

What is more, looming geopolitical instability and risk of war, the 
subsequent search for greater safety for its capital, and the strong net-
work of companies built abroad to the image and likeness of Zlín, led 
to a drastic decision: the phasing out of the company’s historical head-
quarters. In 1938, as director Hugo Vavrečka declared, Baťa’s stepbroth-
er brought to the table the idea of:

building up a large new enterprise, somewhere overseas, because he had reached 
the conclusion that the trend of development in Zlín was approaching its zenith 
and that a further expansion and improvement in trade with Czechoslovakia 
could no longer be directed from Zlín, but only from abroad where, for one 
thing, there was a sufficiency of raw materials—skins and hides, rubber, cotton, 
etc—and for another, greater possibilities for side lines of production and the 
extension of marketing activities to the whole globe. And so he was considering 
the transfer of the seat of the concern to a future Zlín overseas, but had also taken 
in consideration that the management of the enterprise in Zlín must remain in 
reliable hands.

As quoted in Ibid. 1963, 177

Eventually, in 1939, the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia 
would be declared, and with it, the subjugation of Czech autonomy 
and its people would take place. Interestingly, given the well-known 
industrial capacities and natural resources of the Czech territories, the 
Germans did not lose the opportunity of making use of it for its war 
needs. In fact, soon a war-time program in industrial production would 
be set in motion. Manufacturers of armament and banks were taken 
under German control, and forced-labor became the rule (Gebhart 
2009). Within this context, as Agnew argued, the conflict for preserv-
ing the national assets during the occupation made the line between 
“necessary [or forced] accommodation” and “treasonous collaboration” 
very thin (Agnew 2014, 210). And so, factories and production in former 
Czechoslovakian lines supplied the German war machine until quite 
late in the conflict—bombing did not occur at a large scale until the 
end of 1944. As a result, for most of Czechs the need for continuing 
with their lives under invasion took them to live in a “grey zone be-
tween their circumstances and their preferences” (Ibid., 214).

What happened next was a clash between family members with 
regard to where that new Zlín should be located, and ultimately about 
the control of the company and its future directions. On the one hand, 
Tomáš J. Baťa, after negotiations in England with J. A. Baťa, and the 
directors of companies of France, Holland and Great Britain, agreed in 
forming the Bata Shoe Company of Canada Ltd., Ontario which with 
the support of several subsidiaries and directed by Tomáš Baťa’s son, 



 3.09.004  Plan of Best, J.M. de Casseres 1938

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1109a )

 3.09.003  Plan of Batanagar, B. Martinec 1937

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1114e )
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would become a large enterprise (Lehár 1963). On the other,  J. A. Baťa 
was placing the future seat of the company first in Belcamp, United 
States, and then, after being blacklisted in 1939, in Brazil, a country 
welcoming industrialization and the colonization of new territories, 
and where the concern had purchased plenty of land. In the meantime, 
during occupation, top managers and architects remained in Zlín under 
the control of Nazi authorities. 

The application of the set of rules for design, construction, and op-
eration of a city developed around the Ideal Industrial Town project, 
which had begun in August 1937, did not wait until its completion in 
mid 1939. As a matter of fact, in town plans were designed along the 
following months, testing as prototypes the possibility of the model 
in real sites—being the only exception Otrokovic-Baťov, that kept 
Gahura’s grid-iron layout  3.09.002 . Martinec’s Batanagar, already a formal 
precedent of the Ideal Town, fully took that path in October 1937, 
with a plan analog to Gočár’s Plan C  3.09.003 . Then, as mentioned in 
Chapter Seven, J.M. de Casseres would be the next planner assuming 
the Ideal Town scheme, and adapting to the boundaries and constraints 
of an already existing site and town in construction, that of Batadorp 
in May 1938  3.09.004 . The project for Třebíč Borovina also received its 
makeover in that May  3.09.005 , with an extension on steep terrain to 
the south, replacing the old Budischowski’s factory with new standard 
buildings. Later, as negotiations with landowners were taking place 
around the tanneries of Bošany, a grand plan for its extension on both 
banks of the river Nitra consisting of a composition of two fan-like 
schemes, was drawn by Vítek in November 1938  3.09.006 . However, in 
parallel to those plans, Jan Antonín Baťa acquired a large manor in the 
nearby town of Šimonovany for the construction of a machine building 
plant and town (Kvasnicová 2013), and afterwards Podzemný designed its 
plan  3.09.007 . Given the difficulties in reaching an agreement to pur-
chase the land in Bošany, growth efforts would move to Šimonovany, 
renamed as Baťovany (Ibid.). Also as part of the expansion in Slovak 
territory, Podzemný would then correct the grid plan for Svit and bring 
it closer to the ‘ideal’  3.09.008 . Podzemný too would draw an undated 
plan for Belcamp  3.09.009 —erroneously attibuted to Karfík by Novák 
(2008)—however, since its layout did not quite follow the ideal precepts, 
it was modified at a later stage to have the characteristic leaf pattern 
and central green axis  3.09.010 . Also undated are two plans by Podzemný 
for a town in Vernon, France  3.09.011   3.09.012 ; in the double design of this 
town it was clear the difficulties the architect had in adapting the ideal 
model to a complicated site.

In 1939, with the threat, and then reality of a German occupa-
tion, the strategy of decentralization, export, and switching of capital 
into built environment would cause the great surge of plans for Ideal 
Industrial Town lookalikes to continue, all drawn by Podzemný him-
self, or clearly under his supervision. Territories untouched by Bata ur-
banization effort were now targeted, and plans for small towns in Veca, 
in Italy  3.09.013 , Casablanca, in Morocco  3.09.014 , Alexandria, in Egypt 
3.09.015 , and Gwelo, in Zimbabwe  3.09.016  were produced. Interestingly, 

The Rise of the 
Ideal Industrial City…

 3.09.002  Plan of Otrokovice-Baťov, F.L. Gahura 1938

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 228a)



 3.09.005  Plan of Třebíč-Borovina, 1938

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1145)

 3.09.006  Plan of Bošany, A. Vítek 1938

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1159)

 3.09.009  Plan of Belcamp, R.H. Podzemný n.d. [1938?]

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1102)

 3.09.011  Plan of Vernon, R.H. Podzemný n.d. [1939?]

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1106a)

 3.09.012  Plan of Vernon, R.H. Podzemný n.d. [1939?]

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1106b)

 3.09.013  Plan of Veca, 1939

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1111)

 3.09.010  Plan of Belcamp,1939 (Source: Jenkins 2013)



 3.09.007  Plan of Baťovany, R.H. Podzemný 1938 

(Source: Novák 2008)

 3.09.008  Plan of Svit, R.H. Podzemný n.d. [1938-39?]

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 244c)

 3.09.014  Plan of a village in Casablanca, 1939

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1104a)

 3.09.015  Plan of a village in on the road from Alexandria 

to El Cairo, 1939 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 

1126)

 3.09.016  Plan of a village in Gwelo, 1939 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1103b)



 3.09.017  Plan of Hellocourt, R.H. Podzemný 1939

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1107c)

 3.09.018  Plan of Hellocourt, R.H. Podzemný 1939

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1107b)

 3.09.019  Plan of East Tilbury, R.H. Podzemný 1939

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1108)
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Gwelo was the first opportunity to apply the plans developed for Ideal 
Industrial villages the year before—seen in the previous chapter— as 
this village was built and still exists today.

After Le Corbusier’s fiasco, in 1939 Podzemný proposed two alter-
native and distinct layouts for Hellocourt, still in need of a definitive 
masterplan. Surprisingly, the first of the plans, dated April 1939, does 
not follow the Ideal Industrial Town diagram. Probably conditioned by 
the railroad and the two lakes on the site, its street pattern was struc-
tured along two long roads running in parallel to the existing infra-
structure; As if these roads were stems, smaller residential ways sprout-
ed along their development. The result was a design that, in contrast 
to the fan-like schemes, adapted to the preexisting landscape and site 
conditions in a more sensitive manner  3.09.017 . Nevertheless, it seems 
that such tactful approach was at odds with the whole concept of the 
city as a modern standardized product imposed on the territory, as the 
following plan, dated June 1939, forced on the site an oval-shaped ideal 
scheme. It did so with such assertiveness that the lakes lost their nat-
ural outline, and were transformed into a formal pool at the center of 
the somewhat regressive scheme  3.09.018 . Finally, Kunic and Podzemný 
signed the plan of the transmutation of of East Tilbury, the site where 
the need for ‘English plan’ was originated into its standard codification, 
the ideal type version  3.09.019 .  

If already these multitude of town plans makes clear that, given the 
menacing geopolitical situation, the drive for securing capital through 
the transformation of the build environment, an unknown project by 
Podzemný gives a new dimension to the territorial ambitions of the 
Bata company. Devised by in early November 1939, it involved the 
imagination of an utopian scheme for large-scale farming against which 
previous pragmatical and straightforward approach to feeding a city 
pale in comparison. Even though the design seemed to be part of the 
studies for the planning of a city in South Moravia—almost equidistant 
to Zlin, Brno, Vienna, and Bratislava—what is really extraordinary 
is how the new settlement was actually in the center of a project of 
regional-wide agricultural land reform. In particular, the plan proposed 
to reorganize land division in a radius of sixty-five kilometers around 
the new town, colonizing ‘unused land’ for the purpose of creating 
cattle ranching estates. In view of the difficulties of using a radio-con-
centric scheme in an uneven territory dominated by the presence of 
the Carpathian mountains, pine-tree forests, and rivers, the architect 
introduced a more flexible hexagonal grid. Each of the farming cells 
had an average area of 7,200 hectares and was in itself divided in thir-
ty-six 200-hectare rotational grazing areas, with the cattle moving from 
one to the other daily  3.09.020 . If we take the food production program 
for 10,000 residents as a reference, this scheme would supply meat for 
4.8 million people. In sum, with the new town acting as the Central 
Place of those ranching communities, the scheme reminds of German 
geographer Walter Christaller’s crystallographical patterns. His spa-
tial theory1, contemporary to Podzemný’s diagrams, also combined a 
rational, orderly, and scientific spatial organization with farms and rural 
communities as the primary building block of the territorial system 
(Barnes & Minca 2012; Preston 2009).

 3.09.020  Studies for a System of Cattle Ranching , R.H. 

Podzemný 1939 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 

[from top to bottom] 1176e, 1176c, 1177)



 3.09.021  Plan of Sezimovo Ústí, R.H. Podzemný 1939

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 249c)

 3.09.023  Construction of a standard factory in Sezimovo 

Ústí, 1938-48 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 

895.7)

 3.09.022  Plan of Zruč nad Sázavou, R.H. Podzemný 

1939 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1144)
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Back to the city plans, the last two designed by Podzemný under the 
rules of the Ideal Town were for Sezimovo Ústí  3.09.021  and Zruč nad 
Sázavou  3.09.022 , in mid 1939. Together with that of the earlier plan 
for Baťovany, their transformation was on the path from the peak and 
demise of the Ideal Industrial Town model. The uncertainty brought 
by the independence of Slovakia, stopped momentarily construction 
in Baťovany, and as a consequence, its original industrial purpose was 
transferred back to the area of influence of Zlín, in the recently declared 
Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia. This way, Sezimovo Ústí, a town 
south of Tábor, in Bohemia, became the location for a town built to 
house the headquarters of MAS, Moravian and Slovak Engineering 
Works Ltd., dedicated to the production and marketing of machine 
tools. The plans for Zruč nad Sázavou, on the contrary, were guided by 
the usual business and locational logic of the Bata company. That is, to 
start a shoe manufacturing concern in an area with cheap labor and in 
desperate need for industrial employment. As Svoboda (2011) showed 
in his study of the archival materials documenting the decisions around 
Bata’s plans in the period of occupation, construction was conditioned 
by the interferences of the German authorities, who aimed at steering 
Bata’s industrial town building capacity towards their own strategic in-
terests. Thus after the vigorous start in their construction  3.09.023   3.09.024 
3.09.025 , the building pace of the ideal plans of Sezimovo Ústí and Zruč 
slowed down too. 

Moreover, by the end of 1939, Podzemný fled from Europe and 
refuged in the United States, and Jan Antonín Baťa—and Tomáš Baťa’s 
son—had also left Czechoslovakia. That is, the main designer and 
proponent of the Ideal Industrial Town, and its arduous defender from 
the side of management were not there anymore to ensure the conti-
nuity of the correct layout of the cities in construction. On top of this, 
in January 1940, the architect Jiří Voženílek returned to Zlin from his 
work on site in the town of Borovo. As it was mentioned in his short 

…And Its Demise

 3.09.024  Construction of housing in Sezimovo Ústí, 1938-

48 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 895.13)

 3.09.025  Panorama of the construction of 

Zruč nad Sázavou, 1940 (Source: SOkA Zlín, 

Baťa XV, 231d)



 3.09.026  Plan of Sezimovo Ústí, E. Hruška 1945 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 248.1)

 3.09.027  Plan of Sezimovo Ústí, J. Voženílek 1945 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 248.2)

 3.09.028  Plan of Baťovany, J. Voženílek 1944-45

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1146d)

 3.09.030  Plan of Zruč nad Sázavou, E. Hruška 1944

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 229b)
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biographical portrait in Chapter Four, Voženílek’s belonged to the intel-
lectual circles of the left, and was heavily influenced by scientific func-
tionalism and Soviet avant-garde. Back in Zlín in the right moment, he 
took advantage of the power vacuum around the planning of satellite 
towns, and the politically motivated stoppage in the construction of 
Bata cities, to disrupt the path set by the Ideal Industrial Town project 
with his own vision for the industrial satellites. 

Together with Emanuel Hruška—a disciple of Gočár—and 
Vladimír Kubečka, Voženílek redesigned the plans of Sezimovo Ústí 
3.09.026   3.09.027 , Baťovany  3.09.028 , and, to a certain extend, that of 
Zruč nad Sázavou  3.09.029   3.09.030 . Their reconfiguration brought new 
high-density housing typologies and an organization of its neighbor-
hood units that diverged from the Ideal Industrial Town. More specif-
ically, this changes were based on a new scheme for an industrial town 
for 3,500 people, codified by Voženílek in September 1940  3.09.031 . 
Considering the architect’s ideological background, it is not too sur-
prising that his plan brought Bata urbanism closer to Milyutin’s ideas 
of assembly-line urbanism, that Gahura had already had in mind in his 
writings on the Industrial Garden City. In addition, Le Corbusier’s ur-
ban projects for Bata of the late 1930s seem ti have heavily influenced 
Voženílek’s diagram. His was a distinctly radicalized version of Gahura’s 
grid-iron plans, with a stricter functional zoning and a reduced prepon-
derance of the semidetached dwelling type. Here, a wide green strip 
separates heavy mobility infrastructure and factory from a series of par-
allel programmatic bands accommodating civic infrastructure, dormi-
tories, apartments, schools, family housing, and recreational facilities. 
Besides, in contrast to Gahura’s sprawling plans, here the belt city is 
understood as a self-contained unit of limited size. By 1945, Sezimovo 
Ústí, Baťovany, and Zruč nad Sázavou had lost their symmetry, and 
become hybrids between divergent urban types. 

Even though Voženílek’s plan has been also referred to as an Ideal 
model (Říha 2009), in fact there were notable conceptual differences 
between his and Gočár and Podzemný’s type. Basically, it was a non-
plan, but an inspirational diagram guiding the relationship between 
industry, networks, high and low density settlements, and public 
facilities. This can be seen in the many variations it admitted, some 
leaning toward the mechanical, some yielding to organicism; the latter 
option offered a contrasting image to the sometimes awkward fitting 
of the fan-shaped Ideal Industrial Town plan. Second, and extending 
on that, it is apparent that there was a shift in the understanding of 
the relationship between city, landscape, and infrastructure. Actually, 
street patterns grew organically from the industrial and social core, and 
adapted to the topographic and landscape conditions—in fact, for the 
first time, geomorphological maps and topographic sections appear as 
integral part of the design process. Added to the gradient from higher 
to lower densities in the successive bands of housing, the urban fig-
ure dissolved in nature. What is more, being these units planned for 
self-sufficiency, after reaching their maximum population, it was better 
to create a new, parallel town instead of an extension. The result was 
the creation of regional patterns that might have been influenced by 
contemporary war-motivated explorations in urban decentralization, 

 3.09.029  Plan of Zruč nad Sázavou, E. Hruška 1940

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 231c)



 3.09.031  Plan for an Industrial Town for 3,500 workers, 

J. Voženílek 1940 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1182b)

 3.09.032  Plan of Martfű. Distance to factory from housing 

estate, J. Voženílek n.d. [1943?] 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1118d)



 3.09.033  Plan of an industrial town in the Moravian 

River valley, J. Voženílek 1942

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1139b)

 3.09.034  Plan of Seneffe, J. Voženílek 1944 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1123c)

 3.09.035  Plan of Litovel. Distance of factory from housing 

estate, J. Voženílek 1945 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 216d)



 3.09.036  Plan of Telčice, J. Voženílek 1940 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1137b)

 3.09.037  Plan for the area of Kolin, J. Voženílek 

& V. Kubečka 1941-42  

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1132b)
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such as “Luchtbescherming en stedebouw” (“Air-raid Protection Planning” 
in Bosma 2003) written in 1939 by long-lasting Bata’s collaborator J.M. 
de Casseres, the Plan MARS for London (1942), or Hilberseimer’s The 
New City (1944). 

The production of Bata town projects before 1945 was large. Bata’s 
effort in converting capital into assets in the built environment led to 
Voženílek’s design of the Hungarian city of Martfű between 1941 and 
1943  3.09.032 ; an industrial town in the Moravian River valley in 1942 
3.09.033 ; a settlement in Seneffe, Belgium, in 1944  3.09.034 ; and a city in 
Litovel, near Olomouc, in 1945  3.09.035 . Of these three, just Martfű 
was completed. In contrast to previous Bata plan, Voženílek’s were 
more elaborated, and  drawings detailing the infrastructural and service 
networks, planting, building density and heights, composition of the 
population, distances to factories, shops and schools, sections, geology, 
or construction phasing were part of the blueprints package. What is 
more, and as mentioned above, the German authorities tried to direct 
the company’s industrial urbanization to their own interests. In particu-
lar, the Oberlandrat considered the localization of industry in a corri-
dor along the Elbe in Central Bohemia a priority. Consequently, the 
projects for Telčice in 1940  3.09.036 , the area of Kolin in 1941-42 3.09.037 

, and Nymburk in 1942-43 3.09.038  were designed by the team Voženílek 
and Kubečka.

Yet it has to be said that the Ideal Industrial Town did not die in Zlin. 
When preparing his plans of industrial and agrarian colonization in 
Brazil between 1939 and 1940, J. A. Baťa commission the design of 
Batatuba, a settlement near the town of Piracaia, in the region of São 
Paulo. From 1940 to 1948, three plans were made, all variations on the 
Ideal Industrial Town plan  3.09.039   3.09.040 , and the English plan 3.09.041. 
Batatuba was partially built, but never became the great industrial town 
able to replace Zlin  3.09.042   3.09.043   3.09.044   3.09.045  3.09.046 . Researched 
extensively by Geórgia Capistrano da Costa (2012), J. A. Baťa’s urban-
ization effort did not stop with Batatuba, and in the coming years, 
he would build four more towns in Brazil: Villa Cima (1940) and 
Mariapolis (1942-53) in São Paulo, and Bataguassu (1942-53 and 
Batayporã (1950-63) in Mato Grosso. 
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Figura 106 Estudo para Batatuba, [s.d.]. Centro de Memória Jindrich Trachta. 

Figura 107 Plano de Batatuba a nanquim, 1948. Centro de Memória Jindrich Trachta. 
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Figura 106 Estudo para Batatuba, [s.d.]. Centro de Memória Jindrich Trachta. 

Figura 107 Plano de Batatuba a nanquim, 1948. Centro de Memória Jindrich Trachta. 
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industrial ideal” desenvolvidos pelo escritório central de arquitetos da Cia. Bata em Zlín. No caso 

de Batatuba, o modelo de Zlín certamente utilizado foi aquele, já apresentado, de Richard 

Podzemny, de 1937. Por associação, a provável sequência cronológica das três plantas de 

Batatuba citadas começaria no esboço que mais se assemelha ao projeto de Podzemny, e em cuja 

folha há um carimbo no idioma tcheco com campos não preenchidos78, seguida pelo segundo 

esboço, de desenho mais arredondado e implantação vizinha do rio Cachoeira. Este último se 

direcionaria formalmente para a solução da planta “final”, desenhada a nanquim.  

Figura 104 Richard Podzemny. Modelo de “cidade industrial ideal”, 1937. NOVAK. 

 Figura 105 Estudo para Batatuba, [s.d.]. Centro de Memória Jindrich Trachta. 

                                                             
78 Carimbo do tipo usado em pranchas projetuais, com campos como Navrhoval (“Proposta”), Kreslil (“Desenhada”), 
Kontroloval (“Verificada”), Schválil (“Aprovada”), Kopiroval (“Copiada”) etc. Um carimbo muito semelhante aparece 
na reprodução de pranchas projetuais de habitações, produzidas em Zlín, no livro de Pavel Novak (1993: p.e. 36, 40, 
43 etc.). 

 3.09.038  Plan of Nymburk, J. Voženílek & V. Kubečka 

1942-43  (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 1128d)

 3.09.039  Plan of Batatuba, 1939-48 

(Source: Costa 2012; original in Centro de 

Memória Jindrich Trachta)

 3.09.040  Plan of Batatuba, 1939-48 

(Source: Costa 2012; original in Centro de 

Memória Jindrich Trachta)

 3.09.041  Plan of Batatuba, 1939-48 

(Source: Costa 2012; original in Centro de 

Memória Jindrich Trachta)
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 3.09.042  Model of Batatuba, 1944-45

(courtesy of Fabio Rolfsen, from an old album of 

the Cia Sapaco para Comercio e Indústria)

 3.09.043  J.A. Baťa pointing and Batatuba, 1944-45

(courtesy of Fabio Rolfsen, from an old album of 

the Cia Sapaco para Comercio e Indústria)
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 3.09.044  View of the housing estate in Batatuba, 1944-45

(courtesy of Fabio Rolfsen, from an old album of 

the Cia Sapaco para Comercio e Indústria)

 3.09.045  Hotel for single workers, Batatuba, 1944-45

(courtesy of Fabio Rolfsen, from an old album of 

the Cia Sapaco para Comercio e Indústria)

 3.09.046  School, Batatuba, 1944-45

(courtesy of Fabio Rolfsen, from an old album of 

the Cia Sapaco para Comercio e Indústria)
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Social Urbanism 
Before Socialism

Considering the radical change in the approach to urban planning 
guided by Voženílek, it is fair to wonder what was the role of the top 
management in a process that was meaning the withdrawal of many 
of the company’s urban myths. A response to this question is in a text 
written in February 1942, in the midst of the nazi occupation of Zlín 
and the aforementioned town plannning development. With both T.J 
and J. A. Baťa out of the country, company director Hugo Vavrečka re-
flected back—and lengthly—on the Bata’s urban project, and most im-
portantly, challenged some of its immutable myths. Already in August 
1939, Vavrečka had expressed to J. A. Baťa his disapproval of the Ideal 
Industrial Town by saying: 

I’m somewhat disturbed by the method in which we plan in the future to con-
quer foreign lands with the aid of our specialists, our questionnaires, our recipes. 
It seems better to me to adapt to the foreign setting and learn from it. From our 
conception, the ‘ideal industrial town’ should appear exactly the same all around 
the world, even to the style of the worker’s housing

As quoted in Říha 2009, 136

Entitled “Some Comments on the Construction of an Industrial 
Settlement,”2 his text went into more details with regard to his cri-
tique, and revealed not just some of the main problems detected in the 
standardized city plans, but also give way to a new type of industrial 
settlement. With that, he would institutionalize the paradigm shift 
from the Garden City-in-a-box idea to a more organic and open-ended 
approach, and the emergent leadership of Jiří Voženílek. What is more, 
he would use his analysis to transcend Baťa’s work, and offer general 
directions towards a new industrial urbanism.

To begin with, Vavrečka quite simply censured most of the features 
of the 1939 Bata ideal industrial town plan. Although he conceded that 
the “standard fan scheme”3 was the best of similar models, in his view, 
the designer’s conflict in finding the right balance between adapting the 
model to the local conditions or conforming to its internal norms re-
sulted sometimes in “unreasonable”4 schemes, specially in terrains with 
complicated geographical features—that is, mostly when the ideal plan 
was applied retrospectively to settlement already under construction. 
Moreover, he found the diagonal converging streets caused more trou-
ble than advantage with regard to traffic, and described them as “im-
practical and architecturally unattractive.”5 Furthermore, the director 
considered a “fundamental mistake”6 to make of the commercial and 
civic center—Kalverstraat and Labor square—the articulation between 
housing and industry, as instead of being a true public space, it ended 
up being a “dead” and “remote”7 pass-through urban corridor used just 
during rush hour from work to home and back.

However, Vavrečka went even further, and dared to question a 
premise that was a the root of all Bata settlements, and that seemed 
unquestionable until then: the idea of the the workers’ villas in a 
Garden City. “Is the garden city truly the best solution for an industrial 
settlement?”—he asked—as he questioned if by reducing the idea of a 
well-built, individual, and bourgeois dwelling to a small, cost-effective, 
and imperfectly equipped unit, the typology had not lost on the way 
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most of its “merits”.8 And even though he conceded the possibility of 
technological improvements that could bridge cost and true comfort, in 
the end, embracing a low density garden settlement implied accepting a 
serious infrastructural inefficiency: uneconomical heating. 

As a matter of fact, it seems that the issue of heating the workers’s 
houses had been source of great discontent. In order to keep the rent 
as low as possible, there had been an spare use of thermal insulation 
in the dwellings’ envelope. As a result, Vavrečka explained, on a severe 
winter, the expenditure on fuel of a family could be as high as the cost 
of their rent—one has to remember that the rental fee subtracted from 
the worker’s monthly pay did not include the cost of utilities. That risk 
of falling on some sort of energy poverty led “a large proportion of the 
families in the isolated houses” to heat and live in “one or two rooms 
in winter”9. Somewhat ironically, in the end workers lived in similar 
conditions as in the old rural dwellings Tomáš Baťa so harshly repudi-
ated. Furthermore, Vavrečka anticipated future energy crisis and a rise 
of the prices of fossil fuels, and stated with conviction that “the plan of 
the future ideal city has to be based above all on the issue of heating of 
human settlements and on economical heat distribution.”10 Therefore, 
he concluded, central heating systems, more compact settlements, and 
denser housing typologies were to replace the ideal of the worker’s villa. 
In his view, it had become merely an “optical solution.”11 

Nonetheless, it was not just thermodynamics that challenged the 
prevalence of the detached dwellings in future industrial towns. The 
reformist rejection of the unhygienic and jam-packed old rental hous-
es—fruits of early industrialization and land speculation—had oblit-
erated the possibility of adopting alternative typologies to that of the 
Garden City home, and fall behind some of the benefits of modernist 
developments. On the one hand, improvements in design, technology 
and rationalization of construction methods allowed for building well-
equipped free-standing multistory apartment buildings offering higher 
comfort and advantages over the villas: first, again, with regard to more 
efficient heating and cooling while having equally good natural lighting 
and ventilation; second, maintenance costs were lower; and finally, it 
opened the possibility of collective functions within the building.12  

On the other, Baťa’s fixation with reflecting on architecture and 
urban form a single life path and an immutable family model had left 
out the benefits of social diversity.  Whereas the worker’s villa type had 
“unquestionable advantages” for a typical family, Vavrečka recognized 
that in reality there were “an infinite background of family combina-
tions”—13childless families, single adults, widows…—and lifestyles. 
What is more, “the social value of a human being is not given simply 
by the number of members of his family,”14 he stated, going deeper in 
the criticism to Bata’s former typological gradation, which bound the 
possibility of accessing to better housing types to conforming to the 
traditional nuclear family. In consequence, he concluded, the design of 
the settlement should reflect social diversity and therefore, the indus-
trial town was to be “not just a garden city, not just a settlement made 
up by terraced and story houses, but a settlement consisting of mixed 
housing types, meeting all needs”15 for “a new city that would consist 
only of houses in gardens is not a city at all.”16
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That is, a new industrial city ought to have a social function fa-
cilitating human interaction. In Vavrečka’s opinion, isolating men in 
“a herd of houses in gardens” did not more than to foster an “anti-so-
cial” and “egoistic mentality” that made of the “industrial man”  an 
“unilateral loner lacking broader horizons.”17 In turn, manufacturing 
a “modern industrial man”—“civilized, a person of culture, econom-
ically-thinking, socially and politically stable”—required “not only 
having a ‘garden’ character, meaning spacious and hygienic, but also 
a settlement socially united.”18 Because, in fact, he continued, in spite 
of its multiple problems, “the entire civilization and all the progress of 
modern times always have their origin in cities.”19 

What is more, the social function of the city would not require only 
density and typological diversity, but real public spaces. As said before, 
for Vavrečka the Kalverstraat and Labor square in the 1939 ideal in-
dustrial town did not qualify as such, one being “just a narrow market 
place” and the other sort of a “‘paradeplatz’.”20 The center of the city 
should be a true “forum”, an “open-air common room”21 in continuity 
with the housing area, that would welcome social exchange. Instead 
of the system of squares and commercial corridor, Kalverstraat, as link 
between factory and city, a green belt should organize the transition 
between both urban elements.  

In contrast to the ideal industrial town model plans, in the new 
Bata towns workplace, public facilities, and housing would be inte-
grated as an organism. Its structure would not be the consequence 
standardized masterplan, but would emanate from the adaptation of a 
diagram to the specific conditions of landscape, industry, and society. 
Hence the final form of the town should vary from case to case, while 
at the same time it should keep in its baseline some general require-
ments regarding manufacturing, economy, social and hygienic needs, 
technology, and architecture.22

Towards an organic urbanism
Having said that, Vavrečka’s text did not remain in self-criticisms and 
guidelines for future iterations of Bata towns, but it aim to generalize 
those into a theory for post-war industrial urbanism. Positively, his 
great asset and departing point was the Bata company’s experience in 
city making gained during the course of, by then, twenty-four years.23 
Having built several settlements all over Europe and beyond, and with 
the emergence of new tendencies in the design of industrial settlements, 
he considered it necessary to work with all that knowledge in order to 
establish “clearers and more thorough regulations” for planning new 
manufacturing towns, since, in his view, industry would necessarily led 
the “social reconstruction of the world”24 after the war. 

Given the difficulties in planning at once large industrial agglom-
erations, industrial colonies could potentially act as catalyzers guid-
ing post-war urbanization at large. Vavrečka argued that most of the 
masterplans for large urban areas were no more than “architectural 
studies”, with some technical and aesthetic value, lacking a firm social 
and economic base. On the contrary, reconstruction through regional 
industrial colonization, based on self-sustaining and self-contained 
settlements designed with “the support of empirical experience gained 
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by the building of smaller units”25 could eventually grow, merge, and 
generate larger patterns of complexity and plurality. 

Such idea of an “organic industrial city” emerged in opposition to 
the “automatism of mechanical systems” of high modernism:

Just as every living organism, a settlement of this concept has to have its inner 
laws [unity], its distinctiveness and a prime ability to grow and evolve [versatility 
/ universality]. It has to draw this life energy from its own roots and therefore 
has to be on its own breeding ground, which is the working performance of its 
inhabitants, it has to be self-sufficient. This is the basic ideology of our studies of 
an organic industrial settlement.26

Within this framework, and despite its aforesaid shortcomings, 
Vavrečka reclaimed the example of the Bata satellite towns as model 
germs for such organic settlements. Because, he remembered, in con-
trast to other workers’ settlements, these towns were not planned just 
to fulfill the urgency for housing—in fact the policy was to aim for 
a “maximal flat”27 instead of existezminimum—but were planned as 
self-sustaining communities containing, eventually, all social institu-
tions, amenities, and resources to organically flourish.

 Industrial urbanism as tool for reform
Organic industrial urbanism would be a reformist approach to social 
transformation. Instead of having the radical reconstruction of the 
built environment as necessary precondition for economic and social 
transformation, as modernism proclaimed, Vavrečka proposed a less 
revolutionary urbanism. In his opinion, “urbanist reform”, or “reform 
through gradual development”—which had to begin with housing 
reform—had the inherent capability of transforming human inhabita-
tion, economy, and society progressively, in harmony, “with not many 
victims or casualties,”28 and sustainably secure what he considered 
the key for national survival: stable employment, and the subsequent 
elements of a welfare state, including pensions. Such an attitude was 
critical, given the prospects of economic fluctuations and geopoliti-
cal uncertainty that were to dominate the post-war world. The “new 
movement of reform” or “social urbanism” demanded an equilibrium 
between the individual and the collective, between an effort to decen-
tralize self-sustaining populations, and centralized planning guarantee-
ing systemic performance and long-term success  in a certain direction, 
because in the end—Vavrečka stated—“to settle means to build, and to 
build means to prepare a plan.”29
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 3.09.048  Plan of the urbanization of the valley of Zlín, 

J. Voženílek & V. Kubečka 1946  (Source: SOkA 

Zlín, Baťa XV, 292)

 3.09.050  Plan for the reconstruction of the factory in Zlín. 

In black, the new buildings. J. Voženílek 1946  

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 279b)
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 Latent Principles of 
Ruptural Transformation

Vavrečka expected the arrival of peace and liberation, and anticipated a 
new world and social order. He imagined a better future for industrial 
development, based on the experience of accelerated global expansion 
of the company in the preceding decade. Nonetheless, dreams shat-
tered as Zlín was bombed in 1944  3.09.047 , and its subsequent liberation 
would be followed by the coming to power of government of national 
unity led by Edvard Beneš, and a subsequent decree of nationalizations 
of private companies (Agnew 2004), including Bata in October 1945 
(Bata 1990); then Vavrečka was forced to retire and, after the victory of 
the Communists in the 1946 elections, he was accused of collabora-
tionism, but declared innocent in court (Horňáková & Mikulaštík 2009). 
The communist party assured then its gripping of political control after 
Gottwald’s coup of February 1948. Bata, an epitome of capitalism evils 
for the new government had to be erased from the collective memory. 
In 1949, Zlín became Gottwaldov, and the nationalized Bata company 
was renamed as Svit.

Inspired by Soviet planning, in the absence of the Bata manage-
ment, and now finally under a Socialism regime, late Bata’s urbanism 
was institutionalized and radicalized after 1945. Actually, that year, 
Voženílek replaced Karfík as director of the Building Department 
(Svoboda 2011). Subsequently, in 1946 the project for the urbanization 
of the valley of Zlín was retaken by Voženílek and Kubečka  3.09.048 , 
clearly a reenactment of Le Corbusier’s plan of 1935. Further, Gahura, 
Karfík, Kubečka, Vítek, and Voženílek, the remaining great names of 
Bata architecture, were reunited in 1946 to develop a new plan for the 
city, design new mass housing states 3.09.049, and reconstruct the factory 
grounds with new building types  3.09.050   3.09.051 , like buildings 14 and 
15, that obliterated the basis of Bata’s former industrial architecture: the 
6.15 by 6.5 m module (Voženílek 1947a & 1948b). Finally, extension were 
planned for Třebíč-Borovina  3.09.052  and Svit  3.09.053 —this one built—
,and three industrial satellites, in Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria  3.09.054   3.09.055    
3.09.056 —never published before—and Poland  3.09.057   3.09.058   3.09.059 , 
near Chełmek, were developed between 1946 and 1948. 

 3.09.051  Plan of a new standard factory. Building 14. 

J. Voženílek 1946  (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa 

XVII, kart 1892, inv. č. 3, fol.37)

 3.09.047  Bombing of Zlín in 1944 

(Source: Pokorny & Hird 1947)
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 3.09.059  Plan of a Combine in Poland, phase 3 for 

15,000 residents, J. Voženílek, 1948  

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XVII, kart 1892, inv. 

č. 3, fol.57)

 3.09.058  [right] Plan of a Combine in Poland, phase 2 for 

10,000 residents, J. Voženílek, 1948  

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XVII, kart 1892, inv. 

č. 3, fol.55)

 3.09.057  [left] Plan of a Combine in Poland, phase 1 for 

5,000 residents, J. Voženílek, 1948  

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XVII, kart 1892, inv. 

č. 3, fol.55)

 3.09.052  Plan of extension of Třebíč-Borovina, E. Hruška 

1946-48  (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV. 242a)
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 3.09.053  Plan of extension of Svit, V. Kubečka 1948  

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV. 243a)

 3.09.054  Model of Romano, Bulgaria, J. Voženílek 1947  

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2043, inv. č. 

1727, fol. 10)

 3.09.055  Plan of Romano, J. Voženílek 1947  

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2043, inv. č. 

1727, fol. 14)

 3.09.056  Plan of Romano, distance to factory (A) and sta-

tium (B), J. Voženílek 1947 (Source: SOkA Zlín, 

Baťa XV, kart 2043, inv. č. 1727, fol. 18)





 3.09.049  Mass-housing in Zlín. Photo-montage n.d. 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV. 1166)
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As a summary of his collaboration with—capitalist—Bata, Voženílek 
would publish an article with title “Contribution to the Development 
of the Belt City” (1947b) that explained the motivations and references 
of the late urbanism of the company. In contrast to Vavrečka’s posi-
tion on gradual societal transformation through urbanism reform, the 
architect commented on the limitation of such stances. His critique 
started by delineating the historical evolution of the spatial relationship 
between workplace and habitation, from craftsmanship to industrial-
ization, from workshops linked to dwellings and central marketplaces 
to the concentration on factories in the peripheries of cities, which ran 
in parallel to the progressive centralization in the control of the means 
of production by capitalist economic powers. The result of the rup-
ture between living and working was “the growth of distances and the 
dispersal of living quarters through the exaggerated size of central cities, 
the condensation of the town center, the starlike extension along lines 
of communication and the spoiling of the countryside,” a chaotic con-
dition lacking any “higher idea of organization” (Voženílek 1947b, 259). 
Experiments in Garden Cities aimed at improving living conditions, 
but these were partial solutions that did not tackle what in his view 
was at the core of the problem; being in the end merely low density 
suburbs, society, civilization and, most importantly, financial control 
remained centralized—being the “many suggestions of reform… legiti-
mate partial views…[they were not] a common urbanist principle for a 
Socialist society” (Ibid., 259). 

As opposed to the Garden City model, Milyutin’s belt city was that 
sought-after true principle for a “new structure of habitation” (Ibid., 
259), and, more importantly, it had been already introduced in the 
code of Bata urbanism, Voženílek argued. Once he had described the 
Soviet planner’s model—appraising its detailed plan of organization, 
and the benefits of its system of parallel bands for a proper link between 
living, work, and nature, even in the scenario of extension or change of 
production—Voženílek moved to that controversial point. He reminds 
that, in fact, the Bata concern had already built in the interwar peri-
od the industrial satellites; these combined living and factories after a 
model that blended disparate sources, including Milyutin’s work. By 
showing a panorama of the different types of Bata cities, Voženílek pre-
sented them as a validation of Milyutin’s suggestion of the adaptability 
of his scheme to diverse formal solutions. Leaving aside the question of 
the conflicted relationship of Bata with mass-housing, the Czech archi-
tect explained how, despite the successive typo-morphological solutions 
developed by the company architects, they all shared having at its base 
a “detailed plan of organization and production according to produc-
tion capacity, built-up area, number of workers and structure of the 
population, extension of social, cultural, and distributive arrangements” 
(Ibid., 260). If Milyutin had stated “as the axis of capitalist economy is 
business and its laws, the axis of Socialist economy is production and 
planning” (as quoted in Ibid., 259), Bata towns, released from the “bond-
age” of traditional towns and its social and public institutions, and with 
the right connection to transportation network, were already latent 
instruments of “socialist construction,” based on a detailed production 
plan calculated in a “safe and numeric” way (Ibid., 234). 
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In the late 1940s, Voženílek was assigned the work of initiating from 
Gottwaldov—Zlín—the Czechoslovak national design and construc-
tion agency Stavoprojekt.  As Svoboda (2011) noted, the government 
decision of building the basis of its project organization from the 
remains of Bata’s Zlín was well founded. In the end, this city was the 
greatest factual evidence of the potential of scientific planning, stan-
dardized construction, and “collective forms of designing”(Ibid., 32) 
as those carried out in Bata’s Building Department. Voženílek left to 
Prague after 1950, but Zlín maintained its position as center of produc-
tion of industrialized types of mass housing, in particular of the so-
called Panelák—prefabricated concrete panel buildings—a part of the 
story well told by Zarecor (2011).

This chapter has traced the development of the later urbanism of 
the Bata satellites, albeit in a condensed manner—the truth is that the 
density of this period in terms of urban production, company history, 
and geopolitical vicissitudes is such that it would deserve a disserta-
tion in itself. In answering the question of to what extend the Ideal 
Industrial Plan-ideas were implemented and affected by the simulta-
neous coexistence of conflicting ideologies, German occupation, and 
Socialist influences, the research observed the full co-dependence of the 
type, and the design ideals it conveyed, to the leading figure of Bata’s 
management at that time, Jan Antonín Baťa, and his clear protégée in 
the Building Department, Robert H. Podzemný. Once these two char-
acters left Zlín, their successors in their respective roles, Hugo Vavrečka 
as company director, and Jiří Voženílek as leader in the design of 
industrial satellites, showed a will to break, sooner or later, with some 
of the long-lived assumptions and path dependencies of Bata’s architec-
ture and urbanism—such as its fixation with the family house, or the 
sacrosanct Bata module. 

Both had a vision founded on the use of an improved version of 
Bata urbanism for the purpose of producing a renewed, equitable, 
and sustainable societal model, however, they disagreed in the means. 
Vavrečka from his side, meditated lengthly about the shortcomings of 
Bata urbanism, but also about the inherent intelligence accumulated 
in all the urban projects developed by the company. In his view, these 
were prototypes from which many lessons could be drawn. These, in 
combination with new urbanistic principles, could guide a post-war 
reconstruction based in an organic colonization of the territory by 
self-sufficient, yet networked, industrial towns in nature, such as Bata’s. 
Social transformation and sustainability after the war would be the 
result of a progressive process of reform achieved through urbanism, 
and the soft, gradual replacement of the current built environment by a 
networked industrial settlement pattern. Voženílek’s designs also aimed 
at blend Bata’s urban production knowledge with the latest trends in 
the decentralization of population and production. Neverthless, after 
the war, he rejected reformist approaches, opting for the disruptive 
transformation of society from a capitalism system to socialism. What 
is more, he suggested how through the symbiotic collaboration with the 
Bata concern, former Bata architects and himself had managed to em-
bed in their works latent forms and spatial organizations that prepared 
the ground for a new society in the event of systemic upheaval. 

A Networked Utopia
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Nonetheless, neither the incremental nature of Vavrečka’s reform 
nor Voženílek’s radical breakup of historical continuity did not preclude 
the existence of a plan. “The axis of Socialist economy is production 
and planning” and “to settle means to build, and to build means to pre-
pare a plan”  were their key principle leading towards their version of a 
better future, a vision inspired in Bata’s decentralized urbanization—an 
imagination that cannot be called anything else but that conducting to 
the construction of a networked utopia.
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1 First described in his dissertation Central Places in Southern Germany in 1933 and developed in practi-
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3 Ibid., fol. 34.
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In spite of the completeness of the blueprints for the city plans, and the 
rational theory on how an to what end they were to be implemented, 
evidence suggested that those practices constituted an idealized formal 
structure that buffered the reality of the technical activities done on 
site, where rules were not always followed, as shown throughout chap-
ters seven and nine. In any case, plans for the Bata satellite cities de-
scribed in the previous part were to a certain extend an urban reality by 
the moment of nationalization, in 1945. What is more, in most cases, 
they have survived as individual pieces of urbanism until now. 

Over time, these towns have been exposed to a multiplicity of real-
ities and challenges in radically different political and economical sys-
tems over three continents. Besides, sooner or later, they have detached 
from the sphere of influence of the company that created them, or at 
least partially. Evidently, that brings difficulties in evaluating the project 
in its entirety, given its decentralized nature. It necessitates to take 
into account the changes in economical and productive systems in the 
post-war, and to become familiar with the immediate contexts of each 
one the more than twenty towns throughout an eighty-five-year period. 
Besides, local literature and sources are limited or difficult to reach. 
Thus the only way of finding hints of where to look at and new data 
is by means of exploratory trips and interviews. Even, then, the towns 
present unequal degrees of accessibility to their built heritage and their 
authorities or relevant stakeholders. 

It has to be conceded that three research works have attempted to 
present an overview of the towns in their present condition. Horňáková 
in 1998 did a valuable work of delineating a brief timeline of the 
milestones that have defined the life of the European towns, completed 
then in 2009 with a short account of the ones out of the continent. In 
2006, a conference convened by Štefan Šlachta and Juraj Silva, among 
others, brought together the mayors of seven of the Central European 
Bata towns; there they discussed the challenges Bata’s heritage suffered 
after the fall of communism, and how they were trying to sort them 
out. Then, Ševeček and Jemelka’s project focused on the development 
of the towns between 1930 and 1950, although then the cases in the 
book they published in 2013 do include a mention to their later state. 
Notwithstanding of the value of the work of this group of authors, their 
respective overviews lack a critical aspect for making the case an useful 
reference for contemporary practice. This missing element is a frame-
work of analysis that permits to assess, on the one hand, how a radical 
universal project of modernism has been grounded and tempered by 
its users through time; and on the other, the intended and unintended 
legacies of the architectural, urban, and social ideas embedded in the 
project of the Bata satellites.

This part aims to tackle those two issues and explore a experimental 
framework for the analysis of the towns, to examine the validity of cer-
tain aspects of their original design, and to extract from them inspiring 
lessons for the design of the contemporary landscapes of work. This 
part relies in great part in the data, materials, interviews, clues, and 
personal impressions collected during several field trips to almost every 
one of the Bata towns that were built. Chapter Ten is a photo-essay 
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that intents to make explicit the intrinsic tension between the local 
and the global present in the Bata project, and this way show how in 
the end, it did have tactical adaptations in order to merge and gain 
acceptance in certain contexts. Finally, Chapter Twelve studies the Bata 
towns that are currently experiencing processes of transformation—
namely Třebíč-Borovina, Batanagar, and Batawa, by chance towns not 
well researched—and therefore permit to witness how the Bata project 
faces the forces of late capitalism, and to reveal what are its remaining 
intended and unintended legacies. The Annex to this dissertation is a 
complement to both chapters in this fourth part; it presents a panora-
ma of the development of the towns in time and space, drawing par-
allel lines that allow to understand the connection between global and 
national events, and their milestones, evolution and current condition.







Between 1930 and 1945, the Bata Shoe Company planned and built 
more than 20 variations of industrial garden cities. Most plans were 
never fully implemented, and war and nationalization terminated the 
fertile development of future versions of the ideal industrial towns and 
their many alternatives. As a result, none of the towns built is a perfect 
picture of the Ideal Industrial Town of Bata. However, it is possible to 
reconstruct, describe, and visualize the plenitude of this urban utopia 
with fragments of what was actually built, and exists today. What will 
follow now is a photo-essay recreating a fictional archetypical ideal 
Bata town. This will be done by organizing systematically a collection 
of pictures taken and data collected during the field trips—carried out 
between 2012 and 2014 for the purpose of this research—according to 
categories defined by the ideal conditions, standards and architectural 
types of Bata urbanism1.

Before purchasing the land for a new town, Tomáš Baťa would fly over 
the site on his plane  4.10.001 . His approval depended on the good infra-
structural conditions of the place, but also on the quality of the rural 
landscape, its natural features, hydrography, topography, forests, all to 
reach certain similarity to Zlín’s valley landscape. Because the reproduc-
tion of Zlín needed to be complete, in its urbanism, in its architecture, 
in its social structure, but also on its landscape and the functional orga-
nization of the city along a valley transect  4.10.002 . The company owned 
large areas of land surrounding the city itself, to preserve the rural feel-
ing of the environment, to avoid land speculation, and to prevent the 
establishment of competition nearby. In the property and surrounding 

Chapter 10
The Ideal, Reenacted

A Photo-Essay
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land, the company could carry out agricultural exploitation, manage 
forests, farms, and dairies to supply residents with food and make the 
towns fully self-sufficient. 

The satellite town had to be in a remote location, far from import-
ant urban centers. This would allow creating tighter communities, 
and avoiding harmful political and ideological influences  4.10.003 . This 
remote places however needed to be physically well-connected, en-
suring their connectivity the local and global networks of production 
and distribution. The factories required immediate access to railroad, 
to make the transport of raw materials and manufactured goods faster 
and more efficient. Therefore the town was always located along a main 
railway line. But the importance of this is not just about the transport 
of goods: having its own passenger station was also extremely import-
ant. As at first the company housing supply was not enough to fit the 
entire workforce, workers had to commute from neighboring towns. 
Railroad allowed the satellite town to have a regional footprint, as other 
centers benefitted from the presence of the factory  4.10.004 . The town 
also required access to abundant water resources and is located adja-
cent to a river or a canal. Shoe production, dying and tanning, require 
lots of water; supplying water for a town of up to 10,000 people, too. 
What is more, water transportation also made the supply of coal and 
wood for energy production independent from rail transportation. 
And if necessary, heavy infrastructural works, ports, canal systems, and 
locks to control the flow of water could be done  4.10.005 . Finally, the site 
chosen for the satellite should be ideally in proximity with an airfield. 
Otherwise, the company could build its own. Bata had its own airplane 
manufacturing division and a series of regular lines that allowed for 
the quick transport of people, managers and directors between Zlín, 
important economic centers, and the satellites  4.10.006 . 

With all these infrastructural connections, the towns would be far 
from being places randomly located in the hinterland of national and 
foreign markets. By locating the town with access to a main railroad 
corridor, the settlement achieved continental connectivity. The same 
can be said about waterways. The river or canal on which the town is 
located was chosen so that it allowed connectivity to the extensive con-
tinental networks of navigable rivers and canals, linking the towns with 
sources of raw materials, and the main continental ports. The company 
even owned two ships that made possible the intercontinental exchange 
of people, goods, and machinery. Airplanes completed this system, 
reducing the time of travel between towns for executives and directors. 
All together create a system, which shows that by using tactically stra-
tegic infrastructure, or even developing its own, the company aimed to 
create a networked utopia  4.10.007 . 

For the development of the new town, the company would send 
a ‘package’ that included the building and town plans, construction 
supervisors, formwork and manufacturing machinery, instructors and 
their families, as well as Bata management and social program officers. 
The town was compact in size, and functional zoning clearly separated 
factory from the living quarters, following a spatial sequence that repli-
cated a working day: factory, a green strip, business and civic area, mass 
housing, family housing, sports and recreation. The factory complex 
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had to be located on the direction on the wind, next to the railroad and 
main access road. Opposite to it, and separated by a green belt, are the 
living quarters  4.10.008 . The city center is a large square, the labor square, 
which is surrounded by public buildings, and that extends and becomes 
a green axis that divide the town in two  4.10.009 . This ensemble of civic 
buildings includes a department store with products manufactured by 
the own company, and a cooperative shop, the city hall, a post office 
and bank, a culture house, technical schools, and a social house with a 
hotel  4.10.010 . The social house is not only a hotel, but a workers’ club, 
a house of entertainment for the employees, with holds a prominent 
location in town. It housed the canteen a stage that could be used as 
cinema or theater a ballroom and a café and shops at street level it even 
had a bowling alley  4.10.011 . Religious beliefs were taken into account, 
being Catholic, Protestant or Hindu, and churches and temples were 
included among the public buildings  4.10.012 . A hospital was also built, 
and regular medical checks were made to make sure that workers are 
always healthy and able to work. Closer to the city center, hotels and 
dormitories for unmarried men and women were located. Both sex live 
separated until they get married. Then the new couple would receive an 
upgrade and would get a new dwelling  4.10.013 . 

Beyond the dormitories, family houses with gardens were distrib-
uted on a field that extends to the boundary with the rural landscape. 
Following the motto of “Work collectively live individually”, the resi-
dential district was a garden city, divided into strips of green, with the 
houses laying on a landscaped park with trees and flowers, following a 
checkerboard pattern. Houses were not fenced, and the company pro-
vided the maintenance of the greenery. No domestic animals, no new 
plantings, shelters or sheds were allowed. Space in between was neither 
private nor a public park, but in the way the buildings were arranged, 
it was clear for outsiders that it belonged to the residential buildings 
4.10.014 . In the heart of the different housing districts, smaller shops, 
restaurants, nurseries, and primary schools act as the local community 
center, creating neighborhood units within the apparently homogenous 
residential fabric  4.10.015 . Of course, as many employees have cars, and 
houses did not have their own garage, plenty of communal garages were 
built adjacent to the housing areas  4.10.016 . In the fringe with nature, 
sport fields were placed. Apart from soccer fields, the company rec-
reation center included facilities, which were not usual in rural areas, 
such as basketball or tennis fields, or even swimming pools. The prox-
imity to a lake or a mountain brought more recreational opportunities, 
such as the practice of ski. Sport was encouraged, not only for the 
personal welfare and health of the workers, but also to foster teamwork 
and company culture  4.10.017 . 

The architecture of the town was not based in prefabrication, but 
in the standardization of constructive systems that allow for quick 
construction, and in the use of interchangeable and global typologies, 
which had to be in constant evolution and reinvention by the compa-
ny architects, as the needs of the factories or workers changed through 
time. The main element in the architectural system used by the compa-
ny was the Bata module or skeleton, which is the metric version of the 
twenty feet module used in American factories and that Tomáš and Jan 
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A. Baťa saw in their trips to the US. The modules, measuring 6.15m by 
6.15m, configured in a layout of 3 by 13 bays, two to five story high, 
constituted the standard Bata factory  4.10.018 . This volume has a sym-
metrically placed 3 module-long buttress containing the cloakrooms, 
stairway and elevator in the middle of the entry side  4.10.019 . The build-
ing’s reinforced concrete structure was erected using sliding formwork. 
The load-bearing system was not concealed, and the outer walls were 
filled in with un-plastered brick walls and large articulated windows, 
that allowed for plenty of sunlight and visual contact with the natural 
environment  4.10.020 . The use of this system, developed by the František 
L. Gahura, was then extended beyond factory buildings, and was also 
applied to the construction of civic infrastructure: schools, social and 
cultural centers, hotels, department stores, etc, simply by introducing 
variations in the spatial configuration, or in the facades  4.10.021 .  

Under the appearance of extensive sameness, the housing districts of 
the town had subtle differences  4.10.022 . The architects of the company 
developed an uncountable amount of types of houses for workers, from 
villas for directors and managers and one family houses for higher rank 
officials, to semidetached houses for two families, detached houses for 
four and eight families, apartments for families without children, and 
dormitories for unmarried workers. Types were in constant evolution, 
and changed every year, drawing from the experience of previous years, 
and eliminating what was considered less advantageous or unsuitable 
for the dwellings. Typification and standardization were applied. All 
residential buildings had to be built according to a number of basic dis-
position types, using traditional filling technology. The outer treatment 
could vary between unplastered and plastered brick and between flat 
and saddle roof. Those differences were used to create neighborhoods 
within the town, such as the red colony or the white colony 4.10.023 . 
Houses had water supply, sewage and electrical network. The houses 
had local heating and sanitary and kitchen facilities. For people coming 
from rural areas, this was a significant change in their way of life, and 
some times the company had to teach them the use of modern conve-
niences. Families took the house as their property. The lack of uncer-
tainty or worries about having appropriate housing should make the 
workers more efficient at work. The right to use the apartment is linked 
to employment at the factory. This increases sense of responsibility; 
workers are not only responsible just for themselves but also for their 
family, and their houses  4.10.024 . 

Although looking at all these cities like this, as a modern prototype 
deployed globally, might seem an oversimplification, after following 
this systematic approach is when absences or the local differences arise 
and become evident, and when the urban legacy of the Bata Company 
suddenly becomes extremely rich: a palimpsest built over time. We see 
this local adaptations for example it in how political conditions affected 
stylistically the typologies. In the towns that were built partly during 
the German occupation, Bata architects were forced to Germanize their 
architecture, and houses got bigger, had saddle roofs, plastered walls, 
and smaller windows  4.10.025 . Or the Bata modular buildings had to 
become more classical, with a rounded staircase or decorations in the 
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façade.  In tropical countries, far away from home and with a totally 
different social environment, the architectures for the European work-
ers overseas becomes suddenly more European than ever, and style 
created a divide between two worlds  4.10.026 .  Geography also matters, 
and we can appreciate the effects that climate had in the buildings 
envelope. The factory in Batawa, although originally built as a standard 
factory with large windows, had to be later adapted and cladded with 
insulating panels as the operating expenses of its climatic conditioning 
became unsustainable in the severe winters in Canada  4.10.027 . Finally, 
time builds. On the one hand, new uses emerge in old factories and 
public buildings. On the other, as families gained ownership of their 
houses and gardens, the search of a personal domestic space within a 
homogeneous field becomes a battle between neighbors, who custom-
ize and transform their dwellings, sometimes with great imagination. 
The fact that the main typology in the housing stock for workers is the 
semi-detached house creates greatest contrast, and conflicts between old 
and new residents at the time the homes are renovated  4.10.028 .

Notes
1  A version of this photo-essay was presented by the author during the lecture “XXV Druker Prize 

presentation: Networked Utopia” which took place at the Graduate School of Design, Harvard University; 

Cambridge, MA, USA, on October 31, 2013.



 4.10.001  Tomáš Baťa flies





 4.10.002 Topographic conditions.
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Zlín, Czech Republic
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Möhlin, Switzerland

Otrokovice / Baťov, Czech Republic
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Baťovany / Partizánské, Slovakia

Belcamp, United States

Napajedla, Czech Republic

Bataville / Hellocourt, France

Otmęt / Ottmuth, Poland

Martfű, Hungary

Batatuba, Brazil

Zruč nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

East Tilbury, United Kingdom

Třebíč / Borovina, Czech Republic
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 4.10.003  Agricultural buffer



Sezimovo Ústí, Czech Republic [left]

Batawa, Canada

Batatuba, Brazil

Möhlin, Switzerland
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Baťovany / Partizánské, Slovakia

Batanagar, India

Napajedla, Czech Republic

Borovo, Croatia

Otmęt / Ottmuth, Poland

Batadorp / Best, the Netherlands

Zruč nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

 4.10.004  Railways and stations.
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Chełmek, Poland

Sezimovo Ústí, Czech Republic

Bošany, Slovakia

Bataville / Hellocourt, France

Batawa, Canada

Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia

East Tilbury, United Kingdom

Otrokovice / Baťov, Czech Republic
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Baťovany / Partizánské, Slovakia

Napajedla, Czech Republic

Borovo, Croatia

Batadorp / Best, the Netherlands Batatuba, Brazil

Zruč nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

Möhlin, Switzerland

 4.10.005  Rivers and waterways.
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Chełmek, Poland

Sezimovo Ústí, Czech Republic

Bošany, Slovakia

Bataville / Hellocourt, France Batawa, Canada Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia

Otrokovice / Baťov, Czech Republic

Batanagar, India
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 4.10.006  Airport





 4.10.007  A Networked Utopia: Bata Towns in a Network  of Waterways, Railroads, Main Roads, Flight Paths, and Transoceanic Lines





Baťovany / Partizánské, Slovakia [source: N. Tempo]

Baťovany / Partizánské, Slovakia [right]Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia

 4.10.008  Functional zoning
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 4.10.009  Labor square



Baťovany / Partizánské, Slovakia

Batanagar, India

Borovo, Croatia

Batatuba, Brazil

Zruč nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

 4.10.010  Public buildings in Labor square
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Sezimovo Ústí, Czech Republic

Batawa, Canada Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia

East Tilbury, United Kingdom

Otrokovice / Baťov, Czech Republic

Bataville / Hellocourt, France
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 4.10.011  The social house
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Sezimovo Ústí, Czech Republic

Bataville / Hellocourt, France Batawa, Canada

Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia

East Tilbury, United Kingdom

Otrokovice / Baťov, Czech Republic



 4.10.012  Churches and temples
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Bataville / Hellocourt, France

Batawa, Canada

Batanagar, IndiaBaťovany / Partizánské, Slovakia [left]



 4.10.013  Hotels and dormitories
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Batanagar, India

Bataville / Hellocourt, FranceBatatuba, Brazil [left]

East Tilbury, United Kingdom



 4.10.014  Gardens





 4.10.015  Schools and shops
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Zruč nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

Batatuba, Brazil

Bataville / Hellocourt, France
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Otmęt / Ottmuth, Poland

Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia

Sezimovo Ústí, Czech Republic



 4.10.016  Garages
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Baťovany / Partizánské, Slovakia Borovo, Croatia

Otmęt / Ottmuth, Poland

Batadorp / Best, the Netherlands

Möhlin, Switzerland



Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia
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Sezimovo Ústí, Czech Republic

Bataville / Hellocourt, France

Zruč nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

East Tilbury, United Kingdom

Otrokovice / Baťov, Czech Republic Třebíč / Borovina, Czech Republic



 4.10.017  Sports
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Batanagar, India

Borovo, Croatia

Otmęt / Ottmuth, Poland

Zruč nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

Möhlin, Switzerland



Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia
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Chełmek, Poland

Sezimovo Ústí, Czech Republic

Bošany, Slovakia

Bataville / Hellocourt, France

Batadorp / Best, the Netherlands

Batawa, Canada

Otrokovice / Baťov, Czech Republic Třebíč / Borovina, Czech Republic



Baťovany / Partizánské, Slovakia

Napajedla, Czech Republic

Borovo, Croatia

Otmęt / Ottmuth, Poland

Batadorp / Best, the Netherlands Batatuba, Brazil

Zruč nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

Möhlin, Switzerland

 4.10.018  Factories
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Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia

Sezimovo Ústí, Czech Republic

Batanagar, India

Bataville / Hellocourt, France Batawa, Canada [next spread]

East Tilbury, United Kingdom

Otrokovice / Baťov, Czech Republic Třebíč / Borovina, Czech Republic
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 4.10.019  Factory staircases



Batizovce / Svit, SlovakiaBorovo, Croatia

Batadorp / Best, the Netherlands [left]

Batawa, Canada

Möhlin, SwitzerlandEast Tilbury, United Kingdom
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Otmęt / Ottmuth, Poland

Batadorp / Best, the Netherlands Batatuba, Brazil

Möhlin, Switzerland

 4.10.020  Factory interiors
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Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia

Borovo, Croatia

Batawa, Canada

East Tilbury, United Kingdom

Třebíč / Borovina, Czech Republic
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Zruč nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia

Batizovce / Svit, Slovakia

 4.10.021  Variations on the Bata skeleton 
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Bataville / Hellocourt, France

Borovo, Croatia

Otrokovice / Baťov, Czech Republic Sezimovo Ústí, Czech Republic
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Otrokovice / Baťov, Czech Republic

Bošany, Slovakia

Bataville / Hellocourt, France

 4.10.022  Housing quarters
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Baťovany / Partizánské, Slovakia

Batanagar, India

Napajedla, Czech Republic Otmęt / Ottmuth, Poland

Batadorp / Best, the Netherlands Batatuba, Brazil

Zruč nad Sázavou, Czech Republic

 4.10.023  Housing typologies
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 4.10.024  Residential interiors
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 4.10.025  Germanization
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 4.10.026  Colonial style
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At times hopeful, at times devastating, the panorama presented in the 
previous two chapters evidences how problematic it is to grasp and 
evaluate the design legacy of the Bata Shoe Company. Or at least as 
seen from the usual approaches on preservation of architectural heri-
tage.  Yet understanding what remains of these towns, why, and under 
which conditions can be revealing too. The aim of this chapter is to 
test this hypothesis, and through the study of the life story, changes, 
continuities, and future plans in three of the built Bata towns, explore 
to what extend Bata’s urban system shows evidence of resilience. In par-
ticular, the cases of Třebíč-Borovina, Batanagar, and Batawa had been 
chosen for they are currently experiencing, in very different degrees, 
processes of transformation. On the one hand, the three cases encom-
pass a representative sample of attitudes towards the preservation of 
industrial heritage—neglect, preservation, alteration, re-use, and dem-
olition; On the other, they how the Bata project conflicts or dialogues 
with contemporary practices of urbanism—namely brownfield regener-
ation, New Urbanism, and speculative New Town developments. These 
rapidly changing phenomena will reveal and widen the notion of what 
was the legacy of Bata urbanism, expanding it beyond architecture to 
infrastructure, landscape, and community. Further, short reference case 
studies on the towns of Baťov-Otrokovice, Belcamp, and Batadorp-Best 
will additionally anchor the chapter in the oveall narrative of the disser-
tation. These short texts will, on the one hand, introduce three repre-
sentative  outcomes shared by other towns—abandonment, industrial 
continuity, and preservation—and on the other, bring continuity to the 
stories told in previous chapters.  Within that framework, the chapter 
ultimately aims to find some productive lessons, good practices, and 
inspiration for re-imagination of both future industrial and post-indus-
trial cities and communities.

Chapter 11
Bata Towns in Transformation
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After decades of uninterrupted manufacturing, dating back to the 
beginning of Budischowsky’s business in Třebíč in 1841  4.12.001 , in the 
year 2002, the industrial site of Borovina entered in a process of prop-
erty liquidation. Known then as the BOPO complex, the area accom-
modated seven buildings, adding up thirteen thousand square meters of 
floor space in its 0.7 hectares of unused land, all of this owned by one 
single bankrupt company. BOPO—an acronym for Boty a Ponožky, 
Shoes and Socks—as this ruined firm was named, had been form in 
1991 from the assets of the national company Gustav Kliment Works 
(ZGK)  4.12.002 . In turn, the later had been the result of the consoli-
dation in 1950 of the shoe and hosiery factory of the Bata company 
4.12.003 —nationalized in 1945, and renamed as Svit in 1949—and of 
Děvka, an engineering works company. Whereas ZGK had became 
one of the powerhouses of Czechoslovak light industry, being the 
second largest shoe producer and the largest one of hosiery items in 
the communist republic, its descendant BOPO struggled to sustain 
a firm employing 5,000 employees in the new economical landscape 
resulting after the fall of communism and the Velvet Revolution. The 
truth was that ZGK’s success had been highly dependent on exports, 
and most of them—40 percent of its total production—were sent to 
the other countries of the socialist bloc. Once trade suddenly became 
global again, BOPO was unable to compete with the cost of labor and 
shoe imports from Asia, and it ceased operations in the year 2000 (Fišer 
2001; TTS Development 2011; Pacola 2013; “Borovina” 2015). Once, following 
Budischowski’s factory bankruptcy, the site of Borovina was given new 
life by Bata in 1931; seventy-one years later, Borovina was again an 
“investment opportunity” (“Investment Opportunities in the Vysočina Region: 
Industrial Zones Brownfields” 2006, 1), an industrial brownfield available to 
the highest bidder.

Třebíč-Borovina

 4.12.001  Busischowsky’s factories in Borovina, 1930s    

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 95, fol. 14)

 4.12.002  Industrial areas in the city of Třebíč in 1969 

(Source: Historický ústav Akademie věd ČR 2001)
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Třebíč
The industrial site of Borovina, and the Bata workers’ colony are lo-
cated in the homonymous old borough of  Třebíč, a city that was not 
immune to the effects of deindustrialization. In fact, the town and its 
region was hit hard by the economic restructuring that began in 1989. 
On top of all the liquidations and cuts in production of companies 
in the city, the decline of BOPO unleashed a chain of layoffs in other 
businesses (“SLDB 2001 - okres Třebíč - 2001” 2003). As a matter of fact, 
BOPO had contracted since 1991 from 5,000 employees to the 1,500 
it had in its last stage. Upon its cease of operations in 2000, it sent 800 
additional workers to the employment offices (Fránek 2003). Given that 
Třebíč by then was a city of roughly 39,000 inhabitants, the effects of 
BOPO’s gradual fall, and the rise of the municipal levels of unemploy-
ment—from an average of 6 percent in the first half of the 1990s to 
12.81 percent in March 2001 (“Integrovaný Plán Rozvoje Města Třebíč - Zóna 
Stará Borovina” 2013, 8)—already higher than the national and regional 
averages—8.1 and 6.1 in 2001 respectively (“Employment, Unemployment” 
2015)—might have been highly interrelated.

From BOPO to SOHO
It took a while until new investors saw an opportunity in the real estate 
assets of BOPO. In 2003, a reporter informed that no candidate had 
responded to the two public auctions offering the area an its build-
ings single lot, and lamented that the site remained underused—with 
just some people patrolling the area and a dozen people employed in 
leased facilities—in spite of its potential to accommodate new job-cre-
ating functions (Fránek 2003). In view of the difficulties in selling, the 
bankruptcy trustee decided then to auction the buildings and land in 
individual lots. As late as November 2005, the two old Budischowsky 
administration buildings, formal gate to the complex, and a 1969 
five-story manufacturing hall, a variation on the Bata skeleton called 
“experimental type”, were being liquidated (“Zveme Vás…” 2005). 
Documents elaborated by the Business and Investment Development 
Agency CzechInvest, an agency of the Czech Ministry of Industry 
and Trade, dating from 2006, still presented the full site of BOPO as 
brownfield worth investing in, owned by one single bankrupt entity, 
free of ecological burdens, and in a region with notable Foreign Direct 
Investment (FDI) benefits, including good infrastructural connections, 
low land prices, and a highly skilled workforce with a low level of wages 
(“Brownfields in Vysočina Region... Sample Selection” 2006).

Finally, in the second half of 2006, the buildings and the land in 
the BOPO area passed to a handful of new owners, all local entrepre-
neurs: ELECTRO, a public works company, SVA Třebíč , a manufac-
turing and trading company, and new owner of Trepan, the former 
BOPO hosiery division, JMA Group, a real estate development and 
construction company, and TTS Group, a company with divisions 
on district heating supplier, manufacturing of bio-mass boilers, and 
real estate (Třebíčský internetový zpravodaj 2007; EKOBIOENERGO 2015a). 
Under the leadership of Richard Horký, founder and CEO of TTS, 
the four companies formed a consortium and commissioned a project 
for the revitalization of the BOPO grounds to Plán projekt Kapucín, 

 4.12.003  Standard Bata factories in Borovina, 1930s    

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 95, fol. 14)
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a local engineering firm, and submitted it to the municipal planning 
office with the aim of forcing a change of land-use for the area in the 
new zoning plan of Třebíč which was by then being under discussion. 
It should be noted that Trebic’s master plan dated from 1975, with 
amendments in 1987 and 1993 (“Územní Plán Sídelního Útvaru Třebíč” 
2009), and in it, BOPO’s site was land for industrial use. This land use 
prevailed even in the first working documents for the new spatial plan 
(Ibid., 40). In contrast, Kapucín’s proposal  4.12.004 , designed by the engi-
neer Jan Lukasek, aimed to keep and redevelop the existing buildings 
into housing, commercial, and recreative uses, and transform the inter-
stitial spaces with redesigned public spaces and landscaping (“Revitalizace 
Továrny” 2006). In fact, the design was very much in like with emerging 
ideas among city officials of making of the dilapidated BOPO area a 
new centrality (Maule 2012, 76).  

In the following months until the formal change of zoning, the 
project was developed with more detail in collaboration with the 
municipality. To begin with, the BOPO area was renamed as SOHO 
Třebíč, to make it more catchy for new investors. SOHO Třebíč was 
set out as a mixed-use campus that would keep industrial character of 
the architecture of the site. Limited in its possibilities of growth by the 
terrain configuration of the elongated narrow valley of the Stařečského 
creek, the plan basically contemplated the reuse of existing structures 
for construction of almost four hundred apartments, a shoe museum 
tannery, a nursing home, entertainment center and shopping mall, 
petrol station, and preserving some light manufacturing—production 
of shoes and socks; its main landscape feature would be the uncovering 
of the aforementioned stream (Třebíčský internetový zpravodaj 2007). 

Ultimately, the city would embrace the project of revitalization 
of the SOHO Třebíč. In fact, in the Action Plan of the Strategic 
Development Plan of Třebíč for the Period 2008-2012, the regenera-
tion of the industrial brownfield was identified as one of the projects 
under the priority axis aimed at improving “Quality of Life” in the city 
(EC Consulting a.s. 2008, 28). On the one hand, the document acknowl-
edged the need of a zoning change as necessary condition for success-
ful revitalization. On the other, it also urged for the improvement of 

 4.12.004  Revitalization of Borovina, Plán projekt Kapucín 

2006 (Source: “Revitalizace Továrny” 2006)
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physical infrastructure, and improve the connection of the site to ex-
isting road infrastructure with a new roundabout and a bridge over the 
Stařečského creek, a work that was to be done in conjunction with the 
city (Ibid.) since the municipality had swapped with TTS the open land 
in BOPO—roads and sidewalks—in a publicly criticized exchange for 
developable land on a prime location in Třebíč (“Scénář Kpublicistickému 
Pořadu Reportéři ČT Ze Dne 3.12.2007” 2007; OS STAN Třebíč 2014). In the 
mind of the city officials, the investment was worth, as the benefits 
for the city would be fourfold: more housing, getting rid of a derelict 
property, attracting new residents, and most importantly, introducing 
new functions in the city, and subsequently create new employment 
opportunities. Later that year, the city changed the zoning of the 
former BOPO complex from industrial and manufacturing uses, into 
developable area, with zones of mixed-use housing, public facilities, and 
services, civil equipments, large-scale retail, and a service station. In ad-
dition, on the eastern tip of the site, TTS would built a new multi-fuel 
heating plant. This modification would be confirmed in the master 
planning documents of Třebíč from 2009 onwards, and the city would 
embark in the construction of the planned roundabout between the 
years 2010 and 2013 (“Územní Plán Sídelního Útvaru Třebíč. Průvodní Zpráva” 
2010; Přibík 2012).

Borovina
Due to war and nationalization, Bata’s Borovina, the factory and its 
workers colony, never saw its pre-nationalization master plans fully 
implemented  4.12.005   4.12.006 . However, the colony did suffer additions 
and alterations, and still accounts for a substantial part of the hom-
onymous old borough of the city of Třebíč were it was based, defin-
ing its urban identity. Actually, as Filip Slezák, architect at the Urban 
Design Division in the Department of Regional Development of the 
Municipality of Třebíč until March 2014, explained during a field 

 4.12.005  Cadastral map of Třebíč of 1945 showing the 

area of Borovina (Source: City of Třebíč)



 4.12.006  Bata worker’s colony in Borovina, 1930s. On the 

foreground, the building-gate from the times of 

Budischowsky’s business (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa 

XV, inv. č. 95, fol. 14)

 4.12.007  Orthofoto of Třebíč of 1953 showing the area of 

Borovina and the new residential development 

built by the nationalized company in 1945-74 

(Source: City of Třebíč)

 4.12.008  Orthofoto of Třebíč of 2012 showing the area of 

Borovina (Source: City of Třebíč)
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visit on June 29, 2013, the estate is divided in three distinctive zones 
located on a hilly and tree-covered terrain falling to the south onto the 
factory premises: a large area in the north with the shape of an isosce-
les triangle, where the original pre-war Bata dwellings stand; adjacent 
to its south side, a smaller triangular area is filled with prefabricated 
concrete mid-rise apartment blocks, built in the 1970s after razing 
twenty-six pre-war Bata semidetached houses 84.12.008 ; opposite to them, 
and separated by a large green space facing the factory gate, lay a soccer 
field, planned in 1937, and a smaller housing quarter built by Bata, 
national company, in the years 1945-47  4.12.007 ; the latter differed from 
the typical Bata brick cubes in their pitched roof and plastered walls. 
Whereas the first and third housing areas are commonly known as New 
Borovina, ironically the second, with its concrete slab buildings, fall in 
what is known as Old Borovina.

A walk around Borovina today shares the reality of many other 
former Bata housing estates  4.12.009 . That is, in the absence of any legal 
mechanism for their preservation or a project for their harmonious 
renovation, once the housing units became private property and the 
strict rules of corporate housing were set aside, their residents embarked 
in an unrestrained, informal, and incremental process of personaliza-
tion, upgrading, reconstruction, and extension of their homes and 
gardens. In general, Borovina today is defined by a notable chromatic 
dissonance—often wall to wall neighbors seemed not to have agreed 
on what color to paint their semidetached house—a wide variability in 
the finishings of new roofings and fenestration, and an unequal care for 
the shared public spaces and sidewalks, in contrast to the now fenced 
well-maintained private gardens. Besides, many houses have been ex-
tended or added a garage and a garden shed; in the oldest quarter, just 
a handful of houses and the old single workers dorms kept the original 
Bata urban environment with homes with unplastered brick walls and 
flat roofs on a grassy field at the time the fieldwork was done. 

In spite of the dismay with which preservationist might look at the 
former Bata colony in Třebíč, its current condition is not just the result 
of the whim of the inhabitants and their desire for customizing their 
personal property. As a matter of fact, a great number of the alterations 
came out of the necessity to make the homes fit to live in in a sustain-
able manner. Some of those issues quickly surfaced in an interview on 
June 29, 2013 with Ivo Krčmář, GIS manager in the municipality, and 
his wife in their house in Borovina; the home was inherited from his 
father, a former Bata employee in the times of its nationalization. Apart 
from the noticeable small rooms, which explain the need of adding 
some square meters someway, the main problem of the houses was their 
thermal behavior. Despite the fact that the dwellings built in the second 
half of the 1940s had more robust walls—45 cm—new windows had to 
be installed in order to prevent heating losses and an unreasonable en-
ergy consumption, specially considering that each house has its individ-
ual heating system. To make things worst, humidity and condensation 
occurred in the hot months of the year.  It should not come as a sur-
prise then that not just windows have been replaced, but also additional 
layers of paneled isolation and brick, or pitched roofs, specially in the 
older Bata units, with thiner walls and construction standards and 

 4.12.009  Housing quarter of Borovina in summer 2013 

(photos by author)
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materials thought for a twenty-year life span. Some users have decided 
to keep the original architecture to the greater extend, but changing the 
windows, and water and electrical network was inevitable (Blažek 2015).  
In addition, the neglect of the authorities also had a role in the current 
present condition of Borovina’s residential quarters. For example, the 
former Bata dormitories were reused as social housing for the Roma 
community; abandoned to their own fate without any upgrade, having 
kept their original appearance, they ended up just partly inhabited and 
in a poor condition, to such point that in 2015 they were plans for 
their demolition (Ibid.). 

Additional issues that might have ended up disrupting the once 
consistent urban environment may be explained by the social com-
position of the area added to economical crisis, and by the lack of 
capacity of the city government for creating a dynamic community  in 
the past. As Krčmář explained, and statistics confirm (“Integrovaný Plán 
Rozvoje Města Třebíč - Zóna Stará Borovina” 2013), the area of Borovina could 
be considered an area in high risk of social exclusion: lacking a solid 
middle class base, in part composed of aged industrial workers of rural 
origin, economically inactive—59% of the total population—with 
poor education—30% just with primary school or no formal educa-
tion—and living in an old housing stock—94.4% built before 1991. 
Notwithstanding those indicators, the regeneration of New and Old 
Borovina housing quarters was not into consideration in the city’s stra-
tegic plan, however, that was not the case neither in its 2008-2011 re-
lease nor in its update for 2012-2015 (EC Consulting a.s. 2008; “Strategický 
Plán Rozvoje Města Třebíče pro Období 2012-2015” 2012).

If to this situation is added having at one’s door a large unused 
industrial complex, and the subsequent risk of it becoming an attractor 
of additional social problems, it came as no surprise that for residents of 
Borovina as Krčmář, and the city of Třebíč itself, a project like SOHO, 
was perceived as one that could trigger greater transformations. In fact, 
in 2013 the city finally developed a strategic plan for the upgrade and 
redevelopment of the prefab apartment buildings on Old Borovina 
(“Integrovaný Plán Rozvoje Města Třebíč - Zóna Stará Borovina” 2013), demon-
strating that the maybe interest in recovering Borovina could eventually 
go beyond the SOHO area. Despite all the problems, residents have 
stayed because, in the end, Borovina has the ingredients to be a desir-
able neighborhood: compact, walkable, green, and close to nature.

 4.12.011  “Borovina... Lives Again”    

                  (Source: http://festival.borovinazivadodnes.cz/)
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Borovina Lives Again?
As some construction on SOHO Třebíč was underway, the site devel-
opers decided to fully rebrand it. The project was relaunched by TTS 
Development in a two-page advertisement included in the city’s offi-
cial newsletter Třebíčský zpravodaj  with improved three-dimensional 
visualizations  4.12.010  and the new name of Borovina in February 2011 
(TTS Development 2011). On the one hand, the change was explained 
under the argument that recovering the name of Borovina was more 
appropriate than wiping out history, and introducing a foreign concept 
as that of a SOHO in Třebíč. Or, in the words of Richard Horký (Ibid.), 
although there was a parallelism with the reuse of industrial buildings 
in New York’s SoHo and that planned for BOPO: 

the more we familiarized with the history of the area, which from the year 1842 
provided a livelihood for generations, the more important it seemed to us to 
symbolize with its the name the identity of the place. After discussions with the 
owners, we concluded that the newly built part of the city would be simply called 
Borovina.

Nonetheless, a more practical reason was just to avoid confusions, 
as, apparently, local investors identified the area with the name of 
the borough, Horký remarked (Bártíková 2011). As a result, the history 
of the site was fully embraced, and the development’s promotional 
materials included a timeline of events creating a sense of historical 
continuity linking the ongoing project and its promotors, with past 
history of innovation-driven entrepreneurship  and economic success 
that both Budischowsky and Baťa had achieved in the same land. Even 
the typography chosen for the new logo, reminiscent of the Bata logo, 
was charged with meaning  4.12.011 . Significantly, in a 2014 interview, 
Richard Horký revealed his admiration for the figure of the Tomáš and 
Jan Antonín Baťa, and stated that his Borovina was resuming the Baťas’ 
spirit, and their belief that property was an obligation (Horký 2014).

On the other, abandoning SOHO and rooting the new Borovina 
in Třebíč was a sign that TTS would scale down its ambitions. First, 
Horký realized that his project went “beyond the size of the city” and 

 4.12.010  Rendering of the revitalization of Borovina, 

Ateliér M&P Architekti, 2011 

               (Source: http://festival.borovinazivadodnes.cz/)
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that it would require for its completion would be “considerably longer 
than it would be in Prague or Brno” (TTS Development 2011). In fact, 
Borovina had to adapt to the conditions of the real estate market and 
find new partners, and rethink its building program, in particular the 
provision of new apartments. As TTS’ CEO would confirm in 2014, 
the plan was outlined in the context of a real estate boom, whereas 
after the financial crisis, sales in Třebíč went down to no more than 
twenty-five apartments per year. To date, while the previous plans con-
templated 320 units, housing in Borovina is reduced to twenty-seven 
apartments in the old Budischowky administrative wing, completed in 
September 2012 (“Slavnostní Otevření Nového Dopravního Napojení a Prvních 
Bytů v Borovině” 2012); these have been selling at an average rhythm of 
five per year (“Rezidence Na Hradě - Třebíč, Borovina” 2015). Additionally, the 
city granted the permit for the reconversion of the ‘Experimental build-
ing’ into fifty-six more residential units, although construction had not 
yet began at the time of writing. The plans for the two standard Bata 
buildings also changed. Whereas one of them will continue func-
tioning as a light manufacturing hall for the company SVA, the other 
will host the TTS headquarters, the West Moravian College in Třebíč 
(Západomoravská vysoká škola Třebíč), and parking space. As for the 
existing or planned uses for the rest of buildings, these include: a shoe 
manufacturing business, the headquarters of ELECTRO and JMA, a 
pharmacy and a health center, a kindergarten, a fitness center, storage 
units, an exhibition space, and a restaurant 4.12.012 (EKOBIOENERGO 
2015b). 

Regardless of the slow-down in the redevelopment plans, TTS and 
its partners have shown a strong determination in developing public 
engagement and make the citizens acquainted of the project. Starting 
2011, a yearly festival has been organized in the summer  4.12.013 . The 
activities have included exhibitions, craft shows, fairs, drive-in cinema 
shows, historical reenactments of the liberation, concerts, fashion shots, 
flea markets, symposia, drawing up to four thousand visitors in a day. 
In summer 2015, an interactive eco-technical museum opened in the 
old boiler of the factory. The new institution, named Alternator, is the 
second of its class in the Czech Republic, and it aims to attract twenty 
thousand visitors per year (Horký 2014; Pavlíček 2015).

In parallel, the city government also continued, and even increased, 
its commitment with the project despite the new plans and the increas-
ing political contestation. To begin with, the municipality invested fur-
ther in the improvement of the public spaces, lighting, and landscaping 
in Borovina, applying with success in 2013 for partial funding from a 
Regional Operational Programme of the European Union (Hošek 2013). 
In addition, the city officials proposed to move to one of the buildings 
in Borovina the so-called House of the Children and Youth (DDM) 
(Jakubcová 2013). Despite of a heated discussion, the first procedure 
was approved by the city council. However, entering in the additional 
expenses of relocating the DDM was a far more contested decision, 
to the point that part of the opposition ironically accused the officials 
of wanted to move the city hall to Borovina (Barák 2014), and began to 
collect signatures to force the celebration of a local referendum and let 
the citizens to decide (OS STAN Třebíč 2014). In what was a big success 

 4.12.012  Renderings of the revitalization of Borovina, 

Ateliér M&P Architekti, 2011 

               (Source: http://festival.borovinazivadodnes.cz/)

 4.12.013  Events held at Borovina 

               (Source: http://festival.borovinazivadodnes.cz/)
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for the government, just 1,600 signatures were obtained, and the ref-
erendum did not go through (Jakubcová 2014), and the DDM moved to 
Borovina beginning 2015 (Tiskové oddělení 2015). 

All in all, it could be said that rebooting Borovina as a context-based, 
and low-profile project in its scope and timeline may have ended up 
benefiting all the parts. To begin with, the effort in connecting to the 
identity of the site, and to the neighborhood at large, by preserving the 
architecture, giving value to its history as a Bata site  4.12.014 , and orga-
nizing free activities with local associations on the former industrial 
grounds, increased the public acceptance of the project. Despite the 
lack of a process of community participation in the decision making 
and design of the project, evidence for this positive public reception 
was found in the low interest in calling for referendum evaluating the 
role of the municipal government in the project, and in the popularity 
of the summer events on the site. 

Finally, abandoning the idea of the SOHO and its connotations 
put aside the risk of theme-park-ification and gentrification that could 
have become a reason for rejection and social contestation by the local 
population and the political opposition. What is more, although it is 
legitimate to be critical about the involvement of the city—in particu-
lar the way Borovina’s public spaces were obtained—with that, the new 
district sorted out the widespread trend of privatization of city areas; 
regardless of the pressing need for jobs and investment in Třebíč, the 
city managed not to surrender public interest, and keep a stake in the 
project. Further, bringing in it public facilities, and quickly adapting to 
the post-financial crisis market prevented that Borovina became a ghost 
district. Extending the spirit of the project to the former Bata colony 
would guarantee greater success, however, the current mix of residen-
tial, light manufacturing, offices, public and educational facilities make 
of Borovina an promising case to look at in its future development. 

 4.12.014  Exhibition space in one of the Budischowsky 

halls showing the history and future of Borovina   

(photo by author)
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The factory in Best became the largest shoe manufacturing facility 
in the Netherlands, employing up to 2,500 men and women in its 
peak in the 1960s. Also, Bata had a network of 150 stores all over the 
Low Lands. At the end of that decade though, increasing competition 
from countries with lower wages led to unprofitable results. In view 
of that, in 1970 the company decided to shift the production from 
mass consumer products to very specialized ones, and Best became the 
headquarters of Bata Industrials, focused on safety shoes and stockings. 
The turnaround came with numerous layoffs, and more than half of 
the employees lost their job (Bouma & van Meijel 2011; Stichting Geschiedenis 
van Best 2015). However, in spite of being a small center of operations 
focused mainly on the production of stockings and the high-quality 
assembly of pieces coming from factories abroad, industry remains as 
an integral part of the character of Batadorp  4.12.015 .

Further restructuring of the Dutch Bata company involved getting 
rid of additional operational costs, in particular, the workers’ housing 
estate, Batadorp. In 1978, Bata gave the residents the chance to pur-
chase their home, and offered the rest of the open space and unused 
industrial land to the municipality of Best. On the one hand, most of 
the employees did buy their house, and, as in many other Bata towns, 
began to renovate and transform them at their own will. On the other, 
the city then demolished most of those production halls and planned 
a new industrial park; also it decided to demolish the boarding houses 
and single workers dormitories to give way to new residential buildings 
(Bouma & van Meijel 2011). 

Eventually, in the 1990s, as part of a wave for renewed interest in 
the preservation of industrial heritage in the Netherlands, the Dutch St
ate Service for Cultural Heritage put the focus on Batadorp. As a result, 
the last standing three three-story standard manufacturing halls, and six 
houses were declared national monument; the residential buildings that 
were chosen were a representative sample of all the housing types in 
Batadorp. Further, many other constructions were named as potential 
monuments (Ibid., 2011). In 2008, a project for the integral renovation 
and regulation of the urban space began, and in 2013 the municipality 
began the application to the national authorities to declare Batadorp 
as protected village and townscape (“Batadorp” 2014). Together with this 
plans came the development of a project for improving the spatial 
quality of the neighborhood. This work was commissioned to Teake 
Bouma, and architect and urban designer, and Leon van Meijel, a cul-
tural history advisor.

The Spatial Quality Plan was developed with the aim of involving 
the community in preserving the spatial identity of the village, and, at 
the same time, make possible new constructions within a more clear 
framework (Bouma & van Meijel 2013). The plan tried to remediate and 
anticipate some of the problems that had damaged the consistency and 
legibility of the Garden City morphology. First, it aimed to define with 
more clarity the hierarchy and traffic patterns of the street system by 
the use of different materials on the pavement and sidewalk. Secondly, 
it proposed to achieve greater visual coherence on the definition of the 
transition between private and public space  4.12.016 ; this was expected 

Best-Batadorp

 4.12.015  Interior of the factory of Bata Industrials in Best   

(photo by author)

 4.12.016  Front gardens in Batadorp

                (photo by author)
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to happen by inviting the residents to agree on a common height and 
type of hedge in order to avoid the proliferation of fences and hedges of 
different heights  4.12.017 . Third, the plan wanted to enhance the idea of 
living on a Garden City park-like environment by planting more trees, 
improving street lighting and setting new street furniture, and installing 
sign posts with cultural information. Fourth, the plan envisioned strict-
er regulations on street parking. Finally, restrictions on how and where 
houses could be renovated and extended by their users were developed; 
the main intention of this point was to preserve the street frontage of 
the typical Bata checkerboard pattern, alternating building and garden, 
their materiality, as well as keeping the flat roofs  4.12.018 .

However, complains from a large section of the residents ended 
up downsizing the scope of the Spatial Quality Plan (“Batadorp” 2014). 
Despite the plan was developed in consultation with a selected group 
of residents, those active in the neighborhood dynamics, individual 
concerns arose in other inhabitants of Batadorp. Among these were 
those involving the future living comfort of the dwellings, as some of 
the houses are small and an expansion will be eventually needed. Whats 
is more, residents shared the preoccupation about the future market-
ability of the houses if regulations become too strict. Besides, they dis-
agreed with having distinct rules with regard to the treatment of their 
garden edge than elsewhere in the town. In the end, the municipality of 
Best backed out, and most of the planned rules have ended up in loos 
suggestions for residents or postponed until a new zoning plan comes 
into effect. In sum, the plan has reduced its scope to protecting certain 
elements of existing buildings—controlling demolitions and renova-
tions, to a certain extent—and the future redesign of the public space 
(“Beeldkwaliteitplan Batadorp 2.0” 2014).

80  |  DEEL 2 :  BESTEMMINGSPLAN- EN WELSTANDSCRITERIA

W O N I N g T y P E  I I
10 dubbele woningen (oranje): Amsterdamsestraat

BEsTEmmINgsPLANscRITERIA

Uitgaande van de cultuurhistorische kwaliteiten van 
Batadorp - zoals verwoord in de studie ‘Ruimtelijke en 
Cultuurhistorische Verkenning Batadorp’ - worden hier 
criteria opgesteld voor de uitbreidingsmogelijkheden van 
woningtype II. Deze criteria moeten altijd in samenhang 
worden gezien met het beeldkwaliteitplan in deel 1 van 
dit document én de hierna volgende welstandscriteria 
voor het betreffende woningtype. De criteria over de 
beoordelingsaspecten plaatsing, massa en vorm krijgen 
als ruimtelijk relevante zaken een doorvertaling in het 
bestemmingsplan. 

plaatsing
Karakteristiek voor de verkaveling van de identieke dubbele 
woningen is de positie achter een voortuin, de afwisselende 
situering in en achter de rooilijn en de open intervallen 
tussen de woonblokjes, hetgeen in combinatie zorgt voor 
een ritmische herhaling in het straatbeeld. In de benadering 
van het aspect plaatsing staat behoud voorop. Daarom 
zijn uitbreidingen alleen mogelijk aan de achterzijde en 
een deel van de zijkant, dat wil zeggen minimaal 4 meter 
uit de straatgevellijn bij de woningen achter de rooilijn en 
uitsluitend achter de achtergevellijn bij de woningen in de 
rooilijn.   

massa en vorm
Karakteristiek voor het bouwvolume is de eenduidige 
kubusvorm van de dubbele woning met twee bouwlagen, 
plat dak en uitkragende dakrand (‘petje’). Om die 

rooilijn

Voortuinzone

0,5 m zone t.b.v. groene 
erfscheinding (haag)

Uitbreiding 
vanaf de 
achtergevel

max. 4 m t.o.v. 
achtergevel

max. 4 m t.o.v. 
achtergevel

- Tweelaagse uitbreiding aan 
de achterzijde van de 
woning. 
- In de lijn van de 
oorspronkelijke zijgevels. 
- Doorlopende daklijst in stijl 
van het oorspronkelijke huis

hoogte max. 
3,5 m Voortuinzone

Haag 0,8 m - 1 m

Haag 0,8 m - 1 m

min. 4 m t.o.v. 
straatgevel

woningscheiding

De maximale uitbreidingsmogelijkheden zijn in rode volumes en contourlijnen als 
principe uitgezet op een representatief beeld van dit woningtype. De bestaande situatie 
is in zwarte lijnen aangegeven. Die kan per individuele woning verschillen als gevolg 
van kleine variaties binnen het type en/of latere verbouwingen. Het principe voor de 
uitbreidingen blijft niettemin altijd gelijk.
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 4.12.018  Rules for housing extensions in Batadorp

                (source: Bouma & van Meijel 2013)

 4.12.017  Idealized urban environment in Batadorp

                (source: Bouma & van Meijel 2013)
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The records say that Tomáš Baťa made of his business strategy in India a 
heroic task after the deep impression of seeing a barefoot rickshaw-wal-
lah with his purulent toes full of dirt on the streets on Kolkata in 
1932 (Baroš 1945). Baťa realized then that India was a huge market of 
barefoot masses, and not just a source of raw materials—particularly 
rubber and leather—for his factories in Zlín, Czechoslovakia. In fact, 
India was a perfect breeding ground for a high modern utopia such as 
Bata’s. Colonial regimes were systems where ‘welfare colonialism’ and 
authoritarian power encouraged experiments to remake native soci-
eties through social engineering.1 Bata’s mission acquired here a new 
dimension: it was the task of his company to provide all those millions 
of barefoot people with cheap shoes made in India  4.12.019 , and for that 
Bata had to completely transform a caste-based system of production 
and retail, as well as to improve the living conditions of the shoemak-
ers. By doing so, the enterprise would also find the road to investing 
its surplus of capital and expanding operations globally; at the same 
time, its structure would continue decentralizing and becoming more 
resilient to the economic instability and increasing custom barriers that 
came out after the crack of 1929. The construction of Batanagar,2 the 
Bata town in India, in its subjection of a backward social and natural 
landscape—as seen in Chapter Seven— to the forces of modern man, 
helped to give a new scale to modernity. 

Colony

Out of the evergreen jungle in tropical sun was born a town, had grown to the 
present extent and let us hope will remain to be growing to the benefits of 8,000 
employees and its 20,000 dependents. The town represents one of the biggest en-
terprise of Bata’s world organization in the far east namely shoe factory of messrs. 
Bata Shoe Company Limited, India which is located at Batanagar, town of good 
shoes of which every bataman is proud.

With these words Oldřich Zitek opened a photographic album printed 
in Batanagar in 1951, kept by his son Paul Zitek, and shared in digi-
tal format for the elaboration of this section by Batanagar-born Olek 
Plešek. As stated in the previous part, after Martinec left Batanagar 
in 1937, Zitek Sr took over as the main architect and engineer of 
the town, a position he would hold for sixteen years. That same year, 
Oldřich Plešek and Marie Kana arrived—separately—to Batanagar 
from Czechoslovakia. Their story was kept—and shared in personal 
communication on August 12, 2015— by their son, the aforemen-
tioned Olek, based on a late diary of his mother. Zitek’s album and 
Plesek’s narrative contained previously unreleased images and data 
on Batanagar, which complement both the materials in the archival 
funds in Zlín, and Jan Baroš 1945 book The First Decade of Batanagar. 
Whereas the architect’s texts revealed the faith in modernist planning 
and design as tools for positive social transformation that drove the 
construction of the town, Oldřich and Marie’s story helped built a bet-
ter picture of the life of the Czechoslovak Bata employees in India.  

Oldřich Plešek left behind his family’s rural dwelling in 
Hostašovice, today’s Czech Republic, to join in 1932, at age twenty, 

 Batanagar

 4.12.019  “Millions of people were still barefoot in the 

world,” Baťa realized after visitint India in 1932               

(Source: Cekota 1968)
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the Bata School of Work and live with hundreds of other young men 
in one of the several standard concrete and brick dormitories south in 
Zlín. Two years later, Marie Kana left her family in Kostice to join one 
of the sewing workshops in Zlín. Well appreciated by their respective 
superiors, both were invited to help to advance the company’s en-
deavors abroad with their work: Oldřich was assigned a job as supply 
manager in Calcutta, and Marie one as trainer in Tilbury, England. 
But the indisposition of the young woman who was supposed to go to 
India suddenly changed the plans for Marie. Once in Batanagar, as the 
housing quarters were being built, Czechoslovak pioneers initially lived 
in dormitory rooms. 

In the meantime, Zitek Sr recalled, “arduous hours spent behind 
the drawing boards, thousands of man days of draughtsman, tracers 
and estimators.” Drawings and models illustrated “the merits of im-
portant designs,” and technical and financial assessments  were need-
ed to produce a “properly planned town,” and, most importantly, to 
convince the management of its feasibility  4.12.023 . By 1939, two thirds 
of the factory buildings were completed. In those wild surroundings, 
factories seemed “like monuments without much use,”  4.12.020   4.12.021  
he stated, but in fact, they were the spaces where man and machine 
combined “in a team whose aim is prosperity”  4.12.022 . However, as 
Baroš (1945) well wrote, of all the land in Batanagar, just one tenth was 
occupied by the factory, and the construction of the residential quarters 
was pressing, given the needs of the Czech workers, and the growing 
influx of Indians attracted by the new economic catalyst in the region 
(Březovská 2013, 271). Yet despite the urgency, building a healthy environ-
ment with adequate public services was critical. 

Dwellings for Czech workers and managers were located in an area 
west of the factory, laying out “in spacious gardens shine white like 
precious stone set in green tropical surroundings,” Zitek Sr poetically 
described. The Officer quarters, or simply ‘The Colony’  4.12.024 , had 
four streets accommodating small and large terrace style homes for 
supervisors, and large detached houses for managers. Below the surface, 
the architects and engineers set all the services a modern town would 
need: “miles of road, underground drainage, cables and water pipe 

 4.12.021  Three-story industrial structure in Batanagar, 

built under supervision of O. Zitek  1937-38 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 203, n.p.)

 4.12.020  Three-story industrial structure in Batanagar, 

elevations, 1937 (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 

inv. č. 98, fol. 15)

 4.12.022  Interior of an assembly workshop in Batanagar 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 202, n.p.)



 4.12.023  Work of the Bata architects at Batanagar 

(Courtesy of Paul Zitek, from a 1951 album of 

O. Zitek)



 4.12.024  Officers’ colony (Courtesy of Paul Zitek, from a 

1951 album of O. Zitek)
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lines buried underground required lots of advance planning and labour 
to make the houses comfortable to live in.” And indeed, as the con-
struction documentation showed, lots of research was done in finding 
the right technologies and suppliers to install appropriate services and 
sanitation in what was once basically a swamp. 

However, as Zitek Sr put it and was the rule in Zlín, just hous-
es and infrastructure were not enough “to make a life comfortable.” 
Thus the only existing construction in the site, located in the center of 
The Colony, was repurposed to become a club, where Czech workers 
socialized together, since, he continued, “after working hours in factory, 
recreation…. makes the daily worries forgotten. After a heated day the 
splash in swimming pool  4.12.025  keeps [the worker] sufficiently cool and 
refreshes for next day’s work.” Oldřich and Marie must have met in one 
of those club activities, and two years later, in 1939, they would marry. 
Then, the Officer quarters, or simply ‘The Colony’, was almost ready, 
and the new couple would be assigned one of the largest houses. Their 
house was a two story detached family villa, repainted every year by the 
company—as every dwelling all over Batanagar—and showcased plan-
tation shutters, verandah, balconies, and a big lawn around it. Ground 
floor was reserved for the living, dining, and kitchen areas, as well as 
for the servants’ rooms. Upstairs were two en-suite bedrooms. For 
the Czech couple, their new home was “a far cry from the chalets and 
wooden builds of their comes they had left behind”3 in Central Europe.

Getting to the top of the housing pyramid would eventually require, almost 
literally, to climb a wall. To the visitor, a wall around the Officer’s colony—up to 
three meters high—is one of the most striking features of Batanagar  4.12.026 . The 
wall is unexpected for in the plans of Bata ideal industrial satellites in tropical 
settings developed by Podzemný in 1938, and previously studied, Europeans and 
“natives”, as he called locals, lived in separate areas, but never walled compounds. 
In fact, the absence of the wall in Bata’s movie from 1939 Batanagar Company 
Town,4 in aerial photographs in Zitek’s album, and most importantly, in Mar-
tinec’s plans up to late 1937, both included in Chapter Seven, indicate that the 
wall around the Officers Colony might not have been in the original plans. One 
possible reason might be related to the first case of labor unrest in the history 
of Batanagar and the fears of loss of safety that might have arisen among Czech 
managers; as Baroš described (1945), beginning of 1939, workers and “agitators” 
(Ibid., 125) would march through the colony, and eventually organize a two-
week strike, claiming for their right to form an union.

Another plausible explanation, or better put, an additional factor 
for its erection, might lay in the events around Second World War in 
South East Asia. As it was happening in all Bata towns in ally territo-
ries, after September 1939 Czechs were part of the enemy, Bata was on 
the brink of confiscation in India, and the pioneers had to report to the 
police on a regular basis. Similarly to what was happening in Batawa, 
manufacturing focused in supplying the needs of the British Army. 
Furthermore, with the advance of the Japanese in Malaysia in 1941, 
resources for the construction of the town were used to dig trenches 
and build shelters for its population, and women and children were 
evacuated to a safe refuge in the Himalayas. These movements justified 

 4.12.025  Bata Club and pool in Batanagar in 1939 

(Courtesy of Paul Zitek, from a 1951 album of 

O. Zitek)

 4.12.026  Entrance to the Officers’s colony (Courtesy of Paul 

Zitek, from a 1951 album of O. Zitek)
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themselves soon after, when Batanagar was bombed several times by the 
Japanese. It is very likely that such tense climate of uncertainty and in-
security for Czech managers and their families in Batanagar might have 
played a role in the construction of the wall around their colony. 

After the war, the socio-political environment did not make the sit-
uation less uncertain. First, the rise of unionized labor and communism 
in Calcutta caused again class strife in Batanagar (Tribune 1946). Second, 
the widespread Hindu-Muslim riots and carnages of the Great Calcutta 
Killing of August 1946 made of the walled compound a bastion, as its 
protection would have reportedly saved the life of a Muslim worker, the 
assistant club manager (pers. comm. with O.J. Plešek), and probably of the 
Czech themselves. After those facts, and the turbulences that followed 
independence and partition in 1947, the wall just remained.

Prahapore
In one of the interwoven narratives in the epic novel of postcolonial 
India A Suitable Boy, Indian writer Vikram Seth thoroughly describes 
a bizarre industrial Czech organization located in a fictional place in 
Kolkata. Prahapore5, as this town was called, was the home of the Praha 
Shoe Company, and the setting where Haresh, one of the suitors of 
Lata—the marriageable girl in the story—undertakes a tenacious path 
to a higher professional status that ultimately would make of him a 
more attractive candidate for her and especially for her mother.

Prahapore is depicted by Seth as the epicenter of the most innova-
tive footwear industry in India: “The endless rows of workers’ houses; 
the offices and cinema; the green palm trees lining the road  4.12.027  and 
the intensely green playing fields; the great, walled factory…; [and] the 
officers’ colony (almost exclusively Czech) hidden behind even higher 
walls….” (V. Seth 2005 [1993], 992-993) formed a grand manufacturing 
and living complex built by the Czechs with strenuous effort “by rolling 
up their sleeves and creating a great factory and township on what had 
been virtually a swamp…” (Ibid., 993).

The esteem of Seth’s narrator towards the Praha Company and the 
Czechs stopped there though, as in his view they:  

for their part treated all Indians…the same, whether they spoke Bengali or not: 
with contempt. Indians, they had decided from experience, were fond of talking, 
not working. The Czechs liked nothing better than to work: in order to increase 
production, quality, sales, profits, and the glory of the Praha Shoe Company…. 
The Czechs mistrusted…what they saw as an Indian glibness with words (union 
negotiators were the worst)….

Ibid., 993

Notwithstanding the alien work ethos and alleged disregard for 
Indians of the Czechs, Haresh did not hesitate in struggling to live with 
them in the walled Officer’s colony in order to gain social status among 
his countrymen, and, most importantly, the backing of his political 
family. “’Welcome—welcome to Praha!’ he said, as if he were offering 
Haresh the keys to the kingdom of Heaven”  4.12.028  (Ibid., 998) said with 
enthusiasm the Czech general manager to him after realizing his value. 
In a way, Heaven opened to him, since, after a dinner at the club at the 

 4.12.028  A garden colony (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 

inv. č. 203, n.p.)

 4.12.027  A street in Batanagar (Source: Baťa 1942)
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officers’ colony, Lata’s mother quickly “decided not only that Haresh 
would make an ideal husband for Lata but that Prahapore, with its 
playground and sweetpeas and protective walls was the ideal place to 
bring up her grandsons” (Ibid., 1227). 

Evidently, no need to say that Prahapore is Batanagar. Yet the connec-
tion of Seth to Batanagar is not merely fictional, as characters in the 
novel were based in his own family story and their life in the company 
town. Leila Seth’s, his mother, in her autobiography On Balance ded-
icated a full chapter to her life in Batanagar; the revelations after her 
words are twofold: On the one hand, she confirms that, as it happened 
in Zlín, “housing in Batanagar depended on the job one has holding” 
(L. Seth 2003, 71), and not on nationality, race, or religion. However, 
for her, the preference in living inside the walled colony was that of 
class differentiation, since for a woman of her status—she used to 
live in London—”it would be very difficult… to adapt to live in the 
other Bengali, bhadralok colonies of Batanagar” (Ibid., 71). Once in 
the Officers’s colony, the fact that they “were different from the other 
Indians was quite apparent. We mixed freely and on equal terms with 
the Czech management” (Ibid., 80). Still, she complained, bedrooms in 
the house were “small” (Ibid., 72), “money was always tight” (Ibid., 81), 
and life “was routine with swimming and tennis, and movies at the 
Club house in the evenings” (Ibid., 80).

On the other, what really lays in the background of both Seila, and 
Vikram, Seth is a feeling of sympathy for the situation of the Czechs. 
In particular, she referred to the circumstances they suffered during 
and immediately after the Second World War, when “Czechs held no 
passports and had only a ‘white paper’ indicating their identity” (Ibid., 
73), and, she continued: 

Looking back I realize that it must have been a tough life for them. They had 
fled their country because of the Nazis, had not returned home because of the 
Communists, and were now stateless. Far away from their homes and their larger 
families and all their childhood associations and friends, with no passports and 
no prospects of returning home, they must have been very insecure. Batanagar 
must have been like an oasis. Here existed a group of people who shared the same 
language, the same culture, the same jokes…. 4.12.029  So naturally Batanagar was 
this whole world…. It was only natural that Thomas Bata [Jr], who had succeed-
ed in saving the company and them, was to them a god—a distant god, since he 
ran things from Canada. They were always grateful to him, watched every step 
and movement of his, and wanted to fulfill all his demands and desires. We too, 
having joined the Bata family began to partake, though somewhat more scepti-
cally, in its ethos and rituals  4.12.030 . Premo [her husband, main inspiration for 
Haresh in Seth’s novel] was to remain with Bata for almost twenty-five years

Ibid., 84

After the war, the tight group of Czech pioneers began to disperse 
and leave Batanagar to newer generations of managers and foremen, 
both Czech and Indian. As the company began its reconstruction from 
London and Canada, and new factories and sales networks opened 
and enlarged—in India and elsewhere—those Czechs were assigned 
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greater challenges and responsibilities away from their colony. In 1950, 
Oldřich Plešek left Batanagar and moved with Marie to Calcutta. Their 
life changed a lot, new activities, urban life, and long trips away from 
home for Oldřich. Most importantly, “gone was the daily socializing 
available in Batanagar” (pers. comm. O.J. Plešek), and as time went on, 
friendships with other pioneers began to break up. Olek, Oldřich and 
Marie’s son, after having left Batanagar to study in a boarding school, 
eventually moved to Australia in 1962, where their daughter, Vera, had 
already settled a year earlier.

 4.12.029  Stills from the film Czechoslovaks in India: 

How They Live and Work, portraying folk events 

in Batanagar (Source: Imperial War Museum Film 

and Video Archive, ID: RMY 31)

 4.12.030  In Memoriam ceremony in honor of Tomáš Baťa  

(Courtesy of Paul Zitek, from a 1951 album of 

O. Zitek)



 4.12.033  Workers’ colony with the new type of housing  

(Courtesy of Paul Zitek, from a 1951 album of 

O. Zitek)

 4.12.035  Absolvents’ colony, for married employees 

(Courtesy of Paul Zitek, from a 1951 album of 

O. Zitek)

 4.12.031  Temporary workers’ housing, for two years (Source: 

SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, inv. č. 202, n.p.)
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Batanagar
In contrast to previous Czech-Indian manager-centered narratives, not 
so much is known about the life of those hundreds of Indians workers 
living out of the walled township, in the real Batanagar, south of the 
factory and Officers’ colony. At first, 840 men were housed in tempo-
rary dormitories  4.12.031 . Sketched by Martinec in June 1936, they were 
basic structures made of brick and corrugated steel iron. Each one of 
the rooms, fitting three people, opened to a verandah, and had electric 
light and a stove for heating  4.12.032 ; latrines, shower, and drinking wa-
ter taps were shared among the residents of the block (Baroš 1945). Soon 
however, better housing would be deployed 4.12.033   4.12.034 , and types 
would be assigned to workers depending on their position in the hier-
archical structure of the company, as it happened in Zlín. More specif-
ically, since late 1937 a new type of row house would be used to form 
the so-called Absolvents Colony, the one closest to the factory; these 
were two-storied units accommodating three families, each one with its 
own verandah, front lawn, kitchen, living room, dining room, bath-
room, and two bedrooms  4.12.035 . In particular this section was reserved 
for lower rank officers who had passed a period of training in Zlín. In 
1944, a new type was introduced and used in a new development on 
the south, closer to the railway line. These models also accommodated 
three families, but just on one floor. With the same footprint as the 
previous one, these houses were considerably smaller, although enjoyed 
some of their advantages, such as individual access to drinking water, 
electricity, bathroom, verandah, and a small courtyard. Furthermore, 
plenty of open space around them gave room for the practice of sports 
and urban farming (Ibid. 100). Finally, by the end of Zitek’s tenure in 
Batanagar, the collection of housing types will be completed by the 
construction of the customary dormitories for single workers, and all 
sort of social facilities: a clinic, a social house with cinema and library, 
provision stores, canteen, an industrial school, a mosque, and a temple 
(Ibid.). In sum, modern workers’ housing, “most hygienic, planned to 
incorporate latest development, well lighted with running water in ev-
ery quarter,” was ultimately what for Zitek Sr, and Bata, would guaran-
tee the creation of a “happy community.” Its hierarchical spatial sub-
division would in turn aim to replicate the same dynamics of internal 
competition to climb up the ladder of housing categories.

Notwithstanding the early signs of peaceful cooperation and coexis-
tence, best exemplified in the mixed sports competitions, the Bata ideal 
of ‘happy’ industrial relations between co-workers—more specifically 
between management and employees—did not really seem to crystal-
lize in Batanagar.  In fact, since independence, labor conflict became a 
chronic sickness altering the dynamics of production and living from 
time to time. The last years of Oldřich Plešek in Bata India were in fact 
quite agitated as problems extended all other the country. A company 
prospectus from 1973 describes how during the years 1970 and 1971 
the “law and order situation” (Bata India Limited 1973, 8) affected manu-
facturing and undermined customer support. Particularly, the corporate 
document reported “considerable labor unrest and agitation” ending up 

 4.12.032  Temporary workers’ housing, plan, B. Martinec 

1936  (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2000, 

inv. č. 1684, fol. 135)

 4.12.034  New type of workers’ housing, cross section,        

B. Martinec 1937  (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, 

kart 2000, inv. č. 1684, fol. 100)
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in the closure of the factories in Batanagar and Faridabad, despite the 
purported will of the company to keep good industrial relations; hence 
Bata India Limited declared its pioneering policies regarding collective 
bargaining and agreements, as well as workers’ benefits, such as medical 
insurance, five-day working week, gratuity scheme, pension fun, favor-
able wages, and amenities. 

During the following two decades, the relationship between the 
Bata Mazdoor Union, the only union in the factory, and the compa-
ny management was characterized by cut and thrust hard bargaining. 
If workers used strikes to claim for improved conditions or protest 
against certain policies, the company counteracted with lockouts to 
force workers to adhere to its conditions. For example, in 1988 the 
company stopped production in Batanagar adducing indiscipline of the 
workers was affecting productivity. Then, machines were idle for 134 
days until the union yielded (Rattan 1998; “Lessons of Two Major Industrial 
Disputes in West Bengal” 1989). One of the most important consequences 
of the resulting pact was that of the union accepting the outsourcing of 
manufacturing of those products done in workshops that did not reach 
profit. Interestingly enough, the cottage industry that formed around 
that farmed-out work was usually carried out in workshops managed by 
Bata employees, forming a quite unusual labor ecosystem of decentral-
ized manufacturing around the township, as Březovská well described 
in her research (2013). Nevertheless, active trade unionism did not fall 
short in the escalation of hostilities, in particular through the use of 
the gherao, a spatial practice of protest in India consisting on confining 
management members for hours or days. In its last and most dramatic 
execution in 1998, Keith Weston, who had been named Bata India 
Managing Director after his prosecution for environmental damage in 
Batawa, was manhandled and wounded by union members (Namboodiri 
1998; Outlook 1998). 

Most likely, the long history of labor conflict has overshadowed the 
knowledge on the quotidian routine of life of the low rank workers in 
the company town. Unfortunately, by the time field work in Batanagar 
was done, the town was already lifeless and in the process of being dis-
mantled, so no real community to get a retrospective evaluation from 
its side was accessible anymore. However, glimpses on those Indian 
worker’s memories can be seen in the documentary movie Colony 
(2006) by the film-making collective Cinema Suitcase. Tinged with the 
nostalgia caused by their confrontation with the phasing out and aban-
donment of the complex, in their views one can feel a sincere appreci-
ation for Batanagar—“it didn’t look like this, ok? It was beautiful” said 
in the documentary Maitrayee Mukhopadhyay, former Bata employee. 

Living in Batanagar for sure was a cultural shock for them. First, 
for the hierarchical organization of the company was clearly mani-
fested in the urban space, with separate areas and facilities depending 
on employment rank. Then, local workers saw the strict separation of 
men and women in education and social life as something unfamil-
iar. What is more, they all lived together in a somewhat remote urban 
environment, so distinct to its context that it felt alien and secluded to 
it. Susmita Adhikari, another past resident in the film remembered that 

 4.12.039  Title of planting plan for Batanagar, O. Zitek 

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2000, inv. č. 

1684, fol. 163)
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although in the period living there they felt at times “like confined”, 
unable to leave the colony as much as desired, the truth was that “there 
was nothing that would hold [them] from doing anything, because 
[they] could take part in any activity.” In the end, temples  4.12.036 , mov-
ies, library, hospital  4.12.037 —employees “got the best treatment” Mrs. 
Adhikari affirmed—schools, sport fields  4.12.038 , fair-priced shops, sup-
port for religious festivals formed a network of social infrastructure at 
the disposal of locals—“it was very nice, the layout was very nice” she 
sentenced. Gardens and open space  4.12.039  had a key social function. 
Lacking a precise function and ownership, the front lawns of the homes 
at the Absolvents Colony became spaces that would “cater” the lower 
ranking employees, for pleasure or for growing food. Similarly, Indians 
found a liberating open space in the banks of the Hooghly, an area of 

 4.12.037  Batanagar hospital, for Europeans and Indians  

(Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa XV, kart 2000, inv. č. 

1684, fol. 19)

 4.12.036  Mosque in Batanagar (Source: SOkA Zlín, Baťa 

XV, inv. č. 203, n.p.)

 4.12.038  Sport gathering in the Batanagar fields (Courtesy 

of Paul Zitek, from a 1951 album of O. Zitek)

 4.12.040  Embarkment on the Hooghly River (Courtesy of 

Paul Zitek, from a 1951 album of O. Zitek)
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unclear right of use, but of free access  4.12.040 .
Nangi
The neighboring village of Batanagar is called Nangi. With an econ-
omy based on agriculture, the company town brought new life and 
opportunities to its people. At first, and encouraged by Bata, hunting 
snakes became an extra-source of income during the construction of 
the township (Baroš 1945). Later, its ever-growing markets became a very 
popular shopping destination for the Bata workers, since they provided 
for commodities that the price-controlled Bata cooperative did not sup-
ply. By 1945, the markets had multiplied by five, and more and more 
houses had been built. Some 4,000 workers and 6,000 people in Nangi 
forged a dynamic relationship of interdependency and coexistence run-
ning in parallel to Bata’s order (Ibid.). 

In 1946, the company’s Welfare Department sponsored for the 
first time the first Durga Puja festival,6 held on the fields of the Bata 
maidan and stadium. Bata was tolerant and supportive to the local re-
ligious practices, as long as they did not affect production and profit—
Batanagar has a catholic church, a mosque, and two Hindu temples. 
The green lawns and playgrounds became an inclusive ground in which 
different worlds simultaneously overlapped. This festival, now run by 
the locals, is the biggest Puja in South Kolkata. Stages, funfairs, Puja 
mandaps—temple-like ephemeral structures—transform Batanagar 
and attract millions every year. Nangi village is denser, and its markets 
have infiltrated along the main roads across the township  4.12.039 , but 
its neutral open spaces—understood as a shared, elastic space—have 
been fully respected  4.12.040 . In a way, Batanagar’s landscape, in its ab-
straction, elasticity, and neutrality, allowed for a mutual and respectful 
coexistence between a planned garden town and what Rahul Mehrotra 
calls the “Kinetic city”.7 

 4.12.039  Markets in Batanagar, 2012 (photo courtesy of 

Nouman Malik)

 4.12.040  Former Bata sports field, 2012 (photo courtesy of 

Nouman Malik)
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Riverside
In spite of the new sociopolitical scene brought by independence and 
partition, economic ups and downs, ever-increasing trouble with work-
er’s unions, long lockouts and strikes, the Batanagar factory managed 
to remain in operation with relative success. Nonetheless, economic 
liberalization in the 1990s and a failed marketing strategy put the com-
pany in red for the first time. The Bata Shoe Organization took control 
of its Indian branch and began the radical financial turnaround of Bata 
India (“Reestructuring Programme” 1996; “Stepping out” 1996). After a long 
negotiation with the union, the Bata management decided in 2000 that 
the operating expenses of Batanagar were unacceptable for the compa-
ny. New austerity measures to be carried out included the phasing out 
of management subsidies, canteen facilities, electricity, health care, and 
township maintenance (The Hindu Business Line 2000).

In 2005, Bata India Limited formed a joint venture with Calcutta 
Metropolitan Group (CDM) to redevelop the site as an integrated 
new town named Calcutta Riverside  4.12.041 ; CDM for its part was in 
itself participated by the Hiland Group, a private real estate developer, 
and the Kolkata Metropolitan Development Authority. In his piece 
“Planning Privatopolis”8 (2011), Gavin Shatkin, a professor of public 
policy and planning, took Riverside as an instructive model for the 
planning of “urban integrated mega-projects” in Asia. In fact, when 
it was announced, Riverside had the typical elements of an up-scale 
new town development in Asia, all for a population of 30,000. In the 
project website,9 Riverside is defined as “a city in itself, a self-sufficient 
development that offers quality life with all the modern comforts and 
amenities, with utmost priority being given to convenience and safety” 
(“Amenities” 2015). Besides housing developments of high-rise condo-
miniums and villas  4.12.042  with flashy names such as Lake Town, Golf 
Greens, Elgin, Prinsep, and Mandeville—the three last ones with a 
clear colonial connotation—the new town will have numerous ameni-
ties. These include an international school, a shopping mall, a sports 
club, a golf course, a “world-class” hospital, a riverfront promenade, a 

 4.12.041  Newspaper clipping announcing the construction 

of Calcutta Riverside (Source: Calcutta Riverside 

website)

 4.12.042  New residential developments in the former site of 

Batanagar (photos by the author)
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(photo by the author in 2012)
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still in operation (photo by the author in 2012)
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multipurpose maidan, and even a film studio. Besides, the new town 
will benefit from the construction of a flyover on the Budge Budge 
Road connecting with Kolkata, approved in 2012 (Chakraborty 2014).

All of the extensive building program in Riverside was designed by 
some big names of Indian architecture and landscape design, including 
Prabhakar B. Bhagwat Associates, Aniket Bhagwat, Balkrishna Doshi, 
and Bimal Patel. In Riverside, the build form was organized along the 
structuring axes of old Batanagar, since still operational electrical, water, 
and sanitation infrastructure run below those roads. Furthermore, its 
design was heavily determined by the existing ‘nature’. As Nouman 
Malik, an architect working for Hiland Group, detailed during a inter-
view on February 21, 2012, environmental laws in Kolkata enforce the 
conservation or transplantation of trees on site, as well as the preserva-
tion in area of the current water bodies. 

However, the project presented differences with other developments 
of new towns in India. On the one hand, as Bata India owned all of 
the 106 hectares of land, there was no need of contested legal mecha-
nisms as eminent domain to build the new development. As Ananya 
Roy (2011) described, uprisings against displacement of population in 
Kolkata in the late 2000 ended up blocking developments of the similar 
nature than Riverside. On the other, the project deliberately sought the 
consent of the existing and surrounding population by the relocation of 
street vendors in a transportation hub by the rail station, the provision 
and access to some public spaces for community use and festivals, and 
the preservation of the Bata schools and temples 4.12.043   4.12.044 . 

What is more, Riverside does not mean the total disappearance of 
working-class Batanagar, or at least, it presents a new version of it. That 
is, since the Bata factory is still in operation  4.12.045 , housing for the 
workers is part of the program of the town  4.12.046 . More specifically, 
Bata employees were rehoused free of cost in a more compact medium 
and high-rise development on site. Designed by Dulal Mukherjee and 
Associates the compound—it is a gated community—“aimed at provid-
ing Bata employees a better living environment with improved social 
amenities like the club and the central open landscaped area. The social 
housing is sited next to the factory for ease of internal movement”—
states Riverside’s website (“About us” 2015). All in all, despite of the fresh 
start, the new reduced version of Batanagar perpetuates the former 
wall between colonies, as the manager’s housing, a high-rise block, is a 
gated, and guarded, precinct within the larger enclosed area. 

In A Suitable Boy, The Praha Shoe Company’s success was a product 
of a strong commitment of the Czech ‘Prahamen’ to work and, most 
importantly, to the company and its values. Nonetheless, uniformity, 
standardization, quality, efficiency, and productivity were demands that 
constantly clashed with the Bengali worker’s unions, and that ended up 
creating a mental and physical barrier between natives and the man-
agement. In the novel, Haresh takes advantage of this condition, and 
cleverly manages to move between both worlds in his own benefit.

The Riverside masterplan conceptually takes a similar attitude as 
Haresh’s, and it is the result of an adjustment, a negotiation between 

 4.12.044  Batanagar Boys School, originally the Bata 

Industrial Training College. A second Foundation 

stone was laid there exactly on 28th October 1944 

(photo by the author in 2012)
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 4.12.047  Infirmary in the Officers’ colony (1935). It was 

the first building in Batanagar and held the 

Foundation Stone laid on 28th Otober 1934. 

Initially it was dormitory for 45 young men  

(photo by the author in 2012)
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its global program and requirements, and the acquiescence with the 
existing context, infrastructural networks, and natural environment. 
But as it happened with Haresh, compromise follows the achievement 
of a unidirectional goal, and not of a new comprehensive transforma-
tive ideal, as the original Bata project did—in its historical conditions. 
The project does make concessions in its organization, but it is a missed 
opportunity for a radical change in design paradigms. Its aesthetics—
that follow Shanghai and Singapore models—are neither informed by 
nor anticipate on future and likely conditions of coexistence, perpetuat-
ing global references and binaries between the formal and the informal, 
workers and managers. The other city, the unplanned, dynamic, and 
contested, will happen again by default.

Batanagar is now a construction site, with the menacing concrete 
skeletons of high-end towers and villas raising and casting their shad-
ows on the neglected modern structures and lush greenery  4.12.047  4.12.048  
4.12.049   4.12.050   4.12.051   4.12.052 . Used by the construction workers as tem-
porary shelter, the old housing units objectify multiple questions on 
the preservation of modern heritage. On the one hand, economy and 
regulations will keep the basic structure of one side of the high mod-
ern agenda behind Batanagar: elements of a man-made post-industrial 
landscape that fully transformed the original deltaic ecosystem in the 
name of modernity. 

On the other hand, and in spite of their clear value as part of the 
same global historical phenomenon, the architectures of the living 

 4.12.048  View of the Absolvents’ colony in 2012          

(photo courtersy of Nouman Malik)
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 4.12.049  Villas on the Fourth street, for upper management 

(photo by the author in 2012)

 4.12.051  Three-family house in the Absolvents’ colony 

(photo by the author in 2012)
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 4.12.050  View of Batanagar in 2012 (photo by the author)

 4.12.052  Bata Club and pool in the Officers’ colony      

(photo by the author in 2012)
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colonies will not be preserved at all. In a way, this destiny is totally 
consistent to the Bata creed; Tomáš Bata’s position to architecture was 
ahistorical, and embraced continuous transformation and adaptation to 
new conditions, and he criticized the opposite attitude in his autobiog-
raphy: “[W]e [still] build our houses so as to last 500 years and incon-
venience the future generations in the same way as the houses built by 
our ancestors put us in difficulties” (Baťa 1942, 159-160). Bata architec-
ture’s functional specificity, its standardized construction methods, and 
materials were thought for quick construction and immediate use, not 
for lasting decades. 

The contemplation of the ruins of Batanagar inevitably causes 
nostalgia, or even bitter sadness, as the testimonies of Indian workers in 
Colony evidenced. The truth is that what Bata did not seem to predict 
or consider is that, inevitably, his communities would end up develop-
ing a feeling pride and belonging of those constructions and the stories 
they kept, specially considering the hard times they shared. In the end, 
everybody connected to Batanagar, be it Sonja Baťa (pers. comm.), 
the descendants of the Czech pioneers, or the indian workers share the 
same sadness, that of feeling utopia is lost. 

Memento
In October 2013, Olek Plešek, son of Oldřich Plešek, Paul Zitek, 
son of Oldřich Zitek—architect of Batanagar, among other relatives 
of pioneers of Batanagar10 went back to India with a mission, that of 
finding the 1934 and 1944 foundation stones of the town. The unfruit-
ful search on site led the group to research further the history of those 
testimonials, reportedly time capsules containing several documents 
showing the commitment of Bata to the future of Batanagar. Once 
they were certain on their location, the team reported their findings to 
relevant personnel associated with Batanagar and the re-development. 
Regretfully, to date there has been no closure on this project. Theirs was 
an attempt to recover an “enduring testimonial to the achievements of 
[their] parents and grand-parents in building what is today considered 
the jewel in the crown of the Bata worldwide family”(pers. comm. O. 
Plešek). Still, the sons and daughters of those Czechs plead “if anything 
is found it is our hope that Bata will cherish the items in remembrance 
of what our parents achieved and what must never be forgotten” (Ibid.).
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Contrary to shoe manufacturing towns, those that because of Bata’s 
vertical integration depended on other, more specialized production 
(chemicals, synthetic products, and machinery) keep industry as the 
economic foundation to date, as the inheriting companies took advan-
tage of their particular expertise, location, and industrial infrastructure, 
to maintain operations successfully. Otrokovice, the first Bata satellite 
town, was home of a variety of auxiliary industries that supported 
production in Zlín. It was established there because of its potential of 
becoming a nodal logistics centre: it is located adjacent to a main rail-
way and highway corridor, and a canal for water transportation and an 
airport were constructed with the town. 

This logistical and industrial congestion resulted beneficial. As the 
city grew and has kept its diverse production facilities in use manu-
facturing the same products (tires, bikes, airplanes) that Bata used to 
produce there, while the original urban form and architectures are 
reasonably well preserved  4.12.053 . Otrokovice is home of the largest 
tire manufacturer in Europe (Continental AG, 2013), and the inclusion of 
the city as a node in a pan-European infrastructural corridor (European 
Commission, 2013) anticipates further economic development. All in all, 
Being in such a landscape of logistics has risks too. The flooding in 
1997  4.12.054  was catastrophic and severely damaged the town. Now, 
preventive measures, such as floodable plains and dykes try to make 
softer the previously heavy engineered waterways  4.12.055 .

Otrokovice-Baťov

 4.12.053  View of factory in Otrokovice (photo by author)

 4.12.054  Social House of Baťov during flooding in 1997 

(source: idnes.cz)

 4.12.055  Room-for-the-River-like flooding plain in Baťov 

(photo by author)
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 4.12.056  Stills from film “Bata Warehouse Implosion” 

                 (source: YouTube)

 4.12.057  Old Bata logo in Belcamp  (photo by author)

The need to enter the American market was a persistent thought in the 
mind of the Bata administration during the 1930’s due to the impor-
tance of its market and the restrictions in imports suffered by some 
of the towns in Europe after the crisis (Bata1990). The Bata Company 
decided to buy 2,000 acres of land in Belcamp, Maryland, forty kilo-
meters away from Baltimore, where a new town, mirror image of Zlín, 
would be build. 

Belcamp, just as the other Satellite towns, it was to be somewhat 
self-sufficient, and provide a totalizing economic, social and physical 
environment for the employees. Designed to be the headquarters for 
one of the largest markets in the world, it completely failed in gaining 
acceptance in the United States. The radical ideas and modern physical 
form helped raise suspicions among government leaders, labor unions, 
and others in the community. Most of the American workers refused 
to live in Belcamp (Jenkins 1998). The total environment and the social 
structure formed by the Bata employee/manager relationship, reminis-
cent of both older American examples and socialist utopias, was not 
acceptable anymore in America. Almost 60 years earlier, in Pullman, 
Illinois, as soon as workers could afford to, they left and moved to com-
munities around the company town, where, although they lacked “wel-
fare”, they were free from Pullman’s control. In the modern America 
that the Bata Shoe Company encountered, industrialists had increas-
ingly abandoned older models of paternalism in favor of modernized 
bureaucratic methods. 

Whereas the factory maintained operations, the town and other 
architectures were underused. Finally, in the 2000’s, the Bata Shoe Co. 
sold the land, and, in spite of being listed in the National Register of 
Historic Places, the complex was later demolished  4.12.056  and trans-
formed into a gated community and other commercial buildings in 
a development named “Water’s Edge”. The community welcomed 
“Water’s Edge” as it marked the end of an era, and the rebirth of a 
depressed county. The only remain that brings alive the memory of the 
place is a “landscape memorial” (The Baltimore Sun 2004) to commemorate 
the old town. The memorial basically consists on the Bata logo—which 
stood in the old water tower of the factory—now transformed in a 
postmodern monument standing on a lawn, somewhat hidden behind 
the new buildings  4.12.057 .

Belcamp
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Batawa
As told in Chapter Nine, the Nazi occupation of Zlín during the World 
War II provoked a disjunction in the control of the existing company 
structure. Tomáš Jan Baťa immigrated to Canada with the mission of 
rebuilding the shoe empire from the New World. The company bought 
a well-connected piece of land in Southern Ontario; there, the town 
that was to replace Zlín as capital and node of the network, Batawa, 

 4.12.058  Tomáš Jan Baťa, then Thomas J. Bata 

                 (source: BDC)

began to be built.
Frankford
When Tomáš J. Baťa  4.12.058  arrived in the Trenton area, Southern 
Ontario, in 1939, the village of Frankford was still suffering from a ten-
year long depression caused by the collapse of the local paper industry 
after 1929 (Cekota 1944; Barrons & File 2006). Baťa Jr. and his companion 
Karel Herz had the task of scouting for land for the future Canadian 
company, an alternative to Zlín. Similarly to other satellite locations, 
the Frankford area offered good conditions for a Bata settlement: it was 
almost half way between Toronto and Montreal, it had a railroad, an 
important waterway, power supply, and a military base no more than 
eleven kilometers away. Further, with some already existing compa-
ny towns in the county—Sulphide, Deloro, and Point Anne (French 
2013)—it was a region used to industrial labor and to the particularities 
of such type of settlements. In fact, due to fall of the paper industry, 
Frankford had a pool of semi-skilled labor, and an industrial building, 
the old mill, that could be adapted as temporary shoe factory. Although 
some voices recalled a beautiful hilly countryside reminiscent of Zlín 
(Bata 1990; Barrons & File 2006), apparently pulp extraction had “de-
voured” (Cekota 1944, 43) the surrounding woods to such an extend that 
one of the Czech employees blatantly recalled11 how they had arrived 
at a “wasteland.”12 In sum, the two men basically found a “depressed 
area and the local municipalities did everything in their power to make 
[Bata] welcome” (Herz as quoted in Barrons & File 2006, 25), so it was not 
too difficult to convince twenty-five farmers to sell their land to the 
foreign businessmen (Bata 1990).

Upon the subsequent arrival of eight hundred crates of machinery 
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and equipment, and 120 Czech workers to the port of Montreal in 
August 1931, everything was still to be done in Frankford and in the 
609 hectares that would accommodate the future town. Not only 
the former mill was not in a good condition to begin manufacturing, 
but the town itself was not ready to see its population increased a 20 
percent in one single day (Cekota 1944). Used to the competent services, 
adequate housing, and pleasing environment in Zlín, abrupt scarcity 
and lack of comfort disappointed the workers. As the previously quoted 
worker wrote, with no colony ready for them, shelter and food took 
away most of their wages, and still they had to share room and even 
bed, plus take care of their own health expenses. In fact, in May 1939, 
when the Canada project was on preparation, Jan A. Baťa criticized the 
way it was going to be carried away—13start with a small operation and 
modest town, and scale it up depending on market conditions. In any 
case, while on the one hand our aforemientioned angry worker affirmed 
that “if it wasn’t for the war, nobody would keep them in Canada”, on 
the other he expressed his gratitude to Bata for having taken him and 
his family away from the horrors of the war. 

Batawa
Meanwhile war and occupation in Europe was slowly suffocating the 
operations of the company in the old continent, mobilization and 
warfare became the lifesaver of the Canadian Bata project. As the con-
struction of the prototypical five-story factory progressed in fall of 1939 
4.12.059 , Tomáš J. Baťa managed to divert the suspicions on Czechoslovak 
aliens and operations by offering to the Canadian government its 
facilities, know-how, and labor force for the industrial needs of the war 
effort (Cekota 1944; Barrons & File 2006). Remote yet well connected to an 
air force base, the old mill reorganized its machines and assembly lines 
to produce precision gauges, anti-aircraft gun mountings, automatic 
ammunition-weighing and gauging machines, lathes, valves and jacks, 
and hooks for army trucks. At the moment that achieving the neces-
sary volume was surpassing the capacity of the old mill, the brand new 
factory was ready, and production was moved there in three eight-hour 
shifts, seven days a week (Barrons & File 2006; Greig 2014). 

With that began the plans for the construction of a town to fulfill 
the pressing need for housing and public services. The task fell in the 
hands of three men: Tonda Novotný, an architect; Sicha, a foreman 
expert in concrete construction; and Jim Whytlock, a canadian sur-
veyor (Cekota 1944; Ricketts 1992). They laid out a first basic scheme that 
moved away from the Ideal Industrial Town model and in turn quoted 
the plans being developed in parallel by Voženílek in Czechoslovakia. 
The future town would be situated three kilometers south of Frankford, 
upon a plain by the Trent River and surrounded by forested hills, with 
an elevation change that ranged from a hundred to hundred eighty me-
ters. Schools, churches, the community center, and other public ameni-
ties would be in east-west axis emanating from the industrial zone. The 
workers’ housing streets would be perpendicular to that axis 4.12.060 . On 
the hillside in the southern edge of the town, the managers’ housing 
would be arranged in a crescent, slightly raising with respect to the rest 

 4.12.059  Construction of the five-story standard factory

                 (source: BDC)
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of bungalows. The factory was adjacent to the highway that run parallel 
to the river, acting as an omnipresent billboard from the distance and 
within the town (Muñoz Sanz 2012). 

As a result of wartime economy, the company had not enough 
resources to build the modern serial brick houses that characterized 
the Bata towns since Zlín—they would have cost three times more in 
Canada (Cekota 1944). By shifting the production to warfare materials 
for the allies, Bata did not just manage to maintain operations, but 
also became eligible to apply to an existing program of wartime hous-
ing of the Canadian government to supply homes for his workers. The 
houses, developed by the Federal Department of Finance’s Housing 
Administration in 1939, were build with standardized wooden compo-
nents, and offered a similar floorspace as the homes in Zlín  4.12.061 . In 
total, seventy five low rental houses plus a dormitory for eighty single 
workers were built under that scheme (Ricketts 1992; Barrons & File 2006). 
The town was on its way, and it just needed a name. “Why not com-
bine the Bata name with he last syllable of Ottawa?” told a resident of 
Frankford to Bata Jr., “Batawa has a nice native sound” (Bata 1990, 69).

Batawa never became being the new Zlín in the years after the war. 
However, it became a definitive home for Czechs and other Europeans, 
away from the hardships of postwar reconstruction or authoritarian re-
gimes. Added to gradual improvements in the living standards, a small 
and tight community eventually settled down in the Trent area. The life 
story of one of these immigrants will be used next as the backbone to 
reconstruct the postwar years in Batawa. 

Our man, Serge Folschweiler—French—came to Batawa from 
Hellocourt, the Bata town in France. In an interview held on January 
15, 2012, he told how he had been working for the company since 
he was fifteen. Son of an employee in the French factory, he studied 
in the Bata School of Work, where his superiors discovered his artistic 
inclinations, and then was trained in the design of shoes, but also of 

 4.12.060  Bird’s eye view of Batawa in the 1950s        

(source: BDC)

 4.12.061  Construction of war-time housing (source: BDC)
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machinery for production. After serving for the French army in Algeria, 
he returned to a Hellocourt that had been savaged by the Germans—he 
recalled how gas masks scattered on the shop floors. In 1949, he was 
offered to go abroad and work in the brand new factory in Canada 
for three years. When Serge arrived in Batawa, the town already had a 
recreation hall (1942; replaced in 1963 by a new building by John B. 
Parkin), a shopping center with a grocery store and a bank (1943), a 
catholic church (1943), an athletic and sports field (1944), a methodist 
church (1948), a brand new engineering division factory (1948) and 
both a catholic and public school were about to open (1950 and 1953) 
(Barrons & File 2006). In his first months there he met Shirley, who would 
become his wife. Serge and Shirley were assigned one of those wartime 
standard houses, with a weekly rent of eleven dollars. Having formed a 
family, and with good life in Canada, Serge never returned to France. 

When finally prosperity was blossoming in Batawa, workers began 
to move from the company town to other surrounding areas in search 
of better housing. Between September 1934 and January 1958, a new 
Housing Development project lead by Bata was prepared  4.12.062 , part 
of a long-term planning proposal by Italian architect E. G. Faludi, 
based in Canada. The plan also contemplated to provide the means for 
people to build their own homes: the company offered the possibility to 
the workers of acquiring larger plots—the result of amalgamating two 
of the existing ones  4.12.063 . Living in the company housing for eleven 

 4.12.062  Plan of extension of Batawa, 1954            

(source: BDC / Stephen Fai)
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years had allowed Serge and Shirley to save enough money to begin 
their new life project, so they bought one of those inexpensive pieces of 
land from Bata, and designed and built themselves their own house. In 
the end, staying in Batawa was very convenient: the environment was 
beautiful, the company still supplied all the utilities, the community 
feeling was strong, and basic public facilities and work were walking 
distance to home. Further, in 1959, Serge and a group of volunteers 
cleared part of a hill right behind the manager’s housing, overlooking 
the town, and installed a primitive tow rope that transformed it into a 
ski hill. Endorsed and supported by Bata Limited, the grassroots initia-
tive is today the main attraction, social center and economic engine of 
Batawa.

One can assume that decline of Batawa was caused by the incremental 
accretion during forty years of a series of corporate decisions and eco-
nomic shifts. First of all, in the early 1960s the Bata Shoe Organization 
began plans to move the post-Zlín London headquarters to Canada. 
Although it seemed reasonable to set them in Batawa, both keep-
ing separate the operations of the Canadian company and the global 
management, and having better access to an international airport 
favored the alternative of establishing them in Toronto (Bata 1990). 
Accordingly, a new modernist office building, in which architect John 
B. Parkin reinterpreted Bata’s canons in modularity, standardization, 

 4.12.063  Bird’s eye view of Batawa, ca.1960              

(source: BDC)

 4.12.064  Bata headquarters in Toronto, J. B. Parkin 1965              

(source: Arquitectura 1966)
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and proportions, would be ready in 1965  4.12.064 . Although additional 
plans in 1976 and 1982 were considered to enlarge Batawa to a popula-
tion between 1,200 and 1,450 residents by the year 2000 (Barrons & File 
2006), these did not succeed, and the company town remained a small 
suburban enclave. However, Bata Limited continued to support to a 
great extent the improvement of water supply and sewage infrastruc-
ture, in collaboration with the municipality.

Secondly, back in the Batawa factory,  labor relations became 
strained in the late 1970s (Bata 1990; Barrons & File 2006). Since 1940, the 
Boot and Shoe Worker’s Union had been a respected actor with an “re-
markably amicable” (Bata 1990, 283) relationship with the management. 
Yet, after its merging with the United Food and Commercial Workers 
International Union, a larger North American organization, some past 
corporate decisions were reassessed and contested; in particular, that of 
canceling a corporate pension plan in 1965 had after the establishment 
by the national government of a public Canadian Pension Plan in 1965 
in line to other modern welfare states. The disagreements on its reim-
plementation and control—the company wanted to manage it—lead 
the union to organize a strike. Disappointed by the lack of fidelity 
of the workers, Tomáš J. Bata claimed that from then on, the parent 
company would “expect Batawa to justify its existence in the cold light 
of performance rather than any emotional involvement” (Ibid., 284). 
If already the organization questioned “if it made sense to keep man-
ufacturing in Canada” (Ibid., 271), the strike was a turning point that 
altered the course of plans of making of Batawa a worldwide “model 
and experimental station” (Ibid., 272) for the company. Furthermore, in 
the 1980s, Bata changed its view on vertical integration and non-shoe 
manufacturing activities, and decided to dispose of and sell the some-
what successful engineering plant in Batawa—with contracts from the 
military, aircraft, and nuclear industries—in 1987 (Barrons & File 2006).

Soon after that, Batawa suffered a grim setback in its past im-
age of model factory and town when, during a routine inspection 
job on August 1, 1989, officials from the Ontario Ministry of the 
Environment discovered serious irregularities concerning indus-
trial waste management in the plant (Offences against the Environment: 
Environmental Convictions in Ontario 1992; Mansell & Prill 2003; G. W. Smith 
2012; Bowal & MacLeod 2012). In particular, they found an outdoor area 
with more than a hundred containers storing chemicals and solvents. 
These drums were uncovered and exposed to the environment, cor-
roded, and leaking—“spraying” (G. W. Smith 2012, 22)— toxic elements 
onto the ground and groundwater, as it was also apparent by the large 
stains on the ground beneath them. In fact, deficient waste storage had 
been reported by employees already in 1983. However, in spite of this 
and the explicit request of the recently appointed president of Bata 
Industries Thomas G. Bata for new safety and environmental policies 
in 1986, both managers and environmental officers in the Canadian 
operation failed in dealing with the chemical waste problem in Batawa. 
As a result, Bata and some of its corporate officers—including Tomáš 
Bata’s grandson—were charged under the Ontario Water Resources Act 
and the Environmental Protection Act for the offense and their failure 
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in taking competent care to prevent it. 
Finally, increasing competition from emerging markets would lead 

to a downsizing of operations and eventual closure of the factory that 
gave a meaning to Batawa. Although by the time the environmental 
crisis was around the corner the Batawa operation had been turned 
around to net profits after years of losses (Bowal & MacLeod 2012), re-
portedly these returned and increased throughout the 1990s (Baldwin 
1999) to the point of making production unsustainable and causing a 
progressive reduction of its workforce; if in 1989 Bata employed 1,880 
people (“Batawa History” 2015), in 1999 just 209 were left. Finally, in 
October 1999, Bata Industries announced the reorganization of North 
American operations, consolidating manufacture in Belcamp, and 
subsequently closing the factory in Batawa (“Bata closing factory in Batawa” 
1999; “Bata Announces Reorganization of North American Operations” 1999). The 
numbers said that Canadian made shoes accounted for less than 10 
percent of a market now inundated by those manufactured in emerg-
ing economies (“Bata closing factory in Batawa” 1999). Jim Pantelidis, Bata’s 
CEO by then—Thomas G. Bata had resigned of his position in 1994 
(Pitts 2001)—stated that the decision had been “a tremendously difficult 
one given the quality and loyalty of [Bata’s] employees…. and [the 
company’s] strong emotional attachment to the Quinte Community”, 
but that the “reality” was that companies operated today in a “fiercely 
competitive market” dictating “tough business decisions” (as quoted in 
“Bata Announces Reorganization of North American Operations” 1999). “The 
economy is not set to support jobs for life. The day of the company 
town is gone” sentenced Graeme Spicer, director of international com-
munications at Bata (as quoted in Davies 2000). 

 In fact, the days of the company town had already gone in 1999. 
Of the three hundred residents of Batawa, just five actually worked for 
Bata (Davies 2000). In addition, as the mayor of Quinte West observed, 
the progressive downsizing of operations in the factory had “offset” the 
impact in the community (as quoted in Ibid.), and Invar Manufacturing, 
also settled in Batawa, continued to employ four hundred people (RFA 
Planning Consultant Inc. 2007). Furthermore, the company showed some 
commitment to minimize the economic impact by sponsoring job 
counseling programs, fairs, and retraining programs. In addition 10 
percent of the employees will be offered jobs in Belcamp—although 
considering that factory was also in the verge of closing, the offer was 
somewhat odd. Further, Pantelidis did not renounce “to leave some-
thing behind in terms go leaving… the Bata name behind there as a 
memento of the many years of employment…” (as quoted in Gray 2000). 
A memorial library or a pool were in discussions with the municipal-
ity, but they never came. Instead, Bata Limited, still owner of most of 
the land in Batawa, began in 2001 to work on finding redevelopment 
opportunities (RFA Planning Consultant Inc. 2007), and both Tomáš Bata Jr 
and his wife Sonja Bata maintained presence in Batawa, visiting regu-
larly their home and the ski hill (Baldwin 1999). 
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Beautiful by Nature and Design 
In 2005, the properties of Bata Limited in Batawa finally changed 
ownership and, subsequently, new plans to revamp the former compa-
ny town emerged. Sonja Bata  4.12.065 , wife of Tomáš Bata Jr., purchased 
604 hectares of land from the Canadian company as personal invest-
ment, and formed the Batawa Development Corporation (BDC) to 
manage and develop the properties  4.12.066 . Although Mrs Bata agreed 
with the decision of closing the factory, she had been worried for the 
community since then: Batawa was for her husband and her more than 
just and buildings, it had been their home. During an interview on 
January 12, 2012, Heather Candler, General Manager of the BDC, 
told how whereas during their visits to other Bata factories around the 
world the couple would be welcomed with all the pomp and ceremony, 
in Batawa, while keeping as well a “celebrity” or “royalty” status, they 
were seen as part of the community. Mrs. Bata proudly rejected any 
favoritism in the transaction—with an existing offer on the table, Bata 
Limited “gave a lousy price on the land” (Pitts 2006) even to her, the 
matriarch of the shoe empire—and presented the redevelopment proj-
ect as a last act of goodwill towards a beloved community—“She told 
me they want to do something for the area before they leave this earth” 
(Ibid.) said Bob Lockwood, councilor in neighboring Frankfort. 

The role of the BDC would be that of defining the masterplanning 
of the area, its design guidelines, and find partners for its development. 
Parcels would not be sold to individuals, but real estate companies 
would develop blocks or districts, conditionally to the BDC’s approval 
of their design. Once the project is completed, the BDC would not 
fully step back, as according to Candler, Sonja Bata believed the corpo-
ration should keep ownership of the land and turn its activities to those 
of a property management corporation. “Today, you go to the suburbs 
and you have that fake stone and fake brick—it’s horrible” Sonja Bata 
criticised; in contrast, her dream for Batawa was very ambitious, that of 
achieving “an image of architectural purity” (Pitts 2006).

However, before anything else, the re-imagination of Batawa was 
dependent on successfully dealing with major challenges, namely to 

 4.12.065  Sonja Bata (source: The Globe and Mail 2009)

 4.12.066  Properties owned by the BDC (source: BDC)
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convince the municipality and local community of the opportunity of 
the project, and to attract developers, investors, and residents. First and 
foremost, the BDC had to prepare a sound planning proposal in order 
to persuade the municipality of Quinte West to reconsider its long term 
strategy of development for the region. More specifically, Batawa had 
to be designated again Growth Area (Alton 2007)—a status that was lost 
after the factory closed. The reasons for this were threefold: to allow 
for changes in zoning and new construction, to guarantee that employ-
ment and public functions servicing surrounding hamlets and towns 
clustered in Batawa, and to get the municipality to invest in infrastruc-
ture that was very much needed to support such development, in par-
ticular water supply and waste water treatment. In the interview held 
with Candler, she explained that even though homes became private 
property in the 1970s, and services infrastructure were turned to the 
municipality decades ago, no improvements had ever been made. The 
situation was particularly shameful considering that the municipality 
had been collecting property taxes from the residents since the compa-
ny housing rental scheme ended. With leaking pipes and homes with 
no water meters, basically Batawa had in 2005 a precarious standalone 
water and sewer system that still responded to the logics of a war-
time-built company town.

Initially the BDC and Sonja Bata entrusted Canadian architect 
Eberhard Zeidler to prepare a first version of the new plan for Batawa, 
and used it as the base for the discussions with the local community 
(Pitts 2006) in a series of Town Hall meetings held with residents of 
Batawa (RFA Planning Consultant Inc. 2007). Zeidler’s first designs in 2006 
envisioned a large low density residential development to the west 
of the existing village, consisting a series of cul-de-sac clusters, large 
plots for “estate housing”, and a golf course and club. Besides, the plan 
included a “work-live” area and commercial uses  4.12.068   4.12.069 . Built in 
two phases, it proposed 890 additional residential units. Apart from its 
questionable scale and typical car-oriented suburban enclave morphol-
ogy, its most controversial aspect was its disregard for Batawa’s environ-
mental heritage: the new subdivision would raze large areas of forest, 
and ignore the local hydrology and topography. However, it would be 
clear that the plan was unsatisfactory for all parts. On the one hand, 
Candler remarked, the city of Quinte West made the change its growth 
policies conditional to a new strategy in Batawa: to move away from 
the plans of a sprawling community, and focus on the intensification of 
existing uses and circumscribing most of the new development within 
the existing footprint of the town.  On the other, it was decided that 
deciding how much the community could grow without changing its 
character would be done in consultation with the existing residents, 
who set 1,500 people—515 additional dwellings—as the maximum 
future population of the town. 

On top of that, the declaration of most of the land where the 
proposed residential development as Area of Natural and Scientific 
Interest (ANSI)—mechanism that also allowed land owners to enter 
a Conservation Land Tax Incentive Program (Ontario 2015)—the de-
signers, planning consultants, and BDC were forced to make a turn 

 4.12.068  Schematic plan for Batawa, Ainley & RFA 

Consultant Inc. 2006  (source: Un Wang 2013)

 4.12.067  Schematic plan for Batawa, Eberhard Zeidler 

2006 (source: Un Wang 2013)
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towards a plan at the vanguard of neighborhood and rural develop-
ment, with an explicit focus on community building, sustainability and 
environmental awareness. 

While the declaration of ANSI could had been, in Candler’s words, 
a developer’s “worst nightmare”, Sonja Bata embraced the decision, 
and shifted to an “ecology first” stance. In addition, instead of an 
sprawling development of individual homesteads, future Batawa would 
be based “on the old values and systems” of a community, Mrs Bata 
said during an interview on January 14, 2012. Those ecological and 
community ideals would be translated into physical form by following 
the guidelines of the Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design 
for Neighborhood Development (LEED-ND) certification (Alton 
2007; RFA Planning Consultant Inc. 2007). Developed by the U.S. Green 
Building Council (USGBC) in partnership with the Congress for the 
New Urbanism (CNU) and the Natural Resources Defense Council 
(NRDC), the system of rating on which the LEED-ND is based inte-
grates “principles of smart growth, New Urbanism and green building” 
(“Pilot Version. LEED for Neighborhood Development Rating System” 2007) rec-
ognizing urban developments “that achieve true sustainability and ener-
gy efficiency through building in a compact, walkable, accessible urban 
context” (“Our Projects. LEED for Neighborhood Development” 2015). Entirely 
persuaded by the promise of becoming an international leader and 
model in the design of neighborhoods and communities (Alton 2007), 
the BDC applied with success to the first call for pilot projects in 2007 
with a plan for Batawa that adopted those “qualities of an ideal neigh-
borhood” (“LEED for Neighborhood Developments Rating System - Preliminary 
Draft” 2005, 4) evaluated by the USGBC and fulfilled its prerequisites: 

 4.12.070  Land use of the Batawa Special Policy Area, RFA 

Consultant Inc. 2007 (source: BCD)
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smart location and linkage, neighborhood pattern and design, green 
infrastructure and buildings, and innovation and design process (Ibid.). 
It should be noted that satisfying some the points of the first of those 
categories owed a lot to a certain extent to those imposed to the sites 
for ideal industrial towns, namely proximity to existing transportation, 
water and wastewater infrastructure, agricultural land conservation, 
floodplain avoidance, and of course, brownfield redevelopment.

Thus, in late summer 2007, after consultation with the communi-
ty, the BDC and RFA Plannning Consultant Inc. submitted a report 
and land use proposal based on these principles and making a case 
for the creation of a Special Policy Area for Batawa in the upcoming 
Quinte West plan  4.12.070  (RFA Planning Consultant Inc. 2007). On the one 
hand, the plan argued that given the population trends in the so-called 
Greater Golden Horseshoe area around Toronto, out-migration to 
neighboring regions, as Quinte West, in search of affordable hous-
ing and “quality of life” (Ibid., 13) could be expected. Therefore, the 
opportunity for the municipality laid in reconsidering growth plans, 
more specifically Batawa, and in enhancing its capacity of the foster 
local economic development and gain in attractiveness. On the other, 
throughout the document, the BDC highlighted its commitment to 
the LEED-ND principles, sustainable growth, and to developing a 
“healthy, safe, and balanced community” (Ibid., 3) for “moderate, not 
modest incomes”, at the request of the existing residents (RFA Planning 
Consultant Inc. 2007, 51). 

Following those ideals, the new development was distributed in five 
distinct districts: first, 325 dwellings in a lively medium density mixed-
use ‘Village Center’, acting as gateway to the town and showcasing the 
reuse and transformation of the former factory into condominiums. 
Second, a Business Park promising a prestigious location, visibility, 
and accessibility primarily interested in attracting light industrial or 
high tech companies. Preference would be given to small to medium 
size companies, in order to avoid the community to become again a 
one-company town, Candler stated. Further, companies would need 
to commit to and share the sustainable philosophy of the BDC. Third, 
the low density residential section would be reduced to the minimum, 
140 additional homes, as compared to the first plan of 2006. Fourth, a 
walkable network of public spaces connecting to and enhance existing 
nature trails, parkland, and existing recreational facilities, including 
the ski hill and sports fields. Fifth and foremost, a ‘Live-Work’ medi-
um density area, aimed at attracting self-employed professionals, small 
companies, and craftsmen that would use up to 50 percent of their 
property for business activities, and characterized by a great diversity 
of household types in its fifty units. The inclusion of such area reflect-
ed Mrs Bata’s thoughts—expressed during the aforementioned inter-
view—about the future of manufacturing, the new economy, and the 
role of community making: with economy on the hands of smaller 
companies, with strong online presence, taking care of niche markets, 
and using new decentralized manufacturing technologies and networks, 
she believed that, despite their potential, these trends entailed the risk 
of increasing social alienation. Thus, knowledgeable of that, these new 
generation of entrepreneurs and workers will give enormous value to 
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being part of a community such as Batawa. 
The details of the secondary plan were publicly presented in a 

‘homecoming’ reunion organized in the town. In that occasion, a thou-
sand current and former residents of Batawa had the chance of see the 
plan and give their feedback  4.12.071   4.12.072 . Finally, Quinte West would 
approve the designation of Batawa as growth area in December 2007 
(Tremblay 2008), extend Frankford’s water supply network to Batawa and 
upgrade the existing sewage treatment plant—projects ready in 2011—
and adopt, with minor changes, the proposed BDC’s Special Policy 
Area development regulations in its 2011 Official plan (The City of 
Quinte West and Planning & Development Services 2011). However, if the first 
objective, getting the municipality on board, was eventually a process 
with no noteworthy distress, finding actual business partners and inves-
tors proved to be much more challenging. With the real estate market 
hit by the recession, very strict regulations concerning sustainability 
and design, developers “shied away” (Pitts 2009a) from Batawa. 

In an effort to keep the community engaged with the project in the 
absence of any progress in the construction works, and tighten links to 
potential partners for the developer, the BDC corporation partnered 
with Carleton University to transform Batawa in a “living laboratory 
for students” (“Carleton University Helps Batawa Create a Model Sustainable 
Village” 2009). Since the beginning of the project—Candler affirmed—
Sonja Bata was as convinced as Tomáš Bata that an academic and 
intellectual presence in a rural community was of critical importance. 
If already something distinguished Batawa from other rural communi-
ties around was its cosmopolitan flavor, with Bata men coming in and 
out from different countries, receiving continuing education, traveling 
to congresses and shows, and attending to lectures on shoe design and 
manufacturing. As a result, Candler observed, Batawa residents recog-
nized “they are part of a larger network” of other Bata communities, 
and they felt that conferred them a “sense of international identity.” 

 4.12.072  Batawa Homecoming Plan, 2007 (source: BCD)

 4.12.071  Presentation of the new plan to the community 

during the Batawa Homecoming reunion in 2007 

(source: BCD)
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Thus an alliance with Carleton aimed on the one hand to keep 
alive that idea of a community connected to the world, and, on the 
other, animate the town while development was on hold by bringing 
students to town and work with the community in developing their 
projects. Most importantly, Sonja Bata expected the agreement would 
eventually lead to keeping a permanent physical presence of the uni-
versity in town, in the form of a research hub and educational facilities 
in the former factory building (Pitts 2009a). As result of a five-year long 
memorandum of understanding, from May 2009 on, students from 
the Azrieli School of Architecture and Urbanism, Carleton Immersive 
Media Studio (CIMS), the School of Industrial Design, and the Faculty 
of Public affairs engaged in in situ activities and proposed projects 
for Batawa (“Media Coverage of the Carleton-Batawa Initiative” 2009). These 
ranged from plans for sustainable use of water in the ski resort, trans-
forming the old factory into a greenhouse and cooking school, building 
an observatory and scenic trails, to developing an urban agriculture 
strategy for Batawa, or a plan to bring broadband internet to town—a 
critical issue if the town was willing to attract freelancers and compa-
nies. Exhibitions and presentation to the community took place, but 
to date, neither one of the proposals was ever implemented, nor Sonja 
Bata and the BDC had not succeed in making of Carleton a partner 
in the actual regeneration of the factory building. Ultimately, the most 
relevant tangible result of the collaboration with Carleton would be a 
three-dimensional immersive Building Information Modeling (BIM) 
(Fai et al. 2011) thought as both an repository of archival information, 
and a “marketing” and “planning” tool to show and work with develop-
ers  4.12.073  (The Charlatan 2011).

The redevelopment of Batawa suffered an even harder setback in 
2009, with the closure of Invar Manufacturing Corp, the last industrial 

 4.12.073  Images from the building information model 

(BIM) for Batawa (source: Carleton Immersive 

Media Studio)
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employer in town (Pitts 2009b). Since the launch of the redevelopment 
initiative in 2006 until 2012, just four new housing units had been 
built, and, in private, members of the community admitted their un-
ease for the slow process of the redevelopment project—“I don’t see it 
coming” a former worker confessed. Despite the obstacles and criti-
cisms, the BDC and Sonja Bata have showed an unyielding tenacity in 
keeping alive and reactivating the project after the financial crisis. To 
begin with, by investing on the ski hill, one of the main community 
assets in its property, supporting grassroots initiatives, such as install-
ing hockey ring on an empty lot, and programming numerous family 
oriented activities, Batawa has positioned itself as a local destination. 
Besides, the ski hill management and the BDC have tried to expand the 
range of activities offered to the public, in order to become a multi-sea-
son recreation center. These include, among others, nature classes, com-
munity markets, brand new playgrounds, day camps, children and el-
derly activities, and also corporate retreat and team building programs. 
Then, thanks to the lobbying of the BDC, Batawa did not just improve 
its infrastructure, but managed to overcome the threat of closure over 
the catholic school based in town—one of the few rural schools in the 
area, and to involve the Trent Severn waterway authorities and local 
organizations in a larger plan to improve the system of trails along the 
river. Finally, the BSD continued to explore the possibilities of devel-
opment and environmental consciousness by initiating a sustainable 
forestry program in their property. Nonetheless, the strongest evidence 
of the BSC and Sonja Bata’s commitment to the town was the impulse 
given in the recent years to the restoration of the factory building and 
its transformation into a condominium building.

 4.12.075  Factory in 2012 (photo by author)
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Factory Reuse
The Bata factory was raised to the image and likeness of the other Bata 
factories in Europe—built according to Czech blueprints, by Czech 
workers, and with Czech machinery—with the aspiration of being the 
first of a series of other factories that would make of a remote piece 
of land the new Zlín  4.12.074 . This five-story building was as exotic as 
extraordinary in its context. It was built according to the modular con-
struction system developed by Czech architect Gahura and the engineer 
Sehnal, inspired and supported in the knowledge of Tomáš Bata of the 
American industrial architecture—pragmatic and efficient. Huge clear 
glass window allowed maximum transparency, sunlight, and visual 
connection with the natural environment. However, that solution was 
as desirable as problematic in terms of thermal efficiency and operating 
costs for the company in the extreme Canadian winter. The openings 
were therefore downsized in 1978 by wrapping the building with an 
insulating white aluminum panel system  4.12.075  (Ricketts 1992), but the 
original brick parapets and windows remain under that skin. 

After the plant ceased operations in the first half of the year 2000, 
the building remained frozen, but this time also in time, flaunting for 
weeks outdated banners celebrating the sixtieth anniversary of Batawa 
(Gray 2000) as it waited for its definitive fate. At first, Bata tried to 
persuade other companies to purchase the factory building and other 
properties, but soon local political voices, such as that of Ernie Parsons, 
Member of the Provincial Parliament of Ontario for Hastings county, 
argued for expediting the process by just selling the land and building 
new, instead of reusing hard to adapt old buildings (as quoted in Davies 
2000). As a matter of fact, Candler recalled during the field visit in 
2012, when Sonja Bata took over Batawa’s property, the plan was to 
tear down the old plant under the argument that the new develop-
ment had to be liberated from the powerful presence of the building in 
the urban landscape, symbol of the company’s control over the town. 
Nonetheless, Mrs. Bata was supposedly forced to retract after the local 
community cried for the conservation of an “iconic” (Alton 2007) and 
meaningful place for them during a town meeting informing on the de-
velopment corporation plans. Subsequently, the Batawa Development 
Corporation changed its proposal and embraced the factory building as 
one of the icons of the new development’s Village Centre (RFA Planning 
Consultant Inc. 2007). The 1939 structure would be transformed into a 
mixed-use condominium building. Reportedly, the “adaptative reuse” 
of the buildings would “reconfigure” the interior while “restoring” the 
exterior it to its original architecture (Ibid., 15-16).

While a few boards with design studies and renderings hung on 
the offices of the BDC  4.12.076 , in 2012 the building stood in the same 
condition as in the year 2000. Considering that the entity was “close” 
to make public the condominium plans and opening a sales office in 
Spring 2008 (Alton 2007), four years later the reuse of the factory seemed 
to have fell into the field of speculation. Nonetheless, things were actu-
ally moving forward, and, in the absence of a developer given the con-
ditions of the real estate market, the BDC had decided to take the lead, 
and act as one, and embarked in the project of renovation of the former 

 4.12.074  Five-story standard factory in Batawa after 

completion (Source: BDC)
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factory, in partnership with Toronto-based firms the Dalton Company, 
a contractor, and Quadrangle Architects. Subsequently, in September 
2013, the project would finally begin with the partial demolition of the 
factory. Following the stripping of the additions made to the original 
structure during its industrial lifetime—the aforementioned aluminum 
cladding, and two extensions, a one-story volume to the east, and a 
five-story one to the north—the work continued with the tearing down 
of the original brick parapets, glazing, staircase, elevator shaft, and the 
iconic water tower showing the Bata logo; by winter, the Batawa factory 
had been reduced to its basic structural expression, the Bata standard 
reinforced concrete skeleton. Waste material was allegedly being recy-
cled and diverted from landfills (Kuglin 2013; Everson 2013).

Construction has continued since spring 2014 to date, however, 
no details about the project have been disclosed publicly. However, the 
initial design studies and proposals witnessed during fieldwork in 2012, 
press reports, and pictures in the BDC’s website and Facebook wall 
published in 2015, offered some clues about where the project is head-
ing to  4.12.077 . Preliminary floor plans and construction pictures showed 
that in order to make a more intensive use of the space, the vertical 
communication core was moved to the interior, and the former ser-
vice ‘buttress’ would become residential space. Given the depth of the 
slab building, apartments would have only one orientation—with the 
exception of the corner units—and they would be accessible through 
an internal gallery. Additional design features seemed to include facade 
modules with floor-to-ceiling glazing and balconies alternating with 
others with the standard Bata look. Studies also considered an addition-
al penthouse floor, and an sculpture topping the building; this artwork 
would be meant to replace the old water tower and become a new, 
corporate-free, icon of the development. Nonetheless, these ideas for 
the top floor had been already discarded in 2012, Candler stated, and 
replaced by a green roof and a terrace. Finally, plans for an educational 
and research center in the building did not go through, and instead, the 

 4.12.076  One of the proposals for the re-use of the factory 

ad condominiums (photo by author)
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ground floor will host more conventional uses, such as a grocery store 
or a pharmacy (Kuglin 2013).

Lastly, in spite of the focus on sustainability of the whole Batawa 
redevelopment, it is surprising that nowhere in the development or 
planning materials concerning the town or the factory renovation 
could be found information on the ecological recovery of the site of 
this building. Documents from the Ministry of the Environment and 
Climate Change, and the Environmental Registry of Ontario showed, 
however, that, indeed, the BDC committed to undertake certain risk 
management measures on the land on which the former plant stand 
in order to receive a Certificate of Property use due to the presence of 
pollutants on site (“Instrument Proposal Notice” 2015). Those obligations, 
detailed in the Certificate entail the installation and maintenance of 
hard cap and fill cap barriers on the soil, restrictions on constructions 
below ground level, vapor mitigation systems, groundwater manage-
ment plans, and the prohibition of drilling wells on site for the purpose 
of supply of drinking water (“Certificate of Property Use” 2015). 

 4.12.077  Factory under transformation, winter 2014 

(Source: Facebook)
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More than 80 years after the establishment of the first of these towns, 
the state of the legacy of the Bata urban legacy is uneven and somewhat 
problematic. The contemplation of the transformation, decay or ruins 
of the legacy of the Bata Shoe Company now inevitably causes nostal-
gia. However, this destiny is totally consistent to the Baťa creed; Tomáš 
Baťa’s position to architecture was ahistorical, and embraced continuous 
transformation and adaptation to new social and economical condi-
tions, and he criticized the opposite in his autobiography: “[W]e [still] 
build our houses so as to last 500 years and inconvenience the future 
generations in the same way as the houses built by our ancestors put us 
in difficulties” (Baťa 1942, 15-60). Bata architecture’s functional specific-
ity, its standardized construction methods, and materials were thought 
for quick construction and immediate use, not for lasting. However, 
and the two previous chapters have shown, the work of the architects 
and planners of Bata left several intended or unintended legacies that 
are still shaping the contemporary life, form, and future development 
of these towns.

Concerning housing, and given those conditions, it makes sense 
that in the absence of any external regulation or support, inhabitants 
have altered their homes throughout the years. Despite the dismay that 
causes on preservationists, the truth is that those informal upgrades 
have had an important role in keeping the neighborhoods and com-
munities alive, and keep in part their suburban quality a the cost of a 
loss in their formal consistency. Nonetheless, designer-led conservation 
projects such as the one for Batadorp have proved, at least in paper, the 
potential of Bata’s residential typomorphology to accept certain degree 
of orderly redensification while keeping the garden character and visual 
consistency of the towns.

Similarly, critical for the survival and reuse of the constructions 
built with the Bata skeleton has been the inherent flexibility of the 
structures, but also their iconicity. As it was shown, production in 
Batanagar by Bata continues in the same factories built in the 1940s, 
as it happens in many other former Bata factories, now occupied by 
small scale manufacturers. Besides, both the redevelopment projects 
of Borovina and Batawa have found alternative functions that, while 
keeping their marketable identity, will allow the manufacturing halls to 
be part of a post-industrial economy. 

However, as said above, observing the evolution and heritage of the 
Bata Company towns has shown that the scope of its project and its 
intended legacy was not really based on the permanence of architecture. 
Mostly, it entailed the construction of a vision through tangible and 
intangible infrastructures that considered people and community-mak-
ing as the main asset to achieve stability in an environment in constant 
change and adaptation. Those communities, their strong identity, 
resilience, and feeling of belonging to a larger project, are probably the 
greatest legacy of Bata, and to the extend of their capabilities, the safe-
guards of both its heritage and future life. 

On top of all that, infrastructure. The post-communist success of 
Otrokovice-Baťov has been a consequence of its strategic location and 
provision of  multimodal infrastructure. What is more, in its extreme 
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nature, the case of Batanagar adds supplementary layers to the dis-
cussion the idea of planning future legacies, and, in fact, expands 
the notion of what legacy means. As it was shown, a neoliberal and 
speculative large scale project was in the end conditioned by some of 
the preexistences of the Bata project, in particular social and physical 
infrastructure, landform, and landscape. Whereas the old housing state 
is being demolished, the man-made transformation of the land and 
water bodies where Batanagar sat, its vegetation and elastic spaces, and 
the social networks and programs will remain in some form. 

In “Preservation is overtaking us,” Rem Koolhaas (2004) argued for con-
sidering preservation as a prospective activity, one that must anticipate 
what will be built for posterity or not—as Bata proposed. If that is the 
way to follow, in the context of rapid change and continuous transfor-
mation of an urbanizing world, could all this mean that our work as 
designers of urban environments is condemned to fast consumption, 
replacement and oblivion? The Bata case shows that there is still room 
for agency.  Shifting from the univocal understanding of heritage 
as preserved physical remains to a more fertile discussion about the 
multiplicity of forms—community, landscape, or infrastructure—in 
which legacy can prevail, guise, and coexist with alternative futures in 
a successive palimpsest, is a lesson that opens a new field of action and 
relevance for designers and policy makers.

Notes
1 See Scott 1998.

2 In Sanskrit, the suffix –nagar also means ‘town’.

3 Pers. comm. with O.J. Plešek.

4 Bata Company (1939). Batanagar Company Town, India. Film Archive of the Imperial War Museum, 

catalogue number RMY 15.

5 In Sanskrit, the suffix –pore means ‘town’, mainly referred to a walled town.

6 Information from the Batanagar Newland Puja Committee available at http://www.newlandpuja.com/.

7 For an account of the concept of “kinetic city”, see Mehrotra 2009.

8 Shatkin’s description of Calcutta Riverside is complemented here with information obtained in a person-

al interview with the developers in February 2012, and from the masterplan drawings.

9 http://calcuttariverside.com

10 The other members are: Austin Dolezal, Hanka Gregorova, Marketa Fajmonova and Pavel Hajny.

11 “Letter from Batawa to Zlín” (September 1945), in Moravský zemský archiv v Brně, Státní okresní 

archiv Zlín, fond SVIT 1/2/1 inv 918, fol. 6, 9, 10.

12 Ibid., fol. 9.

13 “Pan Chef” (J.A. Baťa) reportedly said that in “Normalized city for 3,000 employees” (May 22, 1939), 

in Construction-Commands 1938-1940, Moravský zemský archiv v Brně, Státní okresní archiv Zlín, fond 

Baťa, a.s., Zlín, sign XV, kart. 1671, inv. c. 15, fol. 146.
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Auditorium of the Krishibid Institution Bangladesh in Dhaka, Novem-
ber 22, 2014. On the stage of a TEDx event is Rosey Hurst, founder 
and director of Impactt, an ethical trade consultancy. Her company is a 
successful one. It shared with Arup the prize for the best consultancy in 
the Guardian Sustainable Business Awards in 2014 (The Guardian 2014), 
and counts among its clients with big names in the multinational busi-
ness, including Aldi, Hewlett Packard, John Lewis Partnership, Kraft, 
Marks & Spencer, Ralph Lauren, Sainsburys, Tesco, Unilever, and the 
almighty Apple. With its teams in China, Thailand, Turkey, UK, and 
Bangladesh of course, Impactt aims “to improve working conditions 
in their supply chains in a way that brings clear business benefits to 
both ends of the chain…. enabling improved labour practices through 
improved quality, productivity and human resources management” 
(Impactt Ltd. 2015).

Her presentation had began purposefully with a polemic statement: 
instead of being marked for life and paralyzed by recent tragic events 
involving garment manufacturing, namely as the Rana Plaza collapse a 
year before, Bangladeshis should be looking forward (Hurst 2014). In her 
view, what matters is that textile manufacturing brings wages and capi-
tal accumulation, and that was development—“we all want money” she 
had bluntly stated in a podcast interview in 2012. Therefore, the nation 
should embrace and “celebrate” that success—representing an 81 
percent of the national export earnings and 10 percent of the national 
gross domestic product—and strive to overpass China in the global 
market of off-shored clothing manufacturing. In the end, she went on, 
local manual labor was a competitive advantage, a better resource than 
any mineral or fuel. The question was how to “exploit the enormous 
positives” of the workers. 

Think of Them 
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Impactt strategies to make of outsourced manufacturing a win-
win situation, both for companies and workers, are not too distant 
from those proposed by scientific management and reduction of waste 
proponents in the interwar period presented in Chapter Four. In short, 
Hurst key belief is that any attempt to improve the life of the workers is 
subject to an increase in productivity obtained by means of workplace 
psychology; material safety or proper fire exits were easily achievable 
in her view, and worthless without proper training. She argued that 
putting the focus on productivity would end up benefitting the workers 
as a byproduct, for not just they would feel respected, but also bonuses 
and higher wages would distribute the generated wealth. Given that the 
garment industry is dependent on intensive and manual labor, being 
uncomfortable, or abused, at work makes the worker “sub-optimal,” 
thus human-centered shop politics, empowerment and belonging, are 
needed to achieve the ultimate goal: higher productivity and profit— 
“Treat people well, they’ll work better” she had insisted in 2012. 

Higher profits for the companies and better life for workers would 
be the result of ‘re-humanizing’ workers through social engineering. 
Back in the TEDx event, on the one hand, Hurst explained that to the 
eyes of the managers in the garment factories, workers—mostly rural 
migrants—were a worthless backward and useless underclass. In her 
view, brain science could be used to reverse that. Studies had shown 
that the area of the brain believed to process social cognition activates 
less when facing undesirable people, such as homeless or drug ad-
dicts—or workers, she implied. That is, these were objectified, and as 
result, could be maltreated, she stated. However, as a picture of a giant 
broccoli filled the screen behind her she went on: 

If before I show you the picture of the homeless person, or the drug addict, or 
the worker, I show you a picture of a piece of broccoli, and I ask you to imagine 
whether or not that person eats the broccoli, where you’re processing that object 
goes to the person part and away from the object part. So it’s crucial that we all 
re-humanize all the lowest people in society. Think of them eating broccoli and 
you’ll find it works wonders. And we do this in factories, we make people think 
of workers eating broccoli.

On the other hand, and this is where her re-humanization theory 
revealed itself in its full dimension, the task of improving efficiency in 
the workers went beyond the factory floor. Impactt trained workers 
also in their homes, to learn how to “organize life”, be thrifty, and be 
more rested to perform better at work. Re-humanizing them to such 
level also improves productivity, she concluded. So, through practical 
training including “role play, story-telling, songs, games and humor” 
used “to inspire and motivate” (Hurst 2013, 14), plus a series of economic 
incentives and bonuses, Impactt boasts to increase workers’ attendance, 
“capture and reduce “non-productive times” (Ibid., 12), reduce rework, 
or increase safety. In the Bangladeshi factories, efficiency raised an 18 
percent, monthly turnover decreased in 52 percent, employees work-
ing more than sixty hours a week dropped by 43 percent, the average 
hourly pay increased a 12 percent, but accumulated monthly income 
increased by 7.6 percent. 
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At its core, the approach of Impactt embodies at its best the idea of 
what has been called responsible capitalism. In its multiple variations—
you can name it conscious capitalism, creative capitalism, sustainable 
capitalism, equitable capitalism, philanthrocapitalism, eco-capitalism, 
or crony capitalism—it is nothing else but adaptations of the idea of 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). That is, those corporate prac-
tices that emerge when a company takes into consideration or react to 
issues that are not at the core of its business, and that show some degree 
of responsibility towards the common good (Moon 2014). In contrast to 
its predecessors, the early forms of philanthropy or industrial paternal-
ism, here the corporation presents itself no longer as a paternal figure 
deciding univocally what responsibility entails, but acts as an additional 
stakeholder that recognizes that business will be better if the diverse 
vested interests of everyone—investors, employees, suppliers, cus-
tomers, even communities and the environment— are also taken into 
account. At the same time, more and more corporations and corporate 
foundations are confident that it is by strategically evaluating and tar-
geting those needs using business strategies that philanthropic projects 
will cause greater social impact (Bishop & Green 2008); as roadmap, inter-
national organizations provide templates for action and regular assess-
ments of corporate values. Given this shift from “corporate-centred” 
to “corporate-oriented” (Moon 2014, 16) practices—taking downstream 
responsibility, accepting external criteria, and involving other actors—
advocates of CSR affirm is “an idea whose time has come” (Ibid., 3). In 
short, they see social capitalism can effectively bridge the gap between 
business and society.   

Nonetheless, even if accepting the good faith behind CSR, contem-
porary writings on the topic, even by its more arduous defenders, iden-
tify the shortcomings and limitation of these new modes of responsible 
capitalism. To the general critique that states that CSR or foundations 
erode support for governmental investment on public services by affect-
ing tax revenue or offering a privately-managed alternative which lacks 
public accountability and transparency (Ibid.; McGoey 2015), one has to 
add that pointing at the legitimacy of wealth of those who are behind 
social capitalism and philanthropy (Bishop & Green 2009; Moon 2014; Mc-
Goey 2015); in fact, sometimes it was the result of monopolistic action, 
unethical practices, or directly worker’s exploitation. What is more, 
that problematic wealth might be the result of uneven policies from 
the same company across geographies; a company can be making deep 
change in one country, “yet [it] can also be associated with oppressive 
labor conditions in its supply chains… to lower its labor costs” (Moon 
2014, 71). Secondly, the stakeholder model may be at times flawed, as 
it might be the case that it is not clear who truly represents the inter-
ests of a part, for example ‘the community’ or ’the environment’ (Ibid.). 
Third, the general lack of systematical assessment and measure of the 
social impact of the activities seems to denote that commitment to 
CSR is merely ceremonial, a “device for corporate communication” 
(Bonin 2013, 359) focused more in responding to a scrutinizing “social 
gaze” (Moon 2014, 15) through an empty discourse on ’good practices’ 
and ‘core values’, and less in being a true instrument for solving real 
problems. As Nicole Aschoff argued, the narratives implying busi-
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ness-like solutions to the abuse of corporate power or inequality within 
the system simply “enable capitalism to evolve and absorb critique, thus 
preserving itself as a system” (2015). 

In the end, as Hubert Bonin (2013) has observed, the obstacles for 
achieving meaningful and comprehensive results through CSR are 
threefold and well-rooted in the late capitalist system. First, continuous 
systemic crises have lead to a defensive and conservative attitude by cor-
porations with regard to further investing in social assets; CSR is prob-
ably the first thing that falls out of a budget in times of crisis. Secondly, 
the transformation of the productive system since the 1970s, marked 
namely by the escalation of off-shored manufacturing in the periphery, 
and the ‘factory-less’ industry in the West. Finally, he points at the in-
creasing flexibility in the regulation of labor markets, to what the rising 
figures of unemployment may be added; pools of unemployed people 
available in combination with a rise in part-time or temporary jobs, 
and zero-hour contracts make unnecessary the adoption of policies 
aimed at increasing workers’ loyalty. 

Back to Bangladesh, despite the likely improvement of workers’ lives 
in factories consulted by Impactt and other multinational-supported 
activities there, their actual systemic impact and long-term sustain-
ability of the model they support is not so clear, and epitomize some 
of the gaps and contradictions of the so-called responsible capitalism 
described above. In that sense, the case of the garment industry in 
Dacca is truly illustrative, as shown in Business as Usual is not an Option 
(Labowitz & Baumann-Pauly 2014), a report on supply chains and sourcing 
in that nation published by the Center for Business and Human Rights 
at the New York University Stern School of Business exactly a year after 
the Rana Plaza collapse. The research pointed at how the two private 
initiatives launched to remedy the structural deficiencies of the garment 
industry—Bangladesh Accord on Fire and Building Safety, and the 
Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety—stay just at the surface of the 
manufacturing landscape and fail at identifying the root of the system 
weaknesses. First it criticized their focus on inspecting, and training the 
management and workers in fire and safety of “top tier” (Ibid., 38) facil-
ities—“the face” (Ibid., 18) of factory groups showed to foreign compa-
nies—while ignoring, and de facto concealing, the complex and well-
known chain of subcontracting and indirect sourcing to unregulated 
workshops that dominates the industry. More specifically, the research-
ers at the Stern School of Business calculate that there are between five 
and six thousand registered and unregistered factories, whereas the 
Accord and the Alliance encompass just 1,894 of them. Further, both 
initiatives overlap in their functions, and lack a clear mechanism for 
enforcing the funding of physical improvements in factories, passing 
the responsibility to local factory owners. Second, the report showed 
that none of the private initiatives tackle the need for strengthening the 
public capacity for over-sighting and enforcing international labor reg-
ulations, which results in a loss of government’s ownership of regulation 
in favor of a parallel private governance system. Third, international 
donors and organizations endeavor for obtaining short-term results 
through training and inspections clearly disregard that: 
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It is impossible to consider the long-term viability of Bangladesh as a major 
garment production center without addressing significant gaps in the country’s 
infrastructure….[T]he demands of the garment sector have actually exacerbat-
ed the problem, placing even greater demands on an already overtaxed system. 
Erratic electrical supply and poor transport networks aggravate production delays 
and raise production costs. Ultimately, it is the workers who pay the price… in 
the form of long hours in unsafe facilities, where an electrical spark can lead to a 
deadly fire in a cramped building.

Ibid., 10

What is more, in view of the infrastructural and regulatory deficien-
cies, and the lack of will for solving them systemically, the Bangladeshi 
government has been in turn impulsing the development of export 
processing zones: islets of safety and guaranteed power supply, and tax 
havens with loose labor regulation and restricted workers’ rights that are 
very appealing for global brands. Most likely, had Naomi Klein written 
The Shock Doctrine (2007) now, she would have found further support 
for her thesis that some political leaders exploit crises to push forward 
the neoliberal agenda in the way the drama of the Rana Plaza—or labor 
conditions in general—has been followed by the Government of Ban-
gladesh outsourcing regulatory critical functions to private initiatives 
or fostering a manufacturing landscape dominated by special export 
economic zones with weaker labor legislation, instead of channeling 
foreign funds and assistance in having its own overall physical and 
administrative capacities reinforced. As Susan Fainstein implied, not 
much can be said to argue against the accusation that “humane capital-
ism is an oxymoron” (2011) in itself. 

At the bottom line of all these, and returning to the beginning of 
this concluding chapter, is the question of if a model merely based in 
increasing productivity and bringing workers from subsistence into the 
dynamics of capitalist accumulation through higher wages may bring 
sustainable long-term development and real transformative effects, 
offering a true alternative to a focus in the investment in the built and 
social environment. The truth is that a view on current macroeconom-
ic trends does not offer great expectations on that matter. On the one 
hand, the recent trend for re-shoring of industries to the west and the 
“shifting geography of offshoring” (2009) as A. T. Kerney—a global 
management consulting group—called it, is leading to what has been 
called “premature deindustrialization” (The Economist 2014) of developing 
countries: facing competition from countries with even lower manu-
facturing costs, and not having enough time to grasp the benefits of 
industrialization for relieving their pressing needs for housing or for the 
improvement of their social and physical infrastructure, they might end 
up locked in a wicked poverty trap. 

On the other, research by Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAffee 
from the MIT Center for Digital Business recently showed that, while 
economic growth in the United States and other rich nations, mea-
sured in GDP and productivity gains, has kept a strong trend upwards 
since the 1990s, income and employment have been falling behind, 
leading to increasing social inequality; they called this phenomenon 
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‘the Great Decoupling.’ Although new tax and policy environments, 
and off-shoring were mentioned as causes of the sluggish growth of 
employment and the lower percentage of GDP paid as wages, Bryn-
jolfsson and McAffee pointed at the rise and exponential growth of 
inexpensive technologies able to become replacements of human labor. 
Even though their research focused in the North American context, 
they referred to additional research revealing that also in developing 
countries there is a clear shift from investing in labor towards capital—
namely digital technology and mechanization (Brynjolfsson & McAffee 
2012; Brynjolfsson & McAffee 2015). Following on that, Martin Ford in the 
concluding chapter of Rise of the Robots was even more dramatic in 
his forecast, signaling that, in richer nations machines and information 
technology might accelerate the expulsion of labor from the system and 
the rise of inequality: 

beyond the United States and other advanced countries, the situation may be far 
more dangerous…. Labor-intensive manufacturing as a path to prosperity may 
begin to evaporate for many developing nations even as more efficient farming 
techniques inevitably push people away from agricultural lifestyles. Many of these 
countries will see far more severe impacts from climate change and are already 
subject to significant environmental degradation.

M. Ford 2012

Robotization and human-free lights-off factories seem distant even 
in developed nations, and one might think that it will take a long while 
until the threat of mechanization affects the Global South, giving them 
enough time to catch up in education, technology, and infrastructure 
to transition to new economies. However, that presumption might be 
misleading. For example, according to recent press reports, Foxconn—
Apple’s manufacturer in China—plans to use robots and automation to 
complete 70 percent of the assembly line work in its factories by 2018; 
millions of workers will be replaced by a “robot army” (Kan 2015) in 
the words of Terry Gou, the company CEO, rendering CSR or ethical 
labor consultancies—such as Impactt, actually hired by Apple in China 
to avoid child labor—virtually unnecessary in a not so distant future. 
In fact, that new era of worker-free manufacturing is already dawning 
in Chengdu, where the company operates a fully automated factory 
twenty-four hours a day.  

Clearly, the prospects of a brighter and sustainable urban future for 
those nations entering in the race for development and so-called mod-
ernization may be rather gloomy. Rising global inequality is shattering 
the promise of the ’tickle-down economics’, clearing the path to a mod-
el of “profits without prosperity” (Lazonik 2014), as economic growth and 
corporate gains are nor being followed by investments, higher wages or 
more jobs, but by precariousness and unemployment. Further, work is 
being systematically contained in enclaves with loose labor rights and 
transient citizenship. Finally, the rise of new production technologies, 
robotization, and computer algorithms seem to indicate that also in 
those developing nations, we are heading to a future of workspaces 
without workers, not just in manufacturing but in the service sector, 
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call it full automation or the “collaborative economy” of Rifkin’s The 
Third Industrial Revolution (2011). Removed from their original means 
of subsistence, and not anymore of value as workers or customers, the 
surplus of urban workers and unemployed are silently being expelled 
out of the system—and of corporate responsibility—into urban mar-
ginality, signaling a general global trend “from incorporation” to capi-
talism “to expulsion” of its spaces that sociologist Saskia Sassen recently 
warned about (2014, 211).  

As hopeless as it might seem, the apparent inevitability of such pros-
pects should not preclude a window of opportunity in how that future 
will be designed.

Throughout its twelve chapters, this dissertation has unfolded the his-
tory of the architecture and urbanism of the Bata Shoe Company, from 
its outset to the present. It has done this by developing a complete and 
original synthesis on the case, the result of reading the phenomenon as 
one grand corporate and design project, and not as a a series of well de-
veloped, but self-absorbed and unconnected stories. Despite the com-
plexity and limitations of the study, caused by the problematic nature 
of Bata’s decentralized urban heritage—requiring the consideration of 
the history of a 121-year-old company, and to become acquainted with 
the life of each one the more than twenty towns and their particular 
cultural, economical and sociopolitical context throughout an eighty-
five-year period, dealing with uneven literature and archival sources, 
many languages, and unequal ease for their full study on site—the work 
presented in this book contributes to the growing historiography of the 
case, and challenges several assumptions, misreadings, and absences that 
riddle the existing literature. First, it has reexamined the foundations of 
the project, that is, the social, cultural, economical, and political condi-
tions that inspired and facilitated its emergence, going beyond America 
and the constructed myth of the self-made man. Second, it has restat-
ed the sources of Bata’s architecture and urbanism, and established a 
convincing link between their adoption, personal circumstances of the 
main agents in the story, the features of the company’s system of man-
agement, social legitimation, and the degree of implementation of the 
designs. Third, it has provided with an unprecedented narrative of the 
project design and construction of the Bata satellite cities; it has rewrit-
ten the genealogy and evolution of the diverse city types developed by 
the company architects, revealed their actual references and intentions, 
and given a true account of the actual scope of the project, expanding 
it beyond the Ideal Industrial Town planning phase—a period which at 
the same time has been explained in full for the first time. In its aim to 
colonize new territories by means of a system of self-sufficient yet inter-
connected standard industrial towns and communities, the dissertation 
defined Bata’s project as a networked utopia. Fourth, the research has 
assessed the development of that real utopia. It has contrasted visually 
the ideal with its reality as built, explaining the individual circumn-
stances of each town in a timeline presenting the milestones that have 
marked their life stories. Further, by studying exemplary cases of urban 
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transformation of Bata towns, it has observed the failures and successes 
of the model, and concluded with an outline of the different forms of 
legacy of Bata’s undertaking.

However, the dissertation did that neither just for the sake of 
historical research, nor to provide a direct normative model suggesting 
the desirability of replicating the project today as such. As stated in the 
introduction, the ultimate aim of the book was to reveal how a contem-
porary reinterpretation of a visionary project of universal modernism 
and its outcomes may reveal new areas, scales, and modes of activism 
and agency for designers in the re-imagination of extended built envi-
ronment of industry in developing geographies, as well as the recovery 
of those practices, spaces and territories as fields for artistic expression. 

Along several sections of the book it has been apparent how Bata’s 
many urban offspring left and fostered diverse legacies. Although there 
were self-interested corporate agendas, contradictions, and institutional 
rigidities behind the construction of the towns, eventually these were 
outlived by the ulterior social and ideological motives shared by many 
of Batas’s architects and that were embedded in their works—from 
Kotěra’s belief in social reform through design, Gahura’s industrial gar-
den utopias, to Voženílek’s socialist dreams. Besides, in spite of the uni-
versalist and networked nature of the multinational project, it has been 
shown how decentralization came together with an intention to ground 
the projects in their local social and cultural contexts, while keeping 
equal social standards. Fueled by a set of disparate historical trajecto-
ries, the traces of the resulting designs still condition the image, form, 
quality, and development of the places and communities the designers 
manufactured, either in an intended or unintended way. Economic, 
standard, generic, and universal, albeit carefully developed in iterative 
processes, Bata’s architectural typologies and urban spaces have shown a 
great malleability and flexibility for formal and informal re-use. In gen-
eral, the well-designed housing types have not been discarded, and the 
residential blocks have allowed for some densification and alterations 
without greatly affecting the garden character of the towns; necessary 
upgrades and self-expression of the dwellings have come at the cost of 
uniformity, grounding the universal project in the quotidian passing of 
life. Then, the inherent flexibility and configuration of the efficiently 
built Bata skeleton already displayed its ability to accommodate dis-
parate functions in the 1930s. Benefitted by their iconicity too, these 
robust structures keep admitting new programs today, industrial or not, 
as new owners and projects take over them—as in Třebíč or Batawa. 

Above all, site conditions—existing or created—and physical and 
social infrastructure have added layers of potential to the towns and 
communities. A strategic location and infrastructural profusion have 
resulted in some of the these places being productive, logistical, and ac-
tivity hubs. In this regard, the best exponent is the city of Otrokovice; 
there, infrastructure has not just helped in the continuity of industry 
on site, but has even become a recreational destination, as it has hap-
pened with the Bata canal. On another level, the provision and design 
of social infrastructure, and the landscape conditions of the towns 
created field conditions and social networks that have become critical 
stakeholders in current processes of transformation. In harsh climate 
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conditions, the contained size of Batawa and its many public facilities 
created a tight and resilient community that has a voice in its develop-
ment today; its landscape and topography, facilitated the spontaneous 
emergence of grass-roots initiatives, namely the ski-hill, which even-
tually became the defining element of the community. Finally, in its 
extreme nature, the case of Batanagar expanded the notion of what leg-
acy means, beyond architectural heritage, to the consideration of other 
elements in the built environment which may become unintended 
sources for social empowerment with the right normative and political 
conditions. As it was shown in Chapter Twelve, a neoliberal and specu-
lative large scale project was in the end conditioned by the preexistences 
of the Bata project, in particular its social and physical infrastructure, 
landform, and landscape. The man-made transformation of the land 
and water bodies where Batanagar sat, its vegetation, its infrastructur-
al networks, and the community built around its social facilities have 
forced economic forces to adjust, making the site a modern palimpsest.

In his book Envisioning Real Utopias, Erik Olin Wright (2011) spec-
ulated on the possibility for “emancipatory social change” (Ibid., 1) to 
emerge by means of radical, albeit feasible, institutional innovations, 
or “real utopias” shaped by visions of an alternative future. Defined as 
“utopian ideals that are grounded in the real potentials of humanity, 
utopian destinations that have accessible way stations, utopian design 
of institutions that can inform our practical tasks of navigating a world 
of imperfect conditions for social change” (Ibid., 6), real utopias are to be 
conceptualized within a larger “theory of social transformation” (Ibid., 

273). That is, they are projects of institutional reform built around an 
inspirational vision of the future, so that in their incremental and suc-
cesive consecution they hold the potential of bringing that imagination 
closer to reality. Crafted minutely by Wright, his theory is composed 
of four elements, namely to identify the existing obstacles restraining 
transformative operations—that is, processes of passive and active social 
reproduction; to uncover the blank spots and contradictions of repro-
duction, thus revealing potential fields of action; to project future sce-
narios for both obstacles and potentials; and finally, to devise a feasible 
stratagem—either confrontational, on the systemic edge, or within the 
system itself—to provoke actual transformation. Aware of the unlike-
ness of mass mobilization, the limited scope of marginal actions, and 
the critique that states that symbiotic reformist approaches do noth-
ing else but temporal relief while consolidating the current system, he 
optimistically positioned in favor of fostering institutional reforms and 
facilitating the development of alternative ones, as in the end, “we don’t 
know what system challengues and transformative possibilities there 
will be in the future” (Ibid., 365). In similar fashion, and also referring 
to Wright’s previous work , Susan Fainstein (2011) took on that ap-
proach, which she called, after Nancy Fraser, “nonreformist reforms” in 
her appeal for introducing the idea of justice and producing equitable 
outcomes in the urban realm.   

In this concluding chapter, some of the conditions of work and its 
spaces in developing geographies reveal themselves as materials for the 

Workscapes of 
Tomorrow: 

Regaining the Future
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practical application of a theory of systemic social transformation. First, 
CSR basically provides an institutional framework for the purpose of 
social resproduction of the current system, as “re-humanizing” business 
has no otther end that bringing more people to the logic of accumula-
tion. Second, he impossibility of nations to grasp the benefits of indus-
trial development for guaranteeing safe working environments, and the 
improvement of critical infrastructure jeopardizes in turn the growth of 
multinational business and consumption, thus necessary infrastructural 
development and the construction of new export processing zones from 
scratch emerge as tangible gaps open for action through design. With 
the troubling prospects of a future of rapidly changing geographies of 
outsorcing, lower wages and levels of employment as mechanization 
rises, and the foreseen expelling of masses of population out of the sys-
tem, the existence of such opportunities in the built environment call 
for an urgent engagement of the design disciplines with today’s expand-
ed workscapes. This requires to, on one side, understand the complexity 
of their preconditions, operate within its institutions and speak their 
language, all to detect their gaps, contradictions, and rigidities; and in 
parallel, develop a vision of alternative future workscapes, shared by the 
communities and those operating on the margins, and the subsequent 
strategies for their attainment. 

The story of Bata reveals that there are multiple forms for works 
of design to persist and coexist with speculative and transformative 
forces, by, for example, leaving on site conditions for social gathering 
and empowerment, designing for contingency, and locking certain 
desirable planning outcomes through the design of landscapes and 
infrastructures. Despite these being symbiotic ‘acts of collaboration’ 
with private interests, were they steps towards desirable and shared 
alternative futures, certainly they would hold the potential of being 
concealed transformative strategies—real utopias—too. Actually, For 
their designers of Bata towns, these were latent instruments for the 
construction of a new society. Thus, given contemporary conditions 
and contradictions of today’s emerging workscapes and their future 
prospects, and the need for action, the evaluation and reinterpretation 
of the long legacy of privately-sponsored modern visionary architecture 
and urbanism necessarily suddenly gains great relevance. Debatably, the 
engagement of Cadbury, Lever, Krupp, Philips, AEG, Duval, Frugès, 
Olivetti, Alcoa, or Bata with architecture and the built environment 
did made a difference for their workers. Positively, they left in their 
enduring pieces of architecture and urbanism many other legacies as 
a byproduct. By unfolding the intended and unintended outcomes of 
those projects over time, and grounding them in contemporary dis-
cussions on social justice, empowerment, environmental sustainability, 
and resilience, they may manifest themselves as useful, evidence-based, 
inspirational references. On the one hand, for incrementally achieving 
powerful leverage for collateral urban and social transformation in the 
network of extended spaces of work, in the short and long run; On 
the other, for asserting with optimism the unsuspected possibility for 
designers of the built environment to regain agency the re-imagination 
and construction of the future of millions, and, in turn, reinvent what 
modernity and development mean.



“Let us not be afraid of the future. Half of the people in the world 
are barefoot, and only five percent of mankind is properly shod. We 
see how little we have done so far, and how great a task is waiting for 
the shoemakers of the world.”

   Tomáš Baťa 1931
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The events in the Second World War would change the course of Bata’s 
business, including the lives of its urban offspring. With the threat of 
the war, the planning of foreign units continued, to both secure sur-
plus capital, and to anticipate an eventual transfer of control of the 
entire concern to a new Zlín in the case of its occupation, as it actually 
happened. Both J.A. Baťa and Tomáš Baťa’s son, Thomas J. Baťa, went 
into exile in 1939 (Pokluda, 2009), and both started efforts to reconstruct 
the empire, from Batatuba and Batawa respectively. With an unclear 
leadership in Zlin, the work of the architects, and the planning and 
construction of new settlements continued at a slower pace, while some 
of the existing ones were trapped amidst warfare and violent occupa-
tion. The liberation of the occupied towns by the Red Army was an 
ephemeral relief for the directors in exile, as the ascension to power of 
Communist governments in the east would bring the nationalization 
and loss of ownership and control of many of its factories and towns, 
including Zlín, in 1948.  

Several decades have passed since that critical moment. Twenty 
towns,1 different iterations and successive versions of a perfected Zlín, 
have continued their lives on different paths. These pieces of urbanism 
have been exposed to a multiplicity of realities and challenges in radi-
cally different contexts, even out of the sphere of influence of the com-
pany that created them. Therefore we can consider them as samples, 
products of a consistent project, on which it is possible to interpret the 
effects of economic and societal changes, to ask questions about urban 
resilience and sustainability, and to discern some trends, some of them 
general, some others more specific, that could facilitate a critical refor-
mulation of a renewed relationship between design, labour, and capital.

Annex
The Multiple Lives,

a Temporal and Spatial Panorama
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As one could expect, the biggest obstacle for a successful self-sus-
tained continuity in time laid at the core of what defines a company 
town: the dependency of jobs and economic activity on a single indus-
try. In most the towns that remained in the western block, post-war 
development was hampered by the restructuring of the company. The 
consolidation of the welfare states made accessible public social infra-
structure that relieved the company of such responsibilities. Instead of 
that, wages raised and workers incorporated into the consumer market. 
The subsequent access to car and home ownership changed also the 
mentality of the company regarding housing provision, and it got rid of 
it real estate stock by selling land or homes to workers or other entities. 
When manufacturing shifted to cheaper countries, competitiveness was 
lost, and factories ended up closing. With no other economic engine 
and in a relative isolation, the settlements became dormitory towns 
or suburban enclaves that never reached their full potential. In private 
hands, heritage protection policies turned up as one of the only mecha-
nisms to preserve the formal integrity of these urban ensembles.2  

In the Socialist block, the centralized control on production car-
ried out by the governments as well as the existence of safe markets for 
their products, mainly the USSR, made the towns thrive. The existing 
housing stock became state or cooperative property, but that did not 
prolong the original look of their architecture. Socialist programs put 
into service the existing Bata social infrastructure, and promoted the 
construction of new buildings. The need for more housing caused the 
introduction of new typologies, mainly prefabricated housing blocks. 
Progress and population growth—beyond the numbers they had been 
planned for—affected greatly the urban landscape and suburban feeling 
of the towns. After the fall of the iron curtain, the companies special-
ized on the manufacturing of shoes barely managed to survive a couple 
of years to the fierce competition in the capitalist global markets, bring-
ing rampant unemployment to the towns. This has forced the munic-
ipal and regional governments to employ active policies to bring back 
economic development by finding alternative economies, or attracting 
new employers. 

This annex will allow to visualize how these general trends and 
conditions interacted with the local circumstances, and manifested in 
each of the Bata towns. It will do it in two ways. First, by means of a 
timeline that presents the milestones in the development of the towns. 
Most importantly, it will establish a connection between the local con-
ditions, the company decisions, global events, and the current estate of 
the towns. It is a panorama of expand on the history and contemporary 
conditions of each town, based on literature, impressions and informa-
tion collected during fieldwork. 
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Notes
1 I am considering as ‘towns’ those industrial settlements planned and built by the Bata Shoe Company 

based on a functional zoning that included factories, housing for workers, social infrastructure, and recre-

ation. The company build dozens of other factories, some of which included a small housing compound.

2 East Tilbury in the UK was designed a Conservation Area and contains listed buildings  (Thurrock 

Council, 2006); the factories and part of the housing at Batadorp / Best in the Netherlands were declared 

Rijksmonumenten (Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed, 2015); the urban ensemble in Möhlin in Swit-

zerland is an Industrial Monument of National Importance (Gemeinde Möhlin, 2008); New construction 

in Batatuba, Brazil, was prevented in the latest masterplan for the city (Prefeitura Municipal de Piracaia, 

2007); Belcamp, USA, was listed in the National Registry of Historic Places in 1996, but in spite of that 

the complex was demolished in 2002 (Maryland Historical Trust, 2002).





Given the dimensions of the drawing, which would make a folded 
print unmanageable, the timeline is available as in digital format in the 
following URL address:

www.sanz-serif.com/networked-utopia
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Zruč and Sázavou, By the end of production in the footwear industry, Zruč ceased to 
further develop economically. The impulse of rural tourism in the area, 
the arrival of Japanese company ASMO, and the establishment of other 
companies in the old Bata factory are slowly improving the situation.
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Borovo,
Healing War Wounds

Vukovar, at the border between Serbia and Croatia, was the city that 
suffered the most bloody siege in the Yugoslav wars in the 1990s. 
Borovo, one of its suburbs, was severely damaged by mortar bombs 
and gun shooting. Before the war, Borovo was home of the largest shoe 
manufacturer in the country, and of a large tire factory. Now produc-
tion continues at smaller scale the old Bata standard buildings that are 
still in good condition, using the same convetor systems for manu-
facturing. Others, in spite of the shocking signs of structural damage, 
have not collapsed. The housing is being renovated following different 
methodologies as part of an integral project, as the town is protected 
now as national monument. 
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Otmęt / Ottmuth,
Shoes and Memory

After nationalization, the shoe factory at Otmęt went bankrupt. The 
complex is occupied by several industries, one of them still a small shoe 
manufacturer, with a wholesale store on site. Nothing there recalls the 
Nazi occupation of the factory and siedlung.
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Batatuba,
Trapped in Bankrupcy

The former Jan A. Bata villa still stands overlooking the town as aware-
ness on the conservation of the urban compound rises. However, an 
unresolved bankruptcy of the Brazilian company keeps land ownership, 
including workers’ homes, under legal disputes. Nevertheless, a small 
scalle shoe manufacturing business operates in the original one-storey 
halls.The old villa of Jan Antonín Baťa, abandoned at the time of field-
work, has been renovated and is being used now as the headquarters of 
a local company.
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Chełmek,
Gardens and Brick

The town keeps one of the best-preserved Bata residential areas, even 
maintaining the original landscaping, with no fences or hedges. The 
factory complex is underused, and unemployment keeps rising among 
young people and women.
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Napajedla,
Plastic in the Air

Fatra, one of the largest processors of plastic in Central Europe, is the 
main employer of the town. An intense smell of plastic inundates the 
environment of the former company housing. 
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Hellocourt, 
Creative Class Container

A real estate company manages the rental and sale of most of the 
housing stock. At the same time, a Dutch entrepreneur purchased the 
administration building, social center and hotel, and is transforming 
Bataville in a town for young creative people. A film studio and a con-
temporary dance school are now occupying two of the Bata buildings, 
whereas the rest are used for storage. 
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Batizovce / Svit,
Chemical Benefactor

Chemosvit is still the main employer in town. The old pattern of 
crowds of people flocking from the factory gate back to the housing 
estate at the end of the workday repeats every evening. The company 
keeps updating its facilities, and participates in the renovation of public 
spaces and infrastructure of the city, which has been also benefited by 
investment from European grants.
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East Tilbury,
Fears and Expectations

After the closure of the factory, the town transformed mostly into 
a commuter town. The town became part of the London Thames 
Gateway’s area of action. After the demise of that project, new  housig 
developments south of the factory have been approved, with the op-
position of the residents, as they might enter in conflict of the original 
town planning, attract more traffic, and end with the quiet life of a 
dormitory town. A group of residents maintain the Bata Reminiscence 
Center in the town library, established and kept with economic support 
from the Bata Shoe Foundation.
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Möhlin,
Conditional Transfer

Industrial activity returned to town after Jacob Müller AG and Tesla 
installed facilities in Möhlin. A project for the conservation and en-
hancement of the Bata Park and its landscape, and make of it a family 
oriented enclave is on development.
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Baťovany / Partizánske,
Powerless Pride

The fall of the shoe manufacturing business created a problem of 
long-term unemployment (up to 20%), and about 2,000 young peo-
ple have emigrated in the last 10 years. Still, skilled workers maintain 
small scale shoe manufacturing in town, and the companies Velux and 
Honeycomb are now large employers in the area. 
The town is proud of its Bata origin, and opened a museum celebrating 
its heritage. Further, plans for the demolition of the social housing tow-
er built in times of socialism in the middle of town. The communists 
built it in the middle of the that green axis with the aim of blocking the 
view of Vladimir Karfíks church, a temple that is now national monu-
ment. In spite of the city’s appraisal of its original urban environment, 
improving outdated social infrastructure and services limit the capacity 
of the city officials to launch a program for the improvement of the 
urban landscape of the town.
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Sezimovo Ústí,
Mechanical Prosperity

The focus on the Russian market of machinery producer Kovosvit has 
made of it a significant employer with a nationwide scope, bringing 
prosperity to the town. A sign of that success is that plans for extension 
of the factory are in development. 
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